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DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AeT AMENDMENTS
OF 1978

TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1978

aakisz OiREPRERE;TATIVEI,So ON. HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

? Wa8hingtott, D.C.
Th subcommittee met, ursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2322,

Rayburn House Office B
presiding.

HDn.. Paul G. Rogers, chairman,

Mr. R04=98. The subcommittee I come to order please. <\-.
Today we open hearings on I slation to extend and amend the

program for the developmentally disabled. Some 10 million- of our
ycitizens,suifer from disabilities incurred ddring the developmental

ears. For at least 2 million of these individuals, their handicap is a
- severe one, t ,

..,

441t1tpugh they often squire and can benefit from support and
4rviegis from many existing educdtion, medical and service programs,
tottoiton.the needs of the developmentally disabled. are overlooked

*or.j_nadequately addressed.
Thi 'program established by the Developmental Disabilities Act

watt dim ed-to provide funds to support activities at the State level
to identifypersons need and to develop plans for serving the devel-
opmentalliy disabled population, as 'well as to provide moneys to de-
velop model programs, to gain access to existing programs which can
provide services and to fill the gaps between those programs so the
the developmentally disabled can be effectively-served.

One important effect of this program has been to enlist -a number c
of advocates and interested persons who are willing to work dili-
gently in the States to make the needs of the developmentally disabled
actually known and a souree of concern.

As we address extension of this legislation this yesi, we will be
particularly interested in receiving the advice and counsel of our
many witnesses on two particular issues : whether a change in the
definition of what constitutes a developmental disability should be
made and whether the particular nee of the developmentally dis-
abled continue to require the focus of a rogram designed particularly
for them;,rat1ier than for all severely 'sable persons.

We certainly welcome the witnesses today, Dr. Carter, do you hive
a statement too I ,

Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mrphairman.
,1

(
(1)
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2

I am pleased to join you and other subcommittee members ih hold-
ing these hearings on amendnAnts to the developmental disabilities
program.

e purpose of this programTs to improve and coordinate the pro:
-vision of services to persons with developmental disabilities, who are
persons with significant handicaps which impair their ability to nine-
tron normally in society." Freque4ly we find that-these individuals
fall through the cracks of various'programs which could help serve
their need,s.

In other instances the necessary programs or services are simply
not available. Some of the people who fall through the cracks over
the years have been dyshttics.

Mr. Chairman, as we recall, in the 93d Congress the word "dyslexia"
was included in the definition of developmentally disabled. I am in-
terested to see what steps this particular department has made in
covering dyslectic children. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the dyslec-
tics have difficulty in learning to read and as a result, as children,
they become frustrated and many of them drop out a§chool.

Later they often.opme into conflict with the law._ Approximately
10 percent of our prison population at the present time is composed
of dyslectics. This is an area. to which we have not given sufficient
emphasis and I hope, Mr. Chairman, in this legislation we will give
further oonsideration and backing to the care a0 training, particu-
larly training, of the dyslectics.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rooms. Mr. Ottinger.
Mr. OmNGER. Mr. Chairman, I too share 'your interest' and Dr.

Carter's interest in'this progfam. I am somewhat concerned as to the
limitations of definitions ,of those people who are included, particu-
larly the age limit of 22. I understand that cerebral palsy and other
debilitating diseases can make themseiwes known to people after that
age cutoff and still present the same kind of problems to the indi-
vidual.

The other problem is the definition apparently excludes multiple
sclerosis and a number of othersliseases that do cause the same
problems to individuals as those that are covered.

I, therefore, think we should either consider broadening the defini-
tion or consider the legislation that has been in the Senate
by Senator Randolph Which would ,eliminate this program and in
effect have a much broader coverage and also much larger sums
involved.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank y,du.
*

k
Without objection, the text of H.R. 11764, H.R. 278, H.R. 2151,

and H.R. 10059 will be printed at this point in the record.
[Testimony resumes on p. 44.]
[The text of the bills referred to follows :]

4
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95Tit CONGRESS
24) SESSION Ho R 11764R.

IN THE II0I7SE OF REPRESENT \TIVES

NIAnen 22.1978

Mr. ItouErs (for himself and Mr. C.,a-rEn) introduced the following bill: which
was referred to the' Committee on InteVate and Foreign ('(inuneree

A BILL
To amend the 1-)evelopmental ,Disabilities Services and Facil-

ities .Construction Act to revise and extend the programs

undA. that Act. and for otlicryurposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 'llepresenta-

2 tires Qf the I'nited states of ..1m(tica in Congress assembled,

1 SHORT TITLE ; REVERE CE TO ACT

SErnos 1. (a) This :\(1.t may he cited as the loDevel-,

opmental hisahilities Alltt A nchnetiN of 1978".

(h) it as otherwise siIecilleally provided in this

7 : \ct., whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is ex-

s pressed in terms'Qf an amendment to. pr repeal of. a section

9 or other provision. the reference siert]] he'considered to be



t.t

1 made to a section. or other provision of the Developmental

2 Disabilities Services and Facilities Construe4i tut.

3 SHORT TITLE; FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

4 SEC. 2. Part A is arnel:ded by striking out sectioi 1(11

5, and inserting in lieu thereof the following seetions:

6 "SHORT TITLE*

7 "SEC. 100. This title may be cited as ire `Develqp-
,

8 mental Disabilities Act'.

9 "FINDINGS AND -ITAPOSES

10'
, .

"SEC. 101. (a) The Congress finds that-

11 " (1) there are more than two million persons with

41;
12 developmental disabilities in the i'nited Stales;

- 4.

13 " (2) individuals with disabilities occurring during

14 their developmental period are more. vulnerable and

le.is able to reach an independent level of' existence
.

16, than individuals who have a normal developmental

17 period on which to draw during the rehabilitation

18 process;
.

19 " (3) IiersOns with developmental disabilities often

2( require specialized services to be providV from birth to

21 death and by many agencies in a coordinated manner .

22 in order to meet the persons' needs:

23 4) generral service agencies and agencies pro-

p
24 viding. speeialized services to disabled perstend to

(

4,



5

1
overlook or exclude persons. with developmental dis-

9 abilities in' trteir planning and delivery of services;

3 " (5) it is in the national interest td ,streilgthen

4
specific programs, especially programs that deduce or

5 eliminate the need for institutional care, to meet the

needs of persons with deelopmental disabilities; and

7 " (6) there is a need' for. a national plan I'm' persons

8 with developmental takes" nto acrottt,

9 the needs common to the entire developmentally disabled

'10 population well as those needs antique to each identi-

11 fiable.group in the population.

12 " (1)) ( 1 ) It is the overall plarposeorthis title to assist

13 States to assure that persons with developmental disabilities
1

14 receive the care, treatamnt, and other services nectssary to

15 enable them. to achieve their maximum potential through -a

16 system which coordinates, monitors, and evaluates those serv-

1-7ices and which, ensures the legal and human rights of persons

18 with developmental disabilities.

19

20

21

22

23

" (2) The specific purposes of this title are

" (A ) to asstst in theprovision'of services to persons '

with developmental disabilities, with priority to thos%e's

\
persons whose needs cannot he comprehensively covered

or otherwisedet under the Education of All I fa anti-

1



l' capped ChildrenAct:the. Rehabilitation Act-Of 1973, or

other health, education, or Welfare programs;,
3' "(B) 'fto develop a n ional plan. for.meeting the

4 4"-fie'd EitAt unmet nee s4of persons with develop-.

tment I disabilities, which plan coordinated with S1,4te
J

plans relating to persons with disahiliti
Ar. ,

"(C) to qNsist'States in-appraprinte planning,activ-". 7

8

\10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18.

15
.

20

21

22

23

24

-
ities; .

Tat'
" (1)) to make grants to States and public and pri-

. -

va-te,..nonprofit agencies, in accordance with sptiffed,

national priorities, to establn model programs, to dein-

onstrate innovative habilitating techniques, and to train

professional and paraprofessional personnel;

`L( E) to ;Make grants to university affiliated pro-

grams to assist them in administering, operating, plan-

ning, and developing demonstration programs for the

proviSion of services to persons with developmental disa,

bilitiok and interdisoiplinary raining programs foever-

simnel. needed to provide speni lined services for these

persons; and

" (F) to make grants to support a system in each

State to protect the,legal and human rights of all persons

With developmental disabilities without regard to age or

eligibility fortserviees funded under this title.".

13



1.
2

t r".
IIEFINITtONS

S. 3.. (a) Seetkin 102 (1) is amended by inserting

3 "-the Northern IllarianNlands,Kffer "Guam,"..,

4 (b) Section 492 (8) is arnended-

5 1) by inseging`"(A)" after (8r";

(2) by trilling out ,Ineans specialized savicesra

7 and that follows through "such teint includes" and

insertiy,in lien thereof the_following : "means priority

services (aS defined in subparagraph (B) ) , and any9

10

11

12

13

14

15

-other specialized -services or special adapta tions of ge-

,neric se vices for.persons with developmental disabilities,

includitg in these services the"pand

(3 ling at the end thereof the following hew

_subparagraphs:.

(B) Thv1/4 terni 'priority stet/vices' means individual

16 client management sertices: (as defined in subparagraph

17 (C) ), infant development services (as defined in subpara-

18 graph (1)) ) , alternty,ive.. community

19 services (as defined in subparagraph

20 tional social-developmental services (as

21 graph ) .

living arrangement

E) ) , and nonvoea-

daned in stibpara-

f

a.

22 " (C) The term Individuakielient. management services'. '.

23 means such services to perSons with developmental disabil-

24 ities as will assist them in gaining access to needed Social.

INO



4.

1 medical,' educational, and other services; and such term

, 2 includes

3

4.

(i) follow-alting i4ervice s which insure, th?ough

contin,Cg relationship (lifelong
e

if necessary) he-

5 tween an ageAcy or Provider and.eperson with a de-

6-

6
vetopiiiental _disability had his faMily. that'the (lunging :

'_
.

7 needs- of the person and the faun are recognized and
. 4

,,....

8
'-.

appropriately met ; and .., .. .

9 "(ii) client coordination services which 'provide to :C./-

10 persons with developmental disabilities snpport,-- acciss

11 to (and coordination of) other services, information on

12 programs and services, and monitoring of the person's
4 ,1 ,

13 progress.
.,

14 " (I)) The term 'infant development gervices' means

15 such services as will assist in the preventio , identification,

a6 and alleviation of developineittal disabilities in infants, Ant

17 includes .(i) arly inteactition'services, (ii) counseling and

18 training of parcuts. early identification of deVelop-'

.19. mental isabilities. and (iv). diagnosis and evaluation of

20 such do'elopmental disahihties.
.

21 " (E) The term 'alternative contmity living arrange-.

... 22 nwnt servica means such services as -will assist persons .

23 with developmental disabilities in maintaining suitable resi-e

24 dential arrangements in the community. and includes in-

25 house services (such as personal aides and attendants and

-15



a other duinestic assilat ce mut supportive services) , family

2 $4.1pporeSolvices, fort care services, group living serv-
_

3 ices, respite.careoind staff training, placement, and mainte-

4 Hance services.

5 " sThe tern' 'tninv(o.ational socitn-4e' 'elopmen

6 services' eans-such services as will assi4...rsous vitir

7 developmental )is hilities who are over eigItteen years of

8 oge in performing dai y living and work activities.".
.

9 (c) 'Section 102 is amended 1)v amending paragraph
_

10 (9) to read as follows:
I t.

11 (9) The term 'State P iltiiiiw Council' means a State

12 Planning Council, established under sectilw

13 (d) Paragraph (10) of section 102 is amended to read

14 as follows:

15 " (10) The term 'university affiliated program' means

16 a program. 1 is operated by a public or nonprofit entity,

17 I Iwax» s 'associated with (or is an integral part 00_ a col-

18 leg -or university, and which provides for at least the follow-

19 ing activities:

20 ",(:1) Interdisciplinary training for personnel con-
c.

21 cerned with developmental disabilities and related fiandi-

22 capping conditions.

23 "(B) Provision of .eNempinry services relating to

24 persons with developmental disabilities and 'clated

25 handicapping conditions.

nt.

0. )
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10

1 " (C), Technical assistance and consultation for State

2 , _pad' 1 cal public agencies,..private agencies,. isbrviee ppo-$

v.* 4$vide , State Planning Councils, protection and gdvocuey

systems (described in section 113); and other similar
.

entiti0"

e; 6
Diksenoination of researek tindings', rele- .-;

7 . '.vant to services, provided to 'persons with gevelopmenad
\-0 !.

=t
.

8 disabilities, to entities described in subparagraph (C) ,

9 .,providing researchers and governmient agencies

10 ". sponsoring such research with information on the needs

11 for further service-related research, and (iii) conduct-

12 ing selected service-related-research.".

13 NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SERVICES. FACILITIES,

. 14 AND RIGHTS OF TIIE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

15 SEC.- 4. (a) Paragraph (1) of section 108,(a)-is amend -

16 to read as follows:

17 " (1) ( A) There is established a National Advisory

18 Council on Services, Facilities, and Rights of the Develop-

.
19 mentally Disabled (hereinafter in *this section refe rd to

20 the 'Council') . The Council shall consist of
.

.
21 " (i ) *sixteen ex officio members, described 14. sub-

22 paragraph (B) ; and

23 " (ii) .twenty members appointed. in accordance

.

,
24 with tiliparagraph and without regard the pro-

..

25 'r visions of title 5. Unite 'rates Code, governing ap-
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.1 poinents in the competitive service, by the *ecretary
2

2 from person (I) who are advocates in the field Of serv-
:7

3 lees to persons 'with developmental disabilities (includ-

4 ". ing leads in iState or local government, in institutions
.a.

5 of higher eilltgation, and ockaiiizatioris which have

demonstrated advocacy (in behitrof ), and

wlito are not full-time emplo, ees of the United

d

A , 8 States.
-10/\

9 .".(B) The ex officio members (referred 'to in Aubpara-
. .

. graph (A) ) shall be of twekie tepresentidives "front

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfh.rd, two
a .

12 typrescntativel from the Department of Labor, e repre-

13 sentative from the Dqartment of IIousin?.and Urban De-

A.(4, ,

velopment, and one representative from the Department of

1.15 Transportation, eae suc representative. to 'be designated by

the Secretalik the respective Department.

' 17 "(C) Of the appointed members (referred to in sub-
,

18 paragraph (A) (ii) )

19
(i) eight shall be persons with developmental dis-

20
abilities or ti'ith a milder form of any such disability;

21 A (ii) seven shall be immediate relatives or guardi-

22 ans of persons. ,with'mentally impairihg develo' pniental

23
disabilities, at least nne of whom is an'imniediate rela-

24 tive or guardian of an institutionalized 'person with to:

developmental disability';25

11.
2R-568 0 7R 2
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" (ill) one shall be the director of a protection and
4,

2 advocacy system (4cribed in section 113) for dtcvelop-
.,.,

.9 .3 mentally disabled persons;
o

4 " (iv) ontAall be the staff director'ofa State Plan-

5 Ding Council (established under section 137) ; and

6 "(v) thrtc shall be selected from State and 14a1

7 direct service providers (both public .and private) and

8
university affiliated programs.':.

g (b) Section 108 (a) (3) is' amended by striking out

10 ."twice" and inserting in lieu thereop"three times". .

11
(c) Section 108.(b) is wended-

12 (1) by inserting "office" after "shall hold", and

13
(2) by striking out "has, expired" and inserting in

14 lieu thereof "have expired".

15 ° (d) Subsection (c)°f section 108 is amended to read as

16 follows:

17 " {c) The Council shall
, .
18 " ( 1 ) develop a national five-ear plan for persons

19 with developmental disabilities, which plan identifies

20 the unmet service needs of persons with developmental

gi diSabilities and the actual and potential infringements'

22 orithe legal and human rights fif these persons;

"(2) annually review and revise this five-year plan;

24 '(3) recommend to the Secretary priorities (con-.



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a
,,:.%

sistent with the prilnty of the services deserib in sec-

talons promulgated or proposed for promulgaty the

tion 102,(8) (13) L for special projects authorize er

part D of this title;

" (4) advise the Secretary with resget to any. regu-

Secretary in the implementation of lite provitons of. this

tide;

" (5) monitor the:execution of this title and rtiort 4

.

directly to Secretary on.any delay in the rapid exeeu-

10 tion of this title; and

11 "(6) submit to .tilft\i'ongress annually a report on

.12 the Council's aetivits under this subsection during the

13 year and on any needs and priorities relating tt.) persons

developmental disabilities not being met under this

15 title.".

16 le) Subsection (d) of section 108 is amended .to read

17 as follows:

,18 "(d) The Secretary shall make available to :the Council

19 at least one full-time Professional staff person and one full-
,

20 time secretarial assi4ant, such rt seeretariAd. clerical. and

21 other -assistance, such statistical-and other pertinent data

22 _prepared by or available to the Department of Ifealth, Edu-

23 cation, and Welfare, and such other resources as the Council

24 may require to carry out its functions."
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1 41) The heading,to section 108 is amended by striking
. ,

2 out "SERVICES Alp FACILITIES FOR" and inserting in lieu

3 thereof "SERVICES, FACILITIES, AND RIGHTS OF".

4 (g) (t) 'Section. 110 (a) is amended by striking out
4

5 "Services and 'Facilities for" and iiiscaing in- lieu thereof

6 !!Servieg, Facilities, and Rights of",

t (2) S*bsections (a) a nd (e) of section 145, are

8 amended by striking out "after consultation with the Xa-
.

Clonal Advisory council on Services and Facilities to the

10 Developmentally Disabled" and inserting in lieu thereof
.

.

11 "taking into consideration the
p,

priorities -established by the -

12 National ,Ailvisory Council on Services, Facilities, and

13 Rights of the Developmentally Disabled".

14 (h) Notwithstanding the Intendment made by sub-
,

15, section (a). of this section, the appointed members of the

16 National Advisory Council on Services and Facilities for

17 the Developmentally Disabled (as established under section

18 108 (a) of the Developmental Disabilities Services and

19 Facilities Act as in effect before the date of the enactment

20 of this Act) shall be considered appeLad members of the

21 National Advisory Council on Services, Facilities, and Rights

22 of the Developmentally Disabled (as established under the

23 amendment made by subsection (a) of this section) until

24 their terms (as of the date of the enactmentof this Act)

25 expire or such members resign from their office.

21
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1 L II LATIONS

2 Sic. 5. The text o etion' -109 is amended to read as S.

3 follows:

4 "SEc. 109. The .Secretary, not later than one juindred

5

6

7

and eighty days after the date of enactment of any 'Act
A

amending the provisions of,this title, shall promulg to such

regulations as maY be tieqUircd fulbroitair.pm tatiop of

:8 such amendments.".

9 . EVAttAilON SYSTEAI

SEC: 6. (a) Section 110 (a) is amended-

11 (1) bf.-!striking out 'Iwithiti two years of" and

12 all that 'follows through "Bill of Rights Act develop"

13 in the first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "de-

14 velop, notlater than October 1, 1979, "; A

15 ( 2) by striking out "Within, six months after the

16 development of such ,a system, t14" in the second

17 sentence and inserting in lieu thereld "The";

18 (3) by striking out "the receipt of assistance wider

19 this title, that each State" in the second sentence and

20 inserting in lieu thereof "a. Suite's receipt of assistance

21 on And after October 1, 1980, under this title, that the

22 'State";

23 (4) by striking out "Within two years after the

24 date of the developmeWorstich a system, tte" in the

25 6;0-Awl/thee and inserting in lieu thereof "The"; and

4)
Is, 4.,
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1
(5) by striking Out "the- receipt of assistance under

2 this title, that each StateLin\he third sentence and in

3 serting thereof "a Stye s receipt of assic4ance 'on

4
and after October 1, 1982, under this title, that the

5. State".

6
(b) Subsection (e) Of section 110 is amended to read

7 as follows: .

.8 . (c). Upon.-1eVe-liinent of the evaluation' system

'9 described in .sttbSectidn;.:(li,),!. the .S.ccretary shall submit to
-! 4 .

10. Congress a report onlik system, which report shall include

11 an 4stiinate of the costs to the Federal Government and the

12 States ofdeveloping5and implementing such a system.".

13 (c) Section 110 isamended by striking out subsection

14 (d).

15 - RIGHTS OF THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

16 SEC. 7. Section 111 is amended by adding at the end

17 thereof the following new sentence:

18 "The rights of persons with developmental disabilities de-

19 scribed in findingsiade in this section are in addition to

20 any constitutional or other rights otherwise afforded to all

21 persons.".

22 PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY OF -INDIVIDU1 AL RIGHTS

23 'SEC. 8 (a) Section 113 (a) is amended

24 (1) by striking oni "The Secretary shall require"

23



1

2

5 ...

6 ', (2) such spiteful inas1 (A ) "; and -
. a '

7 (2) by striking put the last sentencP ther .."....,

0'4.
.g r)). The second sentence', of.'s.ection I I: ) ( I ) is .-

, - t
A amended to: read asToilows: ".111otnients did ridlotnients'

17

and all that follows throbgh "such system will (A)"'

and' inserting in lieu thereof "In. order for a State to

refeive an allotment under Kart (I, (I) the State ntIV

have 31,1 effect a system to protect and advocate
,

rights of persons with developmnta disabilities. and

10' such sums shall be made on the same basis as the

11 allotments and reallotinents are made under the first

h sentence of subsections (a) (I) And ((I) of section 132,

13 except that no State in .any fiscal year shall be alloted

14 an amount which is less than the greater of $50,000 or the

15 amount of the allotment to the State for the pe4ious fiscal

16 year.".

17 (r) Parap4kilt (2) of section I13 (h) is amended to

18 read as follow*.

' 19 " (2) For allotments under paragraph (1) , there are

20 authorized to be appropriated $9,000,000 for the fiscal year

21_ ending September 30, 1979, $12,000,000 for the fiscal year

22 ending September 30, 1980, and $15,000,000 for the fiscal

123 year ending September 30, 1981.",

2. _
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1 ak,

1 GRANT AUTIIORIiy, 'APPLICATIONS; AND AUTTIpRIZATION

2 *AP . APPROPRIATIOATS FOR UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED

PROQRAMS

4 SEC. 9. (a) Part B is amended thread, as -follows:

_I '5 "PART 137--UNIVERSITY AFFILL.tTEQ PROGRAMS

6
EGRANT AkI,THORITY

7 "SEC. 12l(. (a) Front apprOpriations under section 123,

8 the Secretary shall niake grantstoiniversity affiliatedpro;
kt

9 gramstto assist in the planning, devel5pment, administration,

10' operation, and maintenance of the activities described in sec-
.

11 tion 102 (10) , and of such additional Activities as the Secre-
.

12 Lary determines Cb be appropriate torcarry out the purposes

4
3

13 of this title.

14 "(b) The Vecretary may make a (unit, to a university

15 affiliated programs receiying a grant under sta!section (a) to

16- support one or more of the following activities:

17 " (1) Affiliation of the program .with goveinmental

--:ro
18 and nonprofit organizations, in order to p mote the

19 provision of quality services t( persons with aemop-

20 mental disabilities who reside in geographical reas

21 where adequate service are not available.

22 " (2) Exparision of the program so it, c loess

23 the need for trained pe'qonnel in providing.assistan&e

24 td persons with developmental disabilities or with related

handicapping conditioro. 1



1

2

3 ,

4

6

5

19

"(3) Provision M Aviee-related training, to
1

.Practitioners providittg services, to persons v'ith devel-'
.-

opmental disabilities or w)th related handicapping
. .

Conditions.

(4) Conducting a long-term appliadtresearch- CC

I
grain ,which can .develop methods for applying basic,

.

5 ,
,research:fitAngs to prOdhce more eineie ni and effective :,

%. f . ,

8 .......methods tA) for the delivery of service4 td *sons

9' . with aevelopmetiCal -disabilities or with. rdated latidie

10 capping conditions, and (B) for the 'training of pt.&

11 - fessionals, para-professionals, and parents who provide

12 these services. ,

13 "APPLICATIONS

"SEc. 122. (a) Not later than oneyear after the date

15 of the enactment of the Developmental, Disabilities .Act

16 Amendmenks of 1978, the Secretary shallestablish standards.
17 for university affiliated programs. These standards for pro-

18 grams shall reflect the special needs of persons with dev

19 opmental disabilities or with related handica ping Jondi-

20 tionS who are of various ages, and shall include performance

21 standards relating to each of the activities described in see-

22 tion 102 (10) .

23 " (b) No giant may be made under section 121 unless

24 an application therefor is submitted to, and approve,

25 the Secretary. Such an application shall be submitted in such
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1 form and manner, and contain such information, as the

2 Secretary may require. Such an application shall be approval-

3 by the Secretary only if the application contains or is sup-

4 -ported by reasonable assurances that--

5

.

" (1) the making of the grant will (A) nut result in

6
any decrease in the use of State, local, and other non-

7

,

Federal funds fOr services for persons with develcrpmen-

8 tal disabilities and for training of persons4o provide such

9
services, which funds would (except for such grant) be

10
made available to the applicant, and (B) be used to

11
supplement and, to the extent practicable, increase the

12 level of such funds; and

13
"(2) the applicant's prog;ilini (A) is in compliance

14 with the standards established' under subsection (a) , or

15 (B) will, not later than three years aftter the date of

16 approval of the initial application or the date stand-

17 ards are promulgated under subsection (a), whichever is

18 later, c9mply with such standards.

19 " (e) The Secretary shall establish such a, process for

20 review of applications for grants under section 121 as will

21 ensure that each Federal agency that provides funds for the

22 direct support of the applicant's prOgrarn reviews the

23 application.
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1 "AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

2 "SEC. 123. (a) For the purpose of making grants under

3 section 121, there are authorized to be .appropriated $15,-

4 000,000, for the fiscal year ending Septdinfier 30, 1979,

. 5 $18,000,000 kir the fiscal year ending September 30, 1980,

6 and $21,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septenil),er 30,

7 1981.

8 " (b) Of the sums appropriated under subsection (a),

9 not less than-

10 ",(1) $9,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-
,

11 tember 30, 1979,

12 "(2) $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

13 tember 30, 1980, and 11101.

14 " (3) $11,000,000 for the fiscal- year ending Sep-

15 tember 30, 1981,

16 shall be made available for grants under section 121 (a) to

17 qualified applicants which received grants under section

18 121 (a) during the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978..

ip The remainder of the sums appropriated for such fiscal years
N

20 "shall .be made available as the Secretary determines, except

21- that not less than 40 percent of such %/remainder shall be

22' made available for grants under section 121 (b)

23 (b) Section 103 (.c) is amended-
- 9



4

(1) by striking out "university'affiliated facility or

a satellite center" and inserting in lieu thereof "univer-

3 sky affiliated program" ; and

(2) by striking out

lieu thereof "a program".

4

5

6 f (0) Section 112 (a) is amended by striking out ",

7 facility,".

8 AUTHORIZATION AND ALLOTMENTS FOR FACILITY GRANTS

9 SEC. 10. (a) The text,of section 131 is *mended to read

10 Li follows:

"SEC. 131. For allotments under section 132, there are .-

12 authorized to be appropriated $60;000,000 for the fiscal

13 year ending September 30, 1979,175,000,000 for'the fiscal'

14 year ending September 30, 19$0 and $90,000,000 for the

15 fiscal year ending September 30, 1981.".

16 (b) Section 132 (a) is amended-

17 (1) by striking out subpTharagraph (B) of ragrap)

18 (1) and paragraphs (2) , (3) , and (4) ;

19 (2) by sinking out " (A) " in paragraph (1) (A)

20 and by redesignating clauses (i) through (iii) of such

. 21 ,paragraph as subparagraphs (A) through (q ,

tively; and

"a project" and inserting in

9 ,



1
(3) by inserting at the end thereof the following.

new paragraph:
2

3
" (2) Tor kny fiscal year,Ithe allotment under paragraph

4 (1)

" (A) to each of the Virgin Islands, American
7--

6
Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, or the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands may not be less

than $100,000, and

" (B) to any other State may not be=lesi thatv6he

greater of $250,000 or the amount of the allotment

5

7-p

8

9'

10

11

12

13

14

(determined without regard to subsection (d) ) received

by the State for the fiscal year ending September 30,

1978.".

(c) Subsections (b) and (c) of section 132 are

15 amended by striking out "134" and inserting in lieu thereof

16 "133" each place it appears.

17 STATE PLANS FOR PROVISION OF SERVICES AND

4.18
FACILITIES

19. SEe-11. (a)' Subsection (b) of section 133 is amended

20 to read as follows:

21 "(b) In order to be approved by the Secretary under

22 this section, a State plan for the provisitm of services and



1

2

3

facilities for persons with developmental disabilities mast

meet the falowing requirements:

"Provision for State Planning Council and

4 Administration of Plan

5 " (1) (A) The plan must provide for the establishment

-6 of a State Planning Council, in accordance with section 137,

7 for the assignment to the Council of personnel adequate ,to

0 enable the Council to carry out its duties under that section,

9 and for the identification of the personnel so assigned.

10 " (B) The plan must designate the State agency or

11 agencies which shall administer or supervise the adrninistra--.

12 tion of the State plan and, if there is more than one such

13 agency, the portion of such plan which 'each will administer

14 (or the portion the administration of which each will

15 supervise) .

16 " (C) The plan must provide that each State agency

17 designated under subparagraph (B) will make such reports,

18 in such form and containing suchinformation, as the Secre-

19 tary may from time to time reasonably require, and will

20 keep such records and afforkl such access -thereto as the

21 Secretary finds necessary to verify such reports.

22 " (D) The plan must provide for such fiscal control and.

23 fund accounting procedures as may be necessary to assure the



proper disbursement of and accounting for funds paid to the

2 State under this part.

3 "Description- of Objectives and. Services

4 "(2). The plan must---'-

5 "(A) set out the specific objectives to be achieved

6 under the plan and a listing of the progr

7 sources to be used to meet such objectives

8 " (B) describe (and provide for :'the- review and

9 revision of t he description, not less often than annually)

and re-

10'.

11

12,

13.

14

15

the extent and scope of services being provided, or to

be provided, to persons with developmentaldtbilities

under such other State plans for federally assisted State

programs as the State has rel9ing to education for the

handicapped, vocational rehabilitation, public assistance,

medical assistance, social services, maternal and child

16 health, crippled children's services, and comprehensive

17 health and mental health, and under such other plans as

18 the Secretary may specify;

19 " (C) . for each fiscal year, assess and describe the

20 extent and scope of priority services (as defined in

21 section 102 (8) (B) ) being or to be provided under
- 4

22 the plan in the fiscal year; and

23 " (D) establish a method for the periodic evaluation

a
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1 of the plan's effectiveness in meeting the Jbjectives

2 described in stbparagraph (A) .

3 "Use of Funds

4 " (3.) The plan must contain or be supported by as-

5 surances satisfactory to the Secretary that-

6 " (A) the funds paid to the State under section

7 132 will be used to make a significant contribution

8 toward strengthening-services for persons with de-

,

9 velopmental disabilities in the various political sub-

10 divisions of the State;

11 " (B) 'part of such funds will be made available

12 by the State to public or nonprofit private entities;

13 " (C) -sad\ fends will be used to supplement

14 and, to the extent practicable, to increase thee level

15 of. funds that would- otherwise be made available for

18 the purposes for which Federal funds are provided

17 and not to supplant such non-Federal funds; and

,18 " (D) there will be reasonable State financial par-

19 ticipation in the cost of carrying out the State plan.

20 "Provision of Priority Services

21 " (4) (A) The plan must-

22 " (i) provide for the annual examination oft the

23 provision, and the -need -for the provision in the State

24 of the four different areas of priority services (as defined

25 in section 102 (8) (B) ) ; and
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" (ii) provide for the development, not later than

2 the second year in which funds are provided under the

) 3 plan after the date of enactment of this paragraph, and

4 the timely review and revision of a comprehensive

5 statewide plan to plan, financially support, coordinate,.

6 acid otherwise better address, on a statewide and corn-

7. prehensive/ basis, unmet needs in the State for the

8 provision of at least one of the areas of priority serv-

`9 ices, such area or areas to be specified in the plan.

10 "(B) (i) Except as provided in clause (iii), the,plan

11 must provide that not less than $100,000 or 70 per eeptuin

12 of the amount available to the State under section 132,

13 whichever is greater, will be allocated, as provided in clause

14 (ii), to the areas of priority services specified under sub-

patagraph (A) (ii).

16 " (ii) For any year in which the sums appropriated

17 under section 131 do nut exceed

18

19

20 section 132, Whichever is greater, must be allocated

21, to no more than two areas of Iniority services specified

22 under subparagraph ( A ) (ii) , or

23 $90,000,000, not less than $100.000 or 70

24 per centum of the amount available to the State under

25 section 132, whichever is greater, must be allocated to

" (I) $60,000,000, not less than 1100,000 or 70

per cent= of the amount available to tke State under

211-563 0 - 711 -



1 no more than three areas of priority services specified

2 under subparagraph (A )' (ii) .

3 " (iii) A State plan, in order to comply with clause

4 (i) for a fiscal year, is not required to reduce the amount

5 available to the. State under section 11 which is allocated

6 to planning below the amount so allocated in the preceding

7 fiscal year, if substantially the remainder of the amount

8 available to the State, Which is allocated for other than

9 administration, is allocated to the hreas of pribrity services

10 specified under subparagraph (A) (ii) .

11 " (D(The plan must provide that special financial and

12 technical assistance shall be given to agencies or entities

13 which are providing. or are planning to provide priority
.

14 services specified under subparagraph (A ) for persons

15 15 with developmental disabilities who are residents of geo-

16 graphical areas designated as urban or rural. poverty areas.

17 "Standards for Provision of .iervices and Protection of Rights

-18 of Recipients of Services

19 "(5) (A) The plan must provide that services furnished,

20 and the facilities in which they are furnished, under the plan

21 for persons with developmental disabilities will be in accord:

22 ance with standards prescribed by- the Secretary in regu-

23 lations.

24 " (B) The plan must provide that services are provided

25 in an individualized manner consistent with the requirements

26 of section 112 (relating to habilitation plans) .
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" (C) The plan must contain or be supported by assur:

2 ances satisfactory to the Secretary that the uman rights of

3 all persons with developmental disabilities (especially those

4 perSons without familial protection) who are receiving treat-

5 ment, ervices, or habilitation under programs assisted under

6 this title will be protected consistent with section 111 (relat-

7 ing to rights of the developmentally! disabled) .

8 "Professional-Assessment-and Evaluation System,

9 " (6) The plan must provide for-

10 " (A) an assessment of the adequacy of the skill

11 level of professionals and paraprofessionals serving per -

12 sons with developmlfital disabilities in the state and

13 the adequacy of the State programs and plans support-

14 ing training of such professionals and paraprofessionals

15 in maintaining the high quality of services provided to

16 person with developmental disabilities in the state; and

17 " (B) the planning and implementation of an

18 evaluation system (in accordance with section 110 (a) ).

19 "Additional Information and Assurances Required by

20 Secretary

21 " (7) The plan also must contain such additional in-.

'4
22 formation and assurnees as the Secretary may find neteSsary.

23 to carry out the provisions ande purposes of this part.".

24 (b). Section 133 (d) (2) is amended by striking out

25 "during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975" and inserting

26 in lieu theieof during,the previous Beal year".

3G'
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STATE PLANNING COUNCILS

BBC. 12. (a) Section 137 (a) is amended-

3 (1) by inserting `:higher education training fadili-

4 ties," after "representatives of the principal State agefi-

5 cies," in the third sentence; and
4

6 (2) by amending the fourth sentence to read as

7 follows:

8 "0h& members of the Council-
-,

9 " (1) at ,least one-sixth shall be persons with de-

10 velopmental disabilities, or with a milder form of such

11 disability, and

12 " (2) at least one -sixth shall be immediate relatives

13 or guardians of persons with mentally impairing

14 developmental disabilities,

15 who are not employees of ally State agency-or of any other

16 entity Which receives funds or provides services under this

17 part.".

18 (b) Section 137 (b) is amended to read as fpllows:

19 ." (b) Each State Planning Council shall-

20 "(1) supervise the development of and approve the

21 State plan required by this part, including the specifica-

22. tion of priority service areas under section 132 (b) (4)

23 (A) (ii);

"(2) monitor, review, and evaluate, not less often

25 than annually, the iMplenrentation of such State plan;
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1 " (3) to the maximum extent feasible, review and

2 comment on all State plans in the State which relate to

3 programs affecting persons with developmental . dis-

4 abilities;

5 " (4) promote planning .for training of personnel

6 needed to provide services (including advocacy and

7 training in consumer participation) to persons with de-

8 velopmental disabilities; and

9 " (51, submit to.-the Secretary, through the Gover:

10 nor, such periodic reports on its activities as the Secre-

11 tary may reasonably request, and keep such records and

12 afford, such access thereto as the Secretary finds neces-

13 sari to verify such reports.

14 The State shall provide, to the maximum extent feasible, an

15 opportunity 'for the State Planning,Conncil to prior review

16 and comment on all its State plans described in paragraph

17 (3) .". V

18 (c) Section 137 is amended by striking oilt subsection

19 (0)

20 SPECIAI, PROJECT GRANTS

21 SEC.13. (a) Section 145 is'amended

(1) by inserting " (particularly priority serVices) "

23 after "otherwise improving services" in-subsection (a)

22

( 24 (1) ;

25 (2) by striking out " including programs" and all

:3
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that follows through the semicolon at the end of para-

2 graph (1) of subsection (a) and inserting in lieu there-

3 of "; and";

4 (3) by striking out "subsection. (d)" in subsec-

5 tions (e) and (f), and inserting in lieu thereof "subsec-

Lion (e) " each time it appears:

7 (4) by .redesignating subsections (b) through (f)

110
as subsections ,(e) tin ough (g) , respectively; and

9 (5) by inserting after paragraph (1) of subsection

10 (10 the followin (and redesignating paragraphs (2)

11 through (9) of uhsection (a) paragraphs (1)

12 through .(8) , respectively) :

13 " (2) demonstrations .(and research, training, and

14 t valuation in connection therewith) for establishing pro-

15 grams which hold promise of expanding or otherwise

16 impro-Ving protection and advocacy services related to

the statewide protection and advocacy system (described

18 in section 113) .

19 " (b) Grants provided under subsection (a) shall in-

-20 dude grants for-":

21 (b) Section 145 (e) , as so redesignated, is amended to

22 read as follows:

23 ." (e) For the purpose. of making payments under grants

24 under subsection (a) there are authorized to be appropriated

25 $25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30...1979,



,-
,000,000 for the fiscal year ending SepteMber 30,.1980,

d $31,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,

3 198L".

4 TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMODMENTS

5 SEC. 14. la) Section 1 Plis amended-

6 (1) by striking out "after September 30, 1976,"

in subsection (a) ;

8 (2) by striking out 'Such" in subsection (b) (3)

9 and inserting in lieu thereof ' " and .4

10 (3) by striking out "an" be e "objective criteria"

11 in clause (B) of subsection (b) (3) .

12 - (b) Section 134 is amended
_

13 (1) by striking out "coNsTatreTios," in its

14 heading.

15 (2) by striking out' (a) " in subsection (a) , and

16 (3) by striking out subsection (I)) .

17 (c) Section 135 is amended--
- _

18 (1) by striking out "coNsTnrcnorr," in its

19 heading;

20 (2) by striking out .:`.(a) in subsection (a) ; and

21 (3) by striking out subsection (b) .

22 EFFECTIVE DATE
4

23 -.SEC. 15. The amendments made by this Act shall apply,

24 to payments under title rid the Mental Retardation

25 ties and Community Mental Centers Construction



-

1 Act of 1963 for fiscal years beginning on and after

2 October 1, 1978.

t
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H. R. 278

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JAxuAny 4,1977

Mr. CONTE introduced the following wifich was referred to the Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A B I-L-L
To provide for accelerated research and development in the

care and treatment of autistic children, and for other

purPoses.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House. of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act. may he cited as the "Autistic Children

4 Research Act".

5 AMENDMENT TO THE PUBLIC HEALTII SERVICE ACT

6 SEC. 2. Part E of the Public Health Service Act is

7 amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

8 "REgtikItC11 PROGRAM ON AUTIVI

9 "SEc. 446. (a) The Director of the National. Institute

.10 of Child Health and Human Development shall
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1 " (1) plan and develop a coordinated autism. re- .

2 search program encompassing the programs of the

3
National Institutes of health nod Mated 'migrants of

4 other research institutes, and other Federal and non-

5 Federal progratus;

6 "(2) 'collect, analyze, and disseminate all data

7 useful in the prevention, diagnotis, and treatment of

8 autism; and

9
a establish Comprehensive, coordinated diag-

10 nostie and evaluation ploceduros that provide for early

11 detection ava effective gupance for autistic children,

12 (h) Thcre`are authorized to be appropriated.- to carry

]3 out dot purposes of this section such, stuns as may

14 necessary.

15 "LEARNING AND CAPE cENTERs

16 "SEe. 47. (a) The Set may make grants, loans,

17' and. loan gtiarantces to any public or private nonprofit

18 entity operating or proposing to operate a residential or

19

20

nonresidential center with y(111(.36°11 programs for autistic

Children.

21 ." (b) A grant, loan. or loan guarantee under this sec-

.
22' tion may be made only 'after the Secretary approves 'a

plan submitted by such entity submitted in such form and

24 containing sut information as the Secretary dtav require.

25 (c) 'Acre are authorized to lit apploprinted to l'arly.
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!
1 out the provkions of this section $500,000 forffiscal year

2 1977 and $5,000,000 per annum for fiscal years 1978, 1979,

4 1980, and 1981.

4 "(41) Pur the purposes of this section and section 446

5 tile tern' 'autistic' menus, lout is not limited to. those afilic.ted

ti with infantile autism (Kanner's syndrome), profound aphit-

sin, childhood psychosis, or any other condition character-

8 'vied by severe deficits in language ability and behavior. and

9 by the lack of ability to relate appropriately to (others."
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2151-lrr Stumm

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANCARY 19,1977

Mr. Roa introduced the following bill: which was referred to the committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce

A BILL
To provide for accelerated research and development in the

care and treatment of autistic children, and for other

ptirposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-/
2 Lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

. 3 That this Act may be cited as the "Autistic Children Re-

4 search Act".

5 AMENDMENT TO TILE PUBLIC IIEALTII SERVICE ACT

6 SEC. 2. Part E of the Public Health Service Act is

7 amended by adding at the,end thereof the following:
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1 "RESEARCH PROGRAM ON AUTISM

2 "SEc. 446. (a) The Director of the National Institute

3 of Child Health and Human Development shall-

4 " (1) plan and develop a coordinated autism re-

5 search program encompassing the programs ,of the

6 National Institutes of Health aid relatCd programs of

7 other research institutes, and other Federal and non-

8 Federal programs;

9' " (2) collect, analyze, and disseminate all data

10 useful in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of

11 autism; and

12 "(3) establish comprehensive, coordinated diag-

13 nostic and evaluation procedures that provide for early

14 detection and effective guidance for autistic children.

15 " (b) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry

16 out the purposes of this section such sums as may be

17 necessary.

18 "LEARNINQ AtD CARE CENTERS

19 "SEC. 447. (a) The Secretary may make grants, loans,

20 and loan guarantees to any public or private nonprofit

21 entity operating or proposing to operate .a residential or

22 nonresidential center with education programs for autistic

23 children.

"(b) A grant, loan, or loan guarantee under this sec-
t i .

25 tion may be made only after the Secretary approves a
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1 plan submitted by such entity submitted in such form and.

2 containing such information as the Secretary may require.

. 3 " (c), There are authorized to be appropria d to carry

4 out the provisions of this section $500,000 for cal year

5 1976 Wand $5,000,000 per annum for. fiscal years 1977,

6 1978, 1979, and ,I980.

7 " (d) For the purposfitiof this section and section 446

8 the term 'autistic' means, at. -is not limited to, those afflicted

9 with infantile autism (Kanner's syndrome) , profound apha-

10 sia, childhood psychosis, or aily other condition character-

11 ized by severe deficits in language ability and behavior

12 and by the lack of ability tio.relate appropriately to others."
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18"zs:j1" I-I. R. 10059

IN l'HE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Novmartza 4,1977

Mr. Rot (for himself, Mrs. Buittz of California, Mr. mFIN L. Burrrosr, Mr.

CORMAN, Mr. DOWNEY, M. DRINAN, MT..GILMAN, Mr. tAZZOLI, Mr. MET-

CALF; Mr., MorTrrr, and Mr. STARK) introduced the fo s wing bill; which

was referred to the Committee on Interstate and Forei Commerce

A BILL
To provide for accelerated research and development in the

care and treatment of autistic children, and for other

purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

, 2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Autistic Children Be-
...,
4 search Act":

5

6
. ,

7 akilistickAil ktr .adding, atThe enif'.thereaf, the following)

S .1'.0,:sEARcH .194,0GRAm

"Sw. 446. (a) The.Aceior of the% institute

10 of Child woo and Human

AMENDMENT TO TILE PUBLIC HEALTH .SERVICE ACT

.SEQ.: 2. Part of,the-Tuplic Health Service Act is

LO
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" ( 1 ) plan and develop a coordinated autism re-

2 search program encompassing the programs of the

3 National Institutes of Health and related programs of.

4 other research institutes, and Aber Federal and non-
.

5 Federal programs

6 " (2) collect, 'analyze, and disseminate all data

7 useful in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of

8 autism; and

9 " (3) establish comprehensive, coordinated diag-

10 nostic and evaluation procedures that provide for early

11 detection and effective guidance for autistic children.

12 " (b) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry

13 out the purposes., of this section such sums as may be

14 neeksary.

15 "LEARNING AND CARE CENTERS

"SEC. 447. (a) The Secretary may make grants, loans,'

17 and loan guarantees to any public or private nonprofit

18 entity operating or proposing to operate a residential or

19 nonresidential center with education programs for autistic

20 children.

21 " (b) A grant, loan, or loan guarantee under this sec-:

t 22 tion may be made only after the Secretary approves a

23 plan submitted by such entity submitted in such form and

24 containing such information. as the Secretary may require.

49
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1 " (c) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry

2 out the provisions of this section $500,000 for fiscal year

.8 1978 and $5,000,000 per annum for fiscal years 1979;

A 1980, 1981, and 1982.

5 " (d) For the purposes of this section and section 44(i

6 the term 'autistic' means, but is not limited to, those afflicted

7 with infantile autism (Kanne 's syndrome), profound apha-

sia, childhood psychosis or any other condition character-

9 ized by severe deficits languag ability and behavior

10 and by the lack of ability to relate iropriately to others.".

28-568 0 - 78 - 4
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Mr. ROGERS. Our first witnesses are from the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Mr. Robert Humphreys, the Com-
missioner of Rehabilitation Services Administration, Office of Human
Development Services, and Mr. Francis Lyneh, Director of the Office
of Developmental Disabilities. We welcome you gentlemen. Your
statements will be made a part of the record in full and you may pro-
ceed as you like.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT. R. HUMPHREYS, COMMISSIONER, REHA-

BILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND

WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANCIS LYNCH, DIRECTOR,

OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES, OFFICE OF HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.

I am Most pleased to appear before you today, for the first time
since becoming Commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services Admin-
istration, to provide an overview of the programs under the Develop-
mental Disabilities Act, and to present our recommendation that the
program be extended for 2 years.

The administration believes that the developmental disabilities
program has been successful in helping the States to plan, evaluate,
and implement service programs to assist the developmentally dis-
abled to achieve maximum functional skills attainable within the fast
restrictive environment.

Before I begin my testimony, I wish to reaffirm for the record_ a
few statements I expressed in an interview shortly after I was sworn
in as Commissitmer on November 7, 1977.

In accepting this assignment, I intend to be an advocate for all
disabled populations of our Nation and for programs that are de-
signed to serve them. -

All Rehabilitation Services Administration programs, including
the recently acquired developmental disabilities program, exist only
.for the benefit of those who are disabled. I might add they do benefit
society as well.

I am a strong believer in consumer participation in the develop-
ment of policy, planning, and programs.

I am attempting to develop the Rehabilitation Services Adminis-
tration office as a coordinative and support office which is involved
with the total needs of the disabled. It is not Surprising that after
6 months of service:, n this, position, I hold these same views today.

The Developmenal Disabilities Act enables the Federal ,Govern-
ment to assist intAlroviding the coordination of-Services to a, popula-
tion which has te complexity of service needs and helps to marshal]
and coordinate resources, both human and financial, so that the most
efficient, effective service delivery and program direction may be
attained.

This act also has enabled the States to develop a data base for un-
derstanding the disabled population's needs, develop new services and

51
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model programs, enlist maximum consumer participation and ad-
vocacy for the protection of the rights of the disabled.

The present legislation, Public Law 94-103, was passed in October
1975 as the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights
Act and its Major provisions are:

It provides support to the States for a wide range of diversified
services in terms of lifetime human needs of persons with develop-
mental disabilities.

The basic goal of the act is to provide for a significant improve-
ment in the quality, scope, and extent of services for persons with
developmental disabilities by means of :

Comprehensive State planning for the current and future needs of
itt.he DD population; coordination and appropriate integrated util-
ization of existing services and resources for the developmentally
disabled at all levels of government and in the private sector; devel-
ment and demonstration of new programs designed to fill-existing
gaps in services and of specialized resources to stre*then and expand
present service capabilities. 4

The target population of Public Law 94-103 consists of childriin
and adults having substantial and continuing handicaps originating
during childhood and attributable to mental retardation, cerebral
palsy, epilepsy, autism, severe dyslexia, and other conditions found
to be Closely related or requiring treatment similar to that required
foi mental retardation.

It is estimated, as the chairman indicated earlier, that there are
in excess of 10 million Americans who have developmental disabilities
and over 5 million who can be classified as substantially handicapped.
The substantially handicapped developmentally disabled population
represdnts almost 21/2 percent of the total population of our country.

At this time, as I indicated earlier, the administration is proposing
a 2-year extension of the existing Developmental Disabilities Act be-
cause we believe that this important program should not be changed
before the completion of the dithe studies that were mandated by Congress
and are now underway. 'I will .discuss each of these as part of an
overview of the administration of the act, as well as your bill, Mr.
Chairman, H.R. 11764.

In, addition, I might interject, we believe it,is essential to limit
the.expansion of the act at this time because we feel that a number
of things are impinging on the devlopment of services and approaches
toward meeting the needs of the disabled population, both within
HEW and without.

We have had a White House Conference on Handicapped Indi-
viduals which made a numbed of -recommendations. Under reorga-
nization within HEW the Rehabilitation Services Adm4stration,
I hope, will become a major focus for the disabled within the Federal
Government. So, there are a number of things that I think we have
to take into account in developing our policy and our planning for
this population as well as the total population of disabled citizens:

The present act, Public Law 94-103, is divided into four parts.
Each of these parts contains important program elements for indi-
viduals with developmental disabilities. I would like to review each
of these parts explaining the program progress we have made Sand
share with you the plans for the futtfre.

5,
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PART A-GENERAL PROVISIONS

This part of the act provides for two essential State programs for
the disabled: A habilitation plan for each individual with develop-
mental disabilities, section 112, and a protection and advocacy pro-
gram, section 113, administered by each participating State.

Service programs have begun to develop and use individual habili-
tation plans. Persons with developmental disabilities are benefiting
from them. Those are taken from the concept developed under the
Re,habilitation Act of 1973, the individually written rehabilitation
program which has proved to be so successful in aiding the client.

The Department is in the process of completing instructions to
Stags in the assessment for client growth mild development which
will aid in the standardization of habilitation plans. This effort will
be completed in the next 2 years and made available nationwide.

Each State participating in the program was to have in place a
protection and advocacy system by October 1, 1977. The protection
and advocacy program is intended to insure that the rights of each
disabled individual are protected and that. each person receives
services when and as they are needed. The protection and. advocacy
program also protects individualS from getting lost in a complex
service system, which involves several public and private service
agencies and from inappropriate placement.

We are proud to report that 53 of 54 States and Territories had
approved plans for their protection and advocacy system by the.re-
quired date of October 1, 1977. A variety of aids, such as guidelines
and checklists, were provided by the Department, as well as early
and continuing training and technical assistance.

The protection and advocacy programs are now in operation and
early reports of their activities indicate that they are successful. How-
ever, because the protection and advocacy programs have only been
in operation since October 1, 1977, just 6 months, we believe it is
necessary to allow these programs to mature before measurement of
their effectiveness can be realized. We plan to do that this year.

PART B-UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED FACILITIES

The university affiliated facilities program has developed many
model programs of services to the developmentally disabled over the

- years. The university affiliated facilities also play an essential role
in providing interdisciplinary training for personnel needed in serv-
ices for individuals with developmental disabilities. It is important
that this program becontinued.

The Department is in the process of evaluating the university affil-
iated facilities program, more clearly defining its relationship to-and
coordinating with similar maternal and chitd health programs, and
.willdevelop performance standards for this activity.

As you know, UAFs are supported both through the developmental
'-disabilities program and maternal and child health programs. We

will help to developyrogram- performance standards for this activity.
.tJpon completion of the evaluation and coordination studies, the

Department will recommend changes to help improve training
programs.
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With the introduction of the Developmental Disabilities Office to
the Rehabilitation Services 'Administration, we are beginning- to
examine the interrelationships that might be established between the
UAFs and the research and training centers under that Rehabilita-
tion Act.

PART C-GRANTS FOR PLANNING, PROVISION OF SERVICES
AND CONSTRUCTION

The major purpose of the DD act is to provide coordinated services
by the States for Individuals' with developmental disabilities. This
coordination, in part, is accomplished through the development of a
comprehensive State plan. The comprehensive State plan contains
five ulfortant areas of information concerning the target popula-
tion and services, including: A description of the State DD
population; an identification of the service needs by age group; a
description of the existing service' network including quantity of
participants and quality of service; a description of identified gaps
in services; and a comprehensive plan containing goals and objectives
for filling identified gaps utilizing existing resources within the
State.

During the past 2 years, the Department has administered a prod
gram to help States develop

rtguidelines

for the implementation of the
State Plans throughout the Nation. We are pleased to say that every
State has responded this year by following the guidelines,format.

As a result, the States are learning more about the developmental
disabilities population, service network and the service agency.objec-
fives than ever before. An analysis and additional experience in this
comprehensive planning effort will permit the identification of legis-
lative recommendations in the next fewyears.

One of the important program components of the Developmental
Disabilities Act is-the mandated State Planning Clouiticil. This coun-
cil is one of the few examples where consumers have actual input into
program and policy decisions. The consumer activity in program
planning is of considerable interest to me and basic to the develop-
mental disabilities program.

The State Planning Council supervises the deve lopment of the
State plan. The act, section 137, requires that one-tihrd of the council
be composed of consumers. Also, the act requires State agency di-
rectors to be members of the council.

In this way, both the receivers of services and providers of services
are involved in the creation of the comprehensive State plan, its im-
plementation and the evaluation of the service system. As I have
stated, I believe consumers should have input into programs which
affect their lives. The State DD planning council, because of its re-
quired inclusion of consumers, is a vital part of the develOpmental
disabilities program.

Let me interject again to indicate that newt' -tor ganizalion of RSA
'includes an Office of Advocacy and roordination, which will adopt
for the first time within our agency a major focus where disabled in-
dividuals and groups and organizations of individttals can come to
have defirlite input "and effect on the enfire program of the Federal
Government with -respect to the programs, that affect them. -,

,
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We are aware that H.R. 11764 presents priorities to which the
developmental disabilities community'shold focus its attention. We .
would like to have additional time to investigate, the basis for these
suggested priorities, Validate them, and 'determine the impact. that
they would have on the target population. The uniqueness of each

State and its delivery of servio, will require careful analysis if spe-

cific priorities are to be mandhted by law. *_

We must assure ourselves that' these priorities do not duplicate
services provided under other Federal or State programs serving the-
disabled such as.snaferrill and child health. Therefore, more time is

required to study these priorities and their impact in relation lo the

needs of our population.
I might say in reviewing those priorities, at first review, they

looked most meaningful and important and reflect in a smaller way
my directionifor.the entire program for.the disabled.

PAST D-- SPECIAL PROJECT GRANTS

The Departm ent has been active in increasing technical knowledge,.
assisting State councils and service agencies and exporting model

programs for general utilization through the use of special project
grants. Because of their significance. I want to cite the following ex-

amples of the development of our technicat knowledge:
Identification. of characteristics of the residents and those indi-

viduals released by long-term care facilities for the mentally retarded
and their' adjustment to the community setting.

.Development of model diagnostic and training', techniques:for hear-
ing impaired developmentally disabled persons..
. Identification and evaluation of the gum» it v and quality o f minor-

ity participation in the development disabilities .movement.
Developnient of expertise and knowledge concerning the problems

of aging and.the aged developmentally disabled:
Development. of community based agency, capable- of furnishing

an array of residential and other service /alternatives.
These research efforts have provided the Department with knowl-

edge.aml service models that aid the developmentally disabled. .We

are particularly interested in getting these newly cillated models to
service agencies in an orderly and timely fashion.

The Department has also been .!rent in providing, i n form fit ion

and assistance to significant groups involved the developmen-
tally disabled. We have developed technical assistance programs to:

AssiSt Federal agencies which have the potential for expanding

or improving their services to the developmentally disabled.'
Train the State 1)D councils or subsets or units of the councils;

State DD council planners pd other council staff.
State planning chiiiwils mid.volunt ary agencies on the utilization

of other Federal programs.
Design and implement a national/regional strategy for training

and technical' assistance in comprehensive planningond evaluation.

It is important that the special project:-f extend our knowledge con-

cerning our population and also develop assistance for the groups
involved with the 'population. We hav(' accomplished both of these
tasks through the special projects grants.
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Studies and recommeadatiops: I ain happy to report to the Cot-
gress that the Depaqpient ha compiled with the"DD Art's l'eqluire- .$
ments thatlertain.sttidies be.coniancted. We have conwleted a reviews
apd-evaluaTion of he standards and qlity assurance mechailtistas
applicable to individuals with '-eteveltapfrientallliglibilities d devel-
oped nitdel standardsaforI)rograins for persobs with developmental "'
disabflities.* 4°.'

. .. '': .

*
et

#
,-there IS a quality assurante mechanisi-n for implementing, thew,

n *mt. At present, weAllFestudyin the feasiiiiity and implernon,-'
tatitin strategy for ,the model standards. This.effErt yvill betonauded
Ity.fhe eld of fiscal year 1980. .

.
Also,..flie Departmetir has eompletea tbteAtlid3.'of the defin?tion of ,developmental distbilities..which was anqiorizgd by Congress in -

Publfc'Eaw091---f03. Congress authorized- a national taslt.forceinn the
definition of 7developmental disabiqes. The, majority of the task
force recommended a relatiikly significant cxpansinn of the definition,
while, a sizable minority recommended a definitipn closer to that of
file current la'cv. . .. .

. ...,

We believe that for the time being, the existing, Ilefinition should be
.'' regained. until we have had an opportunity to analyze tie impact

which 'file majority opinion would have on our population. 'We have /
initiated a study to determine the impact of such a significant
change, and the repbrt should be available to Congress within the
next 2 sears. 4,

I might add that the Department. as a viiliale has under considerar
tioh, and it has had for some time now, the possibility of establishing
a uniform definition ,throughout the Department for programs on
disability. The same issue is under consideration with respect to ie,
Rehabilitation Act. It is a very complex kinthof prOlemarid- I link
that in that context, the definition of the developmentally Babied

.:.';sliould also await our study of that area. . .,

FinAl13)', we have concluded the evaluation_ of the social and'degal
issues of the confidentiality of records for our clients and as tigs'ess-e
ment instruction for client, orowth and development. We are in the
process of developing an overall deSig n. and specifications for an
evaluation system:

t.7.: The Department has am: ilable summary results of the corrfprelien-
sive State,plans for fiscrf' year 1978 as compiled from the DDEIS
format. Also, we haTe available the detailed reports from the special
studies which were mandated in the, act. We have made.igome pre-
sentations to your staff and would be pleased to'. be, availal* for any.
additional meetings in he future. W' believe, that we have made
S i cm i fi c. a n t progress ilthe last 3 years in providing ser,vices for indi-
victuals vith develo?mental digabilifies. a.

In addition to a2-year extension, the administration is-requesting
through tké budget. proees $01.9 million for ascal year 1979 and in
the .autrIbrization such sums as are!nocessary for fiscal year' 1980..

Specifieallf, we 'are requesting tlo folldSving an,bount for each.aof
the program componekts : . . ...:

Section 113 (b) (2)protection and ach'pency proizrarn, $3.2Mil ion ; P.

sedion.123(a)university affiliated pro,ttrains, :(1.ronaillion; section ,
131basic State grants, $46.9 nthis is an increase' bf $1,6.8

°
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.
million over the appropriated amount in fiscal year 1978; section .
145special project grants, $5.5 million. .

We intend to work closely with the subcommittee to improve State
services and the service delivery system for the benefit of individuals
with developmental disabilities. I apprecia,te this opkortunity to
testify and look forward to assisting you if the future.

I shall be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you very much. That is a helpful statement.
I might say it would be helpful to-the-committee if you could state

a specific figure for 1980 and 1981. I realize you recommend such
sums but this committee will write in specific amounts.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. As. I indicated, Mr. Chairman, we are proposing
a 2-year extension for 1979 and .1980 And presumably Ike level for

'1980 would reflect the budget request' and we would Tnticipate a
level fu mg for that &rpose of $61.9 million.

Mr. ERL For 1980?
Mr UMPHREYS. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. And for 1981 ?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. For 1981 we are not recommending any level be-

cause we are only asking for a 2-year extension.
Mr. ROGER& What I am saying is that it would be helpful to its

to have a figure for that.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. We can provide that for the record.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.
[The following information was received for the record:]

Because of our expectation that the nature of the act would be modified
substantially as a result of our review over the text 2 years, and assuming
thdt the committee will agree to a simple if ear extension, we are not ,in a
position to recommend a funding level for, fl al year 1981.

Mr, RooErts".14r. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to compliment the gentleman on his'excellent presentation.

I am particularly impressed by<the fact That you motioned dyslexia,
which is something on which'I want to focus a little bit more. What
is your estimate of how many persons would be added to fhe "DD"
program coverage if the task force's recommended definition were to
be adopted?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. You are speaking of,the majority report?
Mr. CARTEL Yes. Of course, that is the recommendation. But I got

the impression that you did not want to follow either the majority
or -the minority report according to what yi3u sFid.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. At the moment, no.
Mr. CARTER. If you adopted the majority position, which I think

would be the logical thing to do, how many more people 'would be
included in the developmental disabilities program ?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. It is really quite difficult to know that. Right
now there are varying and different interpretations of who are in-
cluded in the DD population. The study was an 'attempt to really
narrow the focus and at the same time expand it.. The ,narrowing
would be in focusing on those in the DD. population who axe more
substantially disabled. The expansion then, of course, would relate
to disabilities other than mental retardation, cerebral palsy, autism,
dyslexiamd epilepsy, which are' developmental in nature and occur
prior toll& age of the "majority.

S*71
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Mr. CAIrrim They are part of the law at the present time.
Mr. licr311,13REY8. ; they are.
Mr. CARTER. How su have the State DD programs been in,

generating new sources o support for persons with developmental
disabilities as compared with efforts to increase access to existing
services through better -coordination at the State level? Have you
been able togenerate new sources of support at the State level?

Mr. HUMPHREYS There have been successes in that area, certainly.
As the respect at the State level for the Developmental Disabilities
Council increases and as their effectiveness increases!, their capacity
also increases to have an impact on other State programs.

Mr. CARTER. You have noticed then increases in appropriations by
the States for these developmental disabilities programs?

Mr. HUMPHREYS If I may, Dr. Carter, ask Mr. Lynch to respond ,
to the specifics.

Mr. LYNCH. Yes; in both instances in ,terms of increases in State
general revenue dollars -and access from other Federal-State pro-
grams we hive noted an increase. We can provide you with an anal-
yps based on our receipt work done with the fisdal year 1978 State
plans in that area.

Of more significance in terms of the ability to access funds the pro-
, tection and advocacy progrant, for example, has in a very short

period of time gathered other resources in ,terms of State general
revenue sharing and other public and private sources. In Illinois, as
an example, the protection and advocacy program got $1, million from
general revenue to conduct a protection. and advocacy program in
excess of the- base amount available in that State to finance that
program.

Mr. CARTER. Do you follow these programs down to the State level
to see hoW they work ?

Mr. LYNCH. Yes. - -

MT. CARTER. How well are the States complying with the law ?'Are
they enacting good -programs to aid.the develppmentally disabled ?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Many are doing so Somek, of course, are not.
There is really no uniformity.

Mr. CARTER. Are those which are not conducting good programs
still receiving funding from the Federal Government?

-","*" Mr. Humpurxra.The funding that they receive through this pro-
' gram is, of course, in the nature of coordinating dollars. It is not
really service delivery dollars. The expectation is that the DD money
will aid the States in developing a recognition and a sensitivity to
the needs of this population and will,. as a result of that, increase
their resources directed to the ,developmentally disabled. Some are
more receptive than others, quite simply.

Mr. CARTER. There are some service dollars in there.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. Yes; but its primary purpose is to serve as a

eatalyst for bringingtogether the resources of a number of programs,
at last nine, under the law:

Mr. CARTER. We hate many schools for the mentally retarded. Do
service funds go to them or not?

Mr, HUMPHREYS. There are funds, of course, provided under a
number of different acts. I do not believe that the service dollars
under the DD program go specific-ally for schools for the mentally
retarded. Mr. Lynch can answer that more specifically, I think.

5L
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Mr. LYNCH. No; not directly in terms of. service. But in terms of
deVeloping the institutionalization plan for the State, for the State
public institutions for the mentally retarded, there are DD dollars
invested in terms of planning and in terms of the identification of
that State plan.

Mr. CARTER. But not many service dollars? Most of it is at the
planning and coordinating levels. Now, I would like to ask you how
much money you are spending on osteogenetic dysplasia.-

Mr. HUMPHREYS. I think probably none, unless it is associated with
another disability covered under the act whieh results in multiple
handicaps.

Mr. CARiER. We have people with osteogenetic dysplasia who have
multiple handicaps. It implies multiple handicaps. It is very difficult
for them to move around. Are we doing anything for them?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Yes; indeed, but not enough for any disability.
In the area of rehabilitation, departing somewhat from the purpose
of the current testimony, I cannot give you numbers. But each dis-
abled individual who has a reasonable expectation of employment
capacity may be determined eligible by a State Vocational Rehabili-
tation agency.. for services. There are, of course, dollars available
under title XX.

Mr. CARTER. Not from this?
Mr. Humplinzys. That is correct. Unless there is a relationship to

the primary disorder, a developmental disorder.
Mr. CARTER. Of course there is a relationship to it. These are de-

velopmental disorders. People are born-with them.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. Yes; but under the law the only ones that. are

susceptible of being provided these services and that coordination are
those four major categories.

Mr. CARTER. That is right. Under this legislation. it does not go
very far or do very much.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. I could tot agr(4.' with you more that we need to
do a great deal more for all our disabled population whether through
this*et or another.

Mr. CARTER. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Ottinger.
Mr. arriNeEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if you can give. us figures on what. the impaCt would be

of eliminating theage22 limitation which presently exists and which
is recommended to bei4.ontinued by both the majority and minority
task force reports, what the impart would be if we specifically were
to include multiple sclerosis, and give us smile idea of what programs
are available presently for multiple sclerosis victims?

I have the impression that these people are particularly under-
served and liave frequently been underserved.

Third, if you would comment on S. 2(00, the amount provided
under that legislation and whether you think the amounts there au-
thorized are adequate to take care of the expanded scope (,-f the pro-
gramgram that. is contemplated.

Mr..HUMPHREYS. Thank you, Mr. Ot t inger. I will cella+. respond
to each of those:

First, I think I need to know with sornewhat,mere specificity what
you mean,by removing the age !mit. Do you mean that in the context.

r-
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of the population that is included within the curretlefinition or the
proposed definition

Mr. ()WINGER. That is right. If we were to broaden the definition
so that the specific diseases covered mental retardationmaybe that
is not properly defined as a disease, but a disabilitymental retarda-
tion, autistic behavior, cerebral palsy, dyslexia, if we broaden that
so that they would not have to be as ascertained before the age 22
but were covered at whatever ag( the person was inflicted with that
disability, what the impact would be, how much more money would
be needed to enable you to provide meaningful programs that are
directed at these problems for, people who, are afflicted with these
particular diseases as adults.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Let me suggest that inasmuch as these categories
of disabilities are for the 'most part by their nature developmental,
the effect of removing t4hat age limit per se would probably have very
little effect. I could perhaps get a more specific answer to that from
Mr. Lynch.

Mr. LYNCH. Yes; the question of the cutoff at 22 or 18 was ad-
dressed in our definition study. It came through in S. 2600. We would
have to make an assessment of what the numbers would be by 'in-
creasing the age of one's disability.

. Mr. OrriNGER. Can you do that for us in a fairly short time frame
so that we could make that'consideration knowledgeably?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. We will attempt to do :tat quickly for the rec-
ord, Mr. Ottinger:

[The following information.was received for the record d
It does not appear that the number of individuals defined as developmentally

disabled would increase substantially. (+5 percent)
Mr. OTrINOER. What about adding multiple sclerosis; which I un-

derstand is a disease which is generally not apparent until an older
age?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. I do not think the genesis of multiple sclerosis is
generally known or when its onset begins. Certainly, I agree with
you that multiple sclerosis, along with other specific disabilities, have
been underserved by our programs in the past.

Quite recently, I concluded with the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society an agreement to provide greater emphasis on joint efforts
toward services for the population who have multiple sclerosis. I can
provide a copy of that memorandum of agreement for the record if

' you wish.
Mr. arrntoEtt. What kind of impact would it have and what addi-

tional resources would you need if we were to add multiple sclerosis
specifically to this legislation ?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. The total "MS" population, as I recall, is some-
thing around 500,000. If we were to mandate services coordination
for that population, my assumption would be then that, that would
increase the total population covered under the existing definition by
roughly 5 percent.

Therefore, the additional population would not be that great.
[Testimony resumes on p. 71.
[Questions from Congressman Ottinger and Mr. Humphreys' re

sponses follow d
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Questions From Congressman Ottinger and Mr. Humphrey!s 'Responses

Q: What would be the impact, in terms of the number of individuals

included, of increasing the age of onset of a disability?

4

A: The National Task Force on the Definition of Developmental

Disabiltaies addressed this issue at the second and third of its

meetings and requested that a staff paper be prepared on the

issue. Attached is a copy of the issue paper. Summarized 'below

are some of the major points from the paper and the Task Force

Final Report:

The Talk Foice'examined the issues of origination (point

at which the condition began or was caused) and 1aanifes-.

tation (point at which the condition became evident or

was detected) and decided to focus the age of orCset.on

manifestation since it is manifelitation which actually

affects the development of an individual. This is a

change from the current definition which specifies originatkon..

The age of onset for most of the disorders identified in the riots -.1

McDonald study is either before age 20 or. after age,0:(p.11):

It does not appear that the number of individuals defineidaa °

developuentalty'disabled would incnqate:substantifily (+521

r. : s

with the change from age 18 to age 22. The Task Fbree recommended

the change to age 22 for the following reasons: , p. 0

1. it represents a generally accepted end point bi

primary maturational period.

61
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ams-$2. it is consistent with a variety of progr ax, Social

Security, welfare, education, etc.) which e this age

as a critical point.

Q: What would be the impact on the developmental disabilities program

if multiple sclerosis were included as a developmental disability?

When _national associations were contacted by the National Task

Force on the Definition of Developmental Disabilities to request

their input into the study, the Multiple Sclerosis Society

responded that they felt that multiple sclerosis's's. not a

developmental disability. The manifestation of . multiple sclerosis,

usually in early adulthOedigenerally eliminated it from the

consideration of the Task Force since there was general agreement

that the definition should focus on the developmental period,

the eruct), maturational period. When multiple sclerosis was

diagnosed in the under age-22 population, the Task Force

definition would include those individuals within the develop-

mentally disabled population.

Ths Task Force report specifically mentions_multiple sclerosis

as a condition which originates early in life but which -does

not generally manifest itself until adulthood. To muOte from thf

report," Persons with such conditions were considered to be

signIficantly different in terms of their developmental experiences

And:seiXice needs from those intended-to served by the Developmental
,70%

'1DigiabilftiesOrogram" (p. 13, Final Report).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the meetings of the National Task Force on the Definition of

Developmental Disabilities, tKire has been much discussion on the issue of

age on onset of developmental disabilities. Some Task Force members prefer.

the concept of the disability originating between 0-18 years (as in the

'ctilrent definition) while others feel that be cutoff point should be extended

te'21 years in order to make the definition more consistent with other fed-

eral programs' definitions. Still others felt that since the term develoPA..

mental includes.all stages of life no cutoff should be used.
,

Related to this question of 'cutoff points is origination of and

manifestation of disability. By origination, we mean the point at which th2

specific condition actually began or was caused. manifestation refers to

the point at which this condition became evident or was detected. In many

cases, a condition originates at birth but is not manifest until later in ,

childhood or even in adulthood. Often, a condition May only be manifest.

tisn it has resulted in a limitation'in functioning oz in a disability--

' that is, an inability or limitation in performing social roles and active

Sties in relation to'work, school, family, or independent livinq. some ,

Task Force members feel that the.definition should include only those

persons with disabilities having their origination and manifestation before

the particular cutoff point (18/21/or-whatever); others feel that persons with

disabilities originating before the cutoff point but not maniftlsting them-

selves until later in life should also be included. For example, certain

types of epilepsy may originate before age 18, but seizures ar,' not evident

-until later in life, or in the case of diabetes the condition m..y occur

early in life; but. disabilities resulting, from it, such. as blinaness, may not

occpr until adulthood.

In short, two questions related to this issunneed to b,9 resolved by ,

Task Force members at the September meeting:

(1) What age cutoff point, if any, should pe used in the
definition of developmental disabilities?

(2) If an age cutoff is used should it refer to origination
or to manifestation?

64
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The Task Force is faces!. with five major options regarding these

issues.. The definition can include persons with disabilities .having\

(1) origination and manifestation before age 18

rationale: in order.to maintain focus and intent of

original legislation,

(2) origination and manifestation before' age 21

rationale: to maintain the childhood disabilities focus

yet make the age limit more compatible with

other federal and state legislation age limits-

.

(3) "origination before age 18, but manifestation after that age

rationale: to include all persons whose disabilities
originated before 18, whether or not they

were manifested before that point;

(4) origination before age 21, but manifestation after that age

rationale: to include all persons whose disabilities

originate pefore 21, whether or not they
were manifested before that point;

(5)
origination and manifitation at any point in life

'rationale: to include developmental disabilities
Originating or manifest at any point in
life in order to be consistent with theP

. term. "developmental" which implies a lifelong

piress.

This paper addre es these options ;by examining some of the

landerlying policy, program and,politicel
issues and by presenting, where

posefble, existing data on technical issues such as the incidence of

disabilities by age and the prevalence of disabilities originating during

childhood but not manifested.jintil adulthood.
This paper is not intended

to serve as an exhaustive review of the
literature, but rather,- as a

resource to Task Force members in making their decisions.

The Task Force is faced with two related slecisiOns which arc

displayed in tht following table:

originates

manifests

for to s eci ic a e an ..int in life

These particular options are presented
because they represent the various

approaches which emerged during
discussions at the first and second meetangi

of the Task Force.

21'
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.
Given these decisions there three ein possibilities:

. ,

. .

1. Only diSabilities both nrigiriating,...and manikesting prior to

specific? 9e will be nded.

Disabilitiefhindtin bslbto a specified age but mani-'
testing at any time during a person's life.will Ar included.

4 -

,. 3. Diiabilities originating and manifesting at any time during .

person's life will be included.

.
This criterion (age on 'onset') is one of the descriptors to beused

. e.

in the definition. Therefore, the Task Force -does not necessarily have to

include all disabilities whiCh fall inine of the above categories. 'inst,

we have attempted to collect data on what the size of the developmentally

disabled population would be if dif rint age cutoff points were used. This
. .

iinformation will indicate whether tN.size of.the total DD population could

chaMge-substantially if different age cutoff points were used
A

Please note that afteriach of t$e subheadings which follow, refer-

ence is made to the options (discussed in 1.0) to which'the research is
.41- II

most relevant.

2.p, IMCIDEnCit OP-C11401HOOD DISABILITIES (Option 1)

Informations onihe'incidence of various disabilities by age. is

difficult, ifnot:inposeibbsTo,j4.0htain. ;There have been some stepies of

i'birth defects, but after birth there are few studies conducted to/provide

an estimate of the occurrence of new cases of impairments. Dempsey explains

that such studies are of next to prohibitive cost and the feasibility of

maintaining a. highly mobile American population under surveillance for two

decades is highly questionable (Dempsey, 1976)".

Experts In the field believe that the origination of virtually. all

childhood impairments is it birth. Hatfield (1973) found in his study of

blind children that over 80 percent were blind from birth. In Dempsey's

studies of cerebral' palsy (1974), it was found that the base majority of

cases suffered brain damage no later than at-the time surrounding birth.

The Kauai itudy,sie which 1,311 pregnancies were followed until the childrn

were 10 years old, found the majority of the cases of handicapping conditions

occurred at birth or during infancy (Bierman et al, 1965). Similarly, Wulf

C
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et al. (11661. in tgpir sbody, of, congainital defects in a
small, defined,

Vermont populatical.over a twelve -year
period beginning with, birth found that

38 of-ibe,56-,cases of congenital
aefeRIS requiring fang -tern care were

diagnosed in the first'two yeariof life.
Hakosalo (1973) followed birth .

cohort for 10 yearsi..the cumulptive
incidence frequencies showed a high

detecticm.raie of defects in the:firat,Yeak of
life, a considerable ditec-

tiOn rate of defects until about age
8, and a low detection rate of defects

thereafter.

Whit are the implications, of these
findings for this study? Since

et is generally held that the origination,of
all childhood impairments is

birth or infancy, we can assume that a change in cutoff poine-from 0-18

to 0-21, or to under 18, would have
little effect on''the size of the total

population included in the definition. A change in cutoff point from 18

Years would only be appropriate for reasons unrelated to'size of,the popula-

tion. Por example,, same Task ForSe
Members favored a cutoff point of 21 .

years so that the
definitior'Would be compatible with age limits in other

legislation. However, an examination of other federal legisla'tion (See

'Analysis of Federal Laws' in Background
Materials') shoWS that there' in no

single age limit applied across the various 'programs. For examplee,the

Childhood Disability Benefits Program
under the social get:urity Act, uses,

the cutoff point of 18, the Early,and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis
and

Treatment Act includes children up'to age 21; the Edueation:for

covers children 3-18 years old. Task: Force members

would need to identify the specific
pieces of legislation with Which it

wishes the definition of developmental disabilities bcLcompatible before

change in age limit could be formulated.

2.1, Incidence of Disabilities in Addel'e '...:hciod.

,
To examine the implications

of eliminating the age cutoff and

including,spoeific disabilities Originating at
any.point in life, informa-

tion oX44.11:.i.neidenCe of these
di;tbilities 10 edUlthood would be Useful_

These figures would help determine the size-0( the'neWfy defined4develop-

mentally disabled population.
HoweVer, 'data,on the incidence of disabilitiei.,

In adulthood are even more scarce than incidence srudieSof

disabilities because of the logistical' and. financial problems in studying..

'acohort throughout life. To our knoWiedge, no Study has f011owed'risample.

6' "4/
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of persons throughout life to determine the incidence of disabilities at

. each age:

COneeptually, we can discuss two overall types of disabilities of

adultgood:

1. conditions which
originated in childhood, but are not

Manifested until adulthoodL-e'.g.,
Huntington's chorea. certain

fOrm 6( epilepsy, other
hereditary conditions, childhood

diabetes, etc.

2. conditions originating and
manifesting in adultn000--.

e.g., accidents, traumatic
injury., senility, 'etc.

The latter disability group occurs
mote frequently than those in the first

group. Because the nature of these groups is so different, they shall be

':discgssed separately.

2.1.1 .pisabilities Originating in Childhood/Manifesting in Adulthood

(gation 2)
,

Experts agree that a variety of conditions originate prenatally or

at the time of birth but are not manifested until later in life. In Apgar's

study (1968) of birth defects,
she ideitAfied many conditions with delayed

manifestation, including.some.Shich are not manifested until adulthood. As

seen in Table'1,4ome of the
birth defects'manifesting at 20 years or Later

include HuntingtSn's chorea, Aliheimer's pre ile psYctiOsis, and.dilbetes'

mellectus (late type)..

'In a draft 'Review of the Commonalities
and Differences of Various

Neurological Disorders' (1977) presented
by Mott - McDonald Associate; to the

Epilepsy and Huntington's Disease
CommiSsions,' the age cf onset of various

neurological disorders was examined.
Table 21ists disorders with age of

onset in childhoodand in adulthood.
The disorders with onset in adulthood

included multiple sclerosis, paraplegia,
Huntington's disease, Parkinsonism,

amyotrophic lateral scherosis, stroke, and .alzheimeis dimentias.

ar,

41.

.
Flynt (1973) identified, the.

foll6wing bir.h.defe"cts which do not

generally occur until later in life: Iprtension, diabetes, arteriosclerosis,

schiioPhrenia, and gout. Another condition in whi:Ji'manifestation is'of;,en

delayed.is epilepsy. Lenox (1960) (cited in'Hasic Statistic., of th,upp,11,:i-i

estimatec that onlyclIghtlymore than
threex'fourths.of people with epileef.y.

have their first seizure before the, age of 20,

2

..e r
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We know cpit a number of conditions exist which originate-at birth

but are not manifested until adilthood. No study, however, has attempted

to, estimate the actual incidence
or'prevalence of these delayed-manifesta-

tioh condilog. The size of this group of disabklities is unknewnkut iRi

Sgenerally not considered large.

2.1.2 Disabilities Originating and Manifesting in Adulthood (Option 3) 4

In a report based do dita Irlent the Social Security Survey df,the

Disabled, 1966, the age of onset of various conditions was examined. In

this study, the term 'onset" rgferred
to the point when the condition was

first. noticed- -that is, the term is synonomous with the term "manifesta- 4

tion" as used in'this paper. In Table 3° the age of manifestation of

various disabilities is presented by
diagnostic condition and functional

limitation. From this table, we can examine which types of disabilities

NOM frequently have onsets in adulthood; they are broken ()Own int1Tthe

folloWing ranges: 18-34, 35-54, 55-64.
Treitel summarizes the types 6f

disabilities most common for each of these age range categories:.

A larger proportion of tlegse with onset of disability

between age 18 end 34 have musculoskeletal disorders than

thosewith onset of disability at other stages in the life-

cycle.
Many of these disorders may be due to injuries in

accidents and less to diseases which are more preval.e0 at

early and latct ages. This group also had a greater propor-

tion with mental illness or nervous trouble than those

disabled at other ages. Among the severely disabled, hbout

three times, as many persons disabled in early adulthood had

'4.Mentadillness or nervous conditeon'thanikhose disabled at

"other ages. However, the greater proportiLets shown for young

disabled adults of both mqsculoekeletal disorder and mental

Illness may largely be attributable to the lower risk to

these young adults of degeaFrative diseases associated with

'aging. The pre'valcnce of these diagnostic
categories is not

greater for youhT adults than older persons when the entire

civilian pOpulatiodgAt risk is considered including the

nondisabled.
Disorders among persons age 15 .54 appear to reflect a

growing proportion of degenerative
disorders related Pr:

There is an increased proportion with cardiovascular conditions.

Nearly half who havemuncule,keletal
disorders have arthritis

Or rheumatism compared toles; than a third of.thesedisabled

before age 35.
This trend is increased among those disabled at arias

with about 40 pcteent with4Hisorders due to a cardiovascular

cOnditiOn. Among the older disabled, those With onset of

,

O

*5
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Asabilitylre age 55 had a sma
troible'andWOh blood pressure as

C.N

11
er prpportion of heart
heir Mrimary impairment

than did persons of the same age with later onset of disa-

bility.(Treital, p. 6).
/.

Alat are the implications of the Treitel report for the Task.

Force'sTeliberatVOns or the age of origination/ The data show that

the types of disabilities with or,tiginatioti and manifestatior9in adulthood

are.oftda quite differiiit from those originating im childhood,. If the Task

HFC614ioCides that,the definition should inclbde 44aabilities occurrinakin.

adulthood al.well as childhood,' the pp progralSwill be dealing. with new

types of disabled persons --many who became disabled due to injuries in

41 aCcidents'and to degeneraitve disorders related to aging. The service needa

.; of thee* groups might be quite different frgm thipo,traditionally focused on

by the 00 Program. A.c'elloarison of service needs follows i9 the next section.

3.0 COMPARISON OF SERVICE NEEDS OF VARIOUS GROUPS OF DISABLED PERSONS 4

Thus far, we hams discussed.three groupi of dtabled
. *

children with disabilities originating and manifesting

prior to a are (generally 1B'Sr /I) .

adults yith originaNng before a. ed

age (age 16 or 21) but manifesting after tha, time

Adults with dissOtlitieslloriginating and manifesting at

ihy point during'life
.

il)

(2?

(3)

The main emphasis of the DO ProgravhasAren on persons in this first

category. In' Some caseai persons indlps second group have bleu
s

ri included,

Persons in the third group traditionally have been excluded from DD

Programs. Now different are the needs cif the latter two groups? Would

the DO Program kr able:to4pian tnd airocate for their needs as well as

1100
those it has traditionally served?

Manylpedple argue that the service needs of Yt groups are very,

different, particularly the needs of the firct group as contrasted with the

latter two groups As.Oempry (1976)#fummarizes, "...for the. adult population

the principal precipitation of disability is seen as the'lossof ability

to continue to meet long Standing demands for the environmentA0this is

in contrast tofg'developmentally disabled children who never had !Pertain,

Abilities or %;hoslost abilities early-in the developmental years before

C

.4
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entering the traditional performance,

demanding environment of ehi/Miood,

such as'school. F.* these children there is no loss.of
abilities which

had been used to meet environmental
peerOrmance demands P7 Persons who

become disabled in adulthood need rehabilitation services. Persons disabled

at birth or in 64.1dhood need
habiliitation.sei'vices--they never had the

skills 0+ abilities to which they could then be rehabilitated.

treitCl conflrm6
these findings in his report, claiming that the

nature and cOnsegbences of
diWabilities arc quite different for children,

working-age adults, add older persons.
According to the SSA data, 11b6,-N

, persons disabled in childhood had the following characteristics (pp, 5 -'.):

In terms of functional
limitations, a greater proportion of

childhood disabled°Wect so functionally
limited as to be

f more physicallydependent
123 percenklt than those disabl,pd

when adults labout 16 percent). Among the severer/ disabled

aboUt Alf of the childhood disabled were dependent compared

vt..0 about 30 percent of those disabled later in' life.

A smaller proportion of the
childhood disabled had minor and

moderate:degrees of functional limitation but a greater pro-

portion of the childhood disablOd were functionally' lependard

or had to loss. Thus,
thoke,disabled in childhood were re-

ported MO haVe more extreme ranges
of functional loss than

'persons who became disabled when adults,

In terms of service needs,
Troltel hypothesize:: that dt,abiCtties

'occurring in early childhood may
lead persons to greater.

delendenry than those

persons with disabilitiesoccOrring
at 4 later age if they ..etl,,uslv

fere with the individual's
education, entry into employment, and socl al.

relations. He states;

From a developmental prrSpective, people may he seen a,

passing through a series of soci31 and economic stoge, in

'terms of their age:
from training for self - maintenance and

family life in childhood, t9 employment
and-chtld-ratting ii

4
in adulthood, to retirement' at an older age. Impairments

may inter /ere With these
pikessions and lead to alternative

personal and social arrange ts. A person disabled in

*/'childhood may continue tolt dependent on his family vhen

adult; a workeikhaisuffers an in}ttry
which prevents employ:

ment for an extended (Iritkilboj time ma need to e^tab/tsh,

'01 di__sahility or welfare status aP,on
maintenance program,

11;

an older worker write an impairment may,liecide on early reticO.,

ment. (Trcitel, 117' t''

ID
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While some persons maintain that the service needs Of these groups

arc inherently different. others argue that their needsl'are functionally

similar. Of an adult needs advocacy Services or job training or personal S

care, it doedh't matter if s/he needs it because s/he was disabled at birth,

in adolescence, or in adulthood. The important fact remains that certain

needs exist for which services mat be planned and Provided. According to

this theory, the commonality of the needs of persons is more important than

the origip and manifestation of those needs.

SUMMARY

Based on the data of the various studies described in this report,

'the following concluding statements can be made:. .

% .-li

It-is generally held that the age of origination of all
childhood i pairments is birth or infahey. Therefore a

change in toff from 18 to 21 or to below,p would have
little effe t on the total size.iof.the lationincluded"
in-the definition. ',.'sd, ..,.

'A V ,

J

t'It is unclear whether a change rom putoff)point from 10-...

4' to 21 would make.tho definition more c9mpatible" with
''other legislation since tht cutoff! points used in other

Xegislatiolfvery 'considerably.

There are a variety of conditions 'which originate 'prenatally
or at birth but are.no't manifested until later in life.

thisstudy, however, -,bas attempted-fo estimate the size of this
population. If'this groUp is included in the Do definition,
it will be difficult to estimate its imradt on the size of the

DD populations.
. ,

There is a large variety of disabilities with origination
and manifestation after age 18. These types'of disabilities
in adulthood are quite different than those originating in
childhoodpartictilarly with respect to adults becoming
disabled due to injuries in accidents asel,to degenerative
disor8erscelated to aging.

Most experts maintain that the service needs of persons disabled
in childhood are frequently quite different. tTan thoe of person,

disabled in adulthood. Disabilities occurring in early child-

hood tend to interfere more with'the individual's opportunitiws
for education, employment, and social relations the disabili-

ties occurring later in 1.14e. Habilitation is the primal./

emphasis of services for persons disabled in childhood; re-
habilitation is the focus of services for persons disabled later

in life. #1

e

A
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TABLE 1

Ace Rinse of Victims at Onset of Late - Appearing Birth Defects

Cystic f Libra.

Hip dislocstlon,
congenital

fay-Sachs dircsse

Venal lel Lotter and cr. t intern

l'anconi's ;;;,,,h one (ticket r.)

1,t env:nest is,,er fc'cu t sed

n r d)si ropIty (Dvchcenc

tuberous St. I( cc,sl

ieriodlc p,ralest a

fiuculnr dy st rephy

ill con:s d I cage

',.lycyetie kconey type)

:out (adu11)

.1sheirml. s prcscni.lc p'sychnets

lunt ingra; s chor.cs

myln1.10, l-ac

)1 abet... 1 1..us (late type)

App, 1 VoS.

12

t pc)

r)

10

Years

7.-
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4

TABLE 2. AGE OF CriSkANg LIFE. LXPECTANLY BY DIOW4:,i

Appro+irrite

Child Me of Onset
.,____...

. .

Snna Bifaa Birth Near Ilormal

T151 Sachs .
1st. -year 3

Tuherovs Sclerosis 1st. yiir 20

Nebral Palsy . 0-2 Near Nor,n1

Autism 1-3 Near Normal

Pleural P'.:tardation Child Near N0.7..i I

MI 'tail 3 r NS tronir, , 3-15 20

Gilles De La Torrette's 2-15 15

Dystonia: : 5-16 7

MyastherliaCravi5 5-20 Near Namal

Ataxias 8-15 IS

Narcolcpsy 12-16 Ncor Normal

Epilepsy Mlstly Mildlen NearNorr..1

Schi'zophrenia ' Early Adult Near Normal

AecrageLl.ife After 0,,et*

Adult
1

.1,Lltiplc Sclerosis 301 35

Paraplegia . Mostly Adult Neat. Normal

Ihmti.q.ton!s P:st.:ose 35 12

Parkin,onism Mid 40's 15

,Anyollephic lateral'nclera;is SO 3

Stroke 60 Ave. 15 Noir,.11 (F 1.

Pazheircrs Dir,ontias Bicmdal 45, 7S 10

" Assu-lin; receipt of proper

(Mott-McDongld Associates, June 1977)
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TABU:

A:. .11 Itit eI ..1 111.,11 1 1 : 61. .1 ..... . ; ,.,, ,. '1 ,,,,, . tl
..C.1;;C tnct t!..11 tI 41 i .../).1111 .1.1 I y 1 .1 otol., . .1

..11.1111, 141,6

tc !no nod foort i 4.411
,,t1 t i on 1,;' ty of 11,.11. lr ty

1110801,ED

. (

01,...:
,- "raja 1. r.coi ; ,

7.ru:onlaitt.11 d PZ714e.11. .........
titc4...t .stn .... .. ..... .

t4.?e
i..,etit of 1t nlys .... . .

1',:rdiout.st1tie: eleri ° t.

:Meat t t r °tittle
llish b l o n d .

-61,4 rbtoly *Id rel..tetI
Attlts-u.
ttlq., ..

i t in, P7 o,c! qc.r!.6,66 ,
',.' tystob .11 .}7rder s r
F.pi 1 epr,!..., 1.
Multiple irlelosi14. ..

igesiiyedi ST,
111 leOriSTS ' 1.

to) co;'41.t On%

suat 1 1 poi ilr;ts
Other 418 unspet11.1ed cotld

. Fun< &rat )10

Total, roreFlit .......

I 7', 753

PE, 31 :. 1 .11 .11 .01, 1

f, 318

. 12,n

ic+eg 1 /
Wilk't :

St vt, 1:0

',unction/My t'

24.;
11

' 11..2'.
3,7f1

6, 1
48,
1.2.

1.0

1.0

1;7
2.5
2.7
2.4

20. 7
79;15

e.11

770

9.1,
11.6,

4,3
1.3.

9.5
t 1.n

7.5
11.9
5.1

2.11
2,4

.5
2.8
2.0
5.1

10.2

32.0
15:1

3.9
30.4'
15,9
7:1

2.8

.1
la. 3
.2

1.2
1.7

75. ;
16.7

2(. 3
10.2

, '3.7

L.7

t 1.6

to

1100.0'

'14.7
361.

-22.4
12

See footnotelt end of t.blc `

(Trei,tel ..4522) : .
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8
TABLE 3 (cont.)

)

. :() of gli.,s1,11,y
71.6.01.,1 t,ves

!!,,7lcd-171. 0h, 919 1,00 . .. )1.

'

19.1,1) 011 nod froct

.

3/CO3t ut folk arvrt ty of II; ty

4.1y 0,,
coedit trol
J1,1,..1 9.919-5,

11r,5

(0..c)
t ,..11111,9

at ,..et of

Ili 17,

ioonl
.1

di,119111.

1'.'

ado),

99 67.

SEVENCLY 1115,107.1'11

thunl.r, 0,19^ '471 ,471(

A 4 11,9:10.y,.., I ...Lte.T. , I

Total ocrCetit 100.0 ton .0 (00.0 )0.."0 17,9.9

!
1R)nroln.l.clutd1 diordet- 75.7 13.1 19,7 17:,

, ArghtIlls of rhrutldlino 17.1 1.8 I . ,.; 1).9

.
DOCI. or spine ( . 9 3.9 7.9

- 3tyair..11). of 1.3 5i 1,1

r:1,1nrk m

111,1"l tra910e 11.7: 7.6 71.!

' 1:i: it bland otn.dr 6_1 .7 3.7. 7.:,

.`10781,1 tor:' bled d 6,, 7.6 d 111. (

01.nrar, 2..1

/1( MA ruts, dol 9 2.7 13.7 .2

IlIcrvolis a; ut(90,..ord,,, 79.6 6.2 ( .1

Itmilcpny
1.6 9,9 .5 .1 .1

1/9/ ti),/c sclrrns:s
.6 .7 . .6 .7

Paralysis
1 3.0 7.5 I I

1212,ast No disorder, ).5 ..6 0.7 n

MrsiOdsrd,
2.7 1.1 2.6 1.1 1.)

Ilruy.t.oltal rood, t I r 2.0 7.1 2.3 7.1

Dichrtc ).0 .9 ;.; 3.31

Visual 599111.r.out s 2.5 3,0 1.m

Ot6c, nod urtmuccIficd co0d(ttnns 9.3 11.1 1.7

Func tin,,')13,ILsj I 9,,,

Total porcctit 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1(2.7

No loss. 1 f 11.7. 16.0 15.1 9.1

Minor Ions
Moder/Ito loss

75.1
19.9

10.1
9.9 ". ?- 71.711,

SONCIO los 17:7. 6: 19.0 13.2

Fun,: t tool) 11) tic pclulcoL 29.6 07 .7'. 71.7 2).9

If No loss to cOonci tics hys 1, n1 05015(0),

3

08

d
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Mr. Oa-rim:mt. Would you have any objection, to having that in;
eluded?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. My preference would be, Mr. Ottinger, to at this
time to hold the line, as I suggested in my testimony, on eithei includ-
ing any specific disability or in broadly expanding it to include all
disability categories, because I think that we, at leastfrom my stand-
point in the Rehabilitation Services Administration, are only begin-.
ning to really look at the policy implications of doing that sort of -

thing in the context of our entire effort on behalf of the disabled
population and coordinating all programs for the disabled. 4h.

Mr. Orrnto Ea. So that you do not feel you can support at the pres-
ent time S. 2600.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. At the present time, no.
Mr. °WINGER. S. 2600 does provide almost double the resources,

however. If we were to adopt S. 2600, do you have any feeling as to
the adequacy of these resources which are authorized?

Mr. HUMPHREYS.. I can only suggest to. you the scope of the prob-
lem that we encounter in providing services to the disabled popula-
tion 1 in 10 or 1 in 20. A doubling the dollar amounts could, of course,
double the population served, presumably. The need is very great.
I cannot say it is a bottomless pit but there is a great demand and
great need for services to service the disabled population.

Mr. °WINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.14Rooms. As I understand it, you are supporting a 2-year ex-

tension.
MT. HUMPHREYS. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. You say you do not want too many changes, right

now until you see how things work out. I am wondering, should we
not consider 'something about planning requirements on a longer
cycle than annually?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. We have under consideration, and hopefully will
have. successfully concluded within the Department, a request to limit
the need for annual State plans.

ROdEks. Incorporating it in the overall plan.
fMr.'11.pirnnEys.a. overall plan for the Department now in eim-

junction with the hoped-for limitation on reporting requirements is
to provide for State plan submission once every 3 years. Hopefully,
we will be able to do that within HEW for all programs and provide
only annual updating where it is-needed.

Mr. Rootas. Why don't we just provide it in the legislation ?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. That, of course, would be your prerogative. I do

not think the Department would object to that.
Mr. Roiaas. What, about, encouraging deinstitutionalization ?
Mr, HUMPHREYS. We are, currently within the Department very

seriThIsly and very energetically looking at problems of deinstitu-
t ion al i zation.

Mr. ROGERS. Have we studies on it?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. There have been many studies on it, sir.
Mr. ROGERS.;Th6usands probably. What is the conclusion?
Mr. HUMPIIVYS. We definitely ought to encourage it. At the Same

time we needle to provide for alternatives in community living. We
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a process now of developing.agreements with the Department
of g%/1d Urban Development on community-based facilities
an situ:1ml living arrangements, congregate living.

. ROGERS. Then you support doing more about deinstitutional-
, ization.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Indeed, yes.
Mr. ROGERS. We may write something there. Should we reqUire

some standards for university affiliate'd universities?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. We do have performance criteria which we are

.
studying now. Specific standards I would recommend against until

have the:study on performance standards established.
r. ROGERS. How long is (hat going to take ?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. We expect to have that by 1980.
'Mr. Rooms. We cannot wait that long. Suppose we direct you to

issa standards in 6 months, could you do it ? You have done the
study.

Mr tTMPHREYS. The study has begun.

..- NI ERR. Don't we know generally what the standards ought to
be? 'ave been working on this program for liow4ong?

Mr. MPHREYS. I think probably in general we know what the
sta need to be.

ERS. Do you have to prolong this until 1980? We have to
get am moving. Could you do it. in 6 months? #

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Let me have Mr. Lynch respond to that.
: Mr. ROGERS. It probably could be dope, could it not ?

Mr. LYNCH,It could be done, better in '2 years.
Mr. Ramis: Of course. Thank you.
Now, in your budget, I notice you increased the amolfnt requested

for State formula grants,, but you have kind otheffs& that with a
decrease in project grants. Why ?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. That was done' on the basis that many of our spe-
cial project grants can reallybette he translated to the basic State
grant program and the funds can be better used, on a formula basis.

Mr, RoGnis. Will you let us have for the record specific examples.
of what you plan to traii4, and why you should htive a decrease in
the sp-ecial project budget ?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. We will. Yes.
[The following information was received-for the record :]

In FY 1979 DM will iticre;rise. the formula grant allocation by $10,522M.
($1-1.010N1 from the Special Projects Sectein and $2.812 new money ) .A,

The rationale for this is that since' special projects Wire been largely local
service demonstrations they could just as easily be done through the state.
Councift. The rmo has received negative totninents on the relative imbalance

-.,
.

of the speck' project allocation. ".;::
41 .

In .fiscal year 1977: . gittineR

% Projects of national significance $5.9

....
iSpacial projects , A 12. 5

. While.all States totaled 30.0

This more redresses the balance.
4.

Mr. RooEg. As to your expansion, of definition, I understand the
Commission wrote majority and mipority reports on this,

Mr. HUMP YS. Yes.
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Mr. Rooms. How many additional persons is it estimated would
be added to the coverage if it is broadened

Mr. HUMPHREYS Depending on how it was broadened-L
Mr. Rooms. As represented by the Commission.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. I understand it would be somewhere on the order

of one third.
Mr. Rooms. A 50- percent increase? And what would be the char-

acteristics of these persons generally
Mr. HUMPHREYS. They would- be individuals who had substantial

impairments to their functioning In three or more major life activi-
ties. They would be people whose ttisability -was manifested prior to
age 22.

Mr. Rooms. Both of them recommended going to age 22.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. Yes.
Mr. Roozes. Minority and majority.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. That is right.
Mr. ROGERS. Do you disagree with that?.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. I personally have not really come' to a conclu-

sion on that yet.
Mr. Rooms. It-must be pretty good if both majority and minority

think it is pretty good. I do not see any disagreement.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. Not among those
Mr. Orruccie.a. I do not see any logic to that. It apparently was not

add . It was just ass-timed.
MralUMPHREYS. I think it is more than an assumption. The under-

, lying reason behind that is that the concept of developmental disa-
bilities is one which' occurs during the developing. pers. Presumably
those years go up to the age of 21, the majority. But physiologically
and every other way, at least to our knowledge, that year is 21 or 22.

Mr. Room. Are their Service needs similar to those of tha cur-
rently covered population?

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Yes.
Mr. Roans. So you do not have any problem with that.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. We do not have differentiation in services.
Mr. 0rminEa. As T understand it, cerebral palsy can be contracted

as a result of an accident during adult years. You said before there
would not be a substantial population added but for those people
who are affected, it would be extremely importapt. Would there be
any problem with our eliminating that age 22 limitation?

Mr. HUMPAREYS. You do make a good point. Qf course, there could
be other cases where the traumatic result of an accident, for example,
results in a, manifestation of epilepsy or mental retardation, or at
least diminished mental capasity Irom brain injury. So your point is
well taken.

This population -under this finitiOn where. there is an age limit
would not be considered wit seope of the developmentally
disabled.

That raises another policy:48We , I think, we need to address
and why, among other thing , 70-Fe a. mg for an additionaL2 years
to study it. We -need to knowlareersely what riust be donefor our
severely disabled population in the Overall context- of our service
delivery system.
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I think that the ideas behind the developmental disabilities pro.
gram lave been excellent for that population. I think that it certainly
coincides with my own idea of the need for:better coordination and
for thi marshaling of resources to focus on the needs of this targeted' -
pdpulation.

But I think we need to reflect on what DD has done over the past
several years:Aand where 'NN'e are going in the :future and what needs
to be done in this area. `. , .

One of the major effortslhat Lthink-is absolutely necessary is the
deitlopment of a national policy omillisability: What do we need as
a:Nation in deve 'lig a-pro gralkfor our disabled population?IN

Mr.:1166Etts. Let le ask you to commeht on the approach which is
an alternative approach being considered by the senate, Which would -.
,estabfish service programs for the severely disabled. Would the inter-
ests of the developmentally disabled population receive sufficient
attention miller a general program for the disabled as proposed there
oi- would they tend tote ove4Ooked ? .

Mr. IIr3ifitREI.S. :My assumption is, and I do not know if it is a
valid-assumption or not, that the $tate DD councils and the mecha-
nisms that are already' in place -would continue.-Having been estab-
fished, they would continue to be Impported, by virtue of the fact
that they have enjoyed in many cases a good ,reputatioa. In some
cases they have not, lioNyever, and in those cases, possibly they would
suffer. .

Agajn, Tpoint out t hat.S. 2600 would rio'longer fund or specifically
.1'eeognize in the legislation State planning councils.

Mr. FLoalo. I. want to anipUfy on that point. Should the Senafe
approach be eaacted, would we not find the developmentally disabled
competing among themselves for money since fluids would not beear-
marked specifically for them? That sounds very much like the old
block grant approach. We provide the moneys and then we have
everyone scurrying around to grab off as much as they can and, un-
fortunately, we will find some people who are left out. .

I hate some aPprefiensioas that it will be the developmentally dis-
abled who will be left out. . .

, Mr.. Humrifirkvs. That, of course, is potentially the case. We- are
in the process of developing sonic legislative initiatives in someother

i. . areas. Anibng t hose ale independent living rehabilitation services.
t A.Wkre.fi-15o developing an initiative with respect to.community-based .

.- technical assistance to provide information through technical infOr.,
Inaticrti resource:centers, which would in turn be a resource in a region

.. to nh,vsiolual ecfmnunities to deN'elop their own capacity lb serve
* their disagled residents in _many ways.

- Thosetireetwo things that are in Aome ways reflected in title IT oft'
5, 2600, We tliiu those are good ideas but WP 'can, not at this point
Apport ate-Whole tikproff(11 of title II.

MrMk:Ells. Do you feel comfortable that we know what a service
proffra.m tor the. disableft,-as so proposed, should look like?

I. Mr truNtruairs, lolo not think we know that wholly yet. 'We
have developed fvoncoptual frameworkexcuse rile if I- am too tong-

_winded we have deve/oped a conceptual:framework. for at least the
. Iii
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beginning of ,a national. pol4 on "'disability, which considers a con-,
tinuum of care,.fronkthe least severely disabled to the most severely
disabled, from community-based services throligh independent living
rehabilitation services, to vocational rehabilitation, to institutional-
ization. i

. . ,

We also need to impact on five levels of concern, from .prevention,
to amelioration, to maintenance; to habilitation, to rehabilitation.

Mr. ROGERS. When will you preserit that,th the Congressi!
Mr. HUMPHREYS. '.1 cannot guarantee thit as a concept I can. pre-

sent to the Congress. I liaire,,myself,IlevelopeAl a concept paper inter-.
nally, which I would be:happy to share- witti you. .

Mr. ROGERS: eI think that would b helpful if you could sfurniSh that
t.

to the committee. .

I think the point you malc, Mr. Florio, is very good. We need to
look at this carefully. ..

Now, as I recant you praised the DI ) councils .and feel tliat They.
do play an important role. ..

Mr. HUM'hlICEYS. I believe so. , .

Mr. ROGERS. Have you any suggestion on how. we cap make thqm
more effective? Are they -adequately staffed now or ,Should we set.

some minimum standards? ., .

Mr. HuiuriniEts. Quite frequently they aTe.not adequately staffed. '
Of course the amount.of money available to the State councils is quite
limited, and the amounts appropriated have been considerably belOw .

the amouneauthorized. . *A;,, .
-Mr:Rooms. Can you give us a lisCof those who are hot adequately

Staffed ?
Mr. HumrtIREYS: We will do that.
[The ftillo ing Materdtwas received for the record:]x

Do
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Pull-time or Part-time Professional Positions Funded bile

STAU14.,.:;.;;

Contract Personnel

Personnel .

on Loan

Figure 1;olar extremes of

emplo'yml.en ur.akions of VD prd!csionals.

On the one e:ftreme4to_the left, the Council hilks the DD.

F7profesional(r) oRACantraol,. The.profession:11 is h "red by

the Counci,1 and rcr4,,t4-Noleqyto ,The -other end '

of the tpectru :s 5:itnat:rin which the
-AdminitraLive AcJe4yllsMplloys4eNF piofooniol.:!) and
him or her to :the Coltano4d. 11-Irdfenional reports to
agency but*servesiatheneeds o T41(:re are various
employi.:2nt colCi(:urations aloncef'his continuu:A and 60o :-. are.

still being wor;:d out l,

Table lsho...?s that at presosi:, are 137 full-time or

part -time professiO1,a1 pooitionARt-,dod. in E:2vep)prdenta1 his-
abirities in the United 'States at the pres,,nt.time. There
are 14 states which hai,e only oncFrofessical staff poLJition4

There are 17 states which have two p:.efe!fsiONviiA reporting to
the -DP Council. The majbri,ty of those states have a Dirc:Aor
Or Coordinator-and a Planne:-. .There are 34 states that have

one or more Planners on staff.

. There is a great variety of professional-:_; with specific
skills roporting to DD Councilsy.thiouhot. the country. The
titles of the individuals are fecordcd on Tablc- 1.
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Mr. Roma. Do we need to clarify the relationship and responsi.
bilities of the State councils and State agencies?

Mr. HUMPHREYS I do not quite know how to answer that questidn.
Let me havelMr. Lynch speak to that.

Mr. 102TCH. The question is: Do we need to clarifylhe role between
the State agencies and State councils?

Mr. ftooEns., The reldtionship and tki responsibilities of the2State
councils and the State agencies.

LrxcH. I think they were clarified in the last legislative ge);
round where the responsibility for design implementation rests with
*State agencY personnel and staff.

Mr. RooLIS3. Dcryou think that is sufficient? 1 .,
Mr. LYNCH. I think it 4 working out well,, -

,

Mfr. Fuel°. Would the gentleman yield rOthe question? '40

Mr. Rooms. Certainly. i p
, f

Mr. FLORID. It is my understanding that the result in a ninnber of
States varies tremendously; and in some' instances, my own State,
the councilwe think it is desirable--Aas gotten to the point where
it has become the leader.

In other States, the council is an' advisOry body, and the agency
makes policy after they consult with the council. So, although the
rules are fairly standard, what happens in effect may very well gravi-
tate to-the personalities involved. Maybe that is desirable.

Could I ask for some verification as to aliether my understanding
is correct, that in some St 'es it is the agency thaf is determining
policy, andin other States the council, notwithstanding the advisory
role of the council to determine policy?

Mr. /-ILWII.REYS. I think your perception is correctiiiedr, Florio, I i.

agree that probably in many cases it iFf/ba matter of personalities rather
than the.specifics of the law.

Mr. FLORIO. Is it desirable or not desirable ? ,-
Mr. HIT3IPHREYS. I think we have to determine that. I think we

have to determine on a State-by-State basis how these programs are
bei effectuated, and where there are deficiencies we should target
o resources and attention on those that are not working the way

e hope they would.
Mr. FLORID. Thank you.
Mr, ROGERS.- Now, you seem_ very supportive of protection and ad-

vocacy. systems. . .
..

Mr. HUMPHREYS. Very much so. ,
Mr.' ROGERS. Already we are at the authorized level. Do we need

any increasein authorization?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. As I stated, Mr. Chairman, we have only just

begun to put those systems into, operation. The $3 million was it
starting point. I think that probably as States develop their capacitS;
assuming that there is an interest on the part, of the States in doing
so'arkl I think there will be, not only for the developmentally dis-
abled population but for all disabled individuals there" will be a
great interest in expanding and improving and strengthening. .

. Mr. ROGERB. You say you need additional authorization, in effect.
-Mr. HEMPHREYS. I think the States could very well use additional

funds from some source. ,
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Mr. Roo s.. On the deinstitutionalization tffort, what are our
plans on this, and can we stvngthen out legiSlation'to address thiO'

Mr. ITIMEPHRETS. The deinatitutionalization?
Mr. Room Yes:

. . Mr. HVIPHRETS: Of course the role of thedevelOpmental disabili
*. ties program in dein.stitiitionalization is relatively small. We have a -

y4anoply of HEW programs that are involired!.and. Concerned.. With
deinstitutionalization, ,problerns'of longrterrn,,care; nursing homes
ank intermediate care facilities, -a...wicle range of peoPle who are
institutionalized Who are not directly a CI specifically related to the
DD program but which weinlist definite addlis.s, 'both as a: depart=
ment and as a goVernment:.

Mr. ROGER& Have' we :not;oepeckfically t ed itirget in on .titie DD
PoPulation,? As I recall, thit 'wee the thrust ot the last legislation

r. HIrliPREYS.- Ygs:.14011.-ileax#4virelpelft for 10`percent of, the
ing in the developmental'. c isabili es. ..pokrant to directed

deinstItutionalizatiOn.. , .
apocaxj..Wliat has happened ,t

intrinurirs; There hake` been.. efforfs,-"-toart deihstitution--

crw, successful hafeethey teen . .,_

vit. I think in some' case they .h Fe been more -sue -"
iiergaps-should hive bted 'the Xascin I say.
az as4 no i vesloe the people Who-have.,

titutSns. They hpve'ben act
r4, ca r-s

r. at will you propose op dpOstitutionalizationl...
Mr. cannot pro t it at thiSipoint,

:rt7. OAS youpiew thinkipg?'"
1.1 s , :;41 My ciwzi thi ingg*st tentative at ..the moment::

) ( r .I t t i d z i l t e l .,th-ilierstand tha . V A S it? .

Mr. certainly ieve that for myself we need tO
develi7p4. igreatietere.sciprce capabi `the development of residen-

'. tial g: ,
Mr., LOGERS.'110% W1 we do
Mr. ' umiknitcyt We all Oirtnigh, I think, joint agreement

be anct HEW:
Mr. ROGERS Havi you hacfn otiatiOns with HIM onthis?
Ildr;clitnitmazvs. Yes.
lqr..Roocas, Are they agreeable

Ilzweilaire. On a tentative they are setting aside some
$5 in .sectiOri.202,, and using . bon" '8 funds which will pro-
vide for nsitional living ,arrangetnents41Y,e are coordinating with
the Departnient ini,)!Pitifidind services to tie e population that: are
released:

4,

Mr...FLOmoi,,Woul4 the gentleman yield?
3ibt: Itoctimo tes:

Fixatio. say Apy are setting aside that amount of money.
Is that dei-aside over,and above. the moneys that already have been

the;hudget aitta allocation§, for secticeo 8e:Ind 202?

mile more effectively?

1

n.
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se

r. Humrntizrs.. I frankly dO- rice know .I flhit.'14can
yid6 that for. the record. '.. '-' ' "'..-... ''...-.-

.-,. ,4 i '. :-.

.. ,
.r..FLottIO. Well I think that...ifiS7,14rY,Si ca .,'The e-ys

set .forth...,fot-SeCtionS 202 'and. 8. already:are:;*440±4-40 xisting -.

needs.' If we are going to set aside 9..1:).0Itipil.0,44.okiAfirt. , we Are'

..not :-really 'saying Anything :gt. alt.. I f,-;th&r,i> :*.:*;:siirifePti plai0.-.,that:
tye are going to ask.. tot andrequest..a.dditiC44-**e'i..kAVer anif-i,tbove

.i. . What -we have not.v,;that is out thing.,...- If:,,,we a*,insi.:ltoini-sito,-g-gt..the.,
:- statement that we are going to set, aside nione,ys;-.fr9tw- in itiWo v- de-,

-,-.ficiint amount, then f, regard that as it:non-an-14e rfil-11; .

, 1kfr...:11extrruitYs. DiOntiot at the moment'-gire-Ntiiii a answer
;brit' Dill attempt to provide one for the Orlit-.7;.?.. ''.. :

,' Mr..F:t.imuo. ank yov.ivety much. . .--

[Vie fop 9-win inforintlOnwas reccisyed;t
.,-.-

''. it':;'. ., -.- 1
'D. -20?., Peonit,pi!."r : -. -If

Y,,.... - Fiscal Yeer.1.97.9-$754) we'S.-001girifilly Vicr.for 'nor, ttirts in construe-
.* , tion/rtknovatiOn N, groin* hanies-Ittr. hand' .Ausl _congregate housing for

' :, the elderly. -, .-, ., ... .

ct, - 4 '. In light of HLI:p's conceirri for the. 'ffititioplelizeiOn 4ithe developmental
. ' .;,disabled thethe mentally 14; aniritfer ed'fortomnumity. based alternatives

.. 1.0. the .phxsicifilf handiearaAdi 4nt-iii.'DID, $51:).milliofvjefore.'iN.as added to fiscal

r.11119,-s 40Wrogram reciugft,..$.0.mitilen is eaAnarkeei in for use by the
. . J tally Illlifid $50.. milliOn. iir:Ascar, Feet --, N.. 1:he ffir DD -and physically

i.. . .
handiceppefilone of the aivve.:tips:1)011,anelly "T:orlived.

--: -iv.. : g- , :7
41 - ,P,NIT.:110GEAS. ri3his.3N:pu15.1,:;p0,'One ;gm?roa Iii. go through HUD.

What;efSe are yin)" Planixilann 414irs Wiiridnal trAt ion ?

.4k iirr. llp;r4ti-'44 th,inif 'that COtt2,trill,',Ie need to pi-ovif a "1.-,,ate-

4.,.' keep-ing7fu,,namii. -' 4-4-..,:.... ",;.... '
' ...3143c.,5e0. What ? -z,.,......... ..-1, ...:;, ,,,,!..

0' .. Mr. armefirisys. "Gate-liceeping .tto,tiisqc that ptople are appro-
priately placl and thtwIt.ybp. Are..,'",:ittitKirospriately placed are re-
lease.4. Tlitit'.:is`!:a0t}7 tikat:."1,4,t1k,,Ligiriniii-ng to develop in con-

junct v 111;7211r wh quistitutionity.a. on pi ()fess..". 17 fi
'It it iiilvvi al4 tteity wilichiftetit-ite,i and 'sob Syite units

, ., ;
. 4 do ft rive, t-qilie itt,VivrYtMpag.tin institiit ions Nyitliiii Iltir

. .. , .

0, : localities. li .... ,.--4-.".:':'.7!,'-',..--'; ---r

. : .4E, RocEns..'49 yoi:i expect to..prt*iit any legislation, before the

. Ma r15 deadline7r .;.,;:%,;. . I.
...:., Mr. Iitiiifvtinsfs:INe will have legislation to amend the Rehikbili-, .

i,'",,.titlon -./tt..We'.4willfv 1- i'liiv0 115:1. suggested, a. proposed ,hill tO
. ...l.; .extend id! 2,.Year$: ,... qlopriffentaltDis:diilities Act.
:' -1:',?Mr.: Kxinag. to at? ..-:

....

- ,..;-mT,. w.7.Villkys. To.exfenatbo DI) Act: , .:.

, ;..- Mr: ItOonas.11That are xistfivronimi>riding in theOther area ?.,

Mr. /Itmcirinvs. In the Ithabilitatiop Act ? I alluded tf two of
the major initiatives that' ire' had proposed. The third ,is an 'expansion
of .employme opportunities for the severely disabled. There are .,

,several areas n that ,. llefoulti p vide.an expanded project with an industry program,
4 4 w -.1-s a cooperatie.--arrangement, between RSA and industry to

,
eInformation fromiDavo Williamson's offIc Office of Independent Ch'ing. HUD.

4 -, .

ett.
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provide. for a specific 'lumber of jobs and job placements and job
training for disabled individuals.

Mr. Roonts. Why aren't you recommending the HUD program in
this program and wily aren't you recommending the gatekeeping-
approach here too?

..

Mr. HUMPHREYS. We had initially thought of bringing forward
the gatekeeping concept within this legislation or within the com-
munity-based services part of the Rehabilitatibn Act extension .
amendments. We believed, however, that it was perhaps premature
to do that, thinking- that we best have the entire package and the
entire departmental oproach to the- whole matter of deinstitution-
alization rather than approaching it piecemeal.

Mr. ROGERS. You have that for the vocational programing?
Mr. HUMP YS. No.
Mr. RooEss.\But-you are going to recommend it for that?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. We may. I cannot say that with certainty yet.
Mr. ROGERS. irou are thinking about doing it, I understand.
Mr. HUMPHREYS, We in RSA are. I am not sure we can get it

throug the Office of Management and Budget. r
Mr. °GER& -Why is it you want to pick out the vocational prOgram

and not help the DD on gatekeeping and on the deinstitutionalization
by th HUD program ? 4 .

Mr. HUMPHREYS. I perhaps misspoke myself. What I meant was
that in establishing this gatekeeping function, it would be an amend-
ment to the Rehabilitation Act. As I. am suggesting, rehabilitation is
expanding in concept. It is no IOnger.just vocational rehabilitation,
but hopefully we will include independent living rehabilitation serv-
ices as well. We are bringing the DeeJopmental Disabilities" Office
within the organizational structure of RSA.

That expands it yet to another .dimension in terms of both age
and in range of disabilities and kinds of services that should be
provided.

. Mr. ROGERS: Why should that not, be enacted within this program
as well, is what I tub asking? Why should we waft?

Mr. HumPVREYS. I do 'not know' that it matters which act is
amended to provide for that. ..

Mr, ROGERS. Will youIdt us have your recommendations on that, the
.legiSlative recommendations, so that. Nit, can consider wWher to put
them in this? That will be helpful. ,IF

4. .Mr. umPHREYS. Yes.Ly"

rT following information was received for the record :I
Mr. Humphreys has informed the Committee that a copy of the administra-

tion's proposals on,independent living will Ve furnisheeas soon as all clearances
have been made. ,. . .. ,

Mr. ROGERS. Now, on this evaluation, system, as I recall in the (-
1975 legislation, we required the administration to develop a system
for evaluation of services provided to the developmentally. disabled.
It was supposed to be available in 1977 so that the States could begin
implementing it. ,

Now, in the legjslation, weave considering today, you have had to
.'postpone that time table evidently. 'You have indicated, though, that

. ?
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you are owsubstantiallyomplete inthe consideration of this. What
have the esults of She 'study been and what particular problems
Would th re be?

, ..
M.. HpIPIIREYS. The approach has been one of several segments.

4Ve believe that perhaps the congress Nvas a bit ambitious on our
half in providing such a stringent time table for us to keep in de-

veloping that.
Mr. Roomis. Tfg,year54 .' ..

. ,-. takenMr. IIumemmyr Ye1.4,kiirmber of different steps had to be taken .
in'senuence-in.order tOliNg4e1,0elop the evaluation $ystem, the initial
part_of which was theAletehnination of what was required in terms
of privacy and cOnfitlekiltitY. At the time that was adApred,'tbe
134ivac*Ad was only m its beginning stages ofjthplementation and .

,we, had no precedent .and not much assistant.e!to.detegm.ine how we
should proceed in protecting the confidentiality' of,-the. clients iii-
vOlved.

So, a 'studywas undertaken to determine the parametem of what
could and should be done, through a survey of the sociolegal aspects
of confidentiality and privacy. 1ul4seqiient to that thenand that
was complpted, as I recall in 1976the effort. was underway 'to pro-
vide. amodel State code and development of regulations Qai the part
of the Federal Government in react ion to that study that wits clone
911 Privacy and confidentiality.

ThOt was completed in September of last year. Then, specifications
find to be developed on the developmental disability assessment.'in;
struments to be used in such ail evaluation system and designspecifi.-
cat ions far a comprehensive evaluation system.

I would commend those who preceded me on the thorougliness41th
which they approached the task here. It appears to Me that with,"tbe
carefulness and the zonshierat ion of all the various factors invoked,
the comprehensive !foliation system will be a good and complete
,system, once it is in place.

Mr. Rourus. When will that be!,
Mr. Ift-NtetutEvs. MV understanding is that, in October of 1979,

the study and model will have been completed so that the States ritay
implement itI4v October That seems a long. wav away.

Mr. lbx;F.ns. In other words, you are ui this study and now are
tiow fo use the stink- fs t hat about it !

'4'7 Mr. Iftweviavvs. Let me undertake., Mr. Chairman, to determine
whether and in what ways that time schedule might be compressed..
I' agree it does seem overly. long.

Mr. Rtx;Eits. Would you let us have that fot; the record.
Mr. I IUM PI IREYS. I WM.
Mr. RoGERs. I 'think it needs to be speeded up.
[The following iu rmat ion was received for the record:1

TIMET.AIILF. 'FOR OMPRElli:NsIVE EVALUATION SYSTEM
.

Under our present sehettule, the Speeitleations for the system Trill he'ready
for ,disseminatron to the states by OptoheiOD71. The tin-let/Ole we have been
following subsequent to that is the one prow bed in Puilliel.W,;942..-103.41hat
that the states have six months to develop plans for..iniplei0eittng the sYstetn.
and. hated on the approval of those plans, two yearMoto implement and opera-
tionalize the system. .

(
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Six months to develop plans is a reasonable eitlectation. and important, since
It i); through the plans that we can. ensupe that .the systems developed by the
states meet the, specifications we have so carefully- designed. The two-year ira-
plementation phase may be somewhat misleading. We have projected thtkt
within two years the evaluation system will have reached every developmentally
disabled persons in the system, including initial individual assessments and
subsequent measures of developmental progresS. That is, within two years, the
sy.stem`would be fully`opera'tionalized. It' does not mean that the system won't

-he implemented. until 1982. .

..- In fact, we have estimated that in most cases, the systems will he operating
sikcessfully atter one year. The purpose of the second year is to evaluate the
'states' efforts and provide technical assistance in resolving any problems they
may= be Canfronting. Since entation is required for the states to receive
their foritula grants, the I as tO,enStire that deadlines in initiating this
entirely' new activity were itive. .

. Projected Implementation. Schedule:.
.. ,Detob'er, 1979 --S.peeifi6ations and guidelines disseminated

- i.. to the states.
April, 1980 Implementation plans due from the states. '

.June 1980 States begin implementing approved plans.
April, 1982 -Evaluation systems arc fully operational in

all states and territories. .-

Mr. FLORIO. Mr. Chairman, I have just one or two questions.
'With regard to the Senate approach including generally disabled-

people in a larger category, Nyllat are the major groups that would
then be encompassed in the 'category of generally disabled who would
not be in the category of developmentally disabled ? .

Mr. HUMP HREYS. The intent, as I understand it, of title H of the
Senate Bill is to include all individuals who are severely disabled:
That, of course, ranges throughout all .disabilities, mental- illness,
physical disabilitiesof many and various kinds. We could, of course,
go through the list..

Mr. FLoaro. Can you give me some rough numbers as to what the
category of DD would, be as .contrasted with what this new, larger
classification would en il? .. '

Mr. HUMPHREYS. As I indicated and as the chairman indicated,
the total DI) population frolic the'least severely disabled to the most
is about 10 million. The .substantially handicapped deVelopment dis-
abled are about 2 million. ..

Now, the best estimate we have, of the total population of disabled
citizens in the I7nited States 'is rOug0y-35 million from least severe
to most severe. The total number ofsevOelv disabled persons of what-
ever category is.somewhat more than '11) illi i 11 ion.

So, the DD'population in that construction, wh are .most severely
:disabled, would be roughly one-fifth of the total di-gabled population.
So, we have expanded the const net ion of that suin-five times.

Mr. Fi.oxtor What are the quTesponding amounts of monev that
have been talked about for er. andihe. this population to be serviced?
Do you haveofive times the and mit of money beine- authorized ?

Mr. Ift-Ntefurrys. Not initially, :Isl. recall. The first year's .author-
ization is something on the order of ,:i;100 or $110 fillion under
title II. There are a couple of entegthies that provide. for separate
authorizations but that is, I thin, theprimary program. .

Mr:,FLoato..My aiVrehension seems to he well founded, that we
are going to expand the growpervice but we are not going to expand
the money comparably and, as a result.. we are going, to have .more
intensive competition for the lesser amounts of money.
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Mr. HUMPHREYS. Thalcould very well be the result.
Mr., FLO. RIO. On the housing question, you represented to me that

in 1917.HUD provided moneys for only .56 group homes forhandi7
-capped people-under the 202 loan program. Has there been any dis-
cussion in these conferences between HEW and HUD_ as to the
number of horries that could be financed under the sums that are
being talked about ?

Mr. 'HUMPHREYS. They probably have gotten into that kind of
detaji. I have not been a party to that particular discussibn. I do
kno* that there are plans underway on a derrronstration basis.to pro-
vide housing from HUD and services from T-IEW for 400 chronically
disabled, mentally ill individuals, to deinstitutidnalize those, indi-
vi duals in group homes.

Mr. FLoRro: .I.7nder the 202 program, it is my understanding that
the applicants would for the mostpart be nonprofit corporationS.

Mr. HUMPHREYS. I cannot speak to that.
Mr. FLORIO, I have no further questions.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much. WP nppreciate your presence'

here today. If you could let us have the information that members
have requested, it would be appreciated.

11U3f PHREYS. We will do so.
.Mr. ROGERS. Do you have further questions, Dr. Carter?
kr:CARTER. Yes, Mr. Chairman,

- Has there been useful research in connection with activities of
university-affiliated facilities?
- Mr. HUMPHREYS. Excuse me, Sir. I did not hear the first part of.

the question,
Mr. CARTER. Has there been much useful research in connection.

with activities of-trrri'mrsity-affil iat ed facilities?
Mr. HUMPHREYS. 'AA of what the UAF does is training of pro-

fessionals, parents and consumers. The research effort, at least as far
as the-developmental disabilities portion of the funding is concerned,
I cannot speak to. DI) funds are a relatively _small proportion of tke
total support for PAr's.

Mr. CARTER.,Haye you seen -6he ? .
Mr. Hum PIIREYS. YeS, I have.
Mr: CARTER. How many do we. have?
Mr. Hummino-s. There is a total of 3i universitY-affiliated pro-

, grams which are supported in part by DD and-46 overall.
CARTER. What was unusual about vour observation of the

University-Affiliated Facilities?
Mr. JHUMPHREYS. I do not know that anything was particularly

unusual about it. .

--Mr. CARTER.Definitely unusual.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. They did not have any dyslectics.
Mr. CARTER: You could see them hut. they could not see -you- when

you were obserVing.
Mr. HUMPHREYS.1 see. In the t mining process.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank yeni very much.
[Testimony resmes on p. 104:1
[The followingzoncepLpaper was received for the record

93
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A CONCEPT PAPER BY ROBERT R. HUMPHREYS

.leing Disabled in America

A Short overview of the problems and needs of

disabled citizens, and some approaches to

solutions.

Introduction

Disabled individuals represent a sizeable minority of the Nation's toeal;
population. The needs of this population have been addressed in an ad hoc,
piocemaalfashion, without* overall strategy, policy, or plan to use
as the basis for service delivery to meet all or a large pate ge of

those needs. M a result there are hinge service gaps And unme needs'

and there is no coordinated 'comprehensive network for ?he,provi on of

setvices.

liL paper does not purport to addres all the needs of thts impotkant
segment of our society, for they are many and =fem. It does indicate,
to the extent that such information is currently vailable, the scope of

the problems and unmet needs, It strongly recommends some bold new
approaches in legislation and administrative action that can brim wore
rationality, coherence, and efficiency to the Federal government's
efforts to impact favorably on the lives of the handicapped citizens
of this codntry, and begin to build the capacity fot providing a nation-,
'vide service network for disabled people.

The immediate ptirpose of this paper is to,pro<ride.justificatipn for a
ileries of major legidOitive initiatives and possible administrative

. Changes.

.*
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Ir. .Summary Of.FaCts and Conclusions
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1.. The population.efchron$CallY
disabled.peopleih:Ameris is estiMated,

'variously at 25 to 35 million, or between 10 and 1.52 of the total,

United States-population. Of these, more than 10 million may be (-7-

categOrized as sevekely.ditabIed.,
,

2. Disability may. be defined as an inability to .perform sole key life

functions, as contrasted with an impairment (a.residual limitation

resulting from
disease, or fhjury), of a handicap

(environmentally impose ediment tO an individual's abAlity to

work or travel).

The population with vb$m we associate the term disability include
?

those who are mentally retarded, mentally ill, and physically

disabled. People in the latter category have wide and varying mos
of disability, including paraplegia, arthritis, sensory deficit!

(blind; deaf, deaf-blind), epilepsy, heart di , cancer, stroke,

amputations', multiple sclerosis, 'cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy,

osceogenesis imperfecta, spina bifida, cystic fibrosis, chronic

respiratory dysfunction, and many others.

4. There is a iotal spectrum of disability levels.- People with

disabilities msy'live and function with. relative ease and normality,
,

Or they may be homebound or institutionalized.

5.. Service programs exist for the benefit of,disabled individuals. Some .

of these, such is vocational rehabilitation and comprehepsive medical

rehabilitation, centers, attempt to meet mar6, of the needs thiough

`dire t and indirect means. Other programs such as developmental

dieib lities, attempt to leverage a fairly btoad range of. services for

a disc etc segment of the disabled population-. Others provide services

for ape ific purposes but are not specific to disabled people. These

include ood stamps, income maintenance, and medical service programs,

for e.

'

4. Community sed Services especially tailored to the needs of dOebled

individuals re badly neddid, but are not widely available.

7. Comprehensive trvicas to individuals who are seserely disabled and

do not have a catianal gbal or anticipated vocational outcome,

exist only in w ely,etattered demonstration programs.

6, Thais is no compT ensive program to provide employment for disabled

4people who willoto Nark. Training services- and preparation f

employment are pro ded, 'alcing with ocher specially tailored rvioes,

through vocational.r habilitation programs,
but placement ss&v ces are

inadequate, and folio p for job adjustment andsaxisfiction are.

almost nonexistent.
. , . .
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9. There im no nationwide network of pomprehansive service' to meet the,
wide range of neede.of all disabled citizens. Without-ace& network,

. these steads will not be fuIly'met; do:institutionalization cannot be
accomplished on a large scale; services cannot be delivered With
maximum efficiency, maximum effectiveness to disabled individuals,
nor willthe economic impact of providing services be reduced.to the
minimum ,

10. We propose that planning be initiated for the construction of such a
nationwide network of comprehensive services. A National Policy -
.on Disability must'be developed to eliminiEe'conflicts in Federal
programs and to coordinate policy and planning AOthose programs.

. .

11. With. the reorganization of the Office otHuman.Development.Services
.

and yithin it, the Rehabilitation Se'rVices Adainisozation, a stznctural
frame work is establiphed to'begin to iaeionalize Federal programd fIr
the disabled'. RSA now includes the developmental disabilities.
program, will create an office.of advOcitty and coptdinatiOn into
which the Departmental coordinating-unit:eihe Office for HandiCeOped
Individuals will be prated: A broadnew consumer oriented National.
D 'pities Advisory ouncil will be established, and a special' .

- =if cc; analyze and assess the croft* - government retocanendatiOnit of ",,,',4

the 'White House Conference In Handicapped Indivi,duali.

12. the proposals to amend and'extend the RehaSilitatlion Act. and the ',,
Developmental Disabilities Act and the Developmental Disabilities
At Will fill fout.major gaps in the provision ofeervites toApeoplg
'.with.disabilitieeand will burin capacities in ,combuniAes, States;
-and the Federal government for deveRoping a comprthensi rvice

network: .

C i 7. ,

Independent lkving'rehabilitation services, will' le established,

first on a lilited,scale through project-grants,bthen codprat
hensiVely through a formula grant program. -^

Community!..bised information and technical assistance centersmIll
be established in each region to assist local government in .

meeting the .needs'of disabled residents. ,

A,

An exparvied system of government-industry interaction to'provide
jobs.to disabled people will be nitiated,cith nationalluidance
'iand,Aitsction prsvided.by RSA, h will, p/an'end build a web of

such intereceiodracross the net .

,-States win he'grven an opportunitii; develop a gatekeeping capacity
to .privent inappropriate instituti /ration, to refeve individuals

.from and e-e. improve those institutions which.ciontinut*,'

to be required.

7
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13. These ftialative proposals are quite.modast, and will not begin to

meetIthiVotal need. They do represent a beginning, and a national

commitment'to provide a continuum of care for our disabled citizens.

The-network of services will be developed, through policy develop

.
menf;!long rangy planiing, and carefully ponitored program expansion

in futurl(9ears.

</
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III. Scope of the trobles: The Universe of Weeds

Although nuleroms federal programs are designed to provide services to
disabled people; and-though semi of these are eminently successful in -

addressing a portion of the total, need;there is no overall direction

and no plAn to meet the,comples and inteiiplated needs of the .dIsabled

perionas,a total individual. ,

. .

Who are the disabled? Wow are they defined, miaow many'people Can be .

Characterised as disabpkr!, -
,.

Total' population fig:vibe en the disabled have never been compiled.,
Questions included in"the 1870 Q.S. Cansos have provided 'dee answers, Zs

have various dalographie.studies. let dO fully reliable dati base now_

exists. . , .

I °.

, .
.

Projections based an a Sew York study indicate that there aro over
-2,000,000 selerelf disabled4ndividuAls who are homebound. ' ,

: /bout 24,000,000 Americans have arthritis,-of which some 5,gpomo
are<dibabled, and of wham 475,000 are receiving Social Security Inability

benefits. .
.

.
.

. There are 250,000 500 000 adult Americanlywith multiple sclerosis.

.

. Some 12,220000 Amsricips are hard of hearing, of which 1,800,000 ire,

ly disedeafnesi, and of which an estimated 100,000 are low -

functioning deaf. .....,

.

. Over 1,1222.222. individuals are mentally warded. Of those, about

3,500,000 are subs? handicapped by.retardation. ,

Mori than*4 000,900 Americans have,,epilepsy, and 1,400,000 of these

are subettaoi4:111:)andicaliped by this cOpiition.
,

At least 1,2op,2251 adults with , peesistmit psychiatric

t
orth severely disabled population

:1

disabifities reiTaiiiEheir Communities.

The following Chart provides an estimate
im'America*: ,

.4,

'ile.
- Numb*

Under 18 Ain,00

Is 64 4,4101900

65 and over

,
3,900,000 (

Institutionalised- (all ages 1 787 000

6tal0 19,067,000

*Source: Urban institute, July 1975

2e -see o . 74. 7
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The Urban Itiaticute, in a study conducted pursuantto section 130 of

the Rehabilitation Act of"1973" (entitliedrCompreheiiive Nods Study of

Individual. with' the Noir Severe Handicaps") alluded, to the many

definitions in use to desizibe the population at-risk. The stuk
recOmmandsd that the corm impairment, be used to. describe -a resinal

liaitation reaulting from congmnical defect, disease, or injury.

-Disability describes an inability to perform soma key'llfe functions.

',A, handicap, occurs whin ease environment imposes imps ntS tt, the

individual's ability'co travel. or work.

Overall, tbe total population of disabled individuals in America has been

iariously estinated,et 25,000,000 to. 35.000,000,' which f gures'inclade

varying degrees of chronic disability. An accurate data base essential

to ourvefforts t6 design the scops of a servict delivery system for°tilia

populition. "..''
a

There are many parallels betwieatihaConditinns and attitudes faced by

disabled aparicans today and thotie coaironting the racial aiporities.in

the 1960e. Inability to obtain eaployment:ublic attitudes coward
disability, poverty, U.:adequate tealkh care, And other forms of discrimi-

nation are as relevant to didabled peOple,ncw-aathey were to blacks in

decades past. It is liardly necessary to tote chic discrimination &gill:2st

racial minorities continua., attnoukh,dNmatic advances have been made

in recent yaars.

Some statistical information compd. by the Social SAcurity Administration

is useful in beginning to portray a profile of disability in America.

The following ratios apply to totally disabled individuals in rolAiion

to non-disabled individuals:

Respitaliziflon (men) -'4 times as often as non-disabled

Days hospitalized

Cost of medical care 4

.,Median cost of 'care a. a r 5 times as high atom-disabled

percentarincome ,

Average income - hall that of non disabled
,

There are other expenses faced by disabled people that the "able-bodied" do

not have. in electric wheelchair costs some 53,000 to 54400, with annual 4

maintenance costs of $1,200"to $1,600.- mire than most automobiles. Inter-

preters fOr the aeaf, teaders for the blind, attendants for saltlike

paraplegics. ow. healih cars, all rePieSent cOntinuing-expensei.for

disabled 0. le.

3 times longer than non-disabled .

-7 3 times highly than non-disabled

c;-',
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:Other data hilpro fill oot-tliadlifaragIng,picture: Only SOZ of--

iwtall.7.diaiblad.wea and bag' .toeally.disabled eases have health
Insuraopt procactioi, compared, with 811 of ihose.who are ne disabled.,

lially El of mitahly disabled peopLa:-'37.SZ have'iicamete
and nnearnad, below the pomarty'/evei. Seventy-six Parton total/V..4

disabled smnAind 871 of =Ally *Ambled mamas era not in labor

. goats; Pali 122 dad ZZ, respactivaly, pork full sf.me4

.;gducatioa aid disability ara also interrelated. ;ins pert of.totally
disabled parsons have mtoombiltallege, as appOssd to 30Z of those *iv
are not.dIsablsd, while,fully 44Z of the totally have an -- - -.

elembilarystbool aducatiomeor:lass. and Oil* lag of the son-disabled
ari In this category. -

. .,
. .

A __'
.Although ritss of imrriage are comparable fortotally disabled, and, ion.-
disabled:peteons, one whip- p totally disabled is twice,aslikely as. his'
eon - disabled couatarpartteha diVorced.ormeparated.

,

. .

4

.

'This/informatiOn assists's' in recognizing the devastating Impact of
disability on the individbal and his or her 'family. without sajos ..,

efforts to improve services and coordinate them, it is unlikely that :
Abase sad'statistica'will change the future. :

. _

d

y.
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fatness of-.thwrecognitUrnsd the massive deficits in meeting the need;

of dinableglipedple, the Congtess tool: SOMe positirp-initial stepsJS

. "correct.:
-deficiencies through enactment of Public Law 93-112, .

, .

tho.libsbilitation'Ack,of 19730 Two eirlier.'mate ambitious

were vetood:bi'.Preildeat BO:on.'

Sevirel'of the,provisiods of that law becalie cateliwt for Change,

Title V of deiltekabilitatton Act
contain/Lour sectioishwhicb are only

,....Viom beginning in haviustionwide,laipact.
tion 501 required affitiative

action by the*Poderal goverment to
Iiter,Jilace, and advance in employment .

bandicappedAndivideals:
Section 502 established an Architectural and

Trepeportation tigrtere Compliance Board' to monitor murenforce Federal
, .

'
cagenry and grantee adherence .toe

established under the Archi-

tectural Barriers Act of-1968.' Sect1on 503 requires goo t contractors

to hive affirmative actIon,progremt to.hire'disabied'indiv s.' finally,

sectiOn:5042,,probibits discriminatidn col eAT on/the Waeiko Hhndicap by

any indicriduartr institution receiving. FlideraIfinancial-aadistance.

/
With.the 1974 amendment, to the Rehabilictation Act came enabling legia-.

: lation,fOr the establishment of a White louse Conference on Handicapped

.

Individual*. .That.conferencd, held iqMay of 1971i-attracced nationwkde

interest on tfrepartof disabled
dividuals and generated the hops and

expectation that gliernment -4, ral,' Staii, and local - would become

lore resPonsiie to their needs, undreds, of recommendatiOns for legislative

and administritiVs
cbongs-,emsnatedIrom the White House Conference. Review'

said appropriate implementation-of
those recommendations are about to begin.

Peblic LO 94-142,,the Education for All Handicapped Children Act requires

that all handicappyed.chfldran be provided a, free, appropriatet.public

education.' Deadlfraes.for,wasting
this requirement are imposed.

. - , "
. ,, y:,0

These develoOpente have ginarated,new qnBlumer involvement, advocacy, and

oven-militaucy. 'Public'avareness
di the needs of the disabled has been

heightened.
Citetions ea heLng issued, by the Architecturaland Transpor-

tasion Berri:re Compliance Board. A new Administration commiqtedto

insuring the rights of handicapped
Americans, has taken office. Dein-

stitutioialization of mentally retarded and mentally ill persons is under

active review. Court' decisions expanding the rights of institutionalized .

persons are being rendered.

"AdatimS oo the complexity and the
challenge of these factors are advances

in medical and biomedical:knowledge and technblogy. Persons with con-

genital defects or traumatic injury or
disabling diseases wbd would have

died oiliness':ion or two ego, are through these advances being sustained.

An increasing number of older persona, with attendant disabilities in

,
cases, including arthritis, renal disease, retiaitis Pimentos*.

a
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and many otheri, ffe adding to the problem. Recreational aecideots and

disabling automobile ant motorcycle accidents are increasing thdanutbar

of parlonewith'spinal Ford injuries and traumatic brain damage. Cancer,

scrota, and heart disease dontinua inexorably tb add so the list of .

disabled individnals: e

It is clear that the pressures for.change to our way of dealing With°

the disabled are.;increailmg.
Row can wi begin to deal with those

increasing pressures, which are IA the final analysis, merely reflections

of need7j
5

a
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V. Proposed tore for a Comerehensive Service System

for Dipabl dividuals'

A. There is no system'for the delivery of
disab;pd people in America.

continuum of services to

There are scattered proven" allth, with varginOtevele of adequacy,

address different needs of these individuals. Some of these re

directed to the special needs of the disabled, such as rehabs on

services and SSDt. Ottpr: are not-disability related, such as title XX

and food,Atamps. Sin)here is no coherence, pattern, or plan

relating to the provision of services the needs of the whole individual.

are nowhere condiderel, and as a result there are both major gaps in

services and pervasive unmet needs.

In the &balks of a comprehensive plan to meet
those needs, it is a

logical conalquence that capacity is also lacking on the pare of

Federal, Stilts, andapcargovernment, and in the private sector, to

provide a full rand' of services to disabled individuals. In addition

to the lack pf capacity to meet needs, government and private funds

have in past years been spent on facilities that are now perceived

to he inappropriate. Other funds have been spent on services that

are misdirected.

These deficiencies in policy, planning, services, and facilities all

representjtarriers to,the full integration of the disabled into the

mainstriailif American society. Since these deficiencies have existed

since the beginning of our nationhood, disabled individuals for the

most part have been sheltered, and institutionalized. Because they

are "different" from the able- bodied, they are all too oftin misunder-,

stood and even feared.

Pear, misunderstanding, and a sheltered environment have resulted in

society that ignores the need* of this population.. Barriers, not

only physical but also attitudinal, are the legacy of these long

generations of neglect.

The task for society, then, is to begin to correct these long standing

inadequacies. Our mission is to provide a conceptual framework for

. their correction througha planned, compgshensive network for service

delivery, and to begin to fill some of the gaps in services, service

delivery.capacity, and public awareness and attitudes.

11. The ideal structure for comprehensive
service delivery wain insure a

continuum of service for all disabled individuals ranging from

Preconception through senescence.

This implies the coordinated development of a. capacity to "vide five

levels of care and service:

3
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In owes to insure continuity of services in a holistic framework it
is necessary to *oxide a focal point in government to coordinate
both the activities of service peseigjgrs and the programs undii which
services are provided. As the trdh4gel Federal agency vith responsi-
bilityWally for seeking many of the nee4i,m0people over a ful range of
disabilities and level* of disability for people of all ag it is

logical-to place this coordinative responsibility in the
Services Administration. As a point of departure, RSA should be given
lead &sonny responsibility' for the development of a national Federal

.policy on disability.

C. Pending the development of a national policy ve can offer a conceptual
framework far the building of a comprehensive *orrice delivery network

0for people with disabilities.
... - .

Such a network woeld necessarily include (1) institutionalization for
thoea iho are so profoundly disabled that 'no alternattim living
arrangements are feasible, ndependent living rehabilitation,
including transitional lielll,'-icongregate living, and halfway house
accommodations, and a broad range of services to develop in disabled
individuals who have no vocational goal the capacity to live
independently and normally in their homes and communities, (3) vote- ...

'tional rehabilitation for persons, 1both severely and less severely .
disabled, who reasonably can be expected to develop vocational goals, /
(4) community-based services, to insure that a continuum of services
L Mvailsble for all disabled people who are not in institutions.
The level of services, and the intensiveness of such services would
depend on the needs of the individual. Many disabled people mill need
some services throughout their lifetime, which may not directly relate
to the level of their disability. The following schematic Portrays
in broad terms the scope of this network:

_.
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It would be uiaful to indicate the range of services under these

Progircut:

CcimUnity based services (all disability levels, all ages)

equal imploymanthiffirmative action transportation

architectural harrier respell recreation

tag abstementi/finincil incentives- 'public safety

local laiormation and referral, outreach public awareness and education

Walt bealthprenatal, postpartum testing, immunization
integrative government/social service agency props=
technical assistance to school systems /appropriate. education assurance

Vocational rehabilitation services (sorting age population:"Vocational

4

counseling an 0 guidance restoillikon services

evaluatiOn of rehabilitation potential extended evaluation

provision of aide and jjewiclos family.services

maintenance
r
during rehabilitation placamene and followop

interpreter and reader services ./ recruitment and training services

vocational and other craining'services and eatirialk
transportation related to vocational ithabiritation services

Independent living services.(ieverely dia;blid, no vocational-goals)

Ls

attendant aamegement, attendant care
epbility and transportation
tame management, chore services
medical maptenance and self-care
transitional living arrangements
social skills and problem solving -

Institutions (all ages, most severely disabledi

activities of daily living physical exercise

educational development social development

medical care, other life sustaining services

D. SprveY of services currently provided.

What services are now being loOvided, and by whom? The vocational

rehabilitation program has provided services through a State agency

system for many years. Rehabilitation counselors, employed by the

State, secure education, training, work experience, diagnosis.
evaluation and restoration services for choir clients- Much of this

is done through purchase of services from public or private rehabili-

tation facilities. manufacturers of aids and devices, physiatrists,

psychologists, and businesses. Education and training and medical care

can be coordinated through other programs, such as CETA, title IX.

Medicare /Medicaid.

financial management
ticreation
peer counseling
sexual and personal adjustment
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State developemntal disabillties councili attempt to leverage and
coordinate i vide range of tesources for mentally retarded persons
and those with cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and autism, without regard
to age or employability.

Comirshensive medical rebabiriltation centers provide rehabilitation.
services, primarily with a medical emphasis, to outside

centersthe vocational rehabilitation system. Theis nters 'located
chiefly in hospital settings and may be supported through foundations,
as publicly supported entities, or as privatalor profit or not for
profit o/erations. ;i

Institutions for mentally retarded, mentally, ill, or profoundly
physically handicapped individuals are provided by States, city or
county resources, and other public and private for profit and not
for profit, agencies.

Community services and independent living services generally are not 4
provided in a coordinated way. Larger cities say give attention fop
the specific needs OT the dieebled,-and States have in a few cites
established independent living services through vocational, rehabili-
tation agencies-with State funds.

The link between vbcitionarrehabilitation services and employment for
those who have been rehabilitated has not been addressed in a =lbw
way. Traditionally, vocational rehabilitation agencies have viewed
their role as one of preparation of thlsbcdividual for employmentt

E. To create a nationwide network of comprehensive services to disabled
individuals, mechanisms and delivery systems and coordination points
must be establiihed.

For community -based,services, capacity building will be accomplished
through regional, intergovernmental resource centers which will
provide technical assistance, guidance on integrative programming,
model ordinances, public information materials. These centers will
aid communities in theirregions in developing community service
mechanisms. Monitoting of center activities and accomplishments
will be dodo throughlhe tegional Offices of RSA.

For independent living rehabilitation, grants will be provided to
State vocational rehabilitation agencies, to communitylpased
airganizations, to private nonprofit and possibly profit-making
'organizations, and to consumer organizations and cooperativei.
Coordination with vocational rehabilitation agencies will bp
effect to transfer to the vocational rehabilitation program
individuals who develop vocational goals.as a result. of their
independent living reliabilitation. Information and referral
mechanisms will,be expanded at the State and local levels. Guidance
and monitoring will be done by RSA.

1
. (
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The link between vocational
rehabilitation and employment will be

forged through a major
neOcooperative effort with business and C

industry. Vocational rehabilitation agencies
will work on a

continuing basis with industry
councils in major cities and

industrial areas to match jobs and vocational rehabilitation
fe:1

clients, including job
modification by employers to accommodate

individual needs.
Field,testing, marketing and distribution

of new technology. aids and
devices will be developed through RSA.

. , -- Cooperative
comierdial ehterprises comprised of handicapped persons

will be supported for the
puTse of developing and marketing .

.

products and service:.
i .

Stites will be given$n opportunity
to develop a satekseping

capacigy to prevent
Institutionalization of individuals where such

piecement is inappropriate, to
remove individuals from institutional

settings, and to Luna that for
individuals for whom institutionali-

zation is required, dile best possible conditions are maintained.

To insure that the rights of disabled individuals are safeguarded,

and that voluntary compliance
with laws protecting those rights

is fully accomplished,
technical assistance to States, government

contractors, and recipients of Federal financial assistance wi4l

be provided. Protection and advocacy.systems will be expanded in

each State.
Community-based offices will provide counseling to

the disabled on their
rights under law, and on means to break down

bar rs that confront them An the environment. A nationwide

. cli tF assistance program will
provide. ombudsmen for insuring

the vocational
rehabilitation clients receive appropriate attention

to their needs.
.

.

To eliminate fear; mistrust and misunderstanding in the community

so that attitudinal
barriers and impediments to _community support

can be removed, community
advocacy and information functions will

be established through eta regional centers described above. Public

forums and discussions will be encouraged.

F. Conclusion.

Many additional challenges
face our government and out society in the

effort to provide full quality and equality of life for America!'

disabled people. Among these are fg

medical
tion;

u iilization of technology,

ability
cal and biomedical advances in ability prevention and resto

creation of a coordinated,
nationwice program of deinstitutionaliza ion;

providing the fullest educational opportunity for disabled Childr

through a' fully coordinated
Head Stairt - special-education -

V° tiona

education - vocational rehabilitation program.
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It is clear that the legislative proposals we are presenting are

modest but affirmative steps toward boilding a comprehensive

service network for our disabled citizens. They are initial steps;.

but important ones, and they must be adopted if we;ire to re

our goal of filling the major gape in services and the is

to deliver them.- The momentum for maims truly great strides in .

bringing the disabled into the'mainstream of America must not be

lost.
. .

ti
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VII,, Plans for the Future: A Tentative Agenda

ested,serlier in this paper, the,design.of a, panoply of new approaches

s the comprehensive needs of the disabled in4$ur sonity'must .

the development of a national, coordinated policy. Further, with

t to additional major program anitiatives for-the Rehabilitation

e s Administration,_tha citation of a policy development, analysis,

and lot% iansmOleaning capacpy will greatly improve our ibility to ,

recommend new direc . .

.

Tentatively, however, rfs are looking tdvard implementacion'ofrnew concepts

in number-of. areas. 'Three ofAhose have been prompted to the Secretary

as major leetalative initiativea an independent living rehabilitation,

props', an atimierated employment and training protract, and &community

assistancsmand public awareness program. The authorisation levels for

thee three proposals total $96 million. That modest funding level will'

not, of count, take care Of all the nesdi. But it will make a difference

to.thousaluis of disabled people, and the *Own expgrulia will be returned'

m4yfold in terms of cold economic justification. pare is no- way to

plata a quantifiable value on impioved quality oPlife,-improved self-image,

sotialacceptance, or job satisfaction.

Some additional new Arsenous wi will be exploring Soclude:

-
Worki4 toward a fully coordinated Head Start - special oducattlip-

,

vocational education - vocational rababilitatton program, oats de.

Undertaking a comprehensive national survey of disability and

'service needs, with consequent development of a national data.,.

system On disability,

Mounting a.major outreach and. referral program with respect to

disabled individuals who are most egregiously underservid

those with mult1014 handicaps of physical or mental disability

combined with cultural and economic deprivation. - -

Creating a coordinated program of deinstitutionaliis on involving

transitional living, group homes, and habilitation rehabili-

tation services..

Eliminating disincentives to rehabilitation, including the

retention of Medicare/Medicaid ben ts and food stamps after

employment.

.

44,

Supporting legal assistance centers for the disabled to protect

their rights under-title V of the Rehabilitation Act.

Establishing a nationwide system of client assistance programs so

that, through ombudsmen, disabled individuals will be able to

"fight the eystme to obtain the fullest possible service benefits.

ti
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..remonstrafing new approaches to satin= the ti3psportationand --:`,, '",

, -

residential needs of disabled people. '

t .

. .

- tiating a cooperative research of in central nervousi'letni
Tates (spinal cord) regeneration, and in areasof disability"
prevention, amelioration, and treatment: .

.. .

4dopting a nes focus for international rehabilitation interchanges
to take advantage of technological and service delivery innovations -

of, develA nations.
.

.

1640.01.1M's .to meat theneed for new or renovated rehabilitation
facilities and physical improvements in institutions wit4.ch house , -,
physicilly and lentally disabled people. ,,,

These are -exciting tlnes for disabled Americans because the potential
exists for dramatic breakthroughs intheir well-being. Wesust have - *

the all and the determination to see to it that being dipabled in
Americo is not a continuition of that which has gone on before-. We must,
is a government,reinforce our-countersank to meet head-on one of the major
challenges of our day -- br aging into the mainatream of American society
a vulnerable and precious y resource -- the millions of disabled'

citteent in our land.

+,1
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We now have a panel on the task force report on definition of de-
velopmental disability, Mr. an V..Lourie, chairman of the task
force on definition of deve/o ental disabilities and executive deputy
secrektry, Pennsylvania Department. of Pubiic Health. We welcome
you. ., ,

Dr: Louis Z. Cooper, who is professol- of pediatrics, Columbia -Uni-
versity, former vice, chairinan of the National Aclisory Council on

.Developmental Disabilities who represents the majority report, and
,- Hen. Mary Lou Munts, State zepresentative-from Wisconsin, who is

'a member of the task force on definition of develop ental disabilities,
representing the minority report, and Dr:TA-Ivor Opllay, projecli-
rector, BT study of definition of devel mental disabilities.

We we come each of you here. We apprec to your presence. Your
statement wi I be made part of the record in full. If you can high- -
10ht yoqr at ent for us, it will beAlielpful.

.. ----

STATEMENTS OF NORMAN V. LOVO, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL TASK°
FORCE ON DEVELOPMENTAL SABILITIES; ELINOR GOLLAY,
Ph.. D.,' PROJECT DIRECTOR, STAFF DIRECTOR (DD) ; LOUIS Z.

COOPER, M.D., PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, COLUMBIA, ON

BEHALF OF. MAJORITY VIEW; HON. M9.1ky LOU' HUNTS, WISCON-

SIN STATE REPRESENTATIVE, ON BEHALF OF -MINORITY

-REPORT

Mr. LOURIE. Thank you very much,
We are plea d to be here. We suggest that I open briefly with a

summary; the r. G011av, who was staff director, will talk about the
processes; Dr: Cooper will describe the majority report and Mary
Lou Munts the minority. Then we Will be available for questioning.

Mr. ROGERS. That xxill be 'fine. .

Mi.. LOURIE. You do have a copy of the report and I have provided
for today, what amounts of a brief overall summary "see p. 106].

I would like to say a little about the Tusk Force. and the report. It
was a wide 'open process. The iviimehibers. of the task force were
chosen; access to the documents and the task forces' work on a day-
liy-day basis were also wide open to hundreds of individuals and or-
.ganizations who had relevance and interest in the work. A .newsletter

.. and other material'were dist ri but-ed. .

I NKon also point out-that our single husk was, at the request .of
1

Congregs,
S

o study the definition. In order to study the, definition .and
its relevance, however, we did have to look- at what surrounded the
definit ion. .

In Our.meetings we were presented with staff documents and docu-
ments from the field which dealt, with such issues as the nature of the
population group and the criteria that should be applied iat order to
determine who is included within the term. We studied documents
that defined the main-issues that derived from the nature of the cur-.

. rent definition .and program as it is legislatively mandated and as it
is operated, particularly at the State level. (

:

W4 looked at concerns that were derived from the broader context.
in which the developmental disabilities program .operated at the
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Federal and State levels. We looked' t implications for'the various
populations that might be exeldded Ancluded definition,
depending on ,which-kind of definition we ould coe'ttLyith.

many, while it was not our taskt evaluate this program_ao look- ,

We

thought the program was effective -or not effective, it was in ;
that we should have come- acr -.Ir. e of these s. We e *a-
sOme Of them but .withoUt co g to ,onc he -report we

mated what seemed to us to 'some of theynajor icy issdes.
n is Trite clear from y citieStioniqg ea,Plier to ay that these are

poliCy issues and dilem as that facerCougetts tlift people in the
program and theopl in the -field.'Wo,sumniarized four of them.

wdoliilike to repeat the before we go on.
One is that there is alack of clear responsibility at the State and

apparerrtly at the local level for care of-the developrucintally disabled
,population and for all, the severely handicapped, nomitter how de-
fined, and a lack of direct link between the State service program ltd .
a Federal service agency for the total deyelopmental ,disabled popli
lation, and for its largest 'group, the mentally retarded. .

Second, there is a hilt of clear responsibility, at the individual
.ut level for coOrdinallon and case management of the many serv-

which developmentally disabled individuals require-as' well as
all of the handicapped.
« Third, there 'is a lack of coordipatioff between the major missions
of the deyeloprriental disabilities program and its actual authority,
both at the national and State levels. .

Finally, there is.a general, lack of clarity concerning the purpose
of the developmental disabilities program. People vart in their opin-
ions as to what it is supposed to accomplish. *

With that, I will' ask Dr. Gollay to describe thewrocess of how we

got the-report and recommehdation before you.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank.you very much, Mr.`Lourie.
[Test imORy -resumes on p. 120.]
[Mr.-Lourie's prepatedstatementand attachment follow :]'

at what it was doing, how well it wascloin(7, and ,whether old

%1
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°NORMAN V/ LoORIC

CHAIRMAN4
NATIONAL TASK FORCE

ON DEVELOPMENTAL.DYSABILIkS.

FOR .;

4.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON.HEALTH AND THE ENVtRONMENT.

OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FORE14010MMERCE

HOUSE COMMITTEE

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
. -

WASHINGTON, D. C.

APRILL1, 1978

a.

ORMAN V. LOURIE
.XECUTIVK DEPUTY SEOETARY FOR
EDERAL FOLICY AND PROGRAM
) ENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
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AL'
,

I VERY MUCH' APPRECIATE THE 1W1fATION TO REPORT

TO YOUR COMMITTEE THE RECOMMENDATION OF-THE NATIONACTASk

FORCE ON THE DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES., THIS

1K FORCE CARRIED OUT THE CONGRESSIONAL MAND'ATETO THE.
DiVAOd .14

MEN EHEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE FOR A SPECIAL

STUDWOR HE DEFINITION -OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.

THE TASK FORCE REPRESENTED A WIDE RANGE bF EXPERTS

AND I TERE5TS. A COPY liF-THEEfORT4 WAS. TRANSMITTED TO THE

COMM TTEE, bN NOVEMBER 3RD, ANDi WE HOP'E THAT THE COMMITTEE
a

WILL SEE FITTO INCLUDE IOE REPORT IN ITS RECORD. ,FOLLOWING

THE ACT OF CONGRESS, ,nrSINION 30L(B) OF PUBLIC LAW'93-104:

JHEDEVELOPMENTAi/DISABILITIES OFFICE, OF THE DEPARTKENT OF

HEALTH, EDUCATJO AND WELFARE AWARDED A CONTRACT TO ART ASSOC-

FATES,,INC., JO CONDUCT THE "INDEPENDENT STUDY OA THE DEFIN-

ITION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES". A NATIONAL TASK FORCE

WAS ESTABLISHED,' 1JNDER MY CHIARMANSHIP. THE ENTIRE TASK

FORCE, AS WELL A MANY INDIVIDUALS ANk kGANIZATIQMS THROUGH"

OUT THE COUNTRY, WORKED HARD TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE REPORT. '

THrLIST,PF ITS MEMBERS IS ATTACHED.

Tit DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES OFFICE OW N THE

HUMAN DEVELOPMENY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, OF HEW; WA MOST

COOPERATIVE IN THIS EFFORT. LARGE niumaERt OF INDIVIDUALS

28-548 0 - 78 -41

1

.
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AND ORGANIZATIONS RESPONDED TO LETTERS 'AND DOCANTS.

SPONSES WERE THOUGHTFUL AND USEFUL.

THE TASK FORCE WAS CHOSEN THROUGH A.CAREFUL.NCESS
0

AFTER SOLICITING NOMINATIONS FROM OVER TWO'HUNDRED ORGAMDZA-

TIONS: AS WELL AS FROM FEDERAL AND STATE GRAM OFFICIALS,

THE TASK FORCE MET FOR THREE 4EXTEN Elf WORKING SES-

SIONS, SUB-GROUPS WORKED BETWEEN SESSIONS AST ASSOCIATES

PROVIDkD COMPETENT AND DEDICATED STAFF WORK. THE PROCESS WAS

OPEN THOUGHT-OUT' OPINIONS AND FEEDBACK CANE'FROM
,

OVER 500

PERSONS AND_ORGANLZATIoNS WHO WERE. KEPT INFLAMED THROUGHft

NEWSLET ERS" MINUTES' RESEiRCH°AND BACKGROUND,P:APERS. FOR

ade'THE W RKING SkSSIONS.PAPERS ON THE FOLLOWING TOPICS Wk RE PRE-
...

PARED:

1. ISSUES SURROUNDING THE NATURE OF THE TARGET

GROUP; DEFINING THE CRITERIA THAT SHOULD

APPLIED IN ORDER TO DETERMINE WHO IS INCLUDED

WITHIN THE RUBRIC "DEVELOPMENTAL DISADILIIAS;" °

FINITIONS OF THE 'MAIN ISSUES THAT DERIVCFROM

THE NATURE OF THE CURRENT,DEVLOPMENTAL DISABTL-

ITIES PROGRAM BOtH AS IT IS'LEGISLATIVELY MANDATED-

AND AS'IT IS ACTUALLY OPERATED, OARTICULARLY'AT

THE STATE LEVEL;

3. CONCERNS DERIVING FROM THE BROADER CONTEXT,

WHICH THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM
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OPERATES "T THE FEDERALNAND THE STATE LEVELS'.; /7-7
,

AND

4, IM:SICATIONS FOR,POPULATONS IN UDED OR EX--.

CL)DED FROM THE' DEFINITION,

'RECOMMENDED DEFINITION

THE RECNNDATION,OF TASI4 FORCE FOR THE APPRO

PRIATE BASIS 0:11A DEFINITION STATES:

FOR PURPOSES OF THE DEVEI.OPINTAL DISABILITIES ACT,

A DEVELOPMENTAL DISAiii.174 ISA'gEVERE., CHRONIC DISABILITY OF A

PORSON

'1) IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO A MENTAL R RHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT

OR COMBINATION OF MENTAL AND PHYSI AL IMPAIRMENTS;

2) IS MANIFEST BEFORE AGE 22;

3) IS LIKELY TO CONTINUE INDEFINITELY;

4) RESULTS p\SUBSTANT1AL FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS IN THREE

OR,MORE OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF MAJOR LIFE ACTIVITY:
-r

A) SELFCAREd.

B) RECEPTIVE AND EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE,

C) LEARNING,

D) MOBILITY,

E) SELFDIRECTION,

f) CAPACITY'POR INDEPENDENT LIVING, OR

G) ECONOMIC SELFSUFFICIENCY; AND

1
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. 5) REFLECTS THE NEED FOR A COMBINATION AND SEQUENCE OF

SPECIAL INTERDISCIPLINARY, OR GENERIC CARE, TREATMENT, OR

OTHER SERVICES WHICH ARE

A) OF LIFELONG OR EXTENDED DURATION, AND. ,

N)INDIVIDUALLY PLANNEDAND COOBDINATED,

THIS -FINAL RECOMMENDATION REFLECTS THE MAJORITY OPIN-

ION.' EACH ELEMENT OF THE DEFINITION' WAS VOTED ON SEPARATELY.

IN VIRTUALLY. NO INSTANCE WAS THERE A UNANIMITY. ,SOME DIF-

FERENCES WERE PrELD.MORE STRONGLY THAN'OTHERS,.- MOST STRONGLY

EXPRESSED WERE THE, DIFFERENCES CENTERING AROUND SPECIFICATrON

OR IMPAIRMENTS AND CATEGORIES-OF CONDITIONS.

nINORITY REPORT

THERE IS A MINORITY REPORT WHICH DIFFERS FROM THE

MAJORITY REPORT OilLY IN THE RESPECT OF NAMING SOME CATEGORIES

IN THE DEFINITION, THE MAJORITY REPORT DEFINES A SEVERE,

CHRONIC DISABILITY OF .A PERSON WHICH "IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO MENTAL

DR PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENT OR COMBINATION OF MENTAL OR PHYSICAL

IMPAIRMENTS".

THE MINORITY REPORT PROPOSES-THAT THE SEVERE, CHRONIC

DISABILITY IS "ATTRIBUTABLE TO MENTAL_RETARDATION, CEREBRAL

PALSY,-EPILEPSY OR AUTISM, OR IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO ANY OTHER

CONDITION OF A PERSON SIMILAR TO MENTAL RETARDATION, CEREBRAL

PALSY, EPILEPSY, OR AUTISM BECAUSE SUCH CONDITION RESULTS IN



SIMILAR IMPAIRMENT OF GENERAL INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING AND
,. . ".,.....,,.#4., .:.,...4e-

.

%ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR AND REQUIRES TREA 'MEN '1 DIARVICES SIMILAR

JO' THOSE REQUIRED FOR SUCH 4i6ONSf". -H, 414:7-

LIMITATIOteOF THE MINOOft, fitaRT '24 .14.,

TRANSLATED INTO OPERATIO6AL.YE.OS BOTH PROPOSED DE-

FINITIONS PROBABLY COULD BENSAID TO COVER THE SAME POPULATIONS,

HOWEVER, THE MA RITY REPORTIS1MUCH MORE CLEAR IN THAT IT

I
lit!'

SPLNE,:fi,. erpIL THE, MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY SEVERELY HANDI-
.

CAPPED. 'HE MINORItY REPORT, IN'SPECIFYING SEVERAL CATEGOR-

ICAL CONDITIONS, DOES NOT DEAL WITH THE OBJECTIONS OF INTEREST

GROUPS WHOSE CATEGORIES ARE NOT MENTIONED. AND/ PRESUMABLY,

THE STUDY WAS DIRECTED BY CONGRESS, IN PART, BECAUSE THESE

CATEGORIES WERE UNHAPPY ABOUT NOT BEING MENTIONED. ONE NEEDS

TO QUESTION WHETHER THE NON-MENTIONED CATEGORICAL INTERESTS
1

WILL BE SATISFIED WITH THE PHRASE, "SIMILAR TO MENTAL RETARDA-

TION, CEREBRAL PAWSY, EPILEPSY OR AUTISWBECAUSE SUCH CONDI-

TION RESULTS IN SIMILAR IMPAIRMENT OF GENERAL INTELLECTUAL

FUNCTI ING AND ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR AND REQUIRES TREATMENT AND

'SERVICES SIMILAR TO THOSE REQUIRED FOR SUCH PERSONS".

ON THIS GROUND, THE MAJORITY REPORT, WHICH IN EFFECT

. IS THE RECOMMENDATION-OF THE TASK FORCE, IS BROAD ENOUGH TO

COVER ALL CATEGORIES OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL DISABILITY.

DIFFICULTIES 1N_CATEGORIZING THE SEVERELY HADICAPPED.

IN CONSIDERING THE ISSUE OF CATEGORIES WHICH COULD ,

r.

S
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POTENTIALLY BE LISTED IN A DEFINITION--TERMS APPLIED TO

AONDITJONS THAT REQUIRE SIMILAR SERVICES TO,MENTAL RETARDA-

,

)TION, CEREBRAL ALSY,'EPILEPSY, AND AUTISM--THE TASK FORCE

LOOKED AT LONG LISTS OF TERMS APPLIED BY PRACTITIONERS TO

SEVERELY HANDICAPPED PERSONS. THE LI$T INCLUDED:

ASSOCIATION DEFICIT PATHPLOGY ATTENTION DISORDERS

.BLIND o, BRAIN INJURED

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTO DISORDER ,CEREBRAL DYSNNITrION

t
CONCEPTUALLY HANDICAPPED CONGENITAL ALEXIA

CONGENITAL STREPHOSYMBOLIA CYSTIC FIBROSIS

DEAF DEAF AND BLIND

DIFFUSE BRAIN DAMAGE ISGRAPHIA

DYSCALCULIA DYSLEXIA

EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED
HYPERKINETIC BEHAVIOR SYNDROME

F

HYPOKINETIC SYNDROME LANGUAGE DISABILITY

LANGUAGE DISORDERED CHILD LEARNING DISABILITIES

MATURATION LAG .

MINIMAL BRAIN DAMAGE

MINIMAL BRAIN DYSFUNCTION (MBD) MINIM44CEREBRAL DYSFUNCTION

MINIMAL CEREBRAL PALSY
MINIMAL CHRONIC BRAIN SYNDROME

MULTIPLE HANDICAPPED
MULTI-SENSORY DIFFICULTIES

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
NEUROLOGPCA11_4' IMMATURITY

NEUROPHRENIA
NEUROLOGICA4_LY HANDICAPPED

NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DYSYNCHRONY ORGANIC BRAIN .DYSFUNCTION
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ORGANICITY OSTEOGEI SIS IMPERFECTION

PERCEPTUALLY HANDICAPPED PRIMARY READING RETARDATION
. .

e

PSYCHOLiNGUISTIC DISABILVIES PSYCHONEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS

READING DISABILLTY

SPECIFIC LEARNING DIFFICULTIES SPINA BIFIDA

11111111111
r

'STREPHOSYMBOLIA STAAUSS SYNDROME

TOARETTE)SSYNDROMTI"
t

WORD BLINDNESS me'
THE MoraPAY REPOR'T, IN FFECT. 'SW6S THAT IT WOULD

BE IMPRACTICAL AND ADMINISTRAIIVELY:CONFUSING TO TRY AND SORT,

OUT A USEFUL AND UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTABLE LIST OF CATE RICAL
, A

TERMS.

DEVELOPMENTAL DISAWITIES POLICY ISSUES

IN PLANNING ANY PROGRAM FOR GROUPS DIFFERENTIATED BY

DIAGNOSIS OR CATEGORY ONE IS ALWAYS FACED WITH A TRIANGULAR

DILEMMA: PLANNING ON THE BASIS OF FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY ON THE

ONE HAND; OrCHE BASIS OF GATEGORICAL CONDITIONS ON THE OTHER;

AND ON ;1' THIRD SIDE THE BASIC OPERATIONAL ISSUES OF HOW IO

COORDINATE SERVICES IN THE'BEST INTEREST OF PERSONS TO BE

SERVED.

THE TASK FORCE WAS NOT CHARGED WITH ANY RESPONIBILITY

FOR EVALUATING THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES LEGISLATION OR

ITS1ERATIONS. HOWEVER, IN DEALING WITH DEFINITIONAL ISSUES

IT WAS DIFFICULT TO AVOID CONTACT WITH THE BROAD'POLICY ISSUES

INVOLVED IN SERVING THE RISK POPULATION UNDER CONSIDERATION.
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f

WHILE NOT MAKINGRECOMMENDATIONS ON THESE, POLICY ISSUES, THE

TASK FORCE ADDRESSED FOUR MAJOR POLICY MATTERS AND MADE

o

SERVATIONS *POUT THEM!

1. THERE IS A NtKOF CLEAR RESPONSIBILITY AT THE STATE

LEVEL UR CARE OF, tK DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED POPULATION AND

LACK,OF,A DIRECT LINK BET4EN A STATE SERVICE PROGRAM AND.A

(5DERAL SERVICE AGENCY FOR THE TOTAL DEVELOPMENTAL DI&BILITIES

POPULATION AND FOR ITS LAROW eROUP,JHE MENTALLY RETARDED.

' 2. THERE 18 A LACK OF CLEAR RESPONSIBILITY AT THEIINDIV-

IDUALCLIENT LEVEL FOR COOR4lioATIONAND CASE J4ANAGEMENT OF. THE

MANY VICES WHICH DEVELOPMENTALLY4DISABLED INDIVIDUALS REQUIRE.,

3. THERE IS A LACK OF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE-MAJOR

MISSIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM AND ITS
t

ACTUAL AUTHORITY, .BOTH'AT THE NATIONAL AND AT THE STATE LEVELS.

4. THERE IS A GENERAL LACK OF CLARITY CONCERNI HE

PURPOSES OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PRO M.

4

4

21

a
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Viers is a' 1,I of clear responsibAitu at th,. s_tato le". 2

jtr care of the..devc:opmentall,,
and u

Lac,: cf. a direct 1in1 3 state? ._;.,ry.:cLirro.iraraki

a''ederal service agency- for -the DD novplatfln an its

largest croup, the meftallY retarded.

In mostIstates there is no singlt state opertillg agency with eh._

. . 1

6/Aar responsibility for the care of tlevelopMental0 'disabled population.

In some states the Mental, Retardation Agency-has been retktLed a °Develop-

mentZpisabilities Agency.' Inca few of these states tie ?nange,liOtitle,has

represented an actual Change in the target population for_sthlt agency:., that.

-,

is, the agency now serves individuals w4th epilepsy, Cerebral pelSoL, or

,
'autism who are not retarded:.

HoWevet.7in virtually\ili,other state the

ricntal retaditionlegency
Cenriot.l'egally'serve this population.. In ividua }s

with epilepsy or gerebrall,palsy,, for'examp4e, will
unfoqueately find thit.

many retitled
"developpental disabilities"'prograets in reality are .agenc4s

yhose primacy
to,4hrds 'Mental retardation. Often non-

mentally reta4ed persons are celled mentally retarded in order to tecelve

services
.

In states which have not changed the target population for their.men- 1

tal retardation individuals who hav;rcerebraj-palsy but who are not

retarded (for example) are virtuellypable to Locate Inn,/ communif! iesidence'

programs comparable to those which are being etablisheki for 1,ensally

persons. States which have changed them:- mandates ire finding themselves

faced with the problem of retraining staff, adding new staff with skills

"St

difficulties of changing the image and vtation of ,x isty,hg ser,'1,3es while

establishing new services for a previously unser,14 and fr=.q...ently mis-.

understood population,'-expanding mandate
not'neoessarliy ex;-anding bud-

gets, etc. As these agencies have Nxpanded their target 2cpulation to

include developmental disabilities other than mental retardatiot..iniividulls

with other similar-disabilities exhibiting
ton neea for similar servioes

aeAdystrophy) increase their demands edr
(such as spina bifida or muse

access to programs.

The state mentalvtetWrdation scene; rstre
-Lns..-st in most states to

being the main servici provider for a larie se4rest of tne.d&JALIFmentaL

disabilities population.
It is interesting to no.,.e that the r,tate

retardation agency is the one malorstate service
aoency .rnaon does not nave

a direct counterpart at thelederal level. There is no sin-le fe,leral'agenoy

which is the counterpart to the state mental re`ardatiN1 set-. e ,i..tem as

there are, for example, for the state
education, (including speoial education)

1
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department, vocational rehabilitation, public assi:tance (including sat).

socialservioe, health, mental health and housing .vrocrams. Increasingly the

federal Title 1:X.(social Security'Act) program (for exoenditure of monies

under nedicaid fo!....ea wide range of health. care includin4 I:irmedlate Care

Facilities for the mentally retarded and other developmentally disaoled)

As having an extremely strong influence on the shape of state mental retar-

dation programs because many states are putting large amounts of their :IR

funds into institutions_ to bring them up to ItF/nR standards, and are there-

fore.having a limiting effect on community programs.

In sum, there are many disabled individuals who cannot now turn to'

any single state agency as their primary source to provide or secure the

total range of services which'they need; as the case management link betweI

them and an array'agliervices from multiple agencie;. Developmentall7

disabled persons, as those individuals frequently most in need of multiple

services and advocacy, are in a particularly vulnerable position as a result.

2. ne:e is a cf

et
c:car 2: '

for cool-O.:nat.:on arc

which deveiopmentai:u disabid per,-n5

The discussion so far has pointed out some inadequacitat the broad

systems;j.evel in serving developmentally disabled persons. '1'sk FOrce mem-

bers expressed the concern that at the individual client tends'

to be amajor case responsibility Vacuum. Gevelopmentally disabled persons

.require services from different agencies and from different disciplines.

The lack of e singe state agency with responsibility for their care man:-

felts itself at the client level with a widespread lack of adequate case

management. While many .(federal) entitlements exist for the bopulation

(such as 94-142, the Education of All Handicapped .:hillren.Act, and Supple-

mental Security Income), individuals who have multiple needs On long -term

:basis are likely to fall through the cracks. At the individual level some

type ofplacement" agency or case management structure is needed. Thii

agency, in order to 1-.e effective:rust have the capm.itr and authority to

.
access services for the OD population. Some ...x.,r1menta in Pennsylvania

and 'discon.iZn.snould be watched closely. Me Ch Progrim. througn toe CD

..Ccpincil'l grants, could be used to fund :novel :ervice in.ouratiOn projecta

on behalf of the developmentally disabled populatIOn. lot this toes not in,

,the long tun sdtStitute for an operating level ,n;'.1-.1,:m,ht system, While

the developmentally disabled population. is far frPm heing the only population V
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requiring such service integration,
the Dr) population need for r:Itirle

services tends to be greater than for molt populatit,ns and the ability t.

access theseeiltiple services tends to be less.

3. 'There. is a lack of corresrcn:Inc,:. ,Jet4e.,,1 ,:35:=rts

of t? Jevelo;,mental D2S4bIllt:65
4hd its actual authority, bocn at En:

Currently the intended focus of the DD Pro;,ram (as)artisalat,a for

exampleiin the statement by Marjorie
Kirkland, which appears at the end of

Section 4.3) is planning and advocacy at the systems and individual levels.

Interest groups have maintained that only if:he CD Councils have

approval power over federal program
expenditure and state planninq will

the DO CounOils be effective in
their systems advocacy and planning roles.*

However existing agencies point out in, it is net reasonable to exyvot

a council of individuals serving in an advisory outside of the State

operating systems, to provide an
adequate and effective re..le. of a coplix

_state ',rah such as that which is required nducation. This sita-

tion becomes even clearer 'when the target ocFulation cf the'DZ, Program 25

relatively narrowly defined and not
necessarily seen as desdr:bing a popula- .

tion which -arrants DD. Council
veto power over state ^lans intended' for mucn

larger groups of individuals. 41100
It seems unrealistic and

perhaps'inapprorrilte to eJpect that the .77:

Councils as 'currently constructed
will ontaina:proval co.4a,r cver all stat,,

plans for operating agencies
affecting the deelopNeht,illy

Cn the other hand,, if the program 1.1. to L-_,
ff,rttve is a 3y -Vlore

advOcity force,, better mecnanasms thancarr-ntly all have ti

developed and'implemented.

In addition, at the individual
estai,lished Prctec..

tion and Advocacy Systems could provide greatly
t000rizes...

If the protection and Advocacy
programs are _ruly

,11! __tin

to accumulate a history 'of cases, the der:UMnr-Clirf,
,f could

as a powerful tool for t? systems
!)n

However, the Protection A,d Advocacy
lt,a1.2aaatel:

and will need a few years of Operation: be`,-)re :t; tr-:potntial

4
realized, .In addition, because It

could le ;,,!t, n. er,atning to

generic agencies, special care
will reed t, be I,. -,care that rIs

s

12A
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tole is maiAlthrned-and enhanced rather than damrenel. Another major factor

-is that ir.netent in most Federal program mandates and In t!.e tLarae to .

state operating agencies, there do exist other functions including

those carried by public ser:ite and legal S,T":1, funded o

:Federal, state and local tax _funds and by private fundc.

There I.Jck of

of the De'.elccmcntal DIsab421t_s'

A recurring theme throughout the conduct of the Special Study, both

.

from Task force members. and other interested
individuals, ds the l'ac of

clarity Which exists concerning the purposes of the- Ce,e4pmental DiSatillti.s

.
Program as currently structured. A major ponfusien existS'around the issue

of service delivery: many persons see the primary mission of the OD Program

as being the' provision of services to the target ropulaticn. For tnese

r
persons, the.small amount. of money currently in the CD Program is being

spread thin enough now and the potential addition 'of other groups would

endanger those individuals currently covered. The belief ,that DC rrogram

1.!'s a major service program(for the population is
reinfrc.,.d by tiae situation

'described above:.despite the proliferation
of funding so4rees at the federal

level and of operating acienCieS:at the state
le,el, there cenerall.., 'is no

single state agency responsible
fai delivery of...cervices to the cluabled.

population.

Other persons se% the DO Program primarily as a r,lanning and advocac.:

sisterl., They see its primary mission as mobilizir.g the r,2cources :hicn

exist in other state agencies towards meeting !he needs of the target pop-

ulation. A3 an sd...ocacy force within the stat:2, the pruu::7.m could expand,

its target population without seriously ;coparici,,g

Indeed, it could be argued that with a larger con,titu,:ncy it iFuld oe rore' .

than less effect Proponent; of- thjs positio,, point out now small

the total amount of eon s ,ithin the CC Pr,,,r1m, but hcx4 .?Efective tnat
-

money can be -cc used to leverage additional jour es; !) ,Imonstrate the

effectiveness of rcoriel prcgrams which generic a7erci,, at- relucta:t at

first' to try.
4

The DD Program, 'regarlless of ,metier it Is a 0-:-..ice prc;tan.or in

advocacy and planning progr7irn; 55 ,00t clearly ,in,i.c.-,,tc,I. ..,,s a result, i:lap-

proprlate expectations are '...idespread, ...itn tr.... s',s,losv,-. wi,..1.r.sad dIssati-i-

factip of rnmet e;:pectation#. Deny disabled in!ividla, uld gr up; tf
.

/I

r .

Ce

.1
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in diriduals,,as evidenced7by their .stropg desire to be includtdas :develop-

.

mental disabilities," see the DD Programkas an inroptint one for meeting

their needs. Indeqd, the program has been important' in furthering the thre

_Of the individulls included both directly .through the fundil:g of specific pro-
. me

grams and indirectly thiough increased visibility. ,::-:fortunately, the

precise benefits. to be derived by inclusion are not clearly understood

many individuals. -

In. sum, an effort needs to be made to clarify the purpose of the

DD Program. As this effort is made, careful consideration should be made,of

the various purposes'Uhich it could or should fulfill for a group of dis-

abled individuals, and consideration should then perhaps be given to a new

focus for the program. At the current time is not adequately funded or

structured to "be a true serviceideliveOogram, yet it has not been suc-

cessful at corer inning people that ilprimarily a planning and adocacy

program primarily because'all,'other programs have no legal instruction that

the DD program is their coordinator. ,

A statement'reflecting the official policy o4 the program, made to

the. Task Force by tar)orie Kirkland, Deputy Director of the lIt, is attached

at the end of this chapter.

4.3 Implications of the Proposed Ceftnition of :,.r:elc.rmef.til
for Individuals with Other Disabilities

a

,Part (3) of the section of the Developmental Di!;abilities Act ,h1=3

mandated the conduct of the study of the definition of devIlotMental disabil-

ities calls 'for 'an examination of "the nature,und'adegiacy of the serrices

provided under other federal programs .for per::cns disatilities not

included in. . .)the recommended) definition,"

Although it as not possible-within the .C.C1'..! of the study to conduct

a% in -depth analysis of the services, a number of specific efforts were made

to obtain information about the nature and scope of current federal efforts

to serve persons with all types of disabilities. CiCil the final recommen-
..

dation was made by .the Task Force it-was ,no' poc',Il, to iientify who ,15 to

be excluded crop the proposed definition. The excl.ii'el popilalion Is iis-

cussed in Secticn :.a abc.-e: Some ci th, chu.;es ir. th,

. definition of developmental disabilities Is ;,,,rc;:et.ty ±cdsral vientte;

for their programs are described briefly 5,otion 3.10 oclo Foy federal
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progractsing disabled I:ersons are analyzed in :ec'.10 . which icc,h-

tifies.who is co?cro4., .

Althougn no in-deTth study was fdasil,le, a:1 .ff7rt was r,adv

the Special to deter-nine the extent to ..hici,!1:,)1ed inalvid.:als mot

included in a.potential
defin!tion of develotmt:ntal di, abilities are

for scrvicesisinilar to those Orich are provided throodh the Ceeelopmental"

C
Disabilities Program. It seemed most logical to focus on those specific 1^,ene-

,

fits which disabled individuals are
likely to receive throiigh the DD Pro-

gram:

1. CcmprehensIve state planning whi.-') i-!ert::-es the :tem:co 4erisec101t

disabled individuals across all state agencies. '441

2. Petieu of state plans for use of federal monios to determine

their utility to the developmentaLiv 4:cae2ed rop.22ation.

3. Eztiblis,f=cnt of speci:A i-rctec:ion serv:.:es

within each state for the Oevelcpmentallz d:sabled popu:4t.on.

4. The development of indi...itaa:ee
hat,.)r):.(T! cups co-ded

to identify the total ranfe of in ;.-1::%.1 neeos across

agencies and, potentially, throuy.h:miLlite.

5. r:...elhle monies for f;!:in;

programs at the state and fede-ai

State councils with
,h_on ?re

intended tb be the rlmin mechar,.;-
f-r ,n'scrin.; th:c the above

purposes are carried out at the

Virtually all, these program elements are available in one for or

another through other federal
programs which sery- eon--!evelo,,,m,:ntakly

disabled handicapped individuals,
However, cher,

succors of

She Cevelopmental
Program whi,in avallablo :Arougn ant/

other program- Those unioue aspects inc1.16,!:

1. A focus on a specific population
0:: an exam:71a-

tzon of the total nee,i: both of :rocifc and of toe

tota: popul7atir:11.
This Focus on .ho ft upgu. f oeofs Jrross

3n4 4cr-ss a :;pec;:%.:.

the US Proqram.(rom most of toe ,:hnor !",'iora2

1. A fo,-:s On a poruhlt:-.o :20

rust for ctuldhood, or for its .-0, .1.21):::CQ.

as JO 'rout other r-edVrA:

inIii-id,sa IS,,

A focus on,...),:.?ssing q,ner:C A.-..

ce7ices rathdr ,n rr,2 .. )
i:rorao

proiding lar,:e im)unc of ,..rect

1 42-7
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4. A spc.,7;a1 mechanism for prov.i.dinc :rrotecticn end advocacy s4-

vIces.

There does not now exist a comparable prolram. for A remair.Jer of

the handicapped population which can act as the focus testat., level fOr

their interests in the way the Developmental CisaL111,:s Frran is
'

to function. It is, howeyer, difficult-to aseq-..s:-, the to ,,,hich thc.

-non-developcirmtally disabled popplation.of persons
require

this type of program. is precisely because of their uhiq'ae =haracteriz-

tics thXt the develoPmt entaily disabled persons ars seen as being more likely

thab other disabled lOviduals to require comprehn.7,1 ser,yir's t?.17ugh-,

out life; are most lexelAgto be excluded from existing programs

lnc/uding thOse-iniTidvd to serve handicapped persons; And are least likely

to be able toractmcate on their own behalf to ensure that their nee-.!s are

met.

1

I

e.'

.4*
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THE ORT ALSO INCLUDES A SERIES ACKGROUND PAPERS411

PREPARED = THE STAFF FOR USE BY THE TASK FORCE DURING THE

STUDY.
ABSTRACTS OF SOME OF THE PAPERS ARE INCLUDED IN THE

REPORT. EUIL,YARAATi2NS OF. THESE ANi OTHER RELATED BACKGROUND
-

MATERIALS ARE AVAILABLE IN VOLUME II OF TkIE FINAL REPORT. THE

TOPICS COVERED ARE:

A. 5.1 HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOPMENTALLY

DISABLED ASSISTANCE AND BILL OF RIGHTS ACT (PL 94-103);

5.2 ANALYSIS OF FEDERAL LAWS AND COMPILATION OF

DEFINITIONS PERTAINING TO THE HANDICAPPED AND THE DISABLED IN

:t1 .111

FEDERAL STATUES AND REGULATIONS;

5.3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEVELOP-

MENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM;

5.4 A FRAMEWORK FOR THE BASIS FOR A DEFINITION OF

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES: SOME OPTIONS;

5.5 THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF DEVELOPMENTAL DiSABILITIES;

5.6 BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIFIC IMPAIRMENTS;

5.7 AN ANALYSIS OF A FUNCTIONAL APPROACH TO THE

DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES;

5,8 AGE OF ONSET: SOME ISSUES;

5.9
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES Tp A DEFINITION'OF REVEL=

OPMENTAL DISABILITIES:
POTENTIAL IMPACTS ON THE STATE DEVEL-

1. 2
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OPMENTAL DISABILITIES PROGRAM;

5.10 SOME FEDERAL IMPLICATIONS' OF CHANGES IN THE

DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES:.

5.11 IMPLICATIONS OF THE DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENTAL

DISABILITIES FOR NON-FEDERAL USERS OUTSIDE THE 11)EVELOPMENTAL

DISABILITIES PROGRAM.

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

MY RESPONS/BILNY AS CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL TASK

FORCE IS TO REPORT TO YOU ON THE RECOMMENDED DEFINITION. I

HAVE DONE SO. I TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE SOME PERSONAL

OBSERVATIONS.

AS THE RESULT QF MANY ACTIONS BY CONGRESS AND THE

STATES, WE ARE ON THE THRESHOLD, AND AT LONG LAST, ARE ALREADY

ENGAGED IN A MAJOR REVOLUTION IN-THE WAYS WE SERVE THE HANDI-

CAPPED AND, PARTICULARLY, THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED IN THE UNITED

, STATES. THIS COMMITTEE IS WELL AWARE OF THE NEW MAJOR THRUSTS

IN THE SSI, EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED, AND SOCIAL SERVICES

PROGRAMS, AS WELL AS THE CONTINUATION AND SOMETIMES EXPANSION

OF SUCH PROGRAMS AS CHILD WELFARE, CRIPPLED CHIbDREN, VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION, MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, MEDICAID, INCLUDING

EPSDT, COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH, DEVELOPMENTAL/ DISABILITIES,

ETC.- WE ARE INDEED ON OUR WAY TO CARRYING OUT THE COMMITMENT

OF A CIVILIZER NATION TO ITS MOST SUFFERING.

r

28.588 IT- 38 q
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HOWEVER* THE MATTER IS COMPLICATED BY FACTS ALREADY

KNOWN TO YOU. AT STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS, AT POINTS WHERE

WE MEET AND SERVE 'THE HANDICAPPED AND THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED,-

THERE IS NOTHING RATIONAL ABOUT THE MANNER IN WHICH WE ARE

ORGANIZED TO CARRY OUT THE SERVICE NEEDS. RESPONSIBILITY FOR

BITS AND (CES ARE CLEAR. BUT ONE IS UNABLE TO DISCOVER ANY

REAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR TOTAL SERVICES RESPONSIBILITY IN ANY

ONE CASE, IF ONE LOOKS AT THE RELATIVE RATIONALITY OF A -----

0,NERAL HOSPITAL OR AT A VARIETY OF PUBLIC UTILITES--TELEPHONE,

WATER, SERER, ELECTRICITY--AND COMPARES THEM WITH OUR GENERAL

HEALTH 'AND SOCIACSERVICES ARRANGEMENTS, THE LATTER ARE UN-

KEMPT AT THE VERY LEAST,

ONCE OUR SOCIETY IS AGREED UPON THE NATURE OF A PRO-

BLEM IT WISHES TO SOLVE, I BELIEVE IT HAS THREE OBLIGATIONS:

TO DETERMINE WHO IS AT RISK; TO DETERMINE WHAT ARE THE NEEDS

OF THOSE AT RISK; AND FINALLY TO PUT INTO PLACE WHATEVER AR-

RANGEMENTS ARE NECESSARY TO GUARANTEE THAT THE NEEDS ARE MET,

WE KNOW THAT THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY TWO MILLION

SEVERELY HANDICAPPED PERSONS, WHO COULD FIT WITHINTHE DEFIN-

° ITION OF DEVELOPMENTAL,DISABILITIES--NO MATTER HOW IT COMES

OUT., WE ARE ALSO QUITE CLEAR ABOUT THEIR NEEDS, BUT THE

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SERVICESIN NO WAY CAN BE DESCRIBED AS PRO

VIDING GUARANTEES THAT NEEDS APSE MET.
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As OUR TASK FORCE AND MANY OTHERS HAVE SO WELL .

POINTED OUT, AN INSTRUMENT AT THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE LEVEL FOR

ALL OF THE H DICAPPED OR FOR SOME OF THE HANDICAPPED, UNDER

PRESENT FEDERAL LEGISLATION, CAN ONLY HAVE AN ADVISORY OR A

PRODDING FUNCTION. SUCH BODIES, EVEN WHEN WRITTEN INTO LAW,

AS IN THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES LEGISLATION, HAVE NO

POWER BECAUSE OTHER MYRIAD FEDERAL LEGISLATION DO NOT GIVE

THEM POWER.

ONE ALSO HAS TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT HOW MANY COORDIN-

ATING BODIES AND FUNCTIONS ARE CREATED TO IMPROVE SERVICES. ,

THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES LEGISLATION DEALS WITH THE

SEVERELY HANDICAPPED. THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCIL

INTERACTS WITH MANY SERVICE PROGRAMS IN DEPARTMENTS Of STATE

GOVERNMENT WHICH DEAL WITH A WIDE RANGE OF THE HANDICAPPED.

SHOULD THERE ALSO BE STATE COUNCILS FOR THE HANDICAPPED IN

GENERAL? IF THESE HAD THE SAME FUNCTIONS AT THE STATE LEVEL

T,HERE WOULD THEN BE AT LEAST TWO BODIES DEALING WITH OPERATING .

LEVEL AGENCIES ON SIMILAR GROUNDS, AND IF ONE TALKS TO ADHERENTS-.

OF OTHER PROGIVMS WHICH CROSS OP .ERATING PROGRAM LINES, A VERI-

TABLE CACOPHONY OF COORDINATING MECHANISMS COULD EASILY BE THE

RESULT,

IT WOULD PERHAPS BE IDEAL IF EACH PIECE OF FEDERAL

LEGISLATION PROVIDING MONEY TO STATES FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND

4
efr
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AND SEVERELY HANDICAPPED WOULD MANDATE PARTICIPATION IN

INTEGRATIVE PROGRAMMING AND SERVICES ARRANGEMENTS. As IT

IS NOW, EACH CATEGORICAL PROGRAM IS RESPONSIBLE ONLY WITHIN

"144 LIMITS AND NO ONE PROGRAM IS SUFFICIENT ENOUGH TO MEET

41N,

ALL OF THE NEEDS OF THE HANDICAPPED AND SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

PERSONS,, IT WOULD PERHAPS BE IDEAL IF, AT THE OPERATING

LEVEL, THERE WOULD BE SOMETHING AS RATIONAL AS THE GENERAL

HOSPITAL WHICH ACCEPTS CONDITIONS OF ALL DEGREES, FROM

INTENSIVE CARE TO AMBULATORY CARE, AND HAS ITS SPECIALTIES

OPERATING EFFECTIVELY AROUND A PERSONS NEEDS WITH A CASE

MANAGEMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY FACTOR WTEN IN.

OBVIOUSLY, NO ONE COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS CAN DO THIS

BY ITSELF. THERE ARE CLEARLY SOME MAJOR GAPS IN FEDERAL

PROGRAMS FOR SERVICES TO THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED. WHILE

SSI, VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION, SOCIAL SERVICES,, MEDICAID,

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, HOUSING PROGRAMS, ETC.ALL OFFER SOME SER-

VICE BENEFITS, THERE STILL IS NO PROVASIVE FEDERAL PROGRAM

WHICH PROVIDES,FUNDS FOR SOME OF THE LONG TIME COMMUNITY

LIVING NEEDSOOF THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED, FOR INSTANCE, SOME

STATES HAVE DEVELOPED PROGRAMS OF THEIR OWN AND IN THE PROCESS .

OF DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION HAVE INVESTED CONSIDERABLE SUMS IN

COMMUNITY LIVING. ARRANGEMENTS, RESPITE SERVICES, AND4OMILAR

SERVICES WHICH ARE 15ESIGNED TO KEEP THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED
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LIVING AT THEIR HIGHEST POSSIBLE POTENTIAL IN THE LEAST RE-

STRICTIVE ENVIRONMENTS. IN SOME INSTANCES THE COUNTIES HAVE

BEEN INSTRUMENTAL JN PUSHING THE STATES TO ACCOMPLISH THESE

TASKS.

FINALLY, ON ADVOCACY. THOSE WITHOUT POWER NEED

SPOKESMEN. ANYBODY OR FORCE WHICH TAKES ACTION IN BEHALF OF

A CAUSE IS PRACTICING ADVOCACY. IN MY VIEW, THE HIGHEST EX-

PRESSION OF ADVOCACY IS NOT ALONE IN THE FLAG RAISING OR

FLAG CARRYING'. IT IS IN THE ULTIMATE4,TRANSLATION OF RESULT

--THE GUARANTEE THAT THERE ARE SYSTEMS IN PLACE WHICH GUARANTEE

THAT NEEDS ARE MET.

THE DILEMMAS ARE COMPLEX AND CLEAR AT THE SAME TIME.

I KNOW THAT YOUR COMMITTEE WILL CONTINUE TO GIVE ATTENTION

TO THEM. I HOPE VERY MUCH THAT THE NATIONAL TASK FORCE HAS

MADE A CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR THINKING AND IT WILL Be USEFUL IN

YOUR WORK.
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STATEMENT OF ELINOR OOLLAY, Ph. D.

Dr. GOLLAY. My thanks also -fothe opportunity to present our
_ thoughts to you: I will briefly review the history aril outcomes of the

study. I will not go into detail on tin recommendations: I will leave
that to the task force members, but I am available for any further
questions you might have on the conduct of the project.

I was the project director, staff director, for the tasfc. force. The
project btgan at the end- of September 1976 and was completed at
the end of October 1977. The first major activity was the selection_
of the Membership of the task force arid, as Norman indicated; we
solicited nominations from over 200 organizations, reviewed existing

lists and in general, I think, ended up with a final task force that was
broadly representative along many dimensions, geographic, specific
disability groups, professional competence. .

The task force met normally three times, in February,.31ay, and
" September. It also met normally with a variety of related organiza-

tions, the National Advisory Council on Developmental .Disabilities,
the National Conference on DD, the Coalition Consumers on DD, and
with Federal representatives of relevant agencies.

In addition, there were many other meetings conducted through-
out the project. As Norman indicated, materials were sent out and
it was in general intended to be a very open process.

The purpose of the project, as we saw it, was to take the DD pro-
. gram as it is currentlY-operating and determine the most appropriate

way of describing or defining its target, population ;',that is, who
should be included or excluded, given the current DD program. This
is primarily a question of policy, a prograr9 question and to some
extent a pilit al questioh.

Second, I kr beyondyond the current structure of the program,
what grouping of andicapped people makes the most sense in terms
of common characteristics and common needs. This was more of a
technical question. Both purposes were impdrtant throughout the
conduct of the itojeelt.

The process, as Norm has briefly reviewed it,was that the staff
_ nrovided. the task force with a variety of backgroUnd-terms. The

first meeting was intended to identify issues asociated with definition.
The second meeting generated alternative definitions which were..

then 'circulated widely to. obtain reactions. At the third meeting
recommendations were made,

The votes at that final meeting were taken on each element of the
definition to determine whether. or not it was an important aspect
of developmental disabilities; if it should be included, in what ways
should it be included. Those aspects, incleding, two categories of dis-
abilities mentioned, severely or substantially handicapped, age at
onset, service needs and chronicity.

Although there was not universal 'agreement on any one element in
the definitipn, there was general agreement with the major compo-
nents and only one specific element resulted in a minority report and
that. was the issue of whether or not specific categories of disability
shoud be explicitly mentioned in the definition. You will be,hearing
about the two recommendations shortly.

)t)
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In terms of findings and recommendations,- I would say that the
introductory statement to HOuse bill 11764quite accurately reflects
most of .the general concerns and findings of the task force with
respect to the general quality of the DD population and its need for
visibility. If you will pardon me, the DD population is by definition
that group of individuals who are most likely to have.many needs and
least likely to have them be met.

The task force found that the current definition no longer ade-
quately conveys the concept of developmental disabilities. It is easily
misinterpreted, both too broadly and too narrowly, There is not
.enough emphasis on the pervasiveness and substantiality of the dis-
ability; that clarification of the age at onset issue as a very important
manifeStation is different and important as contrasted with organiza -.
tion during childhood or the developmental years. The task force in
general agrees with the concept underlying the current definition.

The desire of the task forctrI am speaking in general; obviously
there were some disagreements within the group was not to broaden
it to the 'point of losing its focus or overburdening a relatively small
program, but the desire was also to reduce the apparent atbitrary

, nature of the current grouping by emphasizing common needs and
characteristics.

There was a general recognition that the definition question is
'extremely complex and I would not in any way claim that the study
that was conducted examined thoroughly all the issues or repercus-
sions of a definition such as that. Many of the repercussions are not
easily anticipated. The data are poor in large measure because the
DD population cAts the handicapped pop4tion in a different wa
from. the way data are gathered.

It is very hard to come up with accurate estimates, as I think yo
could tell from the earlier discussion. In many:ways a lot, of the
decisions about specific criteria are as much questions of .polities or
programmatic orientation as they. arc a technical issue of who ought
to be grouped together.

Very briefly, the task force did try to anticipate "what might be
some of the major areas of impact of altering the definition. It
should he recognized it at the final IneetinT that the actual shape
of the definition emerged, so it was hard to come up with all of the
implications prior to that.

In terms of the impact, first. on other Federal programs, there are
relatively few thatexclusively mentioned DD but the intent was that
the DD population retain its visibility and its priority. There arc
some State agencies that have clinuo-ed their MRA agency to DO
and they would clearly have to cope with any changes.

The intent was not to change' dramatically the size and the nature-fi
of ,the target population. The implications. in terms of the DD.pro-
gram itself, of changin the definition have been the most contro-..
versial and are extremely difficult to determine.

I would itst say, if I could summarize the task force's feeling,
that the definition is intended to facilitate identifving and focusing
on a specific population and retain the visibility of this population
with its extraordinary needs and it not intended then. you know,
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through the iecommendation to result in a merging of this popula-
tion with the- handicapped population at large. It was intended to
retain the differences.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank yoU very much.
Dr. cooper.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS Z. COOPER, M.D.

Dr. COOPER. Mr, Rogers, thank you very much for allowing me to
participate...I am- certainly. most aware of your long concern and
co9tribution and certainly Dr. Carter's as well. I am most grateful
Uri you for your support, which was most apparent to me during my
tenure. on the National Advisoty Council on Developmental Dis-

abilities. :

I was asked to comment on the definition from. the point of. view
of the majoritT., I will restrict myself as best I can to just that com-
ponent, although as heard the previous discuss n about who is
included and who is excluded and the impact nu ers, it was hard--
to constrain myself from getting involVed.

You should know that I speak out of 15 years of experience of
listening to and living with my children and adolescents and their
families, who are the unfortunate victims of a why& host of serious
and incapacitating conditions. My posture really is one of a human
services professionfaconcerned with all children and all families, but,
because'of the special experience with the developmentally disabled, I
have a particular commitment to seeing that this, most needy popu-
lation is not ignored.

I try to put that commitment, in the perspective of the roughly
10,000 abandoned or nomadic children wandering around 412d Street
in New York City *here I work and the million plus ordinary chil-

dren in our public schoolS in New York City who are imderserved.
But inspite of all that, there still has to be a group whose needs just
are of another magnitude than these very needy people.

I have to put. some basics on the table. From my perspective as a
deliverer of service and listener to families, the DI) legislation has
helped people. It has helped people whose needs are .really hard to
comprehend, especially hard to comprehend from the outside. The
DD legislation has proven that the Federal Government can play an
important role iri the process.

I know thibt you are involved in trying to review the experience
of the last deende to see how von can take it the next next steps be-
cause we will not, solve these problems, but hopeful we can move to

some next steps.
The uses of the definition of developmental disabilities have been

well established by the literature of the task force and I think it°
would be wasteful to rehash material which is available in written
form to everyone in this room.

I was asked to Nil]: from the position of the majority. What is
most remarkable to me is.the 'degree of agreement of 50 committed,

crhard-bitten, heteroeneous People who got down and argued and
haSsleefor a total of about 9 days over what the definition of devel-
opmental diSabilities Should be:
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When we got through, the definitions, both majority and minority,'
were basically the same. I think that the disagreement in the language
is really wiped out from an operational point of view. I.ani talking
from the personal perspective' of a ground level provider, working
with State and local agencies, and families.. flue differenves in the
language are trivial. We are talking about the same people and, there-
fore, the numbers are no different.

The minority has been concerned about successfill administration
of the program and felt they had to hang onto sonic labels in order
to make life easier for program administrators and legislators. I
think successful 'administration ..of the program is- imp9rtant, but
convenience and ease of administration to me is seccnalarY to getting
service to people who need it. I feel as a program administrator that
I do not need tight and inadequale labels to know who it .is I am
supposed to serve. The functional language as expressJd in the ma-
jority report will provide any legislator and any prograru adminis-
trator with-all he needs to know about who is in and who is out.

Thrre certainly is a value to continuity of labels. Neverthel6ss,
hat continuity .wilich has really brought us to where we are, through

ttie effoets of people concerned with .the mentally retarded, the'cer-
bral palsy, and so forth, eon be preserved. I do not drink it has to be
preserved in the language of the ilefinit ion.

What about the business of who gets in and \vim gets out ? If a
service. program looks at the defintt ion with honesty, alfd no service
program has the resources to take care of everybody whe comes for
help; a service program.withregrity cap utilize the definition to es-,

s
,taonn priorities so that those who are most in need are first -to re-

eei ve the appropriate services.
Regardless of the lane -uare of the definition, any agency that

wishes to skim or cream, to take the easy-to-serve, can keep its num-
bers up. In fact categories makes it easier because thew are plenty of
people with epilepsy, cerebral palsy, or sonic degree of mental etard-
ation who do not need the broad range of ser\lices that the substan-
tially handicapped, as defined by' functional disability need.

It is most attractive to, a prooTain administrator, especially one
concerned with turnstiles and numbers, to do just that. Retaining
labels in my judgment does not provide integrity 'where it does not
exist.

Another issue with re,Tard, to labels and defiuitions and who is in
and who is cult and the numbersin fact the definition with all the
elements inclulled may very well decrease die number of people who
are the concern of this particular legislation. When individuals with
some degree of cerebral palsy, mental retardation or epilepsy no
lono.er need service, they can opt out.

The DTI legislation, since its inception, has really been nothing but
a broad set of renlarly underfunded goal statements:It would be the
wildest fantasy, that I know you do not indulge in, to think that
moneys that come from the Federal Government for this. program
can nick the service needs of this tremendous population. In per-
spective, One institution that we try to work with. the Willow Brook
State School, has an annual operating budget that is about the same

13L:
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as the national ,budget for the whole devNpmental disabilities
program.

Therefore, if rdevelopmental disabilities legislation, is to have
impact it -has to be the kind of planning.andaccessing and ,advocacy
program which you, by your language, hay e. attempted to create. I-
would hope that you continue to create it. It is just as easy to plan
and advocate for people with multiple sclefosis, osteOgenesis imper-
fecta, and spina bifida as it is for those With severe mental retarda-
tion,-cerebral palsy autism, and epilepsy:.

I am concerned about an enormous demand for additional moneys
caused by a definition which really focuses tim the substantially
handicapped. I think we haVe to have such a. definition. Icannot, as
a provider, say to one family, "You may come into our program,"
and to another family, "You cannot,' because of this really trivial.
difference in their diagnostic labels.

I think the sooner we get rid of these trivial excluding labels, the
better off we are. In terms of being too inclusionary, I never saw any-
-one stay in a group home who did not want to. We are not. going to
have people striving for service which is inappropriate for them.
This whole thing has been an experiment.

The age of onset issue, is a complex one and struggled with it.
a great deal. No one would question that a 30-year old who as a re-
sult, of an automobile accident or a stroke while on birth control pills
or with increasingly severe multiple sclerosis may have enormous
service needs.

Whether or .not we decide legislatively to provide, for their service
needs at the same time we are providing for service needs of people
whose impairment begins during an entirel different period is a
question that I think you have to address. we as providers can live
with what you come out with if,yon, give us'Ythe wherewithal.

I was thinking, as Elinor was talking, abdut grouping of people.
Have volt ever tried to take eight people at a committee meeting in
New York andumve them across town to a restaurant ? You have to
get three taxis, and set, how long it takes to decide who pairs off with
whom in which taxis.

Certainly to decide to put- a 30.year old stroke victim or a quadri:
plegic victim of a drivin,, accident in the same service system with
someone- who is three and who has never learned to talk is complex
and difficult. Our task force took the ,term developmental disability
as we understood it, and as we thought our professional colleagues
understood it, and as we thought we' could teach it to others, and
gat it back to you in a way we thought would he inclusory.

In sunnnarv, we have a long war to go before we will adequately
meet the human service needs of all of our citizens. I think in the
process of focusing on these who are so substantially impaired, we are
learning some lessons that hopefully we can feed back.to you and to
other people who provide us with the wherewithal so that we can
improve,our human service systems all around.

Thank you very muck
Rooms. Thank yon 'very much.

Representative Munts.
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STATEMENT OF HON, MARY LOU MUSTS
('N

Ms. Mums. It is a pleasure to be here, Mr. Chairman.
I speak from quite a different vantage point: I think I was one of

the few people on the-task force who was a public policymaker who
was not a specialist in developmental disabilities. I have carried
major responsibility in legislation related to the area. Recently, I
chaired a committee on alternate care that examined the whole pack-,
age on deinstitutionlization in Wisconsin. I am not a full tinier in
this.. So I found myself involved with a group of people that. I mar-
veled at.

Dr. Cooper is right. There was complete agreement on values but
some disagreement on how you get there and the operational side.

In our casethe minoritymore came from the State level where
programs grow; and we asked ourselves questions about what would
be the yesult of changes.

I wits not just. on the task force thinking as a legislator with inter-
est in this area. I. consulted with our Governor, with our secretary of
health and social services, with our development disabilities eouncil
and with the various disabilities groups I was acquainted with in the
State to reach some judgment as to the direction in which to go.

I reflected back to them what. I was hearing from our first two
meetings before I decided to join the friendly minority.

I would say that everyone agreed that there should be some fine.
tuning of the definition to place greater -emphasis on severity and
also to emphasize that the program is to be more inclusive in that
criteria of similar impairment can he -used as a. way of grouping
people who do not rome under the four categories named. We came
to the minority view for reasons I will summarize briefly.

It is really unfair and unreasonable to raise expectations about
available services unless there is sufficient funding- to implement the
legislation. This is true repeatedly with federally mandated pro-
grams. We, are not thinking, Iniwever, of congressional dollars alone.

As you are aware, congressional dollars in the develdpmental dis-
abilities program .come largely through other funding, title XIX
and title XX. Your funding is a very small fraction. In Wisconsin
I would esitmate it as five-tenths of a percent of the amiamt allocated
to developmental disabilities through general purpose revenues and
Federal finding.

To expand the existing definition without the guarantee of addi-
tional dollars, not only''on the Federal level in terms of the kind of
accessing- and advocacy that yon W:111t to build into a planning,struc-
tpre, I think would leave great room for more gaps than we -now have.

The existing definition has had real value simply because there are
categories and there is visibility. I think identifying- the specific

).categories of disabilities as an umbrella has given a kind of visibility
to movetoward mandated services where previously none existed.

The addition of autism led to greater awareness about what we
can do to help the individual with autism. This is not to say that
adding a very sniall.categary does not (rive such a category a boost.
I think what we are concerned about is adding very broad .ategories

1
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of which the severely disabled population is a very small fraction of
that group and yet people in a sense feel they are in.

You have a broad group then that. think of themselves as under
developmental disabilities and it...is very diflicult.to narrow the tar-
get population to a very small sub-group in need of services.

From my perspective; probably the most serious concern that I
continually struggled. with was that a major change in the Federal
definition would have a very unfortunate impact both on our State's
legislative and service framework. We happen. to be a State that saw
the Federal Developmental Disabilities Act. as a real opportunity. We

passed. the State Developmental Disabilities Act right after the Fed-
eral law. We built in everything. It, is in our civil rights legislation;
it is in our civil commitment. laws; it is in anyplace that we could
put, it.

For example, we had a task force on the physicallLihandicapped
thal came through a whole series of bills and the Developmental Dis-

abilities Council became interested in those bilis with the result that
developmental disabilities was added to all the physically handi-
capped legislation.

There is a lot, of integration occurring at the State and local level.
as people do work together. I think it is a mistake to think that Con-
gress has to group everything because in a sense both at. the State
and local levels, where it is appropriate, services do get integrated
and there are other forces that cause that .to happen.

If you change the -definitfon it. would automatically ripple through- -
out our system. 'We would have tt) review our statutes as we did on
equal rights. We would have to do a title search on developmental
disabilities. We already have to some extent been changing the. law
as you have been 'changing it. This would be a change that would

leave a great deal of uncertainty and confusion, particularly for the
local delivery system because we have mandated services through
statewide developmental disabilities boards in Wisconsin.

There is either a separate DI) hoard or a combined board that-also
provides mental health services, alcoholism and drug -dependency
:prvices. At the local level, people know what they are supposed to
do with their fledging delivery system. There is, inadequate funding
because of the rapid deinstitutionalization in our State just. as in
many other states. .

We are attempting at the State legislative level to meet this gap.
I think any dramatic increases in the target group of,developmental
disabilities that is not well understood and '-detined would create a
disruption and confusion that would ill-serve a program that has
accomplished a great deal.

I submitted some additional testimony and do not want to ;digress

from the subject of the definition except to say in a related way, as
I looked at your legislation that I received on Friday, I was quite
distressed that in effect you are putting the Developmental Disabili-
ties Cofincii back in the service business.

I think this would be a terrible mistake. Our State. has moved out
of that. It is a planning arm and that is its real value. It cuts across
the lines Detween Health and Social Services and the Department of
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Public Instruction. It .is invblved in planning at the local level as
people review the plan and budget of each of our hoards. The Devel-
opmental Disabilities Council has access to the planning process
before it comes out of the pipeline, before budgets are made up both
at the local and State level, That is where they have impact.

To give von an example, in our budget review bill. winch we just
passed on Frida we have a biennial budget anti our second year
is a fine tuning of 'he firstwe gave only 4 percent State funds with
a 4 percent county }patch to all our human service funding.

The Developmental Disabilities Council demonstrated the need for
$2.5 million additional dollars. Actually, we increased that to $3
million. I want to compare that amount. to the $670,000 you provided
our council.

It, is important to keep the council working on this muitiplier ef-
..fiqe,ct, rather than placing it in a position where its limited dollars

must go for Federal mandate. With direct services, you ! now, it is
easy to start saving at the State level, "The Feds are goin!* to do it
for us. Rut unfortunately you are not providing the kind 'of dollars
that make this realistic."

We would rather see you put the dollars where they count and can
be Used to increase our State dollars to meet the real probIems, rather
than establishing a funding formula that makes us do things in frag-
mented ways. It would be my hope that you would in effect keep the
ship steady and improve the program rather than change it in ways
that I think States which have gone a distance with your help would
be ill-served.

[Ms. NIunt's prepared statement follows:]

sr\
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Good morning, Mr: Chalman, and Members of the Pause Subcom.rtittee on Health

and the Environment.
I am Wisconsin State Representative Mary Lou Munts and a ,

member of the fiaticfnal Task Force on the Definition of the Developmental

Disabilities. For many years I
have been involved in our state legislature in

the drafting and passage of several rajor pieces of legislation affecting pet,ons

,

with developmental disabilities.

I certainly wish to ti'cnk the Lotmitlee for inviting me to tnstify

the views of the reml,..rs of the Minority Tal. Force. In my tc,tic,ny) will be

presenting the ar4.,cents for our po,ition that the disability Lategoriec included

in the definition of developmental di. abilities rr,ain
in

the extension of P E. 94_103.
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I also want to say that in my work on the Task Force I stayed in touch with

our Governor, the Secretary of Health and Social Services, and the Council on

Developmental Disabilities, who also.supported the retention of the existing

categor61 disabilities named in P.L.94-103 and HR 11746. They also liked

increasing the emphasis in the definition on severity of the disability and on

serving other persons who meet the criteria of similar impairment requiring

services or treatment similar to those required by the disabilities named in the

law.

The minority position has been taken for the following reasons:

1. It is unfair and unreasonable to raise expectations about available

services unless sufficient funding implements the legislation. If

Congressional mandates are not supported by adequate dollars, a real

disservice is worked to disability groups who have to compete for

the limited monies available. To exrand the existing definition without

a guarantee of additional dollars would spread the very limited federal

funds among many areas of need, leaving any one area of need inadeq4,

served.

I

4.
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2. The existing definition, as contained in P.L. 94-103 and H*11746, has

resulted in significant benefits for our developmentally disabled popula-

Lion. The identifying of specific categorical disabilities within an

umbrella developmental disabilities concept has provided visibility and

mandated services, where previously none existed.

For example, with the addition of "autism" to the definition, an

awareness evolved of the needs of autistic individuals that might mot

ave occurred under a completely functibnall,definition.

3. Finally, a major change in the federal definition would have an

unfortunate impact on the legislative and service framework of many

states. Developmental disabilities has become a term which is now rela-

tively well understood and has been incorporated in Wisconsin statutes.

ranging from civil rights to mental cuwait,:lent. At the local level,

county
Visconsin has mandatedAdevelo,2:1cntal disabilities boards, which operate

separately or in a co::.bined hoard which also provides rental health,

alcoholism and drug abuse services.

A change in the federal definition .,,ould autoatically ripple

throughout our-kystem, requiring inr., er ble statutory changes

21,1-599 0 - 79 - in
1 C
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and disrupting a fledgling delivery system at the local level, The

inclusion of many new disability groups who think they should be served

under a functional definition would create conflict and contusion and

put strains on a system which is under-funded because of rapid

deinstitutionalization.

We would urge you not to change the definition except for the

fine tuning suggested by the Minority Task Force. A dramatic increase

in the target group of the developmental disability definition

unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in federal and state

funding would jeopardize the progress made in our state and many,

others in the last few years.

I 4
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Mr. Roans. Thank you very much.
Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
How many of you voted for the majority recommendation ?

Gollay, you were one.
.

Mr. Lot:TRITE. She was the staff. I was chairman. They did not have
a tie and I did not have to vote. I would have voted with the ma-
jority, however.

Mr. CARTER. You would have voted with the majority?
Dr. COOPER. I was with the majority.
Mr. CARTER. Of course, there is a great difference between the ma-

jority definition and that which we have had over the years. The
.

majority definition is quite inclusive as I see it. Certainly, I think
that all these different physicals disabilities need attention. I hope
they receive it.

Did your ttigicf6rce consider the approach which Senator Randolph
has proposed-4 establish a service program for the severely handi-
capped with no specific mentio of the DD population ?

Mr. LOURIE. We did not look at the services program in an evalua-
tive sense. We. did look at the service program for the DD popula-
tion to see how they were being served because of the implications of
definition, who would be in and who would be out. We were very
much aware of the fact that. this population, no matter how defined,
has some service relationship to a great many programs, to the med-
icaid program, to the educational program, the maternal and child
health, crippled children, social security, SSI, social services and
so on.

We were aware of the fact that none provides adequate, full cov-
erage service to his population.

Mr. CARTER. That is what I wanted to learn. Are those people who
have developmental disabilities receiving the services which they
should ? You say they are not. Is that correct ?

Mr. LOLIZIE. Yes. There are lots of gaps.
Dr. COOPER. S. 2600 was not available to our task force, so, we did

not considerits provisions.
Dr. GOLLAY. One final comment. The task force did explicitly feel

that an age of onset or an age of manifestation cutoff point was an
important. aspect. of the population and that to eliminate an age of
on-ge-t entirely and include all severely handicapped would open the
population up to many other kinds of people with very different
kinds of needs.

. Mr. CASTER. I believe you both had an age limit of 22. Is that
orrectl

W+iat cost implications would the recommended definitions have
in both the short-term and long-term?

Dr. Got.LAr. We did not. work out specific cost. implications. How:
ever, we do not estimate that under either recommended definition`
there would be dramatic changes either in the nature of the needs
of the population or in the size of the population that would be of
concern for the program.

So, aside from the fact that the population needs more services. "
than it is getting now, the changes would not radically alter----
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Mr, CARTER. Excuse me. You are including both the mentally
handicapped and the physic-ally handicapped in your definition. It
seems to me that there would be. a 'tremendously increased number
in this case that. would require more planning.

Dr. Coortl. Dr. Carter, if you just use that first. set of qualifiers,
mentally and physically impaired, you are absolutely right. In order
to be included for purposes of the Act, which is what our focus was,
there is a whole set of qualifiers that go after that. So, that if you are
talking about, first, children-and adolescents, it really would not in-
crease the number who would be eligible under the provisions of
the act.

Mr. LojuE. I would like to comment on the service, need queStion.
Mr. CARTER. Yes.
Mr. ',outfit:. Wilde you are out there running a school

health or social services or care program and You say,."I want to do
something. I want to give services to those who are severely disa
the place where and the time when the disability arose is less impor-
tant than the needs of the people at the time they need the service.

Someone .mentioned the fact that a 30-year old who had an acci-
dent, obviously has to be served differently than a 3-year old, even
though they both may need the same kind of care. But when that
3-year old is 30, the physical care problem is going to be the same
as a newly-ailing 30 yearold Orsonlind prestunably even though we
advocate for the early-On manifestation group, seving them in the
same living arrangement Voult1 probably be quite logical. It would
be uneconomical and illogical always to have two different sets of
living arrangements based on when the condition was first manifest.

Mr. CARTER. I do not believe that always follows. I have seen some
developmentally disabled youngsters I thought would never care fqr
themselves or never talk or never be able to distinguish letters or
words who have been taught. to do so.

I think it is very, very' important that we follow these things up
more than we have in our committee. Oversight is a very important.
part of legislation.

Mr. LouniE. Isn't that one of the functions of this kind of mecha-
hism? as Dr. Cooper and Mary Lou Munts pointed out, the devel-
opmental disabilities machinery that was set up in State government,
has as part of its responsibility as an advocate is to say to the educa-
tion system, "Now don't von dare give up on sonic of these learn-
ing disabled children because if you give up they are not going to
make it.-

Mr. 'CARTER. That is part of it. As an advocate' von have to take
care of that yotmo-ster. The chairman is alawyer and he would under-
stand that. think that whatever inheritances those youngsters have
should he protected under this program.

How many children with dyslexia fit under the existing definition
of developmental disabilities?

CoorEa. Dr. Carter. I do not think anyone knows but my guess
is that the number is relatively small, Sir.

Mr. CARTER. I disagree with that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. COOPER. I guesS relatively small depends on whether it is your
child or somebody else's. Certainly, the figures for dyslexia in the
broadest sense, which involve a substantial minority of children- in
certain school systems, would no be included because they do not
haVe the severity of handicap as described in-Aerms of self-care
abilitrand expressive language.

Mr, CARTER. Dyslectic comprise 10 percent of our prison popula-
tion. By not training these youngsters properly at the right. time,
or by not teaching them to read, they become stubborn and they drop
out of school. The first thing you know they do things such as break
the law, and they end up being sejitenced and sent to prison.

'Dr. COOPER. .Dr. Carter, I am not, an authority on dyslexia.
Mr. CARTER. I wish von were.
Dr. Cool m Yes, I wish there were more authorities. But I suspect

that if the 'average person who you and I would call dyslectic re-
ceived'appropriate educational services at the appropriate time, then
all of those other consequences that you just described might be pre-
ventable.

Mr. CARTER. I think they are but it is very difficult. Some very
prominent people have been dyslectic.

Dr. CoorER. Sonic of my associates are dyslectic..
*Mr. CARTER. Our last Vice.President is supposed to be dyslectic.

Leonardo da ViriAli was supposed to have been dyslectic as well as
other people *Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BooEns. I tbihk it certainly. has -been helpful to the committee
to have your recommendations.

Mr. Chairman, you must, have done a good job. Alm know, Abra-
ham Lincoln tried,,to decide a question one time. Ile had it before his
Cabinet. He vent around: ,the Secretary of State asked how they

nvoted. Each said "no, no,. o, no." Then, Lincoln 'said "yes" and lie
said,"The yes has it:. - .

I do not guess you handled them that Nray. You have the majority
and the minority, both reports.

Mr. LOURIE. It was a pleasure to elniir a group of people with that
kind of devotion.

Mr. Toovis. You have done a, fine job. 1Ve are grateful to all of
you. Let me ask this: As We sli-, tie are think in,* mainly about the
program. What is the best way to '11 to work, definitions and all?
I guess what we are really concerned. :Wont is helping people who
need help to get. it. Do you have any particular suggestion on the best
way to make this program work ?

Mr. LoriuE. I suppose that -cavil one of us might have a different.
view of this. My own view; litml I have commented briefly at the end
of my written testimony, made sonic personal obsemitions, my own
view, is that these persons we are describing who represent the most.
severe of the handicapped that we need to serve. kind of suffer in
spades against a much larger 'other populatiou .who allo face the

,^ deficits of 'both the 'resources And the arrangements for service.
I do think that miaer any a rranltnnent at the State level, this

group needs special attention. If someone asked me if I would want
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, .

to give this.group..special.- attention as against all other groups, I
think Iwoisild-lave to say. "no." I.want to give special attention to all

awho suffer nd'needsservice'but that within it or side -by -side with it
I want specihl attention for this group, like the intensive care we

ingive, in the generahtiospital: They are more expensive .to care for:
?.'" : they cannot talk Thethemselves and so on.

I woul&like to also say to you that the service programs that serge
this group are the sathe service prograins, ansl you-know the histbry
of them, which serve the less severe who also are handicapped. Hope-
fully whatever is done machinery -wise for this severe group ought. to
be consistent With what....we7a0- machinery-wise for the other groups.

Mr. RoaEas.-.Thank you so much. .

The committee is grateful to each of you and your information has
been most helpful to us. The committee will stand in recess uuti1.2
o'clock this afternoon. , . . .

'T-Whereupon -at. 12 noon, the committee recessed, to reconvene at.
2 p.m., the same day.] - . .

AFTER RECESS

IThe committee reconvened at 2 p.m.,Yon. Paul G. Rogers, chaii-
man, presiding.] lvt... , .

Mr. RooEns. The subconnuittee \(-11 I couwto order. please.
We are continuing our hearings On the Developmental Disabilities

ActAmendments of 1978.
The, next witness will be Dr. Elizabeth Boggs, who is past chair-

persOn for the National Association for Retarded Citizens. We
welcome...1,mi, Dr. Boggs. We are glad to see' von hack 'before the
committee,

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH le BOGGS, Ph. D., HAMPTON, N.J.

Dr. Boc,c.s. It is really a pleasure to be hack. I am very appreciative
of your invitation to appear. I am appearing as an individual since,
as past, chairperson of the. National AdVisory .r.ouncil on Develop-
mental,Disabilities, I have no status to speak for them now.

It is true that I also have. ongoing assewiat ions with NARC, the
National Association for Retarded Citizens. They will hav'e their own
spokesman later. I am happy to concur in their testimony.

I am also viceachairperson'of the New Jersey Council on Develop-
'mental Disabilities and I was a member of the task force on the
_definition that you heard from this morning.

T am currently also having very interesting experiences as a mem-
ber of the technical consultant panel to develop a minimum long-
term care data set for the National Center for Health Statistics...Most
members of the TCP are more familiar with problems of aging than
with people who Were disabled prior to age 40. It has been very hiter2
estinr to diScuss with them the epirrept of .lon!,-term care 'applied to
people who we4e,disabled earlier.in life: We hope the long-term care
statistics' will byin reflect-. needs of developmentally disabled per-
sons along with Ile elderly. 10,/

Mr. RoGEns. Thank vou. Your statement' will be made part of the
reeof'd in full [see p. ).
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* .'"*.'Dr. Fl000s. Thai& you very. flinch,- I-will. tryato highlight it.
'There is one other actiscit. I have. bean %gaged in that I would

i. like to allude to quickly because ef ifs relevance. -I was aSkeditby the
Secraary of Heafth in Penglaylvania to chtir a special planning and
eyaluation coitiniit tee the Elizabqhtliwn Hospital for Children
and Youth? whitlfis. a Xte-operatde Orthopedic hospital for children.

I want to teili you twg,things.. .

? ;-* First, the childrep ai admitted to tlitt hosPitaronlf because they
have ortholitic problems. Nerl'etilkeless, half of the children there

'ire.SI emepltda;lwhen.1.3titrii.d hoc committee tiAinined the statistics on their
tarded. * -*-

outpayptigt clinic: We found that die most common reason for termina-
tion ottAefyices was that the patientreaelied are 21.

They'rEhtd age 21 and wee no longer served .frcause that pro-
grain is dominatedty the Federal crippal children'S criteria. It is
etactly that kind of abrupt. interruptior of service that is at the

. core of the thit-ust of the OD At to stay aw4y from age limits and
, .t o'deal with the lifetime continuum acitss'any'arbitrary age; limiting

boundaries. ...-
..., .-,

I do Want to (.011:0Tatillate. you on the, bill. I think the Act as a
whole is excellent. Onef. again we ow .manylklianks to this confrnittee.

t;oing haek-to 1963. the committee was responsible for the Kennedy
legislation relative to the con'Struction of MI? fa?''ilities: then again
iite 1969. you. yourself. Mr. Chairman .. it roduced the successor legis-
lation .Tliat created the dev,elopmentally disabilities program.

.1 certainly appreciate the consistency with which you have ad-
dre,asel tlie problem and the depth with %vino], it ,has been consid-
ered by. t 110 c!0111111It tel.

I want to concur with the gitiments of Mrs. Jane BeTa,ii. who AVI1S
in the audience"this mon tg, She is the current (41,,i1.1.9.5:011 of the
National _Advisory Council on Developmental Disabilities. In her
letter of transmittal ,.to the Speaker of t he I louse. dated December 31.
1977. she 14:ticiii. .., r

l'ongress created :III I.XMIPIlt 1'011(1.14 Or Id:11111/11g i II a cornprehensive man-
ner. fot coordotation. and or service provisions to persons with developmental
disajoilities. This roncept, first introduced in Public 4.tiNt 91-517, was reinforced
through. Public Lim 04-103., ,...i: .

I think it is our task and your task to assure the further viability
of this concept to adapt it to changing -times hY building on what has ..,.

gone before...The text of the bill you_ifilroduced trive::, cvidelloe of a-
tflorotigh review'durin which inucli oft he obsolete language has beenft
stricktm. smile superfli oils.. some deliberate] V substant ive..

We must he sure that ill seeking to Tentedy tut, weitinftOses iii the
net we do not imtdvertently undercut the present act's sources of
strength. ,.. 4,

Concurrently with the task of exam] ng,, the actual textmof thfe

., bill, our activities here,todav and tonnir -litAllvours during markup
shouldserve to clarify intent and str" ni.ii consensus about where
we are all going to go from here, not in -lock step. hit freely Withiri,
the, bounds atid..pararnetem apptiopriate to commonly agreed upon
OVcrildig goat. ,..

Th 4 ,
.

* .
v.114 lc cl,*. .

ii ill
- ,, 3 ....., '
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To me it is important to respect the pluralism of methods by Which
these goals may be legitimately pursued- itt-different States -and in
different settings.

I cannot emphasize tdo strongly we. need concurrence on the goals
themselves and a clear articulation by Congress as to what is ex-
pected of alrof us.

I am enthusiastic about what you are doing, with:17"AF. I was on
the task force that examined the I7AF as at-result of a grant from
the assistant secretary for planning and evaluation. I have to say
that it was discouraging to bear Mr. Humphreys say they wereJust
starting to evalaute ITAF because evaluation was begun 3 years ago.

I am enthusiastic about the P and A system,
I would like to focus on several issues imparting on the..formula

grants.. Long-term disalklity is a persistent problem. It does, not go
away. There axe no easy answers.

In his inaugural address, President Kennedy spoke of being called
upon "to. bear the burden d a long twilight strugde, year in and
year out, 'rejoicing inhope, patient in tribulation:- That is the lot
of the people 'who are. developmentally- disabled :111(1 those of us who
live for them and who live with them.

The 1970 legislation which yon introduced and which was even-
tually passed, reflected the complexity of this problem and laid the
basis for States to build infrastructures 'whi(.11 would be required in
order to replace the single agency approach, which had in the paAt,
segregated those with chronicdisabilities from the open system with
multiple linkages to other societal enterprises.

In thi§ context seven years is a short time, and three very short, in-
deed. in. fact, the changes wrought by the 1975 amendments have
barely borne visible fruit. in this interval. This is not due to any foot
dragging, but to the nature of the problem and the nature of the
process.

We have 54 constituencies working out there on this problem. Like
the- saildr, each cap lose weigh by too 11111(.11 tacking in response to
erratic, commands ilq-e)n a distant admiral. For this reason. I urge you
to review the current iimernlments as a champ to vOrrect course, with-
out. changing the basic direct ion or the expected landfall.

I might,point'out fin this connection that (hiring the past, 7 years,
we have had no less than three administrations and that dining this

iiperiod; Mr. Lveh; the Director of the program. has had noR,ss than
six bOsses and Mr. Humphreys 'is the lateSt. Each one of them comes
to us and says; "Give me time to examine tlw protrram."

In the mahnwhile, the iirogram is.proceeding on its own and I
might say witlt-Trmarkable success, althou,(di clearly that success is
not equally evident in all ports of the country.

To me, the proposed addition of a set of national priorities repre-
_seritative of real needs with new fluidity, and sufficient flexibility not
to stifleState level creativity can add momentum. but to many back
therein the Slate capitols and in the cominunities Where the disabled
are served, these chan(res may be seen 11:- :1 PrOSSOIITPIlt,;(10StriletiVe
of progress, to date and 'i')f the posit 'opine- which has been achieved
for the next tack:

JJ
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Depending .on their present posture, some Stittes will be more dis-
advantaged than others by the mandate contained in section 133(b)
(4) of the bill, which has to. do with 'percentages to be spent on the
new proposed priorities. It does not necessarily follow that the most
atypical' State is deviating in the wrong direction. It may be the one
that is ahead of the -crowd. Perhaps we should honor the ISP, namely,
the individual State plan, as much as we honor the IHP, that is, the
individual habilitation plan.

Specifically, we should be sure that the new priorities sent to aug-
ment and not fo divert resources from the present mission. I agree
with thbSe who hold that the comprehensive planning acti ty should
be allowed to continue and that the capacity of the cou ils to exert
leverage on other.funding sources must be further enh ced;

I think this is particularly true with respect to the anticipated
limendments to the Rehabilitation Act. Even if title II does not sur-
vive, it is quite clear that there will be major changes in the mission
of State rehabilitation agencies and that they will increasingly move
to deal with people who do not have a primarily vocational goal. DP
Councils must address these new resources.

Our populatidn is clearly within that context; It is also clear that
although the State rehabilitation agencies can and should now, bite
off some new mission, they cannot7bite off the whole DD mission,
and 'hey do not want it. I might add the VR State directors have
endorsed the extension of the DD Act.

One way to make clear the intent to maintain momentum to rein-
...lee the emphasis oniState level planniri.r, in the statement of spe
;,cific purposes in your act. In my written statement, I have suggested
how that might be done. I will not go into that here.

I want to address, second, the issue of comprehensiveness and how
that is defined. Like yourself, I have lived under several Presidents
and they all htive come into office saying they want tq a President of
a1,1 the people. CongresS does not enact laws that tend to be all things
to all people. No -President sendS up.a program, even a big package
like energy, that can be all things to all people.

So, programs have to have limits, and we have to have some ra-
tionale for . setting _those limits:- In the -human services field, those
limits are usually expressed by specifying either the type of service
or.the classes of the people to be benefited. Your committee deals with
health legislation. You have-brought out a very useful initiative in
the National Health Planning and Resources Act and you have had a
broad target population. That is something for all the people but it
is _restricted to the domain of health services, and properly so.

Similarly, however, we may have leg,islati6ii. which is defined
primarily by the target population and is not limited by the service
system. The DD Act, is such an act. It is defined by limiting the target
population and allowing the service systems to be inclusive. It is in
that sense ficomprehensive act.

Now, one thing that became clear to me at the White. House con-
ference on handicapped individuals, to which I was a delegate from
my State, is that the disabled themselves are as diverse as socftty
itself and that there "really are limits to ecumenism when practical
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problems are to be addressed. Because I believe the 12.130 Act should
encompass the full range of needed services, I also believe that the
target population must be limited by criteria related to common
needs. .

Both the majority and the minority report of the task force on
definition met this criteria, but the definition of severely handicapped
in S. 2600, in my opinion does. not. I think that it is important to
recognize that that definition in S. 2600, -although it might look at
first blush to be similar to the DD definition, relaxes four to five of
the criteria which now limit the DD definitions, in addition it re-
moves the limit on age of onset, thus admitting to that population
many people with cardidc disorders, emphysema, chronical mental
illness, and all the disorders and deficiencies that first appear usually .
in middle and late life. All these would be added to the target popu-
lation.

In addition to doing that, the criteria of functional impairment .
are.very much relaxed in S. 2600 with the result that I would say,
just on substantiality alone, the S. 2600 definition have double the
population compared to the Abt definitions.

Mr. Humphreys finally got around- this morning to suggest that
maybe the DD population was a fifth of the population defined by
S. 2600. Yet there is only twice the authorization, not five times the 1
authorization. If one takes into account the differences in substan-
tiality, as well as age at. onset. the DD population is a tenth of the
population defined in S. 2600.

.

, The Senate's proposed legislation made no apologies for not, know-.
ing how many people they werecounting. I might add, (and this I.
address particularly to Dr. Carter with respect to your question this
morning, Sir, about the impact of including physical and mental
impairments without diagnostic egories) that, as Dr. Cooper sug-
gested, if one imposes the othe striction, called' for in the Abt
study, particularly those relating to age at 9r4t, we do have a cri-
teria to measure who is left out. ,,

If you assume that adults meet the test of substantiality,,if they
are so disabled as to qualify for social-set4nrity, then we do have data
on adults who were disabled in childhood and who have qualified for
social security. We have data din the diagnoses that contribute to
most of that group I see 1). 183]. i,

More than half of the people h'i that population are mentally .re-
tarded. Another 6 percent or so suffer from mental disorders other
than mental retardation. If you add up the disabilities that. are cur-
rently named in the DD Act, you come to somewhere, between 75

and 80 percent. of adult disabled in childhood, using the-social se--.
curity test. of disability.

I think that gives you some idea ;about where we are coming from.
Nqw, I might add, however, that the notion that has been bandied

. about that planning for two disabilities can be done as cheaply as
for.one is fallacious. The List time around, you, wisely, in my opinion,
added autism to t list of developmental disabilities. T can tell you
as a member of :, '" tie planning council I have spent more time
grappling with am ;:-In in the last few months than with all the other
disabilities combined,,
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So, the notion that it does nottake any more to plan for a new
group is not quite correct. That is not a reason for suggesting that
the group should not be redefined. My own preference is for the

iso-called functional approach but one that s limited by multiple
functional impairments, by substantiality and by the age of onset.

People who are disabled from age 3 are different at age 30 than
people who become disabled at age 30. Their life history has some
thing to do with it.

Now, I want to say a word or two about the issue of laying on
national priorities versus the question of State self-determination. I
think that you should know that those priority areas which you set
forth in 'H.R. me,were indeed identified last summer by the na-
tional organizations who represent consumers, providers, and State
agencies, and this is based on informal messages that the members of
CCDD were receiving from the field, from consumers back home.

This identification occurred before the 1978 State plans were sub-
mitted by the State councils. Interestingly enough, however, when
the gaps in services which were identified by the more formal plan-
ning processes used by the State councils were tabulated, the same
four areas surged to the top of the list of types of service gaps most
frequently cited.

More than half of the. States identified each of the four are' as as
being a high priority in that sense.

Thera:tit; reason to believe .that this ranking of those areas reflects
in part, tIe-tlifficulty of putting together a package from the so-called'
generic-fiMding stream, usually because there is sothemissing part of
the package. For example, it .has been hard to get lun'ding for the
startup costs for gropp homes. You may be able, to get HUD to
guarantee your mortgage money and y`ou m,at be- able to get SSI to
pay the operating costs, but you have to have startup% 'cost. If that.
is not there the other things do not come togeth'er. So,. it is fairly
clear to me that there are missing pieces of money and that. some DD
gap filling money must go into the services. And there must be enough
there-so that that, can happen. That is not to say that DD should
become a major component of the funding stream.

-Moreover, it is important, to bear in mind that there is considerable
diversity among the States which is disguised when we get only na-
tional averages. You will get a statement that on the average the
States expend 30 percent of DD funds on planning.

I have appended to my written statement a chart which you prob- .
ably can see, and that shows that one State expends 100 percent on
planning; another one 95 percent, but several States expend only
5 percent or at. most 10 percent. It is all over the lot.

I am not here to say that one is doing right and the other is do-
ing wrong. On the contrary, what you have to do is to look at that
scatter in the context of what else is available in each State. To some
States planning money is easy, to come by in State governMent. To
others it is not there at all. In some, Stites you can get construction
funds from State government to pass on to private agencies. In
Massachusetts, that is prohibited by law.

15
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So, there is a need to recognize the pluralism, the horiest,plurilikn,!
the real diversity among the States. I believe that the,,laying!Ori of "-..

some national goals; which I support in principle and indeed in
tice, has to be done in such a way that it meets Current neeiE"-afid:

supports what is under way when what is underswaYloolq
We cannot just mandate and pick up something:114t, you; have -:

asked the. States to do and which is good and, sayO'Stop and 4n
something else." That would strongly contradict t0e'Flicrle.Potion,of
long-range planning. States are now being as'ke'd: f.6 engage

iO
in a

year planning cycle but they have never been able-to see nre than-

2 years ahead. ..
I. know that you are pressed for time, MrShaiiin,an..alictj, Will

therefore stop this presentation, submit a corrtplete;statejnent .lot,the

record.
I thank you very much for sponsoring

Carter together, and for holding these exteftdedlied.;ringS:whieh.. I

think will help very much. e.
[Testi])lony resumes p.
[Dr. Boggs' prepared statement and attlichiinents..I011iiw ;,];
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Mr. Chairman,

I am most appreciative of your invitation to appear today in

support of H.R. 11764, to extend and amend the Developmental Dis-

abilities Act. This Act owes .many of its virtues to this committee:

over the years since 1963, and especially since 969, you have ex-

ercized a consistently constructive influence on the evolution of

this multicomponent program, a program which is, in many respects'

unique among Federal activities in support of those missions which,

constitutionally, belong to the respective states. Your action in

formulating and introducing'H.R. 11764 carries forward this trades

I concur with the sentiments of Mrs. Jane Belau, chairman of

the National Adiv6try Council on Developmental Disabilities, as ex-,

pressed in her letter of transmittal to the Speaker of the House,

dated December 13, 1977:

'Congress created an excellent concept of planning in

a comprehensive manner, of coordination, and of service pro-

visions to pertons with developmental disabilities. This

concept, first introduced in Public Law 91-5171was rein-

forced and improved through Public Law 94-103d"

Our task, your task, is to assure the further viability of

this-concept, to adapt it to changing times by building on what

has gone before. Your text gives evidence of a thorough review, r

7

0.
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during which much obsolete language has been stricken, some super-
.

fluous, some deliberately substantive. We must be sure that in

seeking to remedy any weaknesses, we do not'inadVertently undercut

the present Act's sources of strength.

Concurrently with the task of examining the actual text of

the bill, our activities here today and tomorrow, -- and yours dur-

ing mark -tip -- should serve to clarify intents and strengthen con-

sensus. about where we are all going to go from here, not in lock

step, but freely within the bounds end parameters appropriate to

commonly agreed upon overriding goals. To me it is important to

respect the pluralism of methods by which these :Oasis may be legi-

timateiy pursded in different states and in Afferest settings,

I am enthusiastic about the progress which has been made with-

in the past two years, progress which is all the more remarkable

when one considers that so little fiscal grcWth has been allowed.

Your bill reflects a confidence we share in the new Protection and

Advocacy Systems; your bill reflects a thoughtful process which has

been applied 'to an overdue remodeling of the statutory base fox the

university affiliated programs; your bill places the special pro-

jects authority ore clearly.in support of the other, three programs,

Which are themselves more clearly complementary. I have chosen,

however, to devote my time today to several issues pertaining to

the state formula grant program,.because the satisfactory resolu-

tion of these ipsues is critical. .
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Issue el

Continuity in Pursuit of Long Term Goals: The Need for

Constancy in Mission.

Long term disability (and what is longer term than a disabil-

ity which begins with life itself) is a tedious problem. It won't

go away; there are no-easy answers. Its victims, and we who work

on their behalf and share their lives, are called, in President

Kennedy's words, to bear the burden of a long twilight struggle,

year in year out, 'rejoicing in hope, patient in tribulation...'"

The 1970 legislation reflected the complexity of our problem and

laid the basis for AtateS to build.the intricate structures which'

would be required in order to replace the isolated single agency

systems which have segregated those with chronic disabilities in

the past, with open systems wits multiple linkages to other societal

enterprises. This was not a trivial undertaking.

In this context seven years is a short.timkand three very

short indeed. In fact, the changes wrought by the 1975 amendments

hale barely borne visible fruit in this interval. Thii is not due

to any foot dragging, but to the nature of the problem and dre

nature of the process. The' stetes have now entered on a rolling

five year planning cycle, yet, in effect, they have never had more .

than two years oevisibillitY'ahead. Like the sailor, we can lose

weigh by too much tacKing in response to erratic commands fromba

distant admiral. For this reason I urge you to view the current

Gi
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aSendments as a:chance to correct course without changing basis

et
direction oikhe expected'landfall.

To me, the, addition of e set of national priorities represen-'

tative of re;l needs, with new funding, and sufficient flexibility

not to stifle'state level creativity.(or prevent unconstrained

....-
needs assessments) pan add momentum, but to many back there in the

state capitals, and in the communities where the disabled ard40AS'ivedf,

these changes reap be seen as a cross current, dest,ructive o0^pro-

graft's to date, and of the positioning Which has been achieved for

'the next tackA,

Depending on their predent posture, some states will be more

disadvantaged than others by the mandates contained in Section

133(b)(4) of the bill. It does-not necessarily follow thli. the

most atypical state is deviating in 9pte wrong direction. It Troy

be ahead of the,crowd. Perhaps we should honor the Individual State

Plan (/SP) as much,as we honor the Individual Habilitation Plan (IHP).

Specifically, we should be sure that the new priorities serve

to augment, not to divert resources'from the present mission. I

agree with those who hold that the compr6hensive planning activity

should be allowed to continue: the capacity of the councils to ex-

ert leverage on other funding sources must be further enhanced,

particularly Vis-a-vis the anticipated amendments to the Rehabilita-

tion Act. If thisis your intent, as I believe it is, there is

need for more explicit assurance to that effect in Tbe bill. As

far as possible new mandates should be laid on in an orderly manner

Jroot

28-588 0 -78 - II
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and primarily with new money.

0rie way tomake clear the intent, is to reinstate 'the emphasis

on state level planning'in.the statement of speltfic purposes in

Section 100. The 1970 Act contained language which was left out,

in the 1975 amendments, I believe inadvertently. The text is "...

to assist the several States in developing and implementing a com-

*
prehensiveind continuing plan for meeting the current and future-

needs for services to persons,with-leVelopmental
disabilitkes.' I

recommend that this language.be:reslored as the lead clause in '

Section 100(b)(2):with the addition' oethe phrase "with priority

to-those persons:whOse needs cannot be comprehensively covered, etc...'

. ...
IS my opihlon.thiS change would accomplish:iEree things:

It would: -flag
Congressional intent to maintain momentum. .

,

2. It would make clear that the
overall goal is seryl,ces for

the developmentally disabled with state level comprehen-

Sive planning asa Vehicle..

1.'It would reaffirm that'the core group among the developmeg-

telly disabled is composed of those whose needs transcend'

any 'single 'traditional
service system or discipline, a

characteristic which was recognized in,the D.D. Definition

,Task, force by both the majority and the lyinority.

Issue *2

ComOrehensivehess as a Virtue or Vice in Legislation.

I have lived under teh
presideilts: almost all of them at one
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. time or another expressed an earnest intent to be "President for

- all the people.' However, no agency, no Committee of Congress;

apd no bill ever sent. to the H3.1.by a President hasOver'attempted,

to'provide comprehensively for all the people. hver4program must

hives its limits. In thp human services field these limits are usu-
,

,ally expressed by,specifriff4 hypes of bervice or by defining. the

classes of people,. usually a bit.of both. In, to set out a,

domakn of action which leOf manageable size,. one adjusts these

'limits, with funding in mind.-.-If the scope of services is broad

(anit must be in the D-.D. Act), then the target population must

be,more narrowly defined', or vice versa.

If there is one, thing tht. became clear tca me at the White House

Conference on Handicapped Individuals, it is that the disabled are

as diverse as society itself, and that there are limits to ecumenism
4.

then practiCal problems are :t6 be a4lressed.

the D.D. Act

first

should

peoause I believe that

encompass all types of service, tihether on a

or second priority basis, I'alsopelievethafthe target popu2

lation must be limited by criteria relating to common needs% Both

the majority and minority reports;ofthe Task Fotce meet this cri-

terion. The-definition of "severely handicapped" in S. 2600 does

not.

Issue *3

. National Priorities vs.

areas

"P

State

which

Self Determinti on.

you set forth in H.R.: 11764 were
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identified last summer by the national organizations represSti*

consumers,. providers, and state agencieE based on the informal. mes-
s,

o

sage's thby were reo4iving frog the field.
This occured before the

P
't.

1978 state plans were submitted by the site councils. '

z
* t r ''t`t`

Interestinglyiuough, when the gaps in services identified by le

fl";"..- ' * ..

the more formal planning processes
used'by4he state councils were

N*.

tabulated, these same foil.; areas surOed at the top of the list

of types of services gaps most frequently cited. More'than half

the states identified each of the areas. There is reason to believe
4

that this high-rankIng reflects in part the difficuIty'of putting

together a package of fundillg from the so-calLvd generic streams,

usually because of some specific michilg piece, ibr example, the

start-up costs for a group home.

Neverthef7ss, to say that more than half of the reporting

states already'have goals related o comm ity living

Or tl6t on the average the states spend 30% of
D.D. funds on plan-;

ning.is not to give an accurate picture of the dispersion, the ex-7

tent of variability. In fact, with respect to the allocations be-

ito

.

tweeri. planning-ark services,
there is wide scatter, indicated-`

in the attached cha44 As you can see, Alaska uses its federal

funds entirely fot planning,
while Ncqth Dakota, also a minimum

allotment state, uses only 5%. Who 4s to sail that one is right

and the other. wrong?

165'
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Issue $4

Planning Versus Services.

Planning and.services are not mutually eiicluei.ve: on the con-'..?

trary, to paraphrase Slightly: Planning without services is futile;

servicesWithout planning may be fatal.

Implementation of-\plan, i.e. thepursuit of an objective,
7.

invorves,a combination of strategies for producing the end result

e.g. i'particular service for developmdntally disabled persons.

One such strategy is the .judicebus use of D.D. formula funds to

itiate or foster some direct service. Another is to persuade,an-

other hgency to undertake at least part of the task. Usually a com-

bination of 'strategies works best. To illustrate this point ram

attaching alsegment'froM the 1978 New Jersey St.te Plan covering

one of our twelve plan year objectives; the one,pertaiming to com-.

munity living arrangements. You will note the synergistic use of

D.D. planning funds, service funds, council initiative (i.e. non-.

funded "influencing.") and particularly the expectation that "others

funds.will be mobilized in concert with our own.

needed to implement some of the states' highest priori

'I%

Right now it is getting harder to pry loose..tIleVother" funds

a
are gaps between tederal money streams from our Point o view.

^;:r,

Lget Sunday, Secretary Patricia ilarris
described the Pr'esident's

ft

There

teCentljaannouncad urban policy ae providing $8.1 bil'l'ion to-fi0ll.

the gaps in.the existing collection ,of programs totaling over $30

'31$

4
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billion. On a much smaller !male, the D.D. Act is designed but

not funded to do, the same thing in our area of endeavor.

It has become fashionable in D.D. circles in recent years to
ti

say -that the D.D. Act is, or should be, "primarily" centered On

planning, and that we should "maintain" this "original" focus. As

the author of the 1969 legislation, you, Mr. Chairman, are keenly

aware that the original focus of that Act was on services and facil-

ities, with planr$.0 as a means to the orderly development Of same.

The authorization levels spoke to expectations for substantial

funding for direct services. When these did not materialize,'we

began to tailor our task to fit our resources.' The result reminds

me of the aphorism of a witty British don, who defined "propaganda"

as that branch of the art of lying which consists in almost deceiv-

ing your friends without quite deceiving your enemies," We and the

BDD have almost deceived each other into thinking that what we've

got is what we need; otherwise, the efforts of three years/without

even a cost-of-lilAng increase would be unbearable.

In shOrt in certain area's (i.e. certain types of services

in certain states) we 'lave scraped the bottom of the present barrel
4,

for "other" service funds. Service money must be forthcoming. '

ft7

either ftiom within the D.D. Act or without. If the Congress is

serious about expecting the states to make ptogress in the "priority

areas" spe ii the new proposed bill, it should make such man-

dates conditional:. cc a. corresponding increase in funding. It is

,

4
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not enough to hold states harmless with respect to the amounts pre-,

viously spent for planning.

More than half of the states identified service gaps in each

of the priority areas described inn the bill. However, these are not

the only gaps, and they are not necessarily the ones the states

would all choose to fill with D.D. dollars. States experience gaps

in different ways. One hat a spend-down provision in.Medicaid; an-

other dos not. One is bumping its Title XX ceiling; another has

a little way to go. The eastern and midwestern states are strug-

gling to close down old institutions; Alaska and Puerto Rico have

none to depopulate. The mandate for priority areas should accommo-

date these legitimate differences.

The priority areas have been defined as "services,", It would

be more in keeping with the spirit of the present Act, as well as

the mariner in w4ch state planning and implementation is currently

carried out, to recognize that the attainment of "community alter-
.

natives," "infant devliopmdt services" and so on, As not measured

solely in D.D. service dollars expended. -The e:,imple introduced .,

earlier from the New Jersey State Plan indicates that°D.Dplanning

funds may be comingled with ...other funds" to contribute to the end

reSult. If it is .decidbd to retain some mandatOrY percentage ex-

penditure from the total allotment on the designated priority areas.

I recommenhqhat credit against the percentage include funds spent

in planning and : "influencing" related to that objective. As

41

1.1 ,1.
1
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indicated earlier; I would prefer,that the mandates in these areas.

apply only to funds in exces, of the 1978 allotments. In this

connection it will be important to assure Inclusion in the appro-

priations bill for 1979 of the full Administration request for

.$46 million for.th'e formula grant.

R.
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Issue 4+5

The Special Case for ICMS or PPC or IPC or Follow-along.

The D.D. progtam is designed to provide continbity..as needed,

over the life span for those whose chronic disabilitybeginsvat

birth or early in life; and to elide tJte arbitrary discontinuities

of age-limited programs such as tiit Title V crippled children's

program, the state mandatory education laws, age factors in SSI.

in Medicaid and the rest.

Like the rest of us, developmerftally disabled persons may

need different tcpps of services at different ages but chronolog-

ical age is much less important than developmental .status when

'selecting components .for a habilitation plan. For this reason.

.e?

.1 am pleaaad th;a_ you have avoided the pitfall of trying to be age

specific with respect to any service which may be leeded prescrip-

tively, including the proposed priority services.

e
ot particular importance in assuring life-Span continuity is

,

the function olescribed in your bill as "individual client'manage-

meht services." This element is not to beijronfused with protection

and.advocacX focised on the clients rights, although ft may be

necessary for a'client program coordinator to qoke the ProteCtiOn

41and Advocacy system from time to time. To desc4 et what many of

us hd4e in mind for this ICMS initiative, I amCappending some pages

from a report which was commissioned on this topic in 1974 by the
,

4
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New Jersey Council (Attachment 5-A).

The definition of the ICMS must be read carefully in.conjunc-

tIon with Section 100(b).(2)(A) of H.R. 11764, gives

"priority to thosepersons whose.'needs cannot be comprehensively

covered or otherWise met under the Education of All Handicapped

Children Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or other health, edu-

I
cation. or welfare programs." Each of the clients so described

is in tliecenter of our target population, and each is the,client

of.more than .one agency.

There are some persons who hope and expect that under the /

P.L. 94-142, all things will flow to all handicapped children of

school age, and that the schools can be the primary coordinators'

for all services, 'including their health and welfare. I respect-

fully point odt, that even the Task Force 17717.NYG'r ed out the

study on the The Futures of Children (Hobbs, 1975) on whose philo-

sophy much of'P.L. 94-142 was built_, were not so sanguine. They

indeed recommended that, for the-majority of handicappud children,

the'public school could indeed ha the lead agency, in cha,.^9e,of

program coordination, tying health and social services as append-

ages to the'Individual Education Plan, but thby also recommended

that a realistic view be taken of the special concerns for those

of "children in need of prolonged assistance" to whom the schools,

responsible as they pow are for educating, each and everyone, can-
e.

dot alone suffice. Most developmentally disableachildren are by

O

4
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definition inneed of such multiple services, and should enjoy a

truly client-oriented ICMS or "liaison'specialist." (Atfachment,9 -13)

Beginning in 1?72 the Rand Corporation undertook an extensive

'14
cross agency study of service for Handicapped Youth (age 0721)- for.

the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation,

',HEW. One strong conclusion relAted to the need for what Rand

,s1L called "bireCtion Centers." Their initial investigation concen-

trated on deaf and blind children as prototype handicaps, but their

conclusions are valid for-all persons with severe persistent dis-

abilities whether children or adults (Attachment 57C). Yodratten-

tioc is called,particularly to the need to keep these directiOh

centers free standing and to prevent clients' being "captured" by one

Component of the service system. j

In my opinion thit provision will require a considerable re-

write of tie present guidelines issued by the bureau of Develop-

mental Disabilities in order to emphasize the need for an.indiyiduai

program coordinator (responsible to the'client) who is external

to any one of the agencies whose services are being coordinated.

This:concept may make some service providers a bit uneasy at

the ttart because it is the service delivery counterpart of "dein-

situtionalization.' In case anyone counters that this is.too

"idealistic" I point to the fact that in severs} states machperx.

is already in place which can carry out this mission witt0.1:

or no modification and additionally that many small modir.

1



as. Rand has documented. I'. have attached a news'iteni from Cali-.

-fornia Whih points up the fact that a trainedparent can perform.

this function, for handicapped son or daughter/a funceion'thich

most parents perform for their normal children without training

..(ittaChment 57D).
to

: Mn people now realize that tfi4renay'be an inheritconflict

when an agency which manages or,coordinatep programs altotries to,

*be a.case manager for individuals. Some research-basedl light is

shed onthis issue by 1 study cairied out the Urtiversity of

- Wisconhin by Aiken, Dewar, DiTomaso, Hage, tsdZeitz Coordima.nct

0

.HuMan:Se.rvices, Jossey7Hass., 1975). They. studis.d 4.ve demonttr:atida
.

. . - . . : . , :7
projectt on,coordina(ing commuqty.mervices.for the mentaily.trqtilAvd,..!,-

-
The prOj*cta had all teen funded under the Rehabilitation Ace. An.

"Jr;
, the mid-sixties. This study gives added backing to the theses,'-.1.;.'

1) that Councils have an importtnt systems advocacy ancl.resburce-

:,:codtdination lunctipn en the one hand, ;that multiprobleM long-!

term clients need individual case coordinators on the other, and

3) neither should be subservient to...any one component of the'serv7

Lcie provider hierarchy. C.

-

3.

,

)

v.

it
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LIERIAgl

The Concept of 'Target Ord* vs. "Eligibility"

By their naturesbSiA;p1ACes of fedeial legislatio uire inc

dividually identifiable beneficiaries. The supPfefiental ecurity in-

come.program is a case in point. One is either eligible or ncit"91i-

gible. The D.D. Act is not such legislation. Much of the debate and

dissension surrounding the definition of developmenta/ disabilities

seems tome to pivot on a misunderstanding on this point. The people

who meet whatavarefinitiOn is used are' members of a target gipup -

. i.e. a group of ple on whom we wish to concentrate some resources

6in a highly ben ial way, not necessarily in an ex*sive way. In.

fact, themore We move toward integration of. developmentally disabled

404
-persons into various social groupings which include non-developmentally

disabled peOle, the more we will inevitably perMit some of the bene-

fits of D.D. funding to beach others. Inileed, .there are., times when

one should delibet4tely cast ones bread upon the waters.

Consider the following examples: 411.

Transportation for the transportation'''dbocndeNt:. A DD.grant,

along with other funding, made pdssible a consolielated transporta-
A;

tion system for the elderly and han5icapped in a rural area. No one

.

asked for anexact count of developmentally disabled folks getting

n the bus._

Early intervention: The program is foa infants who are "develop-

(

m ntally delayed." No labels, partly *ecause no diagnoses can be made
;,

to surely differentiate the aphasic froM the mentally retarded child,

. ,
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yet both can beriefit, as.cAn the autistic child or the dyslexic.

Adoptions: Yes/children With Down's syndrome are adoptfle,
:

but thiApest agenqy to do it is probably'the one that Specialiiss in
V

a variety of hard-to-place children.

Gas liquid chromatouraohte: Anumbsr of states have ured0.10.

funds to make this new equipment .vailable for monitoring anticonvuIZ

sant blood level in institutions as well as in the community. NP
*e.

one asked whether all the samples were from seiture patients who were

Severe enough to be considered developmentally disabled, or if they

were, over 18 years When they had theirfirstiseizure. Having such

Orpent clearly ber4fiSed the members of the D.D. target group; that

it also benefited others.should never be the cause for an audit exception.
:ti 4

I strongly urge ,the Committee to,include report language to the

effect that in any actvity. in which DD dollars primarily support par-

ticipation bydevelopmentally. disabled persons, arbitrary exclusion
15

of persons with other handicaps who need and can use the same services

: N

.in tht. particular-setting'is not required and indeed is to be (.4s-

couraged.

J.

a

ft-

Pt
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Attachment 5-A

Precis:' LONG-TER?! PERSONAL PROGRAM COORDINATIOd

4

Summary of a report by Leopold Lippman

for the. Developmental DtsahMlities Council of New Jerry'

under a grant to the Mount Carmel Guild of Newark

1.

' A personal program coordiAlli service is the Integrative mechanism

which makes meaningful the eontinefoi:services required to maximize the b

potential of each developmenpally*sabled person, and his/her most effective

participation In the life of society.

As the Ddvelopmental Disabilities Council
of New'Jersey has said in

its draft.Comprehensive Plan (1974a)', case management .is process of assess.;

ment, planning, assignment, follow -up and reassignment:conducted ittratiirelx,

through the life of the disabled person.1 -Th% objective is. to. conti

. s

niaity of services from phase to phase inthe life of the Indilriddats

The components of-i ouccessfuL,persoeal.p.rogram rdination servicok

Ar

include:-

--Service outreich,to find the client in need at the earliest

.possible stage of his life.{'

4

1The AcCreditation Council f-facilities for the Mentally Retarded (1973) ifn

its 'Standards for Community Agencies uses tfe term "client program coordina-

tion7r-srs the following definition: "Client program coordination is

the process.b*.whichresponsibility for implementation of the client's indi-

vidual prograuelplan its established. The client_piogram coordinating ltocesr'

ittcludeCptoviding **pert. procuring direct services, coordinating serviced:.

collecting Aaeseripiting data and information, and monitoring the pro-

gress of thdtWint.:"*
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-.,Assessment, evaluation, diagnosis, development of a plan, and' :

counseling of theslndividual and family.

--Referral to apprOpriate service resources, and follow-through
to insure the rendering of services.

--Follow along; i.e., review, reappraisal and redirection, as
necessary throughout the life span.

--Record keeping, to facilitate the most effective provision of

services, but with safeguards to protect the individual's right

to privacy. ye

--Coordination of the diverse service; whicfi She individual may .

require, including,health care, edusation, vocational training

job placement an oversight, residential services, use of lefsure
time, financial .08 legal guidance, and protection from exploi-

tation. .

--Standby availability, to help the individual cope with unantici=.
pate4problem&as they arise.

As the drifi'Comprehensive 'Ran notes, it is essential that the

services to developmentally disabled persons be conceived of as a lifelong

flow, with each phase linked. to the .past and fUture accordigg to the needs

the individual.

For the developmentally disabled person, there are Apecial needs for

long -tern personal program coordination beyond those which.exist for other

;
dependent chIldren or adults. Theidisableg person must'not only receAfe

services, but must\also receive them in an integrated, sequeAllaI man Ntr

according to a professionally designed plan is:Abased upon and responsivel

to his individual needs. Esfential to a /tcgis:ful system of mrrsonal.prograa,0

coordination is the establishmant of a fixed point,4f referral, a base#o 4

,which the disabled person and his lawny may go, for assistance and counsel-
7e ao

ing 'whenever required.

at
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Attachment 5- B- Excerpts from:

p

THE FUTURES.OF CHILDREN:

CATEGORIES, LABELS, AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
/

q,

Report of the Project on ClassHicalion

of Exceptional Children

.

Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee

Septembdr 1974



The goiloi ecological' planning and, programming to
.restarer the:System to prodUctive eqUilitrium. This is done,

pzdt4dink the critical amount of assistance.for the:child
and:for the important people in his environment, so that the
systein fuPttions on its'own.in a way that keeps discordance.
at an optimal level and maximizes opportunities for growth
'and,sgratifica;ion,

. - The:eCological inodel belongs to 'no one discipline. 'Its
' ,Intes. requires`: so ewho an move; freel a . and

... 4 cOmMuniCate:Wft diverse disci lines in the performance of j_i.
.. ; 1 al7ri-oty :funct on-'- hkin up all the individuals concerned

3 a u 8 =chi d ah coor natin: .- ..4 O. , d r'

'iprogTamMing , on s a Sams and" others, 1974): he : 4

Pliaisonolunntion may )e..performed by SgMeone from medicine,
..

echidatiOn" PsY8hol9tY, ''social: work .psyChiatry, pOblic
health'i .9r E.ther specjalty.. The critical "factor is that' 'he . W

. 4
! 4 mutt skerak: the. langilage of al-,1:of theie- and more. His ..,job &.

.,. fabene.:bg ,..i,efintne, the .ecolOgosl System of a particlax'
° -ght,14.00 hat :been' idehtified,' aS:.in.- need of assistance.' i' 4

Ha*iing ;visited each oi..the 're,levant -Settings and observed
the e'tchanges between the Child ',and, the IndiViduals who ire

,; impeniant tit illin, lie mast work. with all involved to 46/04ify
do the , strengt4 that can:be .x." ihfdreed 'and- relied upon and to

cc(Opetent' attthottty ,.. in f e4 a '94t,ion df 'the child's physical.'liilkhOoltnt the ItoUTcesof.!d146 :dance.. lfie must obtain '"froni

.,. c6nOliion, espeCially -hOtint, .diefii.culties that can be:.

certe9tedt AIsd,The must be ;familiar- With the .resources in
iliS. comMu ty, , ter: tilla:i::.he:;know% vitiat, torn e at,: help 'ate,

.

.t. avas libigp. with these :SOlideS!of',infdimition, .he must be
Abliv to fac il &tat-C. group problem -solyang. That is he .must

1 lbe. cable to : gather ' . together : -a l Li invol ved-.-- ti)e child, the
.

,parents , t he ; teacher, : the c raedprents i an d. any `releVant
;Outside resources sudh.4s.' a.'psychologiSt i :a pedfatrician,..or
a, a'ikirologfstza-nd: tO listen WAth.uhdeTstanding to each td .

,!gui,de thereplann6g 'or. a MOl'Ofaceted strategy fdr - restoring
,,.

44,hp ecological, SyMtem to.::balance. At the 'end of such a
:...iession, each per.SOrrpreSpit.shOuld :understand clearly 'how

"i1'6 will contrOute to theproblem',Sol;ling ProcesS, .

,,, . ; ,,,. . ':'' ! ; i :: ': ' :° ,"
/

* ?. " Once the strategle decided% 'Upon haV6 bepn.tO be
..; . ..

1mplemented,, the liaiSon specialist' : must stay, -'in touch with "
all ,p4rtners'-, in the . eftort:, He must provide continuing

- 4support and must- continUall, assessjhe-rf-fectivenes0 of the
'.4 ongoing strategies: As coordinator0. of a diverse -set of

activitieS, , 'he, Is responsible for mon i torlig their. success .
yor. failure, /or _seeing:that sueCe6siul strategies are phased

., out and that unSuccessful:.ones are modified or replaced.

.,
.)

t.

fv

4
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.
lit.we-thinkproductive.(for purposes.
the. 'as well '..as for short7term..

eptualize handicapped . chil.drem as

notiOnal Si h Scant categories in
rements.

. ,

.:V.a.r,1,1i a of children so"*Sevetis-nicaed.'fulS
, egnii*e iliKelong programs of specialized

cere,;00414 1,110,'and employment oppcirtunities.,.This
,grOuP'sWO;i144- hclude severely retarded, the deaf- blind,

%tte:seVeee 'tipiled. or the
.l'atv-sever be

rologicilly lm aired child-.
need lifelon

1ction is harder here t an or the
,,(14*toilF4*c.4k6te -.above. Tbe'(central consideration is the
'Ilfiy,.111140tabiPrty* that these children will need

'Specl/ali*t derVices 'throughout their' 1 yes. Federal,
*et h.dd ooel legislation, insurance .plans, health

duciational. programs, employment programs,
nirp rates for professional workers, registers and

terns should recognize and provide tot these
1311dren... e*Children may be the responsibpity of various
W61eg,(1 tuding the public schools),'but they all hays,.

prmilletal;qe lifelong service needs. We propose that they
ildren in Need of Prolonged Assistance.

1! * herp is a second and much larger group of childreh
ti

who have. handicaps (ranging from mild to severe) and who may
":1 be egt.ed to benefit from specialized services to the

As.Acpoi Ore they can' manage reasonably- well in normal

,%set 0' with occasional assistance or even with no special
iir*e4p at 'all. This group would include the mildly and

. .*moeerately retard pertips most disturbed child:ten. the
i?0,VilFl/y impaired nd the hard of hearidg, the children with

l'&arnin disabilities, and the children with

',1aelneAeable orthopedic and neurological handicaps. We

:propdSe that they be called Children. in Need of Special

:?
tks Otance. The agency most involved with them wild be the
n c sc ools, with specialized assistance being provided

ealth and mental health services.
,

RECOMMENBATION. 1n order to reduce fragmentation
f services, to glye maximum diScretion in programming

to state and local agencies,, and to minimize the effects
of Aebeling on individual children, we recommend'
replacement of classical categories of.exceptiona4t, by
two major categories in accordaAce not with types of
disability but with kinds,and durations of services,

needed: Children in Need of Special: Assistance and
Children in Need of Prolonged Assistance.

178

a

3There are similarities here to the group of children

embraced by the .concept developmentally disabled (ebe

Chapter Three).., But the term developmental disability is

too restricted, too closely- tied to mental retardation
Services to spice for the purposes proposed here.

.44
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a
attachment 5-C

From: Improving Services to Handicapped Children -Summary andilLeccomentations
. .

4

Rand'Eorpioration- R-1420/1 HEW May 1974, by Garry D. Brewer and James S. Itakallk.pp17-19

Direction,-
-Ill-coordinated; fragmented, and highly specialised programs tax a parent's in-

genuity and perseverance as he searches through 'the official labyrinth to secure
services for his childan often repeated search, as it proves, because the child's
needs change over time. Fully two-thirds of the parents surveyed had problems

obtaining service, did not know where to turn for appropriate service., orworse, did

not even know what questions to ask. The current service system is decidedly spe-
cialty-cesitered; it urgently needs to become child-cen tered:Agencies and profession-

als provige only one or a select few specialized services: and even asspming that each \)
agency and professional performs well, each Single service still -meetsonly a fraction
of the child's total requirements. Current specialized service professionals should

not be blamed for the lack of coordirration and direction, for they generallyhave not
been given the specific responsibility and resources to provide the direction se ry ice.

We need an institution to look at the child as a total human being.
IDirection is an information based service designed for the periodic and

or improves in response to services and as the system's capacity

systemat-

ic matching of a child's needs with the proper mix of services to satisfy those needs

as the child ages
to serve changes. At least,, hat is the ideal. Direction is critically important, but is

at a primitive stage of development in the United States (see Chapter 3 of rd
1:1Report R20-HEW). It is not the main order of business for any of the feder or

state agencies serving the handicapped. Even in public welfare agencies, where some

direction is given, direction is not a central concern but occurs tangentially as
social caseworker might be required or Inclined to assess a client's needs. search out
the appropriate services, and then Monitor the results. However, welfare is restrict.

ed to the poor; besides, most social workers lia4 heavy caseloads, are not rewarded
for "direCtion," and rarely have enough information to direct their young clients,

even if they wanted to. The Mate tnal and.Child-Ilealth Service also sponsors pro-

grams that do limited, noncomprehensive referral. Vocational Rehabditaticin pro
grams can provide a comprehensive range of services, but these do not reach young

children and must be narrowly aimed at the achievement of a vocational objective:

a
Schoolteachers and nurses sometimes help the paont find neededservices, pediatri-

cians sometimes help; and in some states, a "Commission for the Blind" agency

I. provides limited direction service to a segment of the handicapped populatioN

In short, direction in this country is almost norielistent, and where it does exist

f'.. it is sporadic and uneven. And follow up and rediregtion, implicit in the notion of
.....,r "poi iodic ood systematic matching," is CV,1 less developed No one really does it,

except for a few isolated and dedicated prof, ,ionals who most make extraordinary
and usually costly efforts to understand the overall system well enough to advise in

areas outside their specialized competenCe Comprehensive information about need-
ed and available services is riot generally available, and until it' is, direction will
remain an unnecessarily limited activity. Thus, the respotsibr/ity for matching the

,needs of the child with available services is a complex and demanding task left

almost entirely to the parents, who are generally "iimorant" or poorly informed
consumers. There are no generally available anti reliable sources of local informa
tion to assist them Without information and a systematic way ofmatching the child
with the set of services he needs, the system .often doei not work very well As
families proceed from agency to agency, they are liable to be "captured" by one
whose services appear adequate of ;it least better than no service at all. There is no

way to find out hoW much rnisdirectiun is represented by rapture, but its existence
is unquestionable:It is also indisputable that a parent's random and undirected

efforts may rosu in a less than optimal or comprehensive delivery of required

.services. The de cy can be dealt with, and the cost of doing so is notprphibitive.

In Chapter 3 of 0 -HEW we discuss ava riety of potenfial solutions, arid conclude

that one very promising Solution is to crate Regional Direction Centers for sensori-

ally handicapped children. ,

SI
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;Ft

Effectively designed Regional Direction Centers would attempt to:
.

Develop a one-stoNgeneral information service to match the child's total needs
with available services;
Demand a multidisciplinary effort to balance and integrate the meny'specialized
.services neededjiy the child;
Emphasize a dynamic, .not static, orientation to account for changes in the
child's needs over time; .

Maintain comprehensive service information on each handicapped youth;
Foster client participation;
Foster the humane personal dimension to create /comprehensive service pro-

...gram specific to each youth's particular needs;
Serve a//hearing and vision handicapped youth in the lOcal region by stimulat-
ing an active outreesh/identification and follow-up program;
Concentrate on the practicality and feasibility of services and progrxns by
ttressingyrogram service evaltiation;

Sirve a% a local spokeSman forbearing and vision handicapped pers general-

.'" ';,-fy, and for individual clients particularly;
Operate-independently ofthe existing service control and incentive systems; and
Coordinate programito satisfy existing federal requirements for service integre:
tion. .

To'the extent that the above design characteristics ate not imPlernented, one
should expect problems oldie following variety: for exaMPle; capture ofthe Regional
Direction Center by thsiexisting bureaucracy, overemphasis on certain services,,or

. pOor quality direction.
Direction Center personnel could provide outreach, diagnostic, planning, refer-

ral, and followup services themselves or through consultants as a needed supple-
ment to traditional service providerse.g., the providers of medical, special educa-
tion, vocational rehabilitation, and welfare services. This mode of operation would
not circumvent or duplicate the present service system, but make it more effective.

.Many partial approximatior4to these design' clia racteristics already exist. We
have identified fourteen promisfilg partial models in the United States and eight in
Europe. The European directiO ,services'we examined are much more developed
than those in the United Statee.,,,bit because of severe contextual differences, none
of them can be adopted bodily in this country. Besides, 'we are aware of no model,
either foreign or domestic, that is complete enough for such wholesale adoption.
Several of the models embodyrhighb, promising features, however in particular,
certain aspects ofthe concept. ca approach embodied in the proposed New York State
"Child Pyivoeacy System," the technical innovation represented in Maryllnd's
"bata SN,stern for the Handicapped," and several institutionalaspectsorCalifornia's
Regional Direction Centers for the.Meritally Retarded. Judicious selection and com-
bination of:the better features of these and other examples would, in our opinion,
'do Much to improve all services to handicapped children.
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In California, a parent can be
his own child's 'case manager .

authorized to Conn& meetings of professionals and
other OD-facility staff to discussind make recommen-
dations regarding their children's programs. 'Their
authority will be as wide as that granted case mana-
gers who are regular staff members.

A good share of the managers-in.training are parents
of residents of state hospitals for the mentally re.
tarded. How are hosPitatofficials reacting to the
new approach? "Well, we have a lot more public
relations to do with the hospitals," said Mrs. Brown..
There have been some hairy situations. But Mrs.
Brown is confident the new idea will work well once
all those concerned have become sensitized to it.

The Regional Center of Orange County has some
3;900 "active" clients on its rolls who are develop-
mentally disabled. "Active" meap at the person
requires some form of interventioli-h -a ast once
every quarter. It provides diagnoses and valuations
but op other direct services. Instead it links clients
with existing services and nanitors the results. The
center is growing at a rate of about 120 new referrals
every month.

...California is the only state with a law that perniits a
parent to become "prograM coordinator," or GM
manager,for his owr developmentally disabled child.

'Before y parrot may take on this role, however, he

must first undergo training which includes a 10:week
'course offered through the community- college system
and a year's apprenticeship with a practicing senior
counselor, who is his tutor.

The Regional Center of Orange County is the first
county to offer such training. Eich training wave-re-
quires at least 20 parent-participents and, according to
Nancy Bradley, the center's manager of client ser-
vices, there is no shortage of applicants. The center
originally planned to start one class in each quarter,
but the demand may require that the classes be 'formed
more often.

The first group of parent-managers has completed
its'community.college training and members are now
working under their counselor-tutors. Among the

things they are learning arc reporting requirements
for state and Federally aided programs.

After their graduation, parent-managers will be

A

6

* CP
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'"Bros: Social. Security Disability Applicant. Statistics /1970 ,DHEw No.JsSa)
75-11911

CMILOMOOW DISABILITY ALLOWANCES.197D

TABLE 12.-LEADING PRIMARY DIAGNOSES BY SEX'''.

- PRIMARY DIAGNOSIS
INTER-
NATIONAL
CODE

NUmBER J.ER- LATYGE
CENT PER

CENT

TOTAL

UNSPECIFIED MENTAL RETARDATION 315 11.803 48.1 48.1

MODERATE MENTAL RETARDATION. 312 2.076 8.5 56.6

SCHIZOPHRENIA 295 1.467 6.0 62.6

MILD MENTAL RETARQATION 311 .411 5.7 68.3
CEREBRAL SPASTIC INFANTILE PARALYSIS.... 343 1.313 5.3 73.6

SEVERE MENTAL RETARDATION 313 , 1.076 4.4 78.0

EPILEPSY % 345 543 f.2 40.2
PROFOUND MENTAL RETARC..TION 318 409 1.7 81.5

MENTAL DZSOROERS 395 1.6 83.5
BORDERLINE MENTAL RETARDATION 310 315 1.3 .0411

. N

_MALE

UNSPECIFIED MENTAL RETARDATION 115 5.793 47.7 47.7
MODERATE MENTAL RETARDATION 312 ,' 1.023 8,4 56.1

SCHIZOPHRENIA 295 786 6.5 62.6
CEREBRAL SPASTIC INFANTILE PARALYSIS... 343 693 5.7 68.3

MILD MENTAL RETARDATION 311 637 5.2 73.5

SEVERE MENTAL RETARDATION 313 540 4.4 77.9

EPILEPSY 345 246 2.0 79.9

MENTAL DISORDERS 309 20$ 1.7 81.6

PROFOUND MENTAL FETAROATION 314 205 1.7 83.3
BORDERLINE MENTAL RETARDATION 310 154 1.3 84.6

I FEMALE

UNSPECIFIED MENTAL RETARDATION 315 6.010 48.5 48.5
MODERATE MENTiL RETARDATION Ili 1.053 8.5 57.0

MILO MENTAL RETARDATION 31f 774 6.2 63.2

SCHIZOPHRENIA 295 681 5.5 68.7
CEREBRAL SPASTIC INFANTILE PARALYSIS 343 620 5.0 73.7

SEVERE MENTAL RETARDATION 313 536 4.3 78.0

EPILEPSY 145 297 2.4 80.4

PROFOUND MENTAL RETARD140N 314 , 204 1.6 82.0

MENTAL DISORDERS 309 , 187 1.5 83.5

BORDERLINE MENTAL RETARDATION .310 165 1.3 84.8

o. . .

Refers tp persons betwln 1B and 65. who have been disabled

childhodd and who are folmid eligible because'of such disabiLieS,

after retirement, death, or disability of supporting parent.

:ow
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Mr. ROGER. Thank- you, Dr: pogo. We appreciate the help y ou.
have always giveirttO this committee. We will be in touch with you,

- as we proceed to get additional advice from you.
..

No c, we:do have a la,rge number. of. witnesses This taternoon. IN e
hope. we ..ca,n her them all. It would be helpful if you could file. your
statement:and simply .give us points, that have not been covered or
highlight- those points input. statement in- as brief a period of time
as is possible. --, . .

. . .
The next: witness will be a coalition of advocacy groups, Mr. Marion

P. Smith .who is chairman of the Governmental .AITairs Committee.
the National AssOciation for Retarded Citizens; Dr. FlIsie. Helsel. who

chairperson of !Governmental Activities Committee of the United
C9rebral Palsy Associations; Inc.; Ms. Mary Akerley, past presidept
of the National Association for Autistic Children; and .Mr.. Leo Flan-
nery who is a volunteer for the Epilepsy Foundation of America and
is a volunteer from Fldvida and from "West Palm Beach. .

I am pal-ticularly pleased to hare many present from my -own-,
area. We welcome all of you to the committee. Your statements will
be. made -part of the record in full. You may proceed. Thank -you for
being here....

--,.
STATEMENTS OF IARION P. SMITH, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNMENTAL-

AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED
CITIZENS; ELSIE D. HELSEL, n. D., CHAIRBERSON, OVg11,11-

MENTAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE, UNITEI:f °CEREBRAL PALSY-
ASSOCIATIONS; INC.; MARY S. '.AICERLEY, PAST -PRESJIDENT,
NATIONAL . ASSOCIATION FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN;-',...LEO

NYFLANNERY, ON BEHALF OF EPILEPSY FOUNDATIO OF '
AMERICA

. ,. . .
. ... .

Mr. SMITH. Thank yOui Mr.. Chairman.
My name is Marion Smith. I nn from Clearwater', Florida:
Mr. ROG.FrItS. Another good Floridian. We ivelcome you here -.

Mr. Surrn. I. would like to say to the committee to be'economi-
cal of time -I will summarize the k( points in my prep Ared testimony..-
I would like to point. out to the committee that my wife and I, are
parents of ft. severely r arded (.iiiild Who is'residimr in an institution
for lacl- of adequate facVities in our communit v.

eit
, .

I speak to you today reuresent'im,- the -,National Association fol.
Retarded Citizens. I have li.ad the hotior.of ser.inir that organization
as its national president and for the jrast ..1 years I have served on the
State of Florida Developmental Disabilities Council and just re-.A
Cently'opiPleted a eerm on the nal ional council. .._._ .

1 . ...
. . I believe you :ire familiar with N.Ii('. We 113ve. 1.0.00.notive 'mils,

who speak quite loudly to express the needs o.f Those whoa we at ,

tempt. to represent. Our 300.000 At toliers attempt to represent the
...' country's G million retarded citizens. .

WeJiave been vitally involved with the Developmental Disabilities
At shoe its inception in 1970. We want to thank you. Mr. Chairman,

-"and eother members of the committee for-your supgorland F911-44
finite. interest.
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Let. me summarize' foUr ke' poirits from my prepared testimony. '
These will deal _with .the definition of developmental di.4abilit ie,s, the. '
State.plans thenistIves, the role of tfieState- councils, ant.1 the .15r&--'
tection and ad-v,ocacy system. .. - . . - -..

We,: of rourse,view the.- I)D ai...fas a criicial prtTani, for khe de
livery of services to a portion:of our population Which is at greatest
risk.-AL} first point deals with an .ikisue'trit you are facing- today, the -

,- definition of .developmental disabilities. _ks. was pointed, out, even the
.task'force could not ffilly agree. ' . .- -

'Mr. Chairman, the, NARC'bottrd o1' direct ors .has formally endorsed
the min .. N-ersit5n of 1.I1T-1-i-k. force Peconiniend:itions for-three -
bAsic reasons:. . .' : . - .

FirSt, \NT, feel it, reains the -foiindation. of .t he act and gives co'n-
t runity and vain:1141e di re.clion to service- providers, mitt wit h keference
toelie ori,ginal. Thin. conditions, 1w publiC "aril consumers in general...
have :a bett4r understandino 0.f 1v.hO should 'epialifv for DI) servicos.''

Our 'second. reasok forfaVoriMr the, ininoricv .ceport, and I read
. _ .

,froininy prepared testiinotiy: , , .

,
i,:,-..., .

- -is .thit portion the minnigetiNiersion N-Ilicii states that other eonditiims.
Ptvoutti loe-eljgible 14;4erinsti "iamlar):hnditions-r/,iiiultaiii.:+imilar imairinent of 1..fen-
erar nit-Optual fnin'tionitn;44.ndapii've hi;liarior and relinirp freatinillit and
servkes'sitnilar to rliose rt7onired for 'inch persvlis'.. .
..The injindatelof trill. tit.t:is..(ilittti)14,:i(14.014 thp 1.e.:0111.,-,.,.nro totKfly

..

inacletplatt to I the iteei.lslof all isNriSt 1112. t'll4rilde illti-R61(111:11ti.
1Ve :would si j ...rt, thi.Hict serv!ogNidditional severely_ disidoled

pet-:(5115 siplong;is.tlibse qrvi(Iitire sliiiilar tp,, 'those requi-red 1,6y the
existing mtegoriee: :,1:),.e.egnitwrlie- 1,1,,,u-non to he,,iii planning- iteN
..,110 different aSerViA'S,tfil* .:1: 1:11,1`1' 21'01111 Of 11;111(1.1c;11/1).0d inj15.ViAllals
wInilii jeoparilii, tiWf windini,r 1):1,-; 41)1i)p 1.100.,:erved. % .

, 'Fliird. wp acknowledge iliefact that inentallyret_arded individuals.
siniply .because tlie -:t.rs. ir hirgeittikortion of the population, do con..
"stitute about' One!jilf. of the DI) population. If finitlingis'iint in-
crisased- in-a maninir.commensurate Wit li -ari y pro iel't t:(4 iiVrre:rse°it,1 the

r scope of -the progtam...our,c.onstituent s would lose out on .existing
. seri' ites. .., , '

.

_,' Let nie poirit'but that when Hu:St:0e.- formula !glint piogranr,almv:
tiirrently' funded. at $30 '.tri illion..,was 'originallv, enacted. in 1970.t.it.
was expecteel that 4.11e fortnola; grant pro:I-rain Woult.1 ix, four times

`'..that amount in Anti. 3 year-',.... .

.' ,- ...!

Obviously, this has not happened. (ii veil ilwie facts, we helieve.that
the target gtOup'rivust be kept the same or only very inkalirately ,ex7'.. ,

-.. pantlei to. .:,erfrely. In dirapped indi v itlua) 'wholiave similar SP n-ice' '

needs ax.thoiF nbw.a. in file act.: .. : - , ...,

- °Nly second major p .4:.NAIZ(' st.ron4,1- t °es the reisions-ink
. JI.R. I 11-(1-I otiCetviiin e7 -it e..plan .protvisit Is.: liere..I. reflect to
von the squeating wli .!.....1 front. our Lot I local units. As Iht..
Boggs pointed out..thoSe.,. oar priority .ayNs identjfied ii") the plan
do' indeed reflect feoni tlip- frrasstAls; major wrap. tillers urgently.
ne'etted : They are (I) intliyi?lualiziliclieilt inanagement;y(2) infant
development, (3). :11t ern:16 vo coin in unit y Ii v i u !too 4 ri:awkinents with
the nece?Asatry qii,ality support imig services. and (4 )' adult t.k.oliv&ati,-onal
social development, ,t,

if
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We support the 'State planning effort which maximizes utilization
of Federal resources from the variety of ongoing available resources,
such as maternal and child health, crippled children, medical assist-
ance, and other needed State programs-.

-It is my observation at the National and State level that
umbrella is one of the few means to bring together a sic look as
to how athof thewresOurces can meet the needs. DD funds constitute
only 1 percent all available funds serving mentally retarded - people.- people.
The lady from Wisconsin this morning pointed out one-half of 1 per-
cent is the figure in her staff.

Mg third point is that -we have seen controversy, franklyin some
Stales,over the role of the State administering agency and that of the
State council. Sometimes we volunteers get noisy but I think that is
our job. We see three important roles for the State council: Super-
vising del-elopment of the plan, approval of the State plan prior to
submittal. t% Washington and setting the' funding priorities within
the State

We observe that these three provisions are covered in section 137
of the bill. We would resptctfully suggest that specific explanatory
language, be included in your House report clearly explaining the

,, State council and State ageny roles. This would help avoid some
briar patches we have gotten into in the past.

My fourth point: We think that the most exciting new venture in
support .of persons with-developmental disabilities has been the im-

. plementation of the protection and advocacy syStem. We bring to
your attention, howeVer, the fuinding limitations that limit develop-
ment of these protective mechabisms for these vulnerable people.'

The $3 million authorization level in the 1974 act helped get us
started Now, they are in place, they desperately need more funds
operate. More than 40 percent of the States now receive the curre
mjnimum allocation, $20,000One cannot even buy an experience
attorney for $20,000; let alone operate AP and A system.

Therefore, NARC strongly supports the recommended $50,
minimum allocation.

Those are our key points which we would highlight, Mr. Chairman.
We wish to reiterate our coninuecLsupport for the DD program and
for H.R. 117We pledge you ottr support in attempting to expedite
its passage.

[Testimony resumes on p. 196.]
[Mr. Smith's prepared statement follows:]
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On

H.R: 11764 ,
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yhe

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ACT

tespec1 fully Sdbmitted

THE' SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTHAND THE ENVIRONMENT.

of the
1 °

HOUSE INTERSTATE.AND FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE

,Presented by

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

Witness:

Mr. Marioq ith
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My flame-is
maribismith.; speak to yOu today .representing,

the Natanai Association io.aRataided-Citizens.
I have hid the

honor of.serving
this organization as its president an&ICuriently

.

serve es the Chairman of"the Governmental
Affairs committeq. Pas

the)17sat 4 years,
I:haveheeeiilmewheF of the Florida DevelOp-

,

atental Disabilities Council
and,lust'recently completed a three.

year term on the Natidoel Advisory Council 'on DeveloAbental

abilities., As you know, the 4Itz is the national voluntary organ,

0

ization WhiCh represents our country's six illion ',mentally

Cur organization
has>Deen concerrjed With the Develop-

mental Disabilities program
since its inception.in,1970,

and 2:Wilh

to fakiuthis
opporenip.to thank you, Mr. Chairman and the other

as
° . A

'members of this Committee; .'for your continued
suppoit and interest

;

Over the years for this vital prO4ram.
. 7

.
, v.

, .
...0

4 It "is important.' to state Trim .efts
outset that +MAC views the

u . 4.

D.D. Act as a
crucial'7progFaMA6 the delivery of om

services to that segment *our population that is

-4

As we understand the
intent of the Act, the target

mprehensiVe

it greatest risk. ,
.5

population io be

served is that portion of certain identified
disability groups who are

the most severely handicapped. For
iNiiiance. although it is corn- 0

monly acknowledged
that:there are six million mentally retarded j4

citizens in the
UnitedtStatese we fully realize that only about

one million mentally retarded persons
qualify under the D. D. ACt.

Those one million
persons"make up the Moderate, severe and profound

1

7

0

19F

"*. .
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leveia of 'mental retardation,

One of.tbe.Moseteportzot iliUme:facing.this Committee and

thetn4ress.ee you consider,the:eztenzion:of,the D.D. 'islhe

definition f,peveloPmental
There has be Outhde-

bate about.empapdingtbe
definiiionend. as yqu 2cn e ABT Taxi

ce has completed-its. independent study and submitted.. their rec-
.

S,

,

o.imesendations.!.EVei:-ibe,ieek1Fdrde
tOuldnot.ftlly agree, although

AMoth:themajority and minoeity ieport recommend appOPriati Ori

,./eiria from whiehoeetablieheligibilitY. )
4

.

:After,CareiacOnsideratien...the,BOArd of OkreCtors.of the

-,1
Ratidbal Association ,for Retarded Citizens/ formally endorsed the

minority version of the ABT iaek Forte ,recoMmendations. There ire

-
A

,

three basic reaso forrecommendin%the minority version. First,
1

I

/ the minority were% retains the fdundation from which the. AOt

...

' was originally developed by specifically.
Mentioning'Mental retards-.

'tine, cerebral palsy, epilepsy and autism in 4 definitioZ.- This

-- ,

'Will give the Act dentinuiti and pillvidefvaluable direction to
. - .'

service providers, State agencies and others involved in...141e-.

.

mentihg the-Att. Without a reference to the -original:four.D.D.

.conditions, certainly the public'and consumers in
general will not

'',.understand Who should qualify Itihr services if tkeyzust use

' the majority versiOn es the D.D. definition. 1 " °

Second, and most importantly, 1'4 that portion of the'Minority

version Which state, that
"Ether conditiOns would be eligib1l,"134-',.

cause such conditions result in,similar impairmentof Onerel 'r

°

?



lntelledival functibning;df
adaptive behavior And require treat;..

,

mient'snd.serviceiiiireiler to -thoserequired,for
such (Meitally re-,

.

.

'larded, cerebra101isied;
epileptic, end`b4eistic) persons." The

aaadht, "of the Act is quite-broad, but!the,resources'withdn

t fie Act are totally
ihadequite to meet the needs of the, existing

.

',410.gOle individuals.=) MARC forly supports iiie°O.D. Actiterving

..,

'-'='444i.onal. severely dieabled persons so
long as the servites re-

.

,, quirad by suCh.persone are:Similar to required by the ekist-._r O

trig D.D. citsgpriei: To require the LLD: prOgram to b in planniiic

add astabiiihio new,anddIfferent
services to a new gro

.
.-.

.

capped71M4ividua/s would jeopardize already Inadequate services
..,

of handi-

and create imposslble to fulfill promisesto the newly eligible

grobps. ,
'

Thirdly, we must acknoWledge
the.faetthat mentally retarded

indiiiduals constitute more
thanire half dc the developmentally

disabled population. If the eligibility group
j,s expanded to the

4

extent it would be by
askiptinOhe majorlxy report, and if- funding,

w 'A--

for the't.D. program did tsrapidly and significantly increase,

°

any mentally tetarded,p
dons wquld lose out on existing

.>

services.
It'is important to realize that the State Formula Grant,

a

is,currentl* funded at $30 million. When this Committee driginally

enacted the D.D, Act in 1970,,it expected the formula giant to be

.
, e

funded:at:$120 million in.p7f It is clear that this Act, as im-
.

'portant asit.rhaslecome for
coMprellensive "state planning and some

a

0
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limited. service gap filling, is probably never going to Oh a major

servile deliveiy medhaniam.. Given these faft.s;'we strongly believe
r.

the target group must be. kept the: same or very moderately expanded

t .

to severely 'hendicapeed individuals Who have ler service neilds,

existing developmentalas the maritally retarded and the othe

abilities: >

.
MARC rtrengly endorses the revisions in the State plan provir

siohs contained in H.R. 11764. We are particularly pleased. to see

D.D. planninwand services more sharply foc led on four major areas.

Individual&ef(client management, infant d lopment, alternative

community Living arrangements and adult n ocatioal social de-,

veloPment are indeedhe

'developmentally disabled

'Assocriatiom forifetarded

!four cervices constitute

most crtically he ed services, of the

pppulation. Th1000 local units, of thee

Citizens wouldoceriainly agree that these

. ,

a major gap exi ing services and need

be expanded immediately to aliew mentally retarded persons to

con ue to lead meaningful lives in their communities. NARC also

supports the retention of the plannin4 effott'at the State level.

to max,imize the'Utilization of Federal resources from such services

as, maternal and child health, crippled dhiidr . medical aslistance

and other Federal /States programs, Since the 6. . funds constitute

only ahout 1% of the lkpenditured at the State le...A...for mental
A* .

retardation and n.G..serVides, it is vital that all.other vailable

programs and funds he Cully known, understood and utili ed. We

,

4

S

aJ

r
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endorse Section 133(b
13)(iii) which holds States harmless to

protect their previous
expenditures for planning purposes. This

is anirePertant
provision to alloW States., ho have invested sub-

oistantial sums in planning to continue such activities.

- We support the escalating
authorization levels through fiscal J

year 1981'for th State Formula Glant. Increased appropriations

in this
prOgtana'will allow us to make a

major dent in some of the

important service areas. Of major importance
is'the raising of

the ednimum allocation
for the State Grant program. from $150,0012

to $250,000. Thirteen States
(apprqximate025%) are at the mini-

mum allocation.
Operating theD.D. program at the curlit level

P

becomei 0 major burd .
Given the complexity of the planning, and

the expensive
services, we commend you for increasing the minimum

allocati4 so that the smaller, less populous
States are better

able to
.fulfill their responsibilities under the D.D.

Act.

MARC endorsC the revision in the State Planning Council sec-

tion (Section 137). We agree with the-revised composition cf the

consumer representation
on the State

councils and suggest a minor

Modification to allow one of the representatives of mentally

impaired developmentally
disabled to be a relative or guardian of

an
institutionarized person with a developmental disability. This

'would confqrm to a
sailer ptovision in the composition of.,the

/': National Advisory
Council oh Developmental

Disabilities (Section 108).

One of the most
controversial areas in the past implementation

of the Act has been the roles of the State Administering
Agency and

..r

40
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the State Elanning Council in the development of the D.D..State

.Plan., MARC envisions three important roles for the State"Council

to aisume in the plan developients

4 '

1) Supervising the development of the Plan, regardless who

actually prepares the Plan;

2) Approval of the complete elmn"prior to submittal to HEW; and.

,3) Setting the funding priorities:within the State Plan, with

slibseglient impleMentstion of such priorities by the imple-

',:".44"
menting agency.

We believe these thrfie provisions are adequately in

Section 137 but suggest that specific explanatory language be in-

. cludsd in the House Report clearly explaining the State Council

and State Agency roles, especially in the priority setting process.

The most exlitinf new venture in the D.D. field%is the recent

implementation of the D.O. Protection aid Advocacy Systems-Ehrough-c

out the country. This stem, when fully implemented, will provide

full protection for °IF developmentally disibfea population, which

is obviously pne, if not the most, vulnerable segment of our

We commend this COmMittee'for establishing these systems in the 19/4

D.D. 'Amendments.. The authorization levels in the 1974 Act were very

low ($3 million) on the basis that the systems would be planned and

developed during that time. Now 96t the systems are i place, they

desperately need more funds to operate. The NARC strongly supports

the increased authorization levels in the P and A system and would .

urge the Committee to consider a further increase in such authization

(

#
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levels. In addition, ag.increase
in the P ant A minimum allocation

is vital. More than 40% of the States now receive the current mini,-

mum allocation ($20,000).
This sum can't even buy an experienced

attorney, let alone operate a P and A spited. Our organization is

pleased -to support your recommended $50,000 minimum allocation.

This will greatly aid the P and A
systents'getting off two a good,

solid start.

MAC supports the retention of the provisions concerning the

rights of the developmentally disabled,
habilitation plans and the

employment of handicapped individuals.
These ;sections reflect cur-

.

rant trends and practices and will continue to aslist the develop-

mentally disabled population to obtiinlepropriate needed services.

MARC alsoasupporta
the revised sections on purposes and the National

Advisory Council-on Developmental Disabilities.
We are particularly

supportiveof.the new provision mandating
the development of a w

national Laken formeeting the identified and
unmet needs of deve)y

opmentally disabled persona.
The role of the MACON/in developing

1' such plan is most appropriati and .commendable.

. most disappOinting aspect of the implementation of the .

1974 D.D. amendments is HEW's failure to meet the timelines to de-

velop a comprehensive
evaluation system. We are aware that progress

is being made toward the completion of this system. We concur with

the revised timetables-for
full implementation

by HEW and the States

4-ww )

of,this system.

. .

MARC also endorses the various revisions
in Part B of the Act,
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the University Affiliated Programs. The revised provisions should

enhance the relationship between the OAP's and the basic D.D. pro-

.

gram, as well as provide clearef direction for the continued opera-

tion and expansion of the OAP's themselves.

Last, but certainly not least, is WARC's continued support of

,Part D, the Special ProjeCts Grants. The restructuring,of this

' Part will make the Special Projecttimore directly supportive of

the!Sfate Portraits Grant Program. Our organization is currently *.

administering the Federal Programs Information and ABsistance Pro-
',

ject, ap.D. project of national significhnce in concert with the
/ . ;.1

three othe; organizations,represented'enthis panel (Epilepsy

dation of America, National Society for Autistic Children, and /

Ctir

United Cerebral Palsy Association) testifying before you today.

This project is typical of the important activities that can and* ';

are being carried out to support.D.D. Councils and advocates Work=

ing on behalf of our developmentally disabled citizenry. This part

'Should be continued as revised.

In Closing, Mr. Chairman, I ves\to reiterate the watiinal

Association for Retarded citizens' Aontinqed,support for the D.D.

program and particularlyflor your bill, H.R. 11764. If enacted, it

will represent a major, forward step. in enhancing the lives of our

development&lly disabled citizens. The 300,000 NARC members oom-

mend you'and urge.yOu to expedite the passage of this legislation

. -

in order that the D.tb. prosqam is extended in accordance with the

timetable of the Congressional Budget Act.

We thank you and members, of the committee for tour continued

interest and support.

(12
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Mr. ROGESS. Thank you very ',ouch, Mr. Smith, for highlighting

-your, statement for us and giving us a clear idea of the points you

are most concerned with.
Mr. SMITH. Tlymk you.
Mr. ROGERS. r. Helsel.

STATEMENT OP EISIE D HEI3EL. Ph. D.

Dr. ,IIELsEL. I think if I can bring you something yoti need, this

wonderful information mad 01 these data you have been gathering

today; it might be a perspective from 4 varied point of view. I have
been priirileged to look at this program as it operates from all le

of points. I aril the parent of a 30-year-old severely disaplecY son,

which got me into working for cerebral palsy.
I am here. representing United Cerebral Palsy Association today as

chairpeison of their governmental activities comnlitfee. I have had

a few other chores{ I.wahairperson of mily State DD council in

those early years and served on it for 6 years. Now, I am directing a
university-affiliatedjprogram back at Ohio University. I wish it were

in Florida.'All winter long I wished it were in Florida.
I have had an opportunity to look at this, program and see how

some of the theoretical parts of it impact when you get down to the

grassroots and start delivering service. So, what I have to say will

come from that point of view.
First ocall, from the United Cerebral Palsy point of view, I do

want to thank you vety, very much, and we are enthusiastically en-

dorsing this legislation. Particularly, I am,pleased that you took the

version that- voluntary groups were able to forge out with a great
deal of effort and ir great deal of time and sometime with a good bit

of stress.
The fact that they were able to get their act together to mediate

their differences and to come out with a version which they felt was

good and to have you introduce it makes us feel very good indeed.

I will limit my remarks here. My statement is concerned with three

Primary areas. I just went to touch on some perSOnal examples that

I think may be helpful to you.
Particularly, we would like ttrconcentrate on the definition of the

developmental disabilities, the planning service relationship which

still seems to be a little fuzzy and the role of that' State PD councils.

Just in passing, I do want to say hat I endorse particularlyI do

not know that I can say I am do g this for United rerebr 1 Palsy

. the new section IX you have n the -university-affiliated rogram.

+0The setting of standards and setting of the mission and elloping
of criteria for new UAF's to come aboard, I think,"i a real step

forward.
Just a few other points about the definition now. on have heard

a lot of p'os and cor4. If I am going to vote, I 'dm voting on the

side of the majority, I think that is what you will find as vou moves

along with the panel here. However. I had the privilege of chairing

one of those task forces that evolvpd the definition that looked very

much like the one that finally came out.
I need tb share with you that there was not the disparity of opin-

ion
as seems t appearing in 'the vote. People we e really of aion concerning what the definition should look like and hat it. should

-do Ats___
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pretty single mind. They differed in what they thought was polit-
ically feasible. That is the important point that you need to carry
with you.

ant to point' out something else, too. We. feel that with that
d 1lnnition we have defined a unique poilation that has unique needs.

ow, in the Senate version of the bill, This does not appear. It looks

as if there are no unique differences among disabled people:,Please
remember that the nature, of the disability differs across the. con-
tinuum.

'In my problems of trying to implement program for disabled
individuals at the local level, where we have had an opportunity to
look at the service systems and particularly the service systems that
impact on the deielopmentally disabled population, we find that they
have a lovely ivory tower bureaucracp but the bureaucrats did not
talk to each Wier until you get up tothe ;Cabinet level-of the Gov-,

.-ernment.
Whep you have a population that has to draw on services from

each of those agencies you are in trouble. This is where the Develop-
mental -Disabilities Act has ah.opportunity to have an impact on
coodination of services. You can identify discrete populations.

This developmentally disabled ipopulation does have need of many'
service systems rind there are'prol3lereS out here that unless you have
something like thisa.target&I Arograni and a State DD council
it is just not-going to come together.

You do know that ITCPA's-rtational board-of directors did endogse
the ABT definition. "We had only one lady voting not in favor. So,
if.you are counting up the scoito, it was heavily in favor of the ma-
jority report.

I would like to also refocus ':epur attention on the-part of the -defi-
nition that say's that you must littAT substantial functional limitations
in throe or more of-the. followvig areas of rnhjor 1
is thit thing that got picked up in the Senate. versi
of those areas impacted and it Just decimates the
nition. o

-fe activity. This
n with only two
tent of the de-fi-,

A final word abolut- a functidnal definitioa' versus: categorical
definition. As I try to teach sItidents, and this'.i.s. part of my role at
the university also, and Rye come to how you educa e the seg rely.
and multiply involved individlIals. the labels you put n them do not

.,
help those - students one bit.

Mentally retarded, Cerebral palsied; I do not care what it is, what
they want to know is what can that child do and what can he-not do ---
and what do I have to know in order to be able.to manage him?

Our 'second major point concerns the planning and the service
relationship problems with the Developmental Disabilities program.
People-never seem to quite accept the facethat'this is really planning
legislation and it is service legislation only insofar a* we are filling
gaps. No (natter how ,many times you say it, they think if-we add
more people, that is more service and more money.

I agree it does cost a little more to plan for more groups but not
a tremendously great amount. So, if you can keep the language so
that that planning is a flexible planningas you suggested theypo
differso that they do have the opportunity to do their own thing
in their; own way, yet pick-up the targeting idea on the major service

areas that have been identified and documented both by the private

2
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-.assoeliktions and a recent DHEW contract.studyl think this will be

) a great improvement on the legislation. ' . ,

O'ne Of those areas on which we have asked that' funding be tar-

geted I would liltsto say a little bit about,.inds.that is the individual
client management services. / would like to 'suggest 'some different

language for that. Insteal..-of client management services; *hich

?minds a little manipulative'
? in

- ,bout coordi
hating services rather. than Management services. ndividual client

program coordination 'Services Which will do the sa g that you

have outlined,in7rOur_ definition in your bill, provide access to the
Consumers; 'provide follow -on services and provide coordination, but

place a responsibility level fon that coordination. ,
.,, . ..

Developmentally disabled indiViduals with their many ce

needs have any case managers. So, it 4s not a case management sys-
tern you are looking for. You are looking for somebody who ca pull-

Ihoseprograms together and be respongible for them. ..-
One little la remark on that point; nti.m0y, something that seems'

to have been doped kut of H.R. 11764.,UCPA would like to suggest

that in 1 (b) you put a new subsection which in essence woard

Provide for an additiowl service category chosen by the State council,

.
if theirStale can doeunt to the Secretary that the four primary
service priorities have been met. ,

.. Thi_would allow States, who are already doing their thing and'
doing it well and have those four areas-covered, a fleqpility posture

in order to chbosessome area that they keel is important. '
Now, last, the role of the 'State council. Obviously, I have been a

ehairman. of a council; they are very dear to my heart. I think they

do a very goad fob. I'have seen them -take ablarge State like Ohio
and have. some impact on a very, very well entrenchii bureaucratic

4

system. They can work.
I. agree it isa little bit dependent on personalities and people who

are determined that things work, but I'think, there are lots. of folks
like that out in our. Nation. They do need more time in order (o show .

'. how to impact orrtheirsystem, -

Particularly, I would like to compliment you .on insists g in your
bill that at least one-sixth of that State DD Council mem ership be

persons with developmental disabilities or with a mild r', form of
developmental disability. I -think that it is really very, ery impor-
tant at, this time in 'our history that we do haye more put from
consumers. They have something to tell us and We shoo make A

possible for them to do that..
Now,,in closing. I hope you remember that. enthusiastic applause

tyou received last Argil, during yotir keynote speech-before IJPCA's
annual conference, when you stated that :

The bill will need'renewal next year by May 15. and I want you to know that

our committee will address itself to it. We will' meet the deadline. We will
extend the legislation by May 15 of nett year. .

ITCPA commends your sincerit' and your keening bf this pledge.
Our Nation's citizens with developmental disabilities are deeply in-

debted to you. .

-,.Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 206.]
[Dr. Helsel's prepared statement follows :]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, my name is Elsie D. Helsel.'
As a parent of anunserved '

severely disabled son,
Robin, I have been a

volunteer with United Cerebral

Paley Associations, Inc.
for over twenty -five

yeark smd,am currently chair-

peflon.,of UCPA's
Governmental Activities Committee.

I have been a former

chairperson of the Ohio Developmental Disabilities
Planning, Council and cur-

rentlk em hhe director of the University
Affiliated Venter for Haien Develop -

sent at Ohio University.

My son, Robin, is a your
multiply disabled by cerebral palsy, mental

retardation, and epilepsy. H
typical of many persons to

whom we refer as ,

developmentally disabled, and
is the reason that I

worked hard in 1959 and

1970 in advocating foz thees lishment of the Developmehtal
Dliabilities Act.

N United Cerebral Palsy
Associations, Inc. is pleased enthusiastically to

A
endorsell.R. 11764, the "Developmental Dietbilities

Act Amendments of 1978."

We are honored that you
have proposed legislation

based on recommendations of

most of. the organizations
associated with the Consortium

Concernstrcitrh The

Developmentally Di,sabled (CCM).
These recommendations

grim out of months and

months of deliberations in
the private sector. In June, 1977 the national presi-

dents, es(ecutive directors,
governmental act

ties chairpersons, and govern-

Mental activities directors of UCPA, the lapsy Foundation of America, the

National Association for Retarded Citizens
the National Society for Autistic

Children met and agreed on a conceptual framework
ler extending the DOlegis at104

This was followed by a CCDO Washington staff
issuePaper, a follow-up meetiri in

Sept r, 1977 of.EFA-NARC-NSAC-UCPA gayer
tal'activities volunteer and Jiff,

a fi alited staff
issue paper on October 20, 197 and finalized Proposed language

'for newel of the DD Act on
January 25, 1978. Since then, ten national organi-

zatid whttt participated in the CCDD negotiations have
endorsed the proAsal '

now known AIH.R.'11764.

This CCODproCess
demonstrates one of the true

accomplishments of the VD

program - cooperation. By highlighting the
common. needs of persons with severe '

disabling conditio a
originating in childhoo4, the

DD program has encouraged close

working relationsh ps between orgalizations-of_consumers,,parents,
volunteers, -

professionals, ser ice providers,
advocates, and state 13overnment officials. The

DO prograM symbol es this new spirit of cooperation.
H.R. 12764 proposes modifi-

cations which wil make the program more viable
both at state and federal leNls.

Other than th efinition of
developmentaT-Aisability,itielf, there, is little

new UCPA can jay, Mr. Chairman, that has
not already been conveyed to you. Our

Washihgton office. director was
e4riMary draftsman of both the October 20, 1977

staff lasue paper and January 25, 1978
proposed legislative language which you

have already reviewed.
UCPA's testimony will

concentrate on three fundamental

areas:
s

1) -The Definition of
Developmental Disability

2) The Planning/Service Relationship

(

2
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l) The Role Of The State DDCouhcil
.- ..;

Ad a director of what vs
noe,releto .

.

as a "university affiliated :program."
. .

31661d like to say thai.I particularly endorse Sedi410i'of H.14. 11764 tpagea.ld-

21 of She B1115 which amends the DAP prograd. Thi nclupion of a national_ UAP '1

)etandarde of excellence' will encourage closer service-training-research linkage
aissionpstatement and' the requirement thataill UAPs meanatioually - profiulgil

throughout the nation..'
, A

.,

r

"r

THE DEFINITION OF DEVELOPE Al. 0191BITIE' '
i

/----
-, S --

.

...
.

.

Mr. Chairman, UCCA has actively sup ed traevolut.12v6TITAZdevelopmental

disability" concept, which targets attep n on tElose severely disabled-,persons

whose handicapping,m4Bdition occurs early 4.ri life. We have long mainvaine that

without deliberate ift6ecific service thou', this'popdlation goes u vdr,-

" The

i
relopmentally ditabl lation is charact b factor o 'Maly.

' 417P

onset of disability, severity, 41 g coed onsjaand^rleilect.
.

As result of the early ones factor; individuals s disab d he substantial

difficulty compensating for sir disabilities because ck prior experiences

of normal growth and dein, at, These persons quire a tiplicity of compre-

hensiVe services requirin individual, family, professional attention. This

'target population has h torically been neglected.y'existingaeneric service
systems - they traditio ally reside at home or ie segregated Institutions and are

too difficult to serve
specific goal-orient61, time-limited programs such as

Vocational Rehabilitation. Because of the nature of Uteri disability, many persons

AO are develormentally disabled havl experienced
discrimination which diminishes

their quality of life. .

e

.

UCPA is proud that we have been in the forefront of advocating a functional

orientation to the problem of severity of handicap and developmental disibiiities.

In its 1969 and 1970 Congressional testimony on DD UCPA emphasized the functional

similarities between mental retardation, cerebral palsy,,and epilepsy. At the,

first nationel conference on developmental disabilities, held in WashiAton, D.C.

in 1972, UCPA publicly declared, the need for a functional definition of develop-
.

mental disability. Thisjadvocacy position has been repeated at every Congressional

at which UCPA hat,"hed the iccaeton to testify since 1972..

. 'MI

V
,I

' In its October, 1977 executive committee meeting, pCPA's National Board of

Directors endorsed, with one objection, the definition of developmental disability

developed by Abt Associates: .

For puiposes of the Developmental. Disabilities Act, a develop-

mental disability is a severe, chronic disability.of a person

which:

1) is attributable to a mental or physimil impa4rment

or combination of mental'and physical impairaRnts;

-2) is manifeit before age 22,

3) is likely to continue indefiitely,

2
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- 4) results in substantial functional libitations -

three or more oS the fallowing areen of major life

activity:

a) self-tine,
a

be receptive and expressive language,

C)-learning,

d) mobility,
416, °

AIA) self-direction,

; f) capecktff for independent living, o

g) economic self-sufficiency; and
'

5) redacts the need for a combination. and sequence of

.

sgecial, interdisciplinary or generic care,treatment

or othdt services which Sr.

a) of lifelong or extended dur(tio'n and
I -

b) individually planned and coordinated

This dafinition rbflects that it is the severity of impairment .*'

and the lahjiterm nature of the' 'ability? and consequent need for multiple ser-

,Vites, nib' y for lifapime, which should be the basis for the definition,.rathor

than etiology of diagnoitic category. "Mental or physical impairment" is intended

'broadly and is meant to include all neurological, sensory, biocherical, intellec-

tual, cognitive and affective impairments. . 4

'The definition that evolved from the Abt Task Force repls the best think-

ing of individuals who' have worked-with the developmentally
disabled'over a long

period of time and hopefully have repository of knowledge and expertise equal

to the,task4t defining the population. The three meetings of the Task Force were

very productive and the definition- represents the best thinking of a majority of

the group.' At should be pointed out that there was no disagreement in the group

concerning functional definition such as the one voted by the majority of the

group. The disagreement was a political one blsed on what would be politically

feasible and administratively possible at this point in time. The majority of the

group felt that ftirther labeling is discriminatory and does not focus on the func-

tional needs of develdPmentally disabled individuals.

THE PLANNING/SERVICE RELATIONSHIP

The. original DO Act recognized that the priority needs of the target popula-

tion varied significantly from state to state and attempted to give states maximum

flexibility to address its needs through a combination.of 'service, planning, and

systemic advocacy activities. In practice, few states have achieved progress in

striking a balance between these various roles, and few states can document how

they have impacted significantly on the service system Lithin the state.

N./



A ORM lopmentel Disabilities Officp (DDO) contract analys7s of fifty-

four 1978 s daionstrates that States have been able to access other

program for needed services. 4T he rate!MF non-DO funds generated be ED

dollars follovse

catigory Mon DD.Dollari Adcessod By DDT

Institutiomal. 3:80rof
$14.60 for slimy $1 of DO Ludas spent

Prevention ofDD .
$13.50 for ivory 11 of'DD &ids spent

T a
.

ationService Coordin
Y, '' $

L.50 f°5 Ow/ Al of, co films spent

Oommu Amy AlternatAves r 1.40 forthrt Al of DO funds spent
t .

Promotion of Standards $ 1.20 tor:1eV(Wy$1 of DD funds spent
. .,

too codcludes that in addition to therequired State matching for

ry 1977, over $2 million or 6% more dollars hivelven spent on OD.

.

. .
.

The 000 stddy identified numerous gaps in services, including individual client

,program coordination (talie management, follow-along, and.ccoidination?, proolthool

1504r aftilt education and training, employment,
identification, and reaidential sir-

Itv Jo/The major program gape identified in the F.Y. 1478 state plans versAein-

d

itu onal/Uatiaiicammunity alternatives, public awareness, adult programs, in-

habilita on plan development, and provision and improvement-.1of services.

Given se gaps, it is interesting to note that over 50% of the states established

goals or deinfitutiamalisation, prevention and early intervention, quality of

sery e, community alternatives, and coordination/sy4tems advocacy.

.

4 R.R. 11764 attempts to continue state planning efforts while reogniiing that

ongoing filling of service gal* *n outcome of pladming, end that significant

ct by the program is most likely
service activities are locused on a limited

number of nationallyAdOntified prior ty areas. In this regard, OM particularly

ceendorsets

Section 11(b)(47(A)(i4C), hold-harml provision

to insure state receives a iour planning

loca0521 than t awarded for this cal year.

(2) section 11()(2)(C): targeting the filling of state

se Ce gi,10s epecifically on "individual client manage-

4OXViCOS,. "infant development services, "alter-'

vs community living arrangement services, " nd

r "nonvOcational social-developmental services:

41CPA fully supports the definition, concept and priority given to "individual

'client management services:" however, in this era of elf-actualization and inde-

pendent living objectiVes we prefer to see the
management idea replaced by the'

coordination concept.

An individual client program coordination
ervite attempts to assure a Qom,

prehansive continumeiof services by providing consumers
with accitss to existing

service systemi. The prone*s involves the dual concepts of follow-along (providing

for a continuing relationship with the client on a lifelong basis if necessary,

for the purpose'of assuring that changing needs are
recognized and appropriately

o

q.

t

'
28-568 0 - 78 - 14

.
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met) Shd coordination
(procesi by which responsibility fdr

implementation of the

client's individuei,program plan IA established). A developmentally disabled

person), has several case managers.
What b acks is somebody to'develop a systemic

approach to services and assume redtionsibi i for following the individual along,

adyocatbdrwhere necessary on.histher behalf, r the rest of the consumer's life.

Asilie design a system to
encouragistitution ization and prevent unnecessary

institutionalization, we should loo k. individual lent coordination as

the gatekeeper:

The DDO study.alseideritlified
lack of funds for program expanslo (over 5011

of the states) as a major battier to a state'sabilitAto have a sign/ cant im-

pact on services. for this reason, ()CPA strongly endorses U Section 31 increases

in state authoetiation levels.

Lastly, there was one CCDD recommendation dropped in .R. 11764 whichUCPA

e believes should be restored in
order to grant states a li e more flexibility in

,the service area. UCPA suggests that Section 11(b) of the bill be ndea to in-

elude a new subsegtion (8):

"provides for an additional service
category chosen by

the.state council ifthe state can document .to the

Secretary that service priorities in Section 11(b)

(2)(C) are fully met in that state."

THE ROLE OF THE 'STATE DD COUNCIL
o .

1.

Those of us associated with
the'volpntary movement in this nation firmly be-

lieve in thi necessity of private-citizen
advisory aneleto monitor and influence

the operation 4of governmental agencies. The principle of,open government neces4-,

'gates meaningful input by parents and consumers.

mechanism of the Developmental fhaabilities Planning4couneil with the

respired representation from state' agencies serving the.RandicapPed, voluntary

with the handicapped, plus consumers
adt parents, has had many

a -off benefits. The Council meetings have become
forums where state agency

personnel can interact productively
with staff from other state agencies serving

the developmentally disabled. These public agency representatives
ilea are con- '

fronted with representatives of voluntary agencies serving' the handicapped and

with consumers themselves.
Together'these representatives have learned to address

problems to coordinate efforts, and
to appreciate the impact, or lack of impact,

their programs .have on peisions with disabilities.

DD Ciglcil activities have had a
therapeulie effect in the'relationships among

the voluntary agencies as well. Prior to DO, voluntary agencies were frequently

in competition for attention and funds, both at the federal' and state levels.' DD

has clarified the advantage to the voluntary agencies and the clients they serve

of coordinating efforts, and
sometimes even joining forces in order to launch new

programs. !

Some State DO Councils are Successful modets for
effectively influencing the

allocation of generic resources and
changing the behavior of major statewide

delivery systems. All State douncus have the
potential for encouraging state=.

agency interaction in order more fully to'integrate system delivery. UCPA strongly

endorses the propbsed- State Council
responsibilities outlined in Seotion 12 of the

bill.

%.

2 I
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q The DDO Study documented that nearly 2/3 of the statee cid% coordination of ±.

Services as a barrier to service provilsion. The DDO contract study concluded

i eare inadequate due prineilially to thd lack of interagencY.,that'"the
t oontiimour.services

for persons with developmental disabilities

either do not
Okexi

"

Dollannibationl"twer 70% of Stem Council activities involved service coordination

ihd improvement of the service ex stem. ItA'is important to note-that appreximately

CA of the tunas for State DD coordination activities were
provided by other sources.

*
, .

bLast17,°UCPA has undereWhea, significant internal changes over the past fee

years predicated on a commitment to ensuring consumer involvement at every level

of our organization The establishment of a Consumer 411cUivitias Committee staffed

bf diekblbd parsons a standing committe% of the national bgard of direr

itteitS to our c .. OCPA is thus very pleased to see Section 12 qufte

that "St.least one-. "lithe State DD Council membership; shall be persons with

developmental disoil s r with a milder form of such disability.4

CaNCLUSION

Mr, Chairman, we trust you will recall tNe enthusiastic applause you received

last April, during your keynote speech /*ids* UCPCs annual conference, when you

stated that 4

ill need renewal next year bx May 15, and

I want !`you to know that our 'committee will address it-

self [to it /. We will reet,the deadline. We will ex-

tend the legislation by May1.1S of next year."
.)

UCPA commends'your el.ncerity and yiiir keeping of this pledge., Our nation's

citizgmE with development disgbilities are deeply indebted to you. Thank you.

C,
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you so much. Thank you for being here. That

is a second call to the floor for a series of votes. It will take about 2Q
minutes, I am afraid. I might say to witnesses wl.vo -.are to some, if,'
you could be looking-over your statements so that you could have the
highlights underlined to give us quickly. We want to get to everyon\
this afternoon,-but we have a whole page of witnesses still.
i e` If you can do that for us, it will be helpful. The committee will'
stand in recess for 20 minutes.

[Brief recessei ''.

Mr. CARTER [presiding]. The subcommittee will come to order.
Ms. Akerley, .

STATEMENT OF MARY S. AKERLEY

Ms. AKERLEY. Mr. Carter, I am very happy *to be here. My name is
M4ry.A.kerley. I live in Maryla d . I am a mother of a 12-year old
WiNhas autism. So, I have the rie pective of a consumer in peaking'
on deve1 e5pmerttal disabilitis. .

in. addition, for the last 2 years, I have been a member of the
Maryland State Council on Developmental Disabilities, not as a con-
sumer but as provider. I am the assistant executive director of a pri-
vate, nonpi,ofit agency serving handicapped people. We serve over
300 peoplefall with varying kinds'ndisabilities.

So, when I hear that we must be very precise in the definition and '

spell out exactly who isin\cluded and who is not, Txtm not entirely '

sympathetic with that. I think we have a very good service program
where we are able to integrate people with various kinds of disabili-
ties according to service needs and know that works.

I AM also an active member of 'Me Consortium Concerned with the
Developmentally Disabled. Obviously, I am very happy to enthu-
siastically support. your bill, to support it as an individual and as a
spokesperson for the National Society for Autisic Children. I, too,
will condense my remarks and I will from tune to time respond to
some of the things that have been said earlier, particularly remarks
that were made this marring.

I believe. I share the Chair's impatience with the administration
and their desire to defer any kind of substantive action on this legis-
lation. 'Clearly, we need a developmental disabilities program. You
have heard that theme since yon started at 10 o'clock this morning.

I think we need some changes in it. It is not a perfect program.
We who have been working with it as providers and as consumers at

.1 State and national levels have been able to pinpoint what some of the
problems are. We have been able to devise renewal legislation that.,
addresses t h ese. p robl ems.

Then, to hear the administration say, "We need to know what .must
be done," and that is a direct quote, I wrote it down when the Com.-
missioner said it, and in the next breath say. that, The service needs
are similar" makes one wonder what one is really hearing.

Obviously, nothing in this bill is going to hurt anyone. So, why do
we need to be so fearful of tightening up the program and making
some substantive changes? . /
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We were also asked this morning to address ourselves to S. 2600
and I will be happy to do that.

It is a beautiful bill. It looks like a Christmas'tne. However, I
amildraid therb will not be enough power in the house to light all the
lights on the tree. The levels of funding called for in the bill are
exciting; the services called for, are exciting. One need$ only to loOk
at the history of funding of the DD program to know that inspite
of all that excitement, nothing is going to happen. ' . .

There is no way that once beyond, ypu :control or the subcomMit-
tee's control that you can *ire thei,Ie;i: i;;uf 'f &ding. I do not think
a bill that calls Sor a vastly Axterride4 itaiOn and this whole
'smorgasbord of services is.lifi `way. to e-needs of our people.

Our p#pple are the iiiredest to serye d the most expensive to
serve. When the money run$ ShiartAthey be the ones underserved:

The points that we make iti'lltir,. pre red stateinent are four, and
I will highlight them. One is the deft ition. The,second is the com-
position of -State council. The third is the protection 'and advocacy
system and the ourth is the issue of targeting.

Mr Relative to t e definition, you May have picked up that the Autistic
rs su orting the majority report. They have formally en-
tit.

Mr iairman, r was here 3 years ago. Then I was the fulture presi-
...., dent.of the Autistic Society. You chaired the hearing. Wd were talk-

ing about the same issues. I think it was thd same room. The only
di fferencewas at that time autism was not included.

My memory is not so short that I cannot remember what it was like
to be excluded from a system that could have helped my child and
other children like him. I could not in conscience sit here today and
support a definition that, would do that to other children. I think it
is very interesting that menthe* of our board in voting last month
on this definition made exactly the same point.

You Werf kind enough 3 years ago' to compliment me about my
testimony. I thiqk you probably remembered some, of the points I
made because I lern told that you referred to them in the markup
session. I asked then, and I am going to ask it again, how we can
decide to serve a child with a certain set of needs because he has
brain damage and turn our backs on his peer with the same needs
because that child has spinal damage. -

Those kinds of decisions are unethical. They are based on the power,
the political power, and the sophistication of the advocates. They
are not based on equal right to care. So, I would suggest. to the sub- .
committee that they support the majority definition.

I know the minority report says the listing of disabilities is simply
to give examples. They are touchstones for us. They said that in 1970
and my kid did not get served until 1976. So, I really cannot go along
tith, "These are just examples." s

People do not read them that way. They look and they say, "This
is the prescription .'" The niOre firmly you include certain disabilities,
the more firmly you exclude the ones that are not mentioned. I think '-
that is a real danger with the minority report. Philosophically, they
are certainly very, very similar.
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s I was sensitive to the comments of the people who spoke on the

riiii?ority report and I would just like to say that. Stif the ate of tC;

Wisconsin has to ).eview all its laws; that is too bad. All the people

. with spina bifi a and osteogenesis imperfecta, will be affected. And

Wisconsin can view its law with a computer:
' Relative to the composition of the councils, we are certainly very

pleased to see the evolution of our thinking as is reflected in this

legislation: One point that has not been addressed toddy 4at I feel
is very important is the composition of the national council.

\ , The bill, of course, recommends an expansion of the ex officio
members.-,We think this is important; It reflects the changes that .-/

section 504 is making in agencies beyond HEW. Vie think this will

) lower the barMers to service, not just for the DD population, but for

all the handicapped. We will have those people working, with us in

redesigning their programs. 4

We would like to call the subcommittee's attention to a technical
omission in the bill and it-is the Consortium's fault. I will say that
in public and for the record. The provision that the secondary con-

sumers on the State councils, that is the parents or relatives, include

--, someone who is The relative of an institutionalized person is not in-

cluded in the language on State/councils, and it pMould have been

Now that was left out of the consortium dratt'. I looked back over

it and-saw it, and we apologize. We ask that you restore the language

that you have for the national council td the sectibn on State councils.

I would like to say a word about the P and A systems. We are cer-

tainly not looking to programmatic changes. Those systems have been

active only 6 months. They are awfully important. People with de-
velopmental disabilities have legal needs that are not quite the same

as the so-called normal population because there are a lot of legal
and ethical issues that surround service to them that do not obtaih
for.the rest of the population, so that theyo

need a strong system to
-

look after their rights.
P and A systems coulfkbe that if they had adequate funding. Yet,

no one has mentioned it, so I will take the liberty of doing so, that

the HEW guidelines for these systeTs create a potential "catch 22"

in that they rtquire the P and A systems to seek out their own sources

of additional continuing funding. I do not know any P arid A system

that is overstaffed. I do not know anyoa that has a fundraiser on its

staff. .

What' this means is that the director of the,system, who hopefully

was selected because he or she was a good advocate, is going to divert

some of the advocacy time to fundraising. I, think that is harmful.
I hope we are not back here 3 years from now to hear the P and A

systems criticized because they did not do enough advocacy.
So, I think it is awfully important that the funding at the Fed-

eral level be itaised. Certainly, the levels in this bill are an absolute

minimum. I
Finally, I want to talk about targeting because I know that has

become rather controversial. We know some people feel the recom-

mendations of targeting by age and service categories are very limit-

ing and that it is taking away from the State's rights. I do not feel

` that that is quite true.

2!
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First of all, we have neveer had the promised eialnation. We were.
concerned about this and felt targeting might assist in a sane eulu-
ation of this program, if you could sharpen the focus of it, have
national goals, and,-tie in State service priorities to those goals.

Right now, the State can pick any kind of emphasis, pick froma
menu of 16 services and pick the one it wants. We think the targeting
will take care of that.

We also would like to point o ut that the- areas for targeting are
very broad. They still give the States a lot\of flexibility and they do
all lead to deinstitutionalizIttion-..We feel tht targeting by age 1;611
satisfy another criticism that the program is duplicative, Fay, of the .

Vocational Rehabilitation Act of-Public Law 94-142 because delib-,
erately this bill says, "14; we are going to help the people who are
not covered now by existing systems for the handicapped." -

In summary, Mr. Chi' an and Mr. Carter, our organization is
most appreciative, of you* interest4 and support for thi rogram.
It has meant a lotto our sons unddaughters. We appr late 'your
sensitivity and responsiveness to their needs. -

Thank you for sponsoring H.R. 11764 and for giling us this oppaT-
turtity taispeak on ?t.-

[Ms. Akerley's nt follows :j
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STAMM. ON H.R. 11764
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Mr, Chairman and Mottara alt the S4toommitteege , 4 ,

.1 .

' I as Mary Akerley, I past Pxee eat of the National Society for
Autistic Children and the'mother of a welve-yekr.old eon with autisi. For
the last twill ',para..' have beam a nrOvider member ef the liaryland Develop..
mentai. Rkimalities-Council (I am the Assitamt ExecIlive Director of a pri-
vatb,non-profit service &grimy for the handicapped)! so I hate the advan,.
tags of several perdpectives on DD. I

I as also as actiee member of the ConsortiuletCon)erned,wfilt the Db4lop-,
mentally Disabled, representing ?MAC on that body. .Obvioully I at ipdi-.
victual, and as NSAC'e spokesperson, enthusiastically seppert H.Rp11764 and
apprecite this opportunity to advise the Subcommittee of our views bn DD
rodemal: t

.-
'

.0,
.

At. its recent winter sZeting,'th'e koalli of DiractOl-s of the National
eociety, forally endorsed both the CCDD reneWal aroposal and the Abt majarity
reportml.hp definition of developmental disability. :Our position ha:} always
been Vat a non-catty rriceldtfinition which retaiodf the concepts of early
onset and chroideity, and not onlitretained but emphasized. the concept eir:.
severity, _would be merdOreclee its well as Sore eluiable than The pteeent
defiqttion, tr.gpairaan, some three years ago I appeaied before this SubY
coalittee, re resenting the same organization, to testify on'the same sub-
jest. The big difference between today and that earlier hearing is that,
1ack then, autism was iiot, officially recogni7.ed as 'an,eligibledisabiliIi,
my memory, is not so short that I have forgotten whbt it was like to be ex-
cluded from a system that could helli'my cb,ld an4 others like his:

'And if your memory is as long as mine - and .1 suspect it is - you Say
remember some of the things I said three years ago. 'You wbre kind enough,
to compliment my statement after the hearing, and I am told you made reference
to my points stout the definition during the mark -up senaions. Iasked then
how one could decide to serve some physically handicapped children solely,
because their impairments resulted Area brain damage and simultaneously ex-
clude other childrin whose needs were virtually identical because their
.handicaps came from, darated spin'4S.. I said such thinking was .st tyat in-
efficient becaue it led to either dual service systems or, mare 144.0y. to
lack of services for some; at worst it was unethical because it mvOr'peuple
would be served on the Innis of the politi,1 power and sophitic,ion of

- their advocates, rather than on the basia offtheir egoil ribht to care.

Clearly; you. and other members, not only of this Labcoamlttee, but of
the entire COngress, were sensitive to thin ipj,t.ine lecauae, while you

-mandated the inclusion of a\tism, you went b.yond that to require an An-
partial study of the definitIon. I wan a amber of th Tent Porch that

Clethc4red fo the Vdtre.,,,,tr ViAl. r t,. r 1:lderry wolh tow 1. ,,,hr, ref i t drld

4

..1
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literally - agonized over
the formulation of a

definition that would insure

fairness to'a very specific population; those whosadevelopment
was so 15".

pairedby,,internal factors
that they would

require multiple services through-

out their lifetiies.
It is to the credit'of

the Task.Force that, despite

almost no representation
for conditions not

included in.the present defini-

tion.(of the forty-seven
members, only four could

be viewed as representing

the "outs"),
thdAmajority were able to ignore parochial concerns and'reconmend

wording that got to the essence of who
it is we are trying to help.

With all due respect
to you, Mr. Chairman,

I do not believe the Abt

Task Force's
recommendation is a "relatively significant

expansion" of the

present definition,
at least as regards to numbers. Rather, by clarifying

the issue of severity,
the Task Force offset

any increases due to the removal

of categoricallimithtions.
At present, because

the crutch of diagnostic

categories is available,.the
level of severity is not universally considered

in.implementation strategies;
In other words, DD is presently regarded as

for ell those who have retareation,
cerebral palsy,, epilepsy or..autism,

which was not the
original intent any more

than it is the present intent.

The functional approach
taken by the Task

Force does, of course, relish

us of the horror
of having to make arbitrary distinctions

between etio4tgles.

In thet,_ it is a "relatively significant
expansion," Mr. Chairman; you are

right,- And for that very
reason, it is the definition Congress should adopt--

-1

The changes recommended
in the composition

of the Councils.,e_ National

and State - underscore
the DD focus on

multiple services end-On consumer

involvement.
Both reflect a

welcom4voretiofi in
thethinkirig of thoSe who

make decisions
affecting the handicapped.

Thespecific inclusion on the

National Council of federal administrators
beyond liLA programs illustrates

the effect Section
504 has had, andJihould

facilitate rapid elimination of 4

barrierleto the use of geleric'sqrvice programs
by not just the deyelopmentally

disabled but by all handiCapped citizens.

The refinement of the definition of
handicapped consumer

members of

Councils in official recognition that
a'disability in and of itself does

not preclude a
person's assumption of

social responsibility,
for h %mself

and for his peers.
It is an acknowledgement

that, whenever possible, dis-

abled persons are
their own best advocates;

while simultaneously
insuring an

equal voice for those often bypassed,
and giving that

.voice to those most

qualified to speak in it.

We do need here to call the Subcommittee's
attention to a technical

omission in tho
section on State Councils.

The seco
consumers on those

Councils should include
at least onp representative of institutionalized

population.
Not only are their

service needs and service delivery mechanisms

somewhat different
from those of disabled

persons in.the
community, thoy are

the disabled most.
vulnerable to abuse and to abridgement of

their le e141 and

human rights.
Moreover, much

representation is consistent
with the mandate

for deinntitutionalization
and institutional reform.

Therefore, the 10.tional

Council requirement
that, of the consumer

representatives for the mentally

topairei, at least one be the immt,diat
relative or guardian of an inatitu-

tionalieed person should
be addadTAle the

relevant section on State Councils.

0
411. (.;
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-. -1,Xtreviewiqg the draft the-C4Miortinm submitted to the Subcommittee, \

we did note _that the
oaissiCiwassagag we apologise .for that, and aft that .

-Y- the wording, "et.leali one of whom is the immediate rat1;400(guariLusog
Ma institutiolialised person with a developmental dims be added to

Section 137 (6) of the billAfterthe words "mentally impairing developmental.

disabilities" (page 28, line 14).

Valle no prop:lunatic chanies are suggested for the Protection and Ad-

vocacy systems, we do wish to emphasize their importance in the lives of de-

velopmentally disahled persons. There are legal and ethical issues concerning

the rights of the developmentally disabled
and their families which are by

no Means clear-cut, and which are very different fros those affecting "normal"

people, particularly when one is confronted with cognitive and judgemental

impairments. Clearly, puhlic'advocates with both a knowledge of law and a

sensitivity to the effects of disabdItty are needed to protect this popula-

tion and insure their equitable treatment.

We therefore urge the Subcommittee to retain the increased authoriza-

tion levelelorl, & A 'Osten. in H.R. 11764. the P & A program is, as you

know, onlyAkat'aptting underway.
These systems have been operating only

six manthsi most are already concerned Mith future funding. Unfortunately,

c the RIEN Guidelines created a potential "Catch zr for the P & A systems by

requiring they to seek out sources of continuing support. No P &A system

is.overstaffell none,to my knowledge, includes a fundraiser. Hence, the

.- Director,. who was - hopefully - selected for his or her advocacy skills,

is going to have to devote some time to raising money, tine that therefore

'cannot be spent on advocacy.
I hope that, three years from now, we will not

be hearing the P & A syatems criticized because they.,Oidn't do enough advo-

cacy. The realistic authorizations of H.R. 11764 (if realized) will,alle-

elate thdt'dilemea considerably.

Finally, NSAC wiehes.to addreis the issue of "taYeting." We are aware

that there is some feeling thatspeeifying
certain ag groups an having

priority and limiting the allowable services to the four mentioned in H.W.

11764 is too restrictive, that it takes avay from the flexibility the states

, presently enjoy under DD. However, we are also.aware.that there is even

stronger feeling - some of it in official circles - that theprograa has

never been properly evaluated,
and probably cannot be as it is presently

.

,
.

designed.,

Targeting by age and service will give the DD program needed focus and,

by virtu( of that focus, a basis for evaluation. At present, states may

choose one orteeveral areas of emphasis from a menu of eixtuNkservices

without any reference to nationalAs or priorities. Consequently, the

kind of comparative data (both i
,interstatel-needed for evaluation

is virtually unobtainable. Stet onal.objectives and tying localir
effort.sAe them will give the entire program a cohesiveness that is ppeaentiy

lacking; This will be achieved without any real loan of local optionu be-

cause the four priority
categories are brOad enough to permit a wide range

of services, no matter which one is selected. And. despite our emphasis on

' '

. N.
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serviceit we 40 support the provision which permits
e cute to continue

its planning efforts at the present level..

Targeting by age will eliminate the possibility
duplication of service;

even with P.L. 94-142 and
the 1973 Rehatdlitation'dmmt,ents we need DD, and

the new language insdres that those not ,covered by th -jor service legiala- ,

tidn for the handicapped would receive. neededattcdt.ln.

In summary, Hr. Chairman, the Rational
Society rc: Autisticihildren

is very aparsciatiye of your interest is awl support for this program, which

hem meant db such to oug idns and daughters. We appr,late your eensitivity

and responsiveness to thil,rneeds.' Thank yob for sr, ,,,ring H.R. 11764 and

for gifing ns this opplictunity to speak on it.

a

$
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Mr..Roonis. Thank you, Ms. Aker ley. We are pleased to have you

with us.
Mr. Flannery.

OTATEXENT OF LEO FLANNFJitY

Mr. Fuorrizaz. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Leo Flannery. Iam from Florida. I am pleased to be speak-

ing today on behalf of the Epilepsy Foundation of
It is the foundation's position that the developmental bilities

program is the most effective-,instrument for promoting the elivery

of comprehensive services that has appeared to date for people with

ePilePTf
As tne national grassroots voluntary agency concerned with epi-

lepsy and as a member of-the Consortium Concerned with the De-

velopmentally Disabled, the foundation strongly supports H.R. 11764.

-It is the foundation's position that many of the changes in the re-
neival legislation will bring.about substantial progress in the planning
and provision of services to the developmentally disabled.

Mr. Chairman, I know first hand what epilepsy means. Four of my

five children have.myoclonic seizures, a very serious and, in our case,

degenerative form of epilepsy. My wife and I have devoted the past

decade In trying to bring out ehildre,ns' seizures under control.

As yo'il may recall, Mr. Chaifman, your office arranged for neuro-

logical evaluations of fonz of my children' at the National Institutes

of Health.
At that' time, the medical gommunity did not feel that there was

too much that could be done. I also know first hand what the De-
ielopmental Disabilities Act has meant 'to persons with epilepsy. I

was a charter member of the Florida Developmental Disabilities
Council as well as the first president of the Florida Epilepsy Founda-

tion. I have seen the developmental disabilities program in action,
and I know what it has meant for people with epilepsy in Florida.

Before epilepsy wat included in the Developmental Disabilities

. Act, people with seizure disorders were, a neglected population in
Florida, as they were in most other States. -

But once it became included in the 'act,.epilepsy had a forum
through which the needs of this peptilation could be brought, to the

attention of. State officials. A statewide conferenceonn epilepsy was

conducted, funded with DD dollars, which pointed out some of the
really glaring deficiencies and oversights in the State's human serv-
ices program as they related to persons with epilepsy:

As a result of this conference, the secretary of the department of

health and rehabilitative services in Florida authorized a task force
composed of public and private agencies, as well as consumers, to

iprepare a 5-year action plan for epilepsy n the State.
The plan was subsequently developed, and many of its recominenda-

tions have been implemented. I should like to mention just a few of
these. Because of the plan which DD made possible, over one-half

million dollars in annual title XX and State Match funds have been

obtained, beginning with the year following the completion of the

plan.

)
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Training programs were implemented immediately for vocational
rehabilitation counselers, thus creating specialists in epilepsy rehabili-
tation in each region of the State.

Guidelines for teacher training in epilepsy were created and proc-
essed through the State department of education into all standard
teacher training curricula in the public schools.

Administrative guidelines for drivers' licensing for persons with
epilepsy were drawn up which included provisions for due process.
There was stimulation of many innovative community service pro-
grams, including a long-awaited seizure clinic in West Palm Beach,
which not only serves Palm Beach but some of the outlying counties.

I could continue, but the bottom line was that the problems of
people with epilepsy were given special focus and attention for the
first time.

Mr. Chairman my point here is simple. By naming epilepsy as a
developmental distitility, focus was at last given to a population
whose needs had been long overlooked. And I feel sure that you will
appreciate that it is because of the progress that has been made,
largely as-a result of the Developmental Disabilities Act, in identi-
fying the needs and providing for the services necessary to the person
with epilepsy, that we are most anxious to see this disability'llipAtinue
to be identified in the renewal legislation.

I feel that our experience in Florida and similar experiences across
the country suggest several points :

First, if the Congress decides that the act should be expanded and
strengthened, then the additional populations to be served should be,
identified so that they may receive specific attention, as epilepsy did
in Florida.

Second, if this is done, Congress should authorize and subsequently
work to assure that appropriations are actually made and that they
are sufficient to meet the additional needs of an expanded population.

The Epilepsy Foundation of America recognizes that there are a
significant number of people 'who have needs similar to those of indi-
viduals who currently meet the categorical definition of develop-
mental disability.

For this reason, the foundation's board, of directors has unani-
mously endorsed the minority report of the National Task Force on
the Definition of Developmental Disabilities. It was the position of
the 11 signers of the minority report that the definition of develop-
mental disability not be based on the rather vague and all-encom-
passing phrase "mental or physical impairment."

They urged rather that the existing categorical disabilities named
in the act be retained, with a strong emphasis that other individuals
whose impairments require services similar to those required by the
disabilities named in the definition should also be served.

This approach would meet the need to serve those who are not now
diagnosed as developmentally disabled but who have similar needs,
while continuing to -focus on the special needs of the DD population,
needs which the Congress has repeatedly recognized in the drafting
and renewal of this legislation in the past.

To summarize, the Developmental Disabilities Act has wrought
significant benefits for a long neglected and underserved population.
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It' has also created 'a climate in which their needs are finally being

rec+rized
by State planning bodies.

Epilepsy Foundation of America is pleased" with the progress
made to date and- believes that, with the modifications proposed in
H.R. 11964, this progress can be significantly accelerated. -:

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mx. Rooms. Thank you, Afx. Flannery, for being here. I am glad

to'hear that your children areikoiei,,g.wia,.better.
Mr. FLANNERY. Thank you.
Mr. Rooms. I think you have given us very clearly the points yOu

want the committee,to have. We will go over tlieni carefully: As we
draft, if we have questions we may come back to you for your advice.
Thank you for yqux presence here. It has been most lielpful to the
committee. t

Mr. SMITH.. Plink S-ou, Mr. ChairMan.
Mr. ROGERS, Now, we hive a panel representing the University-

Affiliated Facilitks. Dr. Phyllis Magrab, president of the American
Association- of 'University Affiliated Programs and director of the
University affiliated program for child developmental disabilities,
Georgetown University Medical School ; Mr. Seldon Todd, executive
director of the American Association of University Affiliated Pro-
grams for the Developmentally Disabled; Dr. Hugo W. Moser, direc-
tor of the jdhn, F. Kennedy Institute, Johns Hopkins University;
Dr. Joan Bergman, director of DESEMO, Center for Developmental
and Learning Disabilities; the University of Alabansk; .-41t1 .Dr..
Richard Shiefelbusch, director of the Bureau of Child; Research,
Univerifity of nsas.

We *elWipll of 'you here. Each cre..your statements will be made
a part of the record in full. If you coirld highlight the points that
have not been covered or have not been made it.would be helpful to
the committee. We still have another panel to go.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OP PHYLLIS_ MAGRAB, Ph. D., PRESIDENT, AAUAP;
HUGO W. MOSER, II.D DIRECTOR, ITAP, JOHNS HOPKINS UNI-
VERSITY, JOHN F. KENNEDY INSTITUTE; MA* a BERGMAN,
Pli.- D., DIRECTOR, pESEII0 PROJECT, CENTER FOR DEVELOP-

_ MENTAL LEARNING DISORDERS (UAP), UNIVERSITY OF

ALABAMA; RICHARD SCHIEFELBUSC3i 3 Ph. D., DIRECTOR,

BUREAU OF CHILD RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS; AND
SHELDON P. TODD, TR , EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALL ON BEHALF
OF AMERICAN kSSOCIATION OP UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PRO-
GRAMS FOR THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

Dr. MAGRAB. It is out of my professional commitment to the de-
velopmentally disabled that I am pleased to present testimony today.
Serving the developmentally disabled is not easy. It is a continual
confrontation with our own mortality, vulnerability and ineilitably
our own humanity.

Perhaps it is in this depth of philosophical awareness that we all
are here today to speak out on the proposed legislation.
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My fellow panelists and I are here representing our association
Which strongly endorses your bill and we are delighted to see it come
forward. In particular, we would like to discuss the university affil-
iated program portion of that bill to whiCh others already have
alluded.

The university affiliated program make available practitioners
who can pro ide divfrse and complex services to the developmentally
disabled. W have as our major mission the setting of. standards of
service' for this population through exemplary training of profes-
sional w ers.

The are basically four functions that the university affiliated
pro provides: first ot'all, training; second exemplary clinical
services in support of that training; third, clinical research, and
fourth technical consultation in assisting service agencies and con-
sumer groups.

Because no single professional has all the skills to solve the mul-
tiple problems of the mentally retarded or developmentally disabled,
it was the lvisdom of°the Congress to create interdisciplinary training
programs that incorporate the functional areas of health, education
and social services. Within the university affiliated programs over 50
differgit disciplines actively participate and most programs have at
least a core group of 10 disciplines represented.

The university affiliated program is a national network. This is an
important point because by providing leadership training there is a
viable exchange of training techniques, of innovativeN. service pro-
grams and ,a mechanism for establishing high standdrds for the
quality of.care through this networking process.

The Government in partnership with the academic community
through the university affiliated program over the last 14 years has
worked toward developing an outstanding manpower base and service
delivery program. It continues to be our joint obligation to maintain
these programs i sufficient quality to meet the national needs of the
group that we serve and to continue to maintain standards of excel-
lence through new knowledge and professional training.

I was going to share with you a case example, which I will not
take the time to do now because I think the consumer groups that
have spoken before us have typified the multiple needs of the devel-.
opmentally disabled. The need fort r,gning is dictated by the need
for services of the developmentally digbled individual and his family.

It is the complexity of the needs of this group that implies the.
complexity of the training that is necessary. Professionals, must be
trained in a number of areas, in information exchange, growth and
development, community function, diagnoses and assessment, pro-
ducing change, and interdisciplinary theory and research.

This is a very broad arena. In this broad arena the multiple dis-
ciplines must be integrated in their learhing; otherwise, the learning
becomes fragmentary, isolated and this leads to- fragmentary services.

During the last year at Georgeton University !TAP, which is a
modest size programOnot one of the larger programs, we involved
over 1,4007 students in our training activity with in-depth training
for 200 persons. In relation to this training activity we served over
1,500 patients. This was in support of the training endeavor.
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Besides the training that occurred within our center there was a
strong outreach into the community and this is true across all of the
centers in our- national network. We have worked with judicial sys-
tems in training court workers in handling the developmentally
disabled; we have worked with Head Start and day care teachers in
the tri-State region and have worked with the developmentally dis-
abled in their settings. We have developed a high risk followup pro-
gram that has been extended to community hospitals by replication.
It is this kind of outreach effort that enhances the services that can
be provided to this population.

I now would like to defer to my colleagues who willspeak in
particular to the service areas, the outreach areas and the kind of
traini' that is accomplished through our networking process.

Mr. ilaftliank you; Doctor.

STATEMENT OP HUGO W. MOSER, M.D.

Dr: MOSER. I am Dr. Hugo Moser. I am director of the John F.
Kennedy Institute for"Handicapped Children, which is adjacent to
and affiliated with Johns Hopkins Medical Institution. -The institute
has a 40-bed inpatient unit which serves children with a great variety
of developmental disabilities, including mental retardation, cerebral
palsy, children in for treatment for lead poisoning, children recover-
ing from head trauma, a variety of birth defects, learning and be-
havioral defects, and in a very important way children with autism,
which was a disorder which was first described by Dr. Leo Kanner
at the Johns Hopkins Hospital 40 years ago.

Second, we have a, school program which serves also 40 Rupi14.
These are children from the Baltimore inner city referred by the
Baltimore School System, who remain for 1 to .2 years. The great
majority have then been able to return, to regular classroom settings
within the public school system.

Third, We serve about 4,400 outpatients a year.,So what is so special
and important about all this? One, the numbers. We do serve in a
comprehensive way a large number of children and their families.

Second, we are a part of a large university and teaching hospital,
and I believe Mitt we have had a role as a change agent in shaping
attitudes toward the developmentally disabled child. We do this be-
cause we have a program which combines medicine, eeltication, be;
havioral sciences, social sciences in an equal way, areas which are not
represented as strongly inthe traditional hospital.

We `have made, I believe, a considerable impact on changing the
attitudes toward the developmentally disabled in a great many
health professionals. Our followup program has shown that 80 per-
cent.of the. professionals who have gone through our training pro-
gram have made and continue to make a commitment to serving the
developmentally disabled after they have graduated from the pro-.
gram

Mr. ROGERS. 80 percent, you say ?
Dr. MosEs. 80 percent.

.
A third aspect, which has already been fmpliasized by the others,

is that we relate to the community and particularly to institutional

28-588 0 - 78- 15
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programs. We have placed strong emphasis.oni this. Three of our
pediatrics work on a halftime basis, each at FOiest Haven, which is

the institution for the retarded which serves the District o.f Columbia.

We have a strong working relationship with Rosewood Training

Center near Baltimore. In the latter program we are responsible,

together with the State agency, fcir training direct care personnel

toward more effective programs for their clients. In my writeup I

gave two examples which I will only highlight in the briefest way.

One of the examples refers to an.18-year-old 'woman who had, be-

cause of outstandingly difficultIbehavior, been admitted to Rosewood

Training Center and under ordinary circumstances, I believe, would

have been destined to remain there for the Test of.her life.

- Together with the Rosewood Training Center program, we have

designed a model program, where the young lady spends her days

at Kennedy Institute and the evenings mid weekends at Rosewood.

Her progress has encouraged us to believe that she will be able to

retut o the community.
T kind of approach is highlighted in a very important way by

Dr. Bergman's presentation bf her work in Alabama.
Finally, I want to mention one program -which I think is par-

ticularly important for the developmental disability legislation. This

was a program sponsored by the region 3 Developmental Disabilities

Office, and coordinated by the neurology staff of Kennedy Institute.

In this program Kennedy Institute worked with the LTAF's in the

other five States in region 3 to develop a program in which each of

the clients of residential institutions for the retarded who have seizure

disorders,. approximately 3 out of 10 residents of these institutions

was reevaluated and the seizure disorders were treated.
We found a great many gains in terms of mortality from seizures,

the disability caused by seizures, and the vocational and social gains

made by the individuals. It is our impression that it would not have
been possible to do this without, the Developmental Disabilities Act.

This is because such a- program deonded rip& the cooperation of

the DI) Office, of State agencies, of institutidM staff, and last but

not least the universities. It requires the participation of neurologists,

nurses, biocheniists to measure blood levels of the anticonvulsant
agents, teachers, psychologists, rehabilitation people, and direct-care

staffs. I believe that this was by far the most effective Way to bring

together all these forces and resources for the benefit of so many
clients with "double" developmental disabilities who are residents of

institutions for the mentally retarded.
Thank you. . -

Mr. Roozas. Thank you, Dr. Moser.
Dr. Bergman.

STATEMENT OF JOAN S. BERGMAN, Ph. D.

Dr. BERG31.1ti. I am Joan Bergman, director of the DESEMO proj-

ect. at the Center for Developmental and Learning Disorders, the

UniVersity Affiliated Program at the University of Alabama in Bir-*

mingham..

, )
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Our UAP is also involved in the service and training that my
colleagues are speaking of ; but it is a provision of technical assist-

ance by a UAP and by, in this case, a special project of a UAP that

I would specifically like to discuss with you this afternoon.
DESEMO is an example of a special project offering technical

assistance. DESEMO ha pens to be a product of a very successful

linkage of a State mental lth department, a UAP, and community

programs, and is funded bby developmental disabilities money. It was
first established in order to demonstrate that an interdisciplinary

team of mental retardation professionals, parents, supportive per-
sonnel, and consultants could work together to provide a better qual-

ity of life or individuals whose handicapping conditions were of

such a severity that these individuals required total care.
To see what could be done, we selected 20 severely handicapped

individuals who, at the time we started working with them, ranged

from 7 weeks to 20 years of age. Not one of these individuals was

able to communicate either verbally or nonverbally.
In other words, none had any way of indicating a desire or need

or indeed of showing understanding of anything. All had been found

to be profoundly mentally retarded as measured with standardized
instruments; 10 of these lived in the community and 10 in a State

residential facility.
Those living in the community were not receiving comprehensive

services. Two had some means of ambulating. Several have severe

visual problems and one is deaf. One was tube fed and had no response

to any stimulation. One young man has such severe physical de-
formities that the crest of the pelvis on one side is literally adjacent
to the rib cage on the other side, his hands rest on his forearm. The

enly behaviors exhibited by one is to make rhythmical movements, to

make low-pitched sounds, and to bite at anything that comes into his

reach. .
Several have spent their lives in cribs or crib-like wheeled objects.
Unfortunately, these 20 are representative of individuals who are

found on back wards of institutions and for whom the care routinely
given recognizes in them no human potential. There is little positive

that could be said regarding the quality of life for either these indi-

viduals or thigir parents. .

The 20 were deliberately chosen with a wide range of individual
differences. Although we have provided services to this group, our
resources have not allowed us to provide all of the services these
individuals need. In spite of this, our results are impressive and in

Some ways shocking.
All are now receiving comprehensive services.
At least three are receiving training in a visual communication

system. Two of these each understand over 100 symbols and exceed

our technical ability to transmit their expressive capability.
For six individuals, innovative positioning teclipiques have per-

mitted improved functional abilities awl are, hopefully, arresting

further postural deformities. This has also allowed four to "see" with

their eyes, an experience, previously flenied because of being locked

into a total reflex pattern.'
'

.9:
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Three were found not to be profoundly mentally.retarded. One

very young child is deaf with probably normal intelligence. Two
oldekr teenagers are certainly in the high trainable range and at least

one bf them is probably educable.
It is exciting to see a young person, until recently spending most

of his time in a crib-type bed and categorized and stigmatized as
noncommunicative and profoundly mentally retarded, now sitting
up in an adapted wheelchair, learning a means of communicating
and, recently, cheering on the basketball team of the University of

Alabama' as he attended a game.
What was our purpose in working with these'20 individuals? It

really was not to work just with the 20 but it was to develop methods
which could be ua,d to serve all individuals with the severe handi-
caps of profound mental retardation and noncommunicative ability.
We do not know exactly how many people we are talking about but
it is a large number and, of course, the methods used can be used for
other people besides these who are so severely involved.

But the development of methods is of no value unless some dis-
semination is ac6omplished. Already the techniques developed by the
DESEMO project are being applied in Port low where approximately
1300 individuals reside. They are being used in the State crippled
service programs, in public school programs, and in cerebral palsy

centers.
Requesis for out techniques havegire. n received from many States

and from some foreign countries.
I would like to very briefly give you a few specific examples of

our work. One is that we have uncovered a very serious question. We

have done blood chemical analyses of approximately 700 institution-
alized individuals and the question is: Is the high beta carotene level
found in the blood .-an indication of an unidentified inborn error of
metabolism and, if so, would then .early identification and possible
treatment reduce or eliminate some cases of mental retardation or
are we dealing with a problem which is the result of the form of
food that is so often given to low-functioning individuals?

We have- worked to develop a technique of assessing visual acuity
in infants and have adapted this technique to the 'profoundly de-
velopmentally disabled. As part of the service, we have done vision
function testing of all of the individuals at. Partlow State School
who are considered to be profoundly retarded. This resulted in the
first vision function data on this population.

We have developed a program for instruction in visual symbol
communication.,The receptive .part has been fined and is being

aused now with number of people. Those people range from pro-
foundly to mildly retarded. and from profoundly to not at all phys-
ically. handicapped. Individuals in this program are averaging learn-
ing more than one symbol per session and their retention rates
range from 90 to 100 percent over a period of a year.

This leads to the problem that is mentioned before.and that is that
the devices for expression are not generally available.within the range
of most of the people. They are far too expensive for most of us or
they contain very limited data banks. However, the telephone pioneers

.`d
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of the South Central Bell System are working with us at no cost to
us now, and we expect to have something that will be easily replicable
available very soon.

Simple positionigg-has been a major problem and, again the costs
range upward froff11,000 and those available have not been very
effective. We have now developedinproceis that will soon be available
and the cost will be approximately $50 per person. Our process pro-
vides individualized chair insert for an individual.

These are some of the things we have done and are involvet in. In
general, at our UAP and with our. project, we are effectively carrying
out the concept of technical assistance as our project members work
with people in the field, move in and out of the field as needed, but
do not assume the responsibility for the service provision totally
ourselves.

hi summary, it is my desire to have you and the member's of the
committee be convinced of the necessity of respectfully designating
to certain people the responsibility of providing consultation to
service providers, to planning groups, to service delivery systems and
to educators. Mechanisms for dissemination of information should be
easily accessible and efficient. This is the obvious link between research
and development and service delivery and it must be supported if
there is to be an improvement_ in the -care of the severely develop-
mentally disabled. UAP's across the Nation are in optimal positions
to provide this technical assistance..

I would like to remind the committee that the concept of special
project funding is sound and I believe it should continue. DESEMO,
although hosted by an UAP, requires special project funds.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Schiefelbusch.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD SCHIEFELBIJSCH, Ph. D.

Dr. SCHIEFELBUSCH. The particular part of our testimony that I
would like to develop relates to what we call applied research. That
is a term that could be placed in a number of other categories of
terminology. Notice that my colleague just simply referred to it as
a progranha program fo; children.

We sometimes refer to it as research for children or it might
simply be called application research in the sense that we take the
hest that is known in some particular area of 'Work and because of
our clinical interest and applications would bring* into, the service
domain and have the desire and the tenacity' to keep * rking with
it until we have developed some new feasibility for4he children.

Now, it is this development of new feasibility that interests me the
most. I have for over 20 years directed a research institute that has
focused primarily on the development of new patterns of training
and new environments in which to train' children that had previously
not been trained.

We began work with the lowest functioning children in our State
hospitals. At th ime we began, it was not considered feasible to
teach them Lang ge, to teach many of them to,weaf clothes, how to

) -
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play, how to go to the bathroom and how to feed theMselves. At
times it was almost necessary for us as researchers to take bets with
the carepersonnel of the hospital that it could be done.

I think that history is now almost lost and forgotten, although it
was slightly less than 20 years ago that it was demonstrated that you
could teach 'children at the low end of the functioning ladder to do
many things that qualified them for different kinds of living and
different kinds of environments.

This research I now refer to as a breakthrough in fe sibility. It is
possible now to contemplate deinstitutionalization and ainstreaming
and normalization because-there has been a large f interested
people who call themselves researchers in on a er who got
interested in the problems of doing 'research, t e. T dren.

Now, it has not previously been in our le the develop-
mental disabilities that we specifically iden e h as such.- I
think it is clear to us all that we are concerned at nning of the
developmental disabilities legislation that we tr., . le to do work
with children, that we provide the means for i proved services and
care.

But we did not identify the functioning role of research as such.
We had left that to other people. It is, of course, not accidental that
a large number of research .activities and programs have been car-
ried on but I think we have reached the poinenow, Mr. ChairmAn,
where we shOuld realize that research for children, if mixed with the
other important objectives that we have described, can improve the
feasibility of what we are trying to do and literally bring the fruits
of our efforts to more children that have previously been denied
these service opportunities.

will also allow us to reach improved-patterns of normalizationIt
and community living.

It is, of course, a beautiful thing to say that children should have
the opportunity to live in the least restricted environment that is
feasible for the child. It is good to say that they should live in the

mainstream of life but ,it is not good for a child to live a life in a
Mainstream that he cannot participate in. We still have far to go in
designing programs for training and activities for the children that
will allow them to become more able and more capable. That is still
in part a job for the applied researcher.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Todd.

STATEMENT OF SHELDON TODD, JR.

Mr. TODD. This is really a very important prograrmothe 17AF pro-
gram, and I am honored to be here and I am honored to be associated
with my colleagues.

Mr. ROGERS. I think the committee agrees with you. It is in the
bill.

Mr. TODD. We are delighted. it is ni the bill. The specific features
that are in the bill reflect very much our thinking. We have had ay
expert task force working a year .and one half awl every director of
the program has gone over the recommendations we have developed.

)
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Mn Rooms. Are there any changes in the bill you think are nec-
essary? Should we write in standards for universities?

. Tow. Yes, we are very much in favor of standards for all the

p
. Roans. Is there anything else?

Mr. Toon. We Could recommend that the administrative grant be
designated as a core grant and a minimum funding level of $250
million per grant

Mr. Roams. How much, $250,000 ?
Mr. TODD. $250,000, yes, thank you.
Mr. ROOMS. You frightened me for aininute.
Mr. TODD. That is the recommendation.
Mr. Rooms. A core grant to each ?
Mr. TODD. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. How is it_currently done?
Mr. TODD. The mean core grant is $/9,000 but there is a wide dis-

tribution. The overall program is $68 million and the core grant is
basically fund administration and could relate to do that.

Xi.. Roams. Are there any other changes?
Mr. TODD. No.
Mr. Rooms. It is my understanding that research was going on all

of the time.
Mr. SCHIEFELBUSCII. I did not mean that it was not. I meant if had

been identified as a specific. You see, it is identified in this legislation
in section 121, item 4. It is specifically identified.

I am simply speaking to the fact that we have the technology and
the capability now, and it should be built in as a firm part of the
program.

Mr. Rooms. I agree.
Mr. TODD. Mr. Chairman, we are concerned in particular. with

j applying research findings to the actual delivery of services and it is
applied research on service delivery.

Mr. ROGERS. I understand. Thank you' for being here. Your pre-
sentation and ymir testimony has been most helpful.

[Testimony resumes oh p. 260.]
.[Dr. Magarb's, Dr. Moser's, Dr. Bergman's, Dr. Schiefelbusch's, and

Mr. Todd's prepared statement follow d

("1
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TESTIMONY

on

UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED PROGRAM

R.R.11764

I. TESTIMONY OF PHYLLIS MAGRAB, Ph.D.

My name is Phyllis R. Magrab. I'am Director of the

Georgetown University Child Devellpment Center, Associate

Professor ofPediatriCs, and Chief Pediatric Psychologist at

Georgetown university Medical Center. I am currently the

President of the..American AssociatiOn of University Affiliated

Programs for the Developmentally' Disabled:

/'
I, and my fellow panelists are here y, speak on'the

.University Affiliated Program (UAP) portion of H.R:11764.

I know that this Committee recognizes:

persons with developmental disabilities have unique

needs

personnel serving individuals with developmental

disabilities. must have special training

Congress created the University Affiliated Program in

1963 as the federal investment in making this training
IP

available nationwide.

Today,-46 University Affiliated Progiams (UAPs) provide

a nationwide network of resources to states and which perform
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.
the following functions in an exemplary manners training,

service, technical assistance, and dissemination' of research

findings. EaCh of our panelists will stress the activities of

, the UAPs in one of these areas. Our final panelist will

'summarize the. implications of our remarks for H.R.11764.

It is out of sity.diep commitment to the developmentally

disabled theta am pleased to present testimony. Serving the

'developmentally disabled is. pot easy. It is a continual

confrontatiOn with:our own mortality, vulnerability and

ineVitably, our own hUmanity. I recall hearing Jean Vanier,
-a

a great french humanitarian speak gn normalization' and changing

concepts in residential care. with poignancy he spoke,of work-

ing with the developmentally disabled as a revelation of what

is mankind; as a response to our own conscience, and our fear

1 of suffering and abandonment. Perhaps it is this depth of
s

'philosophic awareness that we all are here today to respond tb

the 'proposed legislation. /

The University Affiliated Programs make available workers "

%5

'Th's

who.canprovide the diverse and complex services the developmentall1

disabled need. UAPs have as a major mission the'setting of

standards of service for the developmentally disabled through

exemplary training of professional service workers. UAls

provide interdisciplinary training of professionals and pare-

professionals; exemplarylitinical services.for developmentally-

',disabled individuals in support of the training mission, clinical

research; and technical consultation in assisting service
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agencies and consubmw groups.

Because no single professional
has all the skills to

solve the multiple problems of. the mentally retarded or

developmentally disabled, it was the wisdom of the .Congress to

create interdisciplinary
gaining prOgrams that incorporate

the functional areas of health, education, and%ocial services.

Oyer 50 diffe(ent disciplines acti,iell, participate in the UAP

training endeavors with a core of over 10 disciplinbs in most

programs. The University Affiliated Programs are unique in

their ability to provide
training leadership and the application

of new knowledgeto di ;ect service systems The UAP'program

conceived of as a national network provides a viable exchange

of optimal training techniques, innovative service programs,

and a mechanism for
establishing high standeids for quality of

care.' The federal government in partnership with the academic

community has over the last 14 years worked towards developing .

an outstanding manpower
base and service delivery system for

this special population.
It continues to be our joint obligation

to, maintain CAP programs
of sufficint quality to continue to

meet the natonal needs of this group and to continue to maintain

standards of excellence thrOugh new knowledge and professional

training.

Our UAP at Georgetown University places.a strong emphasis

on prevention
and early intervention as a part of its service

and training program
providing exemplary methodology that is

broadly disseminated to
the community and lie uAp network.

aP3
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Let as share with you one of my most moving experiences

that'highlights the importance not only of early and skillful

intervent4on, but also vital need for an interdisciplinary

model for training and service. Mrs. G. came to our UAF

program when her daughter was approximately 18 months of age,

havingtbeen told at her daughter's birth that she was a

rubella baby with cardiac problems who would be severely

retarded. Immediate institutionalization.had been recommended.

Af ter 18 months of ambivalence, the family came to the UAP as

a last resort for advice. The child was neither talking nor

walking and had a left-sided paralysi s which was a complication

of an earlier cardiac catheterization. The interdisciplintry

team went to work ing family'status (social work)",

developmental status (psychology, communicative disorders,

physical and occupational therapy), and medical itatus (pediatrics,

neurology). The professionals pooled their information, and

then embared on a coordinated treatment program. Initial

measures included a hearing aid for the previously undiagnosed

hearing deficit, medication'for the previously undiagnozed

seizure disorder and a twister cable brace for the mobility

problem. Language and occupitional therapy as well as counsel-

ing for the family ensured over a 1-1/2 year period. At the

and of that time, based on an interdisciplinary review, the.

child was found to be functioning in the mildly retarded ranges

with a broad vooabulary and full mobility. Now at age 7 she is

in a public school placement for the hearing. impaired, quite

.23.91.1.7,...-
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independent with much language..
Had this child not had the

benefit of this type of inter4isciplipary progralming early in

her life, the initial diagnosis of severe retardation and

institutionalization would have been a self-fulfilling prophecy.

As a result of the interdisciplinary
Management of this

youngster, her potential to live a productive, happy, relatively

independent existence to maximized.
Additionally, the family was

able to benefit from
comprehensive.mervicea inone'facility as well

as an integrated treatment plan. The complexity of this case is

representl-tive of many similar cases we see at the Georgetown UAP and

4W,

points to the need for. model interdisciplinary training programs

and informationidissemination.
Through our interdisciplinary

management program, future
professionals experience an exemplary

service program which establishes a standard for the quality of

service they provide to handicapped
individdals throughout their

professional careers.
.0

The need for training is
implied. by the need for services of

individuals and families such as the G's. The complexity of this

.training is highlighted by the
complexity of these needs.

Professionals must be trained in:

Information-exchange:.

Techniques and principles of obtaini and transmitting information

in a-variety of settings.to clients, lleagues and others.

Growth and Development:

The application of general principles of human growth and development,

both biological and behaviora1;nd major categories of developmental

disabilities.
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Community Functions:.

Community resources, general problem of delivery of health services,

case-finding, and life cycle programming.

Diagnosis and Assessment:

The interaction ith developmentally disabled children and their

families to asses needs and plan, intervention.

Producing_Change:

The major strategies of
modifying behavior through intervention

with clients and families including techniques for producing

change in biological and behavioral aspects of clients.

InterdisciplinaryTheory:

The major group concepts and processes and their application to

interdisciplinary team functioning including major strategies to

modify attitudes and to prevent and ameliorate defensirepostures
i,,,-

:-fk which interfere with interdisciplinary functioning; recogn4ion of

Z-'... functions and distinct and
overlapping boundaries of various

't disolplines.

Research:

Use and critical evaluation
of appropriate materials in the field

of developmental disabilities
including techniques of program

evaluation and research design.

During the last year, the Georgetown UAF, an average size

program, Involved over 1100 students through courses, practicums,

and traineeship placements:
196 trainees, 497 special training

program participants, 274
orlentees, 470 students in academic

course' work. The core course, ,'Developmental Dis101044ties: An.

f .

23 ()
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Interdisciplinary Approach," was attended by over 70 students.

To provide a clinical base for training, some 1,550 patients were

served by the Center: 447 by interdistiplinary teams, 758 by

special projects, 343 in untdisciplinary programs.

Georgetown UAF, besides training and service, provides, in

conjunction with all of its model programs,creative dissemination

of informatiOn. .The infant program for high -risk follow-up and

stimulation has in the last year offered two national symposiums,

generated numerous applied research articles, and stimulated the

development of community replication of our model. Our nursery

program for developmentally
disabled preschoolers has been a

tri-state training arena for headstart and daycare teachers

serving as a model for screening and programming. Materials

for daycare mothers to provide preliminary developmental screening

have been developed as a part of our prevention effort and

circulated through the UAF network. Uniquely Georgetown UAF is

involved on a regional basis in
training juvenile justice workers

in identifying developmentally disabled
offenders - a public

documentary is being developed as a part of the project. These

are just a few examples of how our 1,1AF is working towards providing

better services and better training of'professionals who.serve

families such as the G.'s. It Ls through the combined training

efforts of the national network
of UAF's that we can provide a

broad impact on the quality of care for the developmentally disabled.
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II. TESTIMONY or HUGO W. MOSER, M.D.

My name is Hugo Moser. I am director of the University

Affiliated Program at Johns Hopkins University, the John F.

Kennedy'Institute.

Our program is active in training, service, technical

assirt'ance, and applied research. The Kennedy Institute

serves the nation, the region, the state of Maryland and the

greater Baltimore community. I would like to stress'only one

area: Services as provided by UAPs, using the Kennedy

Institute as jAn examples.

Handicapped personin_the United States have recently

been referred to as "the next minority." Major legislation

enacted by Congress -- including the Rehabilitation Acts of

1973 and 1974 and the landmark Education of All Handicapped

Children Act -- has assured the handicapped child and his or

her family of a rightful opportunity for education, employment

and participation in society.

In such a time, it is increasingly important that the

young handicapped child be provided with the very best of care,

offered by persons who themselves received the very best of

training.

This is at the heart of the John F. Kennedy Institute and
-4F

the University Affiliited Program concept. Working together,

the programs of service, training and research combined

synergistically to improve the well-being not only of today's
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child, but of children yet unborn.

As one of the first University Affiliated Facilitils

constructed under legislation initiated in 1963 (P.L.88 -164),

the John F. Kennedy Institute has become one of the ilost

comprehensive facilities dedicated to improving patient care

for severely and multiply handicapped children and theif

families:

Affiliated primarily with John Hopkins University and

medical institutions, Kennedy is an interdisciplinary facility,

fully committed to advances in patient care, training and

research. It is licensed and accredited by the Joint'

Commis ion on Accreditation of Hospitals.

is worth noting that we stress thekterm "inter-

disciplinary" as opposed to "multidisciplinary". It is our

continuing goal to work together with professionals representing

various disciplines and in a coordinited effort which has one

purpose; better serving handicapped children by viewing them

'
as children with disabilities and not as disabled children. We

also stress the concept of continuity of care. Each child with

disabilities must be helped as necessary throughout his or her

life. It is our belief that service, training, research and

technical assistance are, and must be, interrelated. Let me

give you an example; in our Kennedy School, we have enrolled

a girl whom I shall call Amy. 'Unlike many handicapped children.

Amy was not rejected by her parents. However, as she reached

AA,

211-i611 o - 16
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her teenage years her behavior became literally unmanageable,

and it was with considerable regret that her parents committed

her to Rosewood Training
Center -- an institution for the

mentally handicapped,
where she would spend the rest of her.

life.

Amy is almost 18 years old, yet she functions as if she

were 18 months. She has little self-help skills, and the

activities of daily living which all of us take for granted,

had to be performed for hex by trained personnel. At Rosewood

it was likely that she would have lived among equally handicapped,

getting no better until she died.

Amy is enrolled in our model program for severely and

profoundly handicapped.
She has, 'in less than one year, shown

remarkable progress in
improving her behavior to the point that

her parents feel that she can some day return to their home.

A child like Amy goes through an interdisciplinary

evaluation at the Kennedy Institute, in which professionals

representing some 15 disciplines would offer their opinions.

These evaluations would nbe combined into a thorough appraisal

and recommendations for. treatment.

In Any's case, the first step was to better evaluate

her potential and we did so by treating her as a whole child,

and not looking just at her deficits. This led to a more

realistic assessment of what she could do, including providing

her with a program which she can communicate her wants'and

needs to others.

r-
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By sharing her story in our Ikly confekenpes with

trainees, they too are getting a better understanding of

developmentally disabled people which they will take with them

as leaders in the field elsewhere.

Equally important, we'are working closely'with Rosewood

and with other service providers, offering them technical

assistance in how to deal positively with other Amys -- for

the goal of this specific program, is to develop a curriculum

which can be used nationwide in dealing with children who are

so profoundly handicapped or whose behavior is so difficult to

work with that *y _would normally end up on an institutional

)/

Last year, the Kennedy I4Stitdtd served over 4,400

develonsientally disabled children, either as in-patients, or

out-patients. These clients included children with Cerebral

Palsy, many types of birth defects, Orthopedic problems,

seizure disorders, lead poisoning, inborn errors of metabolism,

learning disabilities, children who had suffered head trauma,

children with behavioral or learning disorders, and children

with autism.

In addition, we worked closely with university and

residential facilities in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

Virginia, West Virgina, and the District of Columbia. We focused

on the needs of institutionalized persons suffering from

seizures or epilepsy, fo'r such persons comprise three out of

every ten parsons now confined to institutions.

ward.



The purpose was to reevaluate the treatment program for

all-patients with seizure disorder, and develop effective

methods of bringing these
seizures tinder control. We are

pleased to note that the
fregaiAcy of seizures did in fact

diminish -- and the people
suffering from such disorders, showed

good progress in terms of social skills,
education and vocational

training.

It is difficult'to imagine separating service from

training or training from research. it iS only in a milieu that

combines these elements,-that
new knowledge can be unearthed

and applied, and then taught to others who will themselves

take lipadership.roles.
And the one who benefits most is that

handicapped child, who has the'same rights that we all do --

a fact we are just now coming to fully realize.

In June of this year we will be conducting a conference

on developmental
disabilities -- discussing future directions

and the challenge of
applying what we know. 'The program will'

bring together a broad rangeoof disciplines from around the

country and will, we hope,Nhe a significant step in sharing

Our knowledge of service '.to others equally
committed to all

rJ

handicapped children.

1.
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III. TESTIMONY OF DR. JOAN S. BERGMAN

I am Dr. Joan Bergman, Director of the DESEMO Project

st the Center for Developmental' and Learning Misorders,

(CDLDI, the University Affiliated Program (UAP) at the

University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.

In both in-house and out-reach programs, CDLD provides

service to individuals who range in age from newbOrn through

adults. Degrees of invOlvement of the clients range from

mild to profound.

Exemplary service programs at CDLD exist primarily

for the purpose of proViding a mechanism for the training of
a

students - undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate - to

work with individuals who are developmentally disabled.

CDLD faculty and staff provide formal coursework as well as

extensive educational, experiences in a practicum setting.

Both service and'tralning take place within an interdisciplinary

model.

Research efforts at CDLD are directed to problems of

individuals as well as to problems of service delivery. In
1 . .

addition to'documentation and analysis of aspects of service
4

delivery,'special laboratories focus on *in -born errors of
1 '

metabolism of an heritable disorder of connective tissue.

Other programs operating within the Center provide service

and training, as well as research, in human genetics and

infections in utero.

.

41t,



The DESEMO Project,
Demonstration of Service Modalities

for the Non-cozmsunicative Developmentally
Disabled, is an

example of the provision of technical
assistance by a special .

project of a DAP. DESEMO was first
establishes to demonstrate

that an
inierdiscipliirry team of mental retardation pro-

*a fessionals, parents,
supportive personnel and consultants

could work togetherto
provide a better quality of life for

individuals whose handicapping conditions
were of a severity

to require total care.

To see wheit could be done,. we selected twenty severely

handicapped individuals
who, at,thetime we started working

with theM, ranged fro 1.weeks to 20 years of age. Notone

of these individuals
was able to co imitate either verbally

or non-verbally.
In other word,roone had any way of indi-

....dating a desire or need, or indeed of showing understanding

of anything. All had been fourfelto be profoundly mentelli

retardecras measured with standardized instruments.
Ten of

these lived in the community and ten in a state residential.

facility,: Those living
in'the community were not receiving

"comprehensive services.
Two had some means of ambulating.

Several have severe
visual problems and one is deaf. One was

tube'fed and had no response to any stimulation; one young

man has such severe physical
deformities that the crest of

the'pelvis on one sid4'is literally
adjacent to the rib

cage on the other side, his hands rest on his forearm; the

only'behaviors exhibited by one is to make rhythmical'momp-

men'ts, to
make'low-pitched sounds' and to-bite at anything

that comes into hiS reach. .Several have spent'their lives
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in cribs or drib-IiKet wheeled objects. Unfortunately, these'

.
.0. -f- '.,

.

twenty aze,representatile of indivjcIpallswho are found on back

wards of institutions 'arid far whom the care routinely given

"..-4. . r. ri...

/ecognizesdtvtheMtho humin potential. There is little
7 41'.

. ,

*
positive that could

,b

be said rvarding the quality of life

AO
' A'

for either 004e'indiviguaes or their parahtaad. ,
... -

.

Tie 20'weie Aliberitelmochciten with a wide range of

inj,ktidual 4,fferencea. though we'haof provided services

to this 41roup: our. resource NM not allowed us to provide
w

t,

.

Aie oak

go.

ail of the services Oese individualeipmed.' In Ipiteeof

Athis, our,igiults are impres4iv nd in some ways shocking...

A110% t5ow receiving COmpOi*sive services.

4,0 Aleast thredidie receiving training in a yisual

.cOmmunicAtion 'systepa; two of the0,eachounderstand
a' .

over 100 words and exceed odlipeChnical ability

to transmit their expressive capability.

LiveFor six individuals,,innovative positioning tech-
.

niques have permitted improved functional abilities

and are, hopefully, arresting further posturai.

deformities. Thid' has also allowed fdur to "see"

with their eyes - an experience previously denied

because of of being'Iocked into a total reflex:pattern.

Three were found not to be profoundly mentally

retarded,, One very young child is deaf with

probably normal intelligehce. Two old teen-

agers an) certainly in the high trainable range
..

Aid at leastcre Of them isprobably educable.

4

q.
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It is exciting to see a.young person, until recently,

spending most of his time in a crib-type bed and categorized

and stigmatized as con-communicative and profoundly mentally

retarded, now sitting uplp an adapted wheelchair, learning

a means of communicating and, recently; cheering on the

baSketball team of,the University of Alabama as he attended

. -

a game.

It is exciting to hear that for the first time,

specific children attending a classroom for the profoundly

retarded are able to make their needs known'to their teachers

and4Parents andare even "talking w4h each other."

What was our purpose in working with these 2eindi-

vidu4ls? We worked with these 20 individuals to develop

methods which can be used to serve all individuals with the

severe handicaps of profound mental retardation and no

communicative ability. No one knows for sure how large

this 'group.is; one estimate places it at 300,000 individuals

.in the U.S. Of course, this group is very severely handi

capped; however, many of the methods described can be and

are,being used with individuals with other handicaps.

/Urea*, techniques developed by the DESEMO Project

tre being applied in Partlow (where approximately 1,300

individuals reside), in a State Ctippled Children's Service

program, in a public school system, nd in a.cerebral palsy`

center. Requests for our techniques have been received

9
from inky atates and some foreign countries.

k
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Some specific examples of our work include:

identification of the developMental milestones

in vision;

deve lopment of a technique of assessing visual

acuity in infants and the adaptation of this

technique to the profoundly developmentally

disabled;

vision fUnction testing of the individuals

(approximately 600) residing at Partlow State

-Sphool.categorized as profoundly retarded --

.this resulted in care for individuals as well
9

as the firstvision function data on this

population;

"major input into nutritional care at a state

.facility where approximately 1,300 individuals

reside.

blood chemical analyses of approximately 700

individuals leading to a,critical and, as yet, .

unanswered question. Is the high beta carotene

level in,theplobd an indication of an unidenti-

;'fied in-born error of metaboliim and; if so,
r 2

would early identification and treatment reduce

or eliminate some cases of mental retardation or

is the problem a result'of the form of food given

to low functioning individuals?

development of a program for instruction in visual

R.

symbol communication. Blissymbolics is the system

4

9t7..
4,01:



we have chosen to teach. The receptive part of

the program has been developed and has been used

with a population ranging from profoundly to

mildly mentally retarded and from profoundly to

"J. Airsically handicapped. individuals have

.

averaged learning
1.12.symbols per session

(averagd.length of time, 20 minutes). and have

retention rates of from 90 to 100% over a period

of a year. The program is now in use in several

centers. The protocol is being published in order

to make the program
available to others. eople

li
o

from all over the U.S. and from several oreign

countries have requested copies.

The device to use for expression has been a major

problem with those Available commercially having

very limited data banks and/or having costs

ranging upwards from several hundred dollars.

The Telephone
Pioneers of the South Central Bell

Telephone System are
joining with us, at no cost

to us, to solve this problem. We expect an

inexpensitre, easily
replicable device to be

developed shortly.

SimiSle.potitioning is
jor problem for people

in our target population.
Not only can they not

support themselves in a sitting position, but most

have such severe physical deformities
that they

cannot be propped in a purposeful way. pevices
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available cost upward of $1,000 and are generally

unsatisfactory. We have developed a process for

making an individualized chair insert, molded' to

the individual's body -'- whatever the configUration.

This is now in the field trial stage. We antici-

pate the cost to the consumer to'be no more than

$50 per insert.

These areipaly some of the things we have done and

are involved in. In general, at our [MP and with our

Project, we are effectively carrying out the concept of

technical assistance as our Project members work with people

in the field in identifying and then intervening with

problems, but always-working with a local care-giver, not

assuming themselves responsibility for the daily provision

of service.

Summary. It is my-desire that yo4 be conyinted of

,
the necessity of specifically designating to certain people

the responsibility of providing cOnsultatipri to .service

providers, planning groups, service delivery systems, and

tP:'

educiaxox. Mechanisms for dissemination of information
.

ould be easily accessible and efficient. This is generally

called technical assistance and ig the obvious link between

.research and development and service delivery, and must be

<
. .

supported if there is to be an improvement in the care of

the severely developmentally disabled. 'DAPS across the

nation are in optimal positions to provide technical

assistance.

% r_
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Special project funding is sound and should continue.

DESEMO, though hosted by a UAP, required special project--

funds.

IV." TESTIMONY OF RICHARD SCHIEFELBUSCH, Ph.D.

My name is Richard Schiefelbusch. I am DireCtorict'their-
. .

.

Bureau of Child Redearch at the
University of Icans,,a.- 4

The importance of applied research in the. Prpgrei&Ofy'..

the University Affiliated-Programs (UAP's) Aas.inreasef:. :

significantly since the program was begun in

. middle 60's. At the beginning, it seemed.certain_that::We:,;,

needed significantly more trained professional-peredAnel7id-'

serve the'large numbers of neglected and poorti.440Or:

handicapped people. Alai:), we assumed, correctLYt'thrdlglIP

)

the training could best be provided in elOntrired

interdisciplinary centers where trainees- 5060dobterve:the,,,

best, programs of service and service instton.:avaj.}able..'::

In this manner we hope to improve the qUakiitY:ufrin-01!-,

and the quality of programs for the han4icapperd,a114',the

developmentally disabled into various;der*itdaettlAga:iw!.

institutions, schooli and the cotnunit.ds.i

The functions underlying the pi-,i41:4ap tkaA:itie professional'

expertize already existed fdek/roviding-.'01CIACeind,
th0.

s .
if:Adt it would come.froivthe'virMalibtUsiOn of

information from'sbaffic and opigied,?!eseairt9iisaPrOby:the

settings in which the AC4s were lOcaed:':Preekimably:**

.6

relevant reseerChvas;to.be sponsbre0:byndstrqd federal,

. . ) t

state.and.private eonrces not diceOtAY-:reObheible:,fpr the

prografilS.Ol 4he UAPS%
6 ,
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Duiing the 'years since 1963 a number of important changes

have takenliolace in the uApe and the priorities. they serve.. It

is now apparent that the"UAlts should sponsor applied research

.projects that bear directly on the training and on the exemplary

Service mission that they have undertaken. Furthermore the

research miss n of the URPs may now be viewed with the same

sense of im ottance that is given to training and service.

Urgency stems from the revolution that'is taking

place in the pattern of services and indeed in the way of life

that society has decreed for the developmentally disabled.

They are now being deinStitutionalized and mainstreamed. They
1

are now being moved into the educational, recreational and

social sterns of communities. As this takes place and as we

prepare fOr7normalization-we find shortages in our training

programs and in our models for environmental designs and in our

programs for daily.living.:-

There is a vast number of potential problems sur5ounding

the effort to give the handicapped equal.il'ights.toi a lite of

dignity and fulfillment. Our purpose in the very brief time

availhble is to sketch a few of the most important issues which

should now be researOga: First, we need research on existing

service systems for the developmentally diiabled. Several

questions have iiisen; are current service programs appropriately
1 :

designed inregat.d to'costs, educational;.rehabilitative gains
.

and health care provisions? As we change from institutional to

2

)
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community based services, are we
selecting the best models for

the new programs? Best should be considered to be those

programs which offer the most effective arrangements for the

lowest unit costs.

Research of service systems is especially important for

the severely disabled. If they are to live successfully in

least restrictive environments
there must be suitable living

arrangements, training programs and care provisions. The

design for these efforts should be worked out by service

providers with Participation of UAC'personnel who have the

necessary expertise for designing and implementing service

pans. The best developments of such efforts will often require

. -

applied research.

In addition to research'on service delivery systems we

also need research on care programs.
Many communities Air not

likely to have the medical personnel to plan for and to service

the severely handicapped.
Consequently, we need research

leading to special designs
for-technical assistance and for in--

service'training. A close relationship must be established 'in

which UAP personnel visit
communities and help to design plans

for new services.
Epidemiological data dust estimates. and

sources of sport must be matched up with needs, estimates.

Beyond this planning there .must be a monitoring system that

serves such the same purpose that a clinical service department

provides in a resident setting or a teaching hospital.

to

25
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These two examples, service delivery, and care programs,

are only two of many applied research areas that should be

developed or expanded.

The applied research we recommend is essentially of two

kinds, (1) the applications of ,,basic research findings and

research methods to the problems of the developmentally

disabled, and (2) research that is designed to Solve some

important problems of, the developmentally disabled population.

We are aware that many important develppments in health care,

rehabilitation, education and community living have come from

the applications of basic research'to the problems of the

handicapped. The critical application came about because some

alert professional worker knew about the basic work, understood

its potential and was creative in applying the method or the

procedure for children in settings far different from the one

in which the research was performed. '1111iiit, the work of Piaget

on cognition, Sidman on perceputal gederalization, Osgood on

:language models or Premack on primate language had been.adapted

to serve the learning objectives with severely delayed children.

One must understand however, that these applications were not

easily devloped. The special individual differences and

indiVidual needs of developmentally disabled children must be

carefully considered before the most ingenious research findings

can be applied. Careful plans and careful 'assessments must be

undertaken and the results must be carefully considered in

"N.



refining procedures.
Finally, the approach or .the method in

question must be described in great detail so that others can be

taught to perform
theprocedures in order to get similar results.

Otherwise the desirable effects of the bold new procedures-are

not likely to generalize to the many settings where developmentally

disabled childtelv live.

The careful work just described has to the creation

of a technology for
applied research that we did not have a

few years ago. We can now undertake to improve services that

we previously developed by guesswork or tradition. The
,

combining of epidemiological data designs with systems planning

far instance, enables the planner to estimate more closely the
ID 4

.',service needs andthe cost figures for a community. -The

transdisciplinary efforts of professional teams from the UACs'

are now able to .train service staffs and to follow through In

providing a balances'and often lower cost service staff for the

community setting.

It may seem tedious for me to poiht out the genera!

mechanisms for applied research with the developmentally

diiabled. HOwever, we
should realiZe that it was, the careful,

tedious applications of applied researchers of 10, 15 .310 20

years ago that have given us'the credibility we enjoy today.

In'facttheobreakthroughs in
feasibility that they have achieved

now enable us to teach
severely .retarded and to consider
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placing the4 in community Stings amd.toinclude them in class -

rooms eked work activity settings. It was these applied

I'

researchers who- looked for better methods for thechandicappad

and who did riot; top until they found abetter way, that we are

seeking.to increase in'number and to place in more prominence

in future planning for the handicapped.

4

28-568 0 - 78 17

.0
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W. TESTIMONY OF.SELDON TODD

1.451-1:1a* iaSeldon Todd, am Executive Director of

,the. American Association of UnI'versity Affiliated
Programs (imps)

Orthe DesielOpmentally.Disabled.
The Association.represents

46 University Affiliated
Programs funded by te federal

government. The Association supports
H.R.11764 in general and the

UAP-portion specifica11Y.
The proposed language would:for UAPs:

(1)
Legislatively update a sound program initiated

15. years ago..

(2) Solve some important problems in the implemen-

tation of the:program.

(3) Extend the .p,rogram'in.,4 modest but significaht

way.

Definition -of University Affiliated Programs. (UAP)

' We support the definition-of university affiliated

programeas.presented in Sec. 3 of H.R. 11764, which would,

amend: Paragraph (10.) of Section 102..

., .At present, University
Affiliated Programs (UAP) Are

legislatively defieed.andproVided
administrative support

'udder this Adt but.are also funded under. several other

authorities. The.lack of a specific comprehensive definitio

Of UAP:has interfered with,the Secretary's ability to

'coordinate the different funding
elementTof the program.

It is the intent of Congress that UAPs provide.a nationwide

network of resources on which states can reliably count to

perform certain specified functions in relation to the syitems

440'
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Which deliver services to developmentally disabled indivi--.

duals.. The definition of UAPs specifies that each and every

program conduct portions.of the following functions in an

exemplary manner: training, service, technical assistance

and consulting and dissemination of researchfindinlir

Ibe.definitinn presented in H.R. 11764 is dimipatible
. * ,

With the recommendations of a group of national leaders who

fOrMed a Long-Range Planning Task Force oa University Affi].-

4
sated Facilities and issued a report entitled heMole of

Higher Education in Ratite' Retatdation and Other Develop -
.r. '

'mental Disabilities in October 1976. They recommenced that

the UAPs, a significant national.fesoUrce created by Congress,

extend its mission in thrke areas:
.

First, technical assistance should be sykteoatically.
t.

offered to'state'and local agencieg.

Second, UAPS can and should helm bring new seryice

methodi to individuals with developmental dis-

abilities. There have been significant"break-

throughe in research which could, if.applied,
S

`substantially reduce the number and degree of

developmental disabilities. This diroCtOlfits

the training and demonstration servile rglps:
, .

Third, UAPs would also be required to identify

areas in which services could be improved through

service related research and bring such areas to

the attention of government and other agencies

sppnsoring such research. Service related7ksearch,0

. .

,'0 °

)1 ,
4., Cr!

9
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generally ignored to date, would greatly increase

the effectiveness and efficiency of services.

The def4,nition also proRpses that University Affiliated

Facilitiekbe-changed-,ts
University Affiliated Programs.

When the program
initiated:in 1963; there was'atietious

need for construction.
The situation has changed todeyyzith

Universities able to rent or assign space to the,,new programs. 0

For example, the UAP program 1E the
University of Michigan,

one of the4hation's firA UAPs, occupies a laige leaSed

building.
!0.4

Administrative or Core Grants

!P.)

e 40 0

Sec. 121(a) presents
*ter statement 0* the purpose,

of the bvicUAP grant
authority than current law. Specifically,

"core funds" are needed to administer and operate each UAP.

UAPs we now funded by multiple sources. The Gra5t

Authority under this Act will continue to furnish adminis-

.tratlYe support to thlWogram but furdenrequire the

SeCretary to establish
standards' that. all UAPs must meet as

a condition.bf:recieving funds.as UAPs. We,recommend that

Congress specify
$250,000 as a minimum core grant level. 4i'°'

Hy'doing so, Congress would be making its intent that..each

1,,P be ex'amplary.
In the past, funds made available throliimp

'
the appropriations

process have, been spread too thinly

across programs, thus compromising program quality. The

$250,000
fiture was recommended by an

independent panel sf

experts: The Role of Higher Education in Mental Retardation
.

and Other Developmental
Disabilities, 1976.

I

t
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It is also.recomriended.that tV-worr d "core" be .."
s 4

.nserted in the legisletion to strengthen the undereta'nding :liy

. ' , W 4'

fy,,HEW that funds ,We availaIt ble under pis. Act are for
VW t.%...

,r

tdmintstrative purposes and must,,be tied tether with pro-
'.

gammatic support from universities, states, an er

federal aut4kritiest 4p. .-

.

,,,,,*

Applications (Sec.-.1z2) ,: t
ow.

The language of H.11, 11764 wo41 effectiveOsolv,

several,Amportant pi:clelemSnow faced by the UAP prograM. .'

4), At6A
.

The requirement that Idb SecretareWahlish sta9ATds
'..S.. <,

.i
for UiPa would help insure that every UAP0funded under this

Act ii'ofaquality allequate to carry out theilissions apeci-

OF
fied by the definition f UAPs. Ik,the paa,st, HEWhas in

/ .,.

some instances, spread funds too. /pin.
V..

0 For fhOse program rich do not meetstandards%ncel
..

established, a three rat time-phase* capacity pild,ing

period 111 helf,ineUre that all, states with existing pro-
,,tk t *

grams swill continue to e seTveg.

0110
The estallis t of a forAliWaDpli'c:tiofl process

sit 4

requkring review by each Fedeealkagency providing funds to

the UAP program will &lance piogram coo nation and effect-

iveness. At present, the Ofivelppmental Disiptfes Office.

the Office o Maternal %qd*Child HealtH.and the%Blieau of

1- ^
Education for the Handicapped each provide UAP furls. No

s it

formal requirement for coordinatidWofpe,iipenditure of

f. ,,, 0 1/411

these:s exists withiggiHEW, although coordination was
114

Clearly Intended by Congress wken,phe prograrags first

creaXed.in. 1963.,

it?

' '

c*"
411141"

44,
Sf
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The creation of a formal HEW coordinated application

process will Viso establish ord rl nationally understood4 Y.

and7consistent application procedures for the creation of

new CAPs.- I1` -the past, procedures for establishment of new

progras have at best been haphazard.

Grant Authority - Subsection 121(0)

m Section 121(b) authorizes cooperative applications

,.:.
from state government agencies and UAPS ig the following.?

four areas of national priority. A modest time limited

investment in these'areas,will promote nationwide progress

through competitioqxand example.'

1. Provision of Services to Individuals in Remote

Geographical Areas

121Sb(1) will continue a nationally funded
.

portion of the satellite center concept contained

in P.L. 94-163. However, it is tended that major

responsibility for the satellite program be trans-
..

ferred to tie state level in the standards to be

'established by the Secretary. Such st ndards shall

require each UAP as a part of its c4mission and

funding, to work with appropriate state nd local

agencies to create service capacity in 'arraphical

areas which are now unserved or underserved. Needs

unserved areas can be more effectiv6Iy identified

'''
and met at state and local levels than at the federal

level,' However, some areas,''Such,as Indian reser:

. Vst
vationsl can pot be/fully and effectively treated by

states ;lone. Hence, some fbnds are authori.'zd for

expenditures at the federal level.
.

.

M

a



2 'asd 3. State Manpower,Planning/Training of Service
Providers ',._ ,f.,. '-

Sectipns 121(b)(2) and (3)alpntended to

stimulate the development of better methods and

working relationships between state and

UAPs on the planning and training of.personnel

that provide service to developmentapy disabled
- _

individuals. ,
Most.!Arvice per;Ndei'ae paid in

el'
.whole or in part by state fuedi, At present, UAPs

.
."1

concentrate mainly on trr;ining),E'pr4eesionalg'

l
,Pri.;?;.'tQ their entry into-the service system and

, ... .

m4
,

.... ; v,, ,r,. \

Isiat4 Brans have tended to ignore manpower planning.'
.-. ) 4 .. , .

Sine almost all services to deveiopmentally dis-
.__ .
abled individuals are "personnel"eservices and the

iege
ectiveness of such services are often highly

nsitive.to the quality of such services (p.g.,

diagnosis and treatment planning, custodial vs.

developmental services), this lack represents a

significant gap in existing state "planning-

service" systems.

These provision will help UAPs support the

development of State Plans under Sec. II(b)(6) of

H.R. 11764.

pHeR.11764 [Sec. 11(b)(6)] requires that each

State Plan provide for "an assessment of the

adequacy of the skill level of professionals and

paraprofessionals serving persons with developmental

disabilities in the State and the adequacy of the

14
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State-programs supporting training." This is a

highly important feattre of H.R. 11764 and, may prove

to be one of the most far-reaching provisions of

this bill.

4. -Service Related Research Program

Section 121(b)(4) is intended to fill another

.major gap - research on improving service effeot-
,

iveneSs, as discussed by Dr. Schiefelbusch: Federal

funds now sponsor basic MR research and support

training. Very little work has been sponsored to

improve methods of delivering proven services. A

'modest investment of federal funds offers the promise
.010.

of saving many times the amount of investment since

services are highly labor intensive, often expensive

(e.g.., interdisciplinary diagnosis), and often

dependent on quality for effectiveness.

Special Project Grants

This authority has been very important to indivi-

dualt with developmental disabilities and should be continued

in H.R. 11764. ,It is important because special project grants

have supplied funds for sorely needed demonstration programt

reiated to the delivery of services to developmentally dis-

abled individuals or to training of Manpower to suplFt

such services.

An example of cooperative effort in the study of

the aging process of developmentally disabled persons is the..

federally funded Project of National iviiicance which
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brings together five UAPs in a consortium formed 'specifically

for this project. Each UAP is examining an area of concern

in serving the aging and aged ilevelopmentally.disabled pop-

ulation. Results of this consortium project will be

disseminated riattelbwide and should have impact onour

knowledge, of the aging process and our ability to manage. it.

in the developmentally disabled person.'
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Mr. RoGERS. Our last panel today is an additional advocacy group,:

Mr. Richard Verville, Legal Counsel for the National Easter Seal

Society for Crippled Children and Adults; Ms. Margaret 'Caulfield44f

who isCoordinatorof the Osteogenesis Imperfecta, National .Capital

Area; and Mrs. Linda G. Connors who is a Representative of the

`Tuberous Sclerosis ?Association of America.
We A.elgome each of you to the committee. Yoiir statements will

be made tiPart of the record in full. -You mayproceed. .

STATEMERTS OF RICHARD.. E. VERVLLE, COUNSEL, NATIONAL ,.

EASTER SEAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED .CHILDREN AND ADULTS;

MARGARET CAUFFIELD,. COORDINATOR, QSTEOOENESIS -IMPER.-

FECTA, NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA; .
AND `LINDA G. CONNORS;

CODIRECTOR, TUBEROS SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

' Mr; VERNILLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I at» appearing in behalf,

of the Easter Seal Society as you hare indicated. .

. .1kfr.; ROotms. Yotir ,statement -will be made part of the record in
!-,:e,6 .. . .

Mr.: VEBVIELE., I will highlight it. Therke is not much that one can

.
add to What yoilitave, So.

thoughtfully listened to .for the many, hours. .

toitched by Mary Aterley's statement which dealt

ioniewhgt difterelyt strain, which is a moral one, that you do

no,t',...necs:sari.ly hear 'ofte'n in these committee 'sessions. But I think

it is not.orily..poignantbirt appropikiate here.
`EThe only thing I like to mention is that the isSite.'iliat this ;

WI generates, is that,ere is not a system of dealing with chronic'
disability, in this consktry. We 'have" paid a lot of attention to acute '
care and your comutn.tee, which I have Watched over the
at least, has done ActrOA remark,Able, things with Tegtird,' tealth
Maintenance Ot;'4t0'zatiotts

and I think over
-..

thick
'these are makiitchattreeS in theactite'svSee.

. Pr-
.t

But thipls people' ties that .,trre,as severe as .,

the ieS y e t » lteHitlg f o u r , totty present. particularly t rou-

blesoiin 1.1roblet* These
cgovionsly bal'f' a Ch TVT:1

'1:)11 it V l*ts Or ti,loug-letiod of time. ,
stilt; licy need st*ivicess:- fioni a

.V4rte.tk.cif
1::111.1 r s that come front different ::

..
pers1.34.1411"47,0,1'1.1011 p-4-1 ki.m..19W1i at. tic Ineal level and e'veri for the-;:.

ers.,Wlig,..tireAli*totii4rfirr of I think it is (liffic9It. tic

deal
a number ofpkottle have tallied to that. today. Marl: AlierleY

-spa forj.be.,pesOil.
because

4rt,tol.f1Priz;'eNfrom. thfit ilisahi4ty which. has generated all ,of..

-711 Si u§st.tesi thl4k that through youifiurisdiction over '
A

anatters.....1i4e health he I'lanning&Act. inipitpvintientS

'rriedlisitti;sonie real el.14,m(res-e41 he' made thR Irelehis popultk,
;.

.,
li

;'...1. Ain]: titift.aC.i.:Alie-PD,
it7).oitarit.. tit. least. at this per

rt-I4.,t_robal v,abont tthe only incchanisnefor atteinp

.
I

4
,
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ing to organize care and do some planning to improve the situation
that I have described.

That leads me into the definition because I think you cannot, as my
statement indicates, answer this question of what the definition should
be through semantics or through science. It is just a question of what
definition .workabest, given the purposes of the law and the purposes
are those that I think I have attempted to lay out.

To me, this means you have to start with a definition that is func-
tional, that tries to define ;that category of people that are so, to'''use
an inartistic phrase that Elizabeth Boggs has used, so severely clob-
bered that they really cannot, even with the help of caring f
manipulate that system very well. to organize'the services they szed.

I think it makes sense to limit tlfit definition to disabilities 14 are
manifested at an early age because I think with regard to th se-dis-
abilities, there is a particular impediment to one's maturation and
development that leaves these people particularly vulnerable.

Mr. ROGERS. Do I understand you support the majority position on
the Commission?

Mr. VERVILLE. More than the minority and more than the present
law. I was on the task force and I must admit some people accused
me of taking a`Walk in the last meeting:' I did not vote. I vas not
there. Had I been there I would have voted for the majority opinion
because I was given just two options.
The only problems I have with the majority opinion are that I

think the last two elements are rather vague and it is hard to figure
out what the intent is and they will be very hard to administer. I
think some language dealing more precisely with the notion that the
impairment limits their knowledge and their skill in such a way that
they are unable to function in the ordinary social setting such as em-
ployment or planning one's own affairs would be a much clearer way
to state those.

I do not think you need the last one, to tell you the truth. I think
the minority report is very misleading. I think some /people feel it
makes a major change and I do not think it, really dots at all. I am
sure that the drhfters of it believed it would have such a ,limited
effect as I do.

But I think it would have no effect. I think just the addition of
those four categories to mental retardation in the so- called similarity
test Will have little or no effect in operation. There is a sinellarity test
in the lavvrisw, "similar to mental -retardation." To my kowledge,
there has been very. little expansion of the program.

The three things yoU are adding are supposed to be similar to men-
tal retardation. If they are similar to mental retardation and nothing
else has founl similar to retardation. it is doubtful you will find
anythin ilaryfo those four to deal with just the logic of it.

I thin -.you ,rie:ii4-a functional test. I think the report language in
the bill can beand probably should be very specific about the types
of disabilities that the committee is thinking about. I think those dis-
abilities clearly include the fonr thdt are named in the law and I
think some others probably should be included.
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I would .like to submit for tke record a few examples of cases that
the rehabilitation centers have had which kind of graphically show
you, because they are supposed to be samples of cases of children
there are two CPs, three spina bifida. one spastic hemiplegia; and
the services the people need are basically all the same.

Mr. Roo ilts. Without obkction it will be made part of the record.
Mr. VERYILLE. Thank you , Mr. Chairman.
Testimony resumes on p. 264.11

[Mr. Vervine's prepared statement and attachiants :]
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Mr. Chairman:

I am Richard E. -Verville, Legal Counsel and Consul-

tant to the National raster Seal Society for Crippled Children

and Adults. I served on the National Task Force on the Defini-

tion of Developmental Disabilities and chaired the.Committee

dealing with the relationship of the developmentally disabled

population to other:Federal programs. I also serve as Secretary-

Treasurer of the Coalition for Health Funding, and Vice

Chairperson of the ABA Committee on Health, /ducation ar Welfare

Law. I am testifying itoday onbehaleof the National Easter

Seal Society for Crippled Children i Adults ( "Easter Seal*),

We welcome these hearings and express our gratitude to You for

your continuing interest in tt49-Developmental Disabilities Act

.and 'other programs for the disabled. This Subcommittee has shown

support for and Niterest in the health needs of chronically

ill and disabled pebple through
incorporation of medical rehab-

.

ilitation services An'a number of comprehensive health care

programs.

The Nationil Easter Seal Society. for Crippled Children a

Adults, a major vo/untarjAagency organized 58 years agoopro-

t,Y vides physic'al restoration and other rehabilitation services

fOr physically disabled persons
including' those with "develop -

mental, disabilities ". 'Annually, approximately 360,000 disabled

persons receive direct services from affiliated societies which

operate 2,000 programs And facilities including 300 comprehensive
.

medical rehabilitation centers
and numerous workshops and spe-

cial education programs. In 1975., $51.q.million of the $68.7

million expended was for program services. The 300 outpatient

rehabilitation centers are major providers fin:incing
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programs.

I. 'Care.and Services for Severely Disabled and Chronically Ill

''Like-many other issues which arise with' respect"to health

care, services to the chronically ill and disabled are most

notable for their lack ol'organizationand management. How-

ever, these problems lor this population are particularly acute

because of the grOwing size of this population, the duration

Of care needed, and most
significant, the diversity of care and

services needed. , It has been estimated that 80% of'all illness

in this country is chronic. "Learning to be Your Owp Doctor ",

Sandra leamenzweig, New York Times Magazine,
April 3, 1978.P HEW

.

estimates that about 14% of the noninstitutionalized population,

or 30'million people,
suffer from functional limitations result-

, jing from chronic disease.
"Health, United States, 1976-1977;

HEW -?HS, Publication
77-1232, p. This population, however;

accounts for 41% of hospital days and 27%
of physician visits.

Shpre. In addition, a recent Urban Institute Study, found-.that

about 93% of the 2 million individuals
institutionalized in

nursing homes, mental hospitals, mental retardation facilities

and chronic
disease hospitals were severel

disabled. "Compre-

hensive Service Needs
Study; June 23, 1975 (HEW 100-74-0309)

( "CN'S"). The
"Comprehensive Service

Needi Study" estimates that

about 6 million
individuals have severe

disability resulting from

chronic iliness or accidents. This Study indicates
that for the

population 18-64 with severe disabilities,
the impairmerits are

generally orthpedic or
isculo- skeletdl (25%), neurological

and mental (18%), or
cardiovascular (5%). CNS'i page 80,

Typical cases include mental retardation,
cerebral pilsy,

c:3
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convulsive disordeis, arthritis; multiple sclerosis, muscular-

dystrophy, visual impairments, spinal cord injury or disease,

stroke, diabetes and its complications. See CNS, page 69. -88.

To provide more immediate and living examples of these
.

statistics, we recently requested a representative, group of our

rehabilitation centers to provide sample case profiles of those

served. We would be happy to provide such profiles for the

re5Ara. The typical cases are young children with cerebral

palsy, spina.bifida, spastic hemiplegia, deafness, and adults Vith stroke.

How do our'exiating health and social agencies and pro- .

feasionals care.for this population? The needs of this popula-
a

iiriOn vary enormously depending on the type of disabt4ity, but

IP

commonly most all severe disabilities (those leaving individuals,

with serious limitations preventing them from carrying out typ-

ical activities of living) demand services at some time during

their chronic condition from all major elements of our health

and social service systems: health care, including acute and ,

rehabilitatiVe (inpatient and outpatient); special assistance

with regard daily living and residential needs; social ser-

i

'vices such as, recreation, training-to-care for oneself;,

transportation assistance, education; voc'ational training and

placement. See CNS, pages 144 and 189 reflecting a survey of

900 severely disabled individuals
detOrmined by state rehabili-f

tation agencies to have no immediate vocational goals or served in

comprehensive rehabilitation hospitals.

Generally, these cases will all have some degree of need

for health services. The current health agencies-tre limited

in their ability to meet even the health needs. For those with
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dtsabilities,theAs aie,inpitieet rehabilitation pro-

grams in rehabilitation hospitals (50), or rehabilitation units

ofgeneral hoSpitele (380),. In additiOn, there are about,210

outpatient rehabilitation centersaccredited.by the COmmiSsion

On Accreditation of Rehahilitation
Facilities and another esti-

meted 300 which could achieve that status, some Of which are

joint. CoMmission on Accreditationof
Hospital's JCAH") accredited.

'The cOmprehensive'progrems among
these seek:to manage care vet

the duration of disability includingVoCational-adjustment,

social services and continuing primary and rehabilitative health

care :` However, there areobviously
Very few of these gomprehen-

j

naive programs: perhaps about tif0.as estimate71 by the C6MmissiOn

on Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities ("CARE"); orrti

per sthte. And it must be remembered that these cfrograms only

deal with physical disability, ,not,menta1 retardation' and not
2

all menrological impairmenta.'AAlso, even
whete these programs do

exist, there is no systematic way of assuring iAnagement of

care fot the. chrOnically ill who may move from a phybiciAn.to.v,

a

1.!

nursimghome or general hospital to a nursing home.
)

At'vatious times" proposals have surfaced to deal Olther:.;-

the leek of programs to inanagon .a continuous 5:Isis the care
,

of chronically it and disabled people.' Community loi)g-Term

.Care,Centers have been proposed as apirt of health insprance

financing, and Senhtor Humphrey had proposed:chronic care

.centers. Yet, the attention of 4h1th planhers and policy-,

makers has been fiJeed p4imarly upon acute care problems and

the 'need for improved systemm,to manage andprevent(illness:

e.g., (040i.j,Wh17V the Health Plannincy ReAurce Development
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Act is focused on improving the =likes of delive.,.

,it likewise, has not and probably willnot,focus on

care and the integration of health, social and other se

II. The Developmental
Disabilitites.AA.-- a

Problem

,-

6 .1.
1

Howdoearsmis.p.xpr analysis
relate to the current issue!`

Y.

regarding the Developmental Disebilitites Act? First, the 4.

definition of DevelopisehOl Disabilities ("DD")
cannot be

developed independent of the structure and purpose of the pro-

gram. Nelither, medical science nor
semantics will produce en T.

answer which lawmakers should use. The most appropriate clef--

Definitional
n

initiOn will be one which best serves the goals of trie program.

.

s. Second, the goals of the program
have been (and are even more

0-- .:41early..so in H.R, 11764), to plan for and organize needed

). , 7 O
04 ", health and

services, for theilD population. Essentially,

ihe prOgram has, always been
intended to focus on those severely

disabled peoplellth chronic impairments
substantially limit-

ing their "ability to function normally in society" and for

'whom such ptograms are of critical importance
lecause they are

often left out of the "system'. It has, however, in effect

been limited to four
categories of severe disability: mental

retardation,
cerebral Apley,.epilepsy, ar autism. These

clearly are diseaSes which can and often do result in severe'

disability affecting one's capacity tolperform,ordeary social

funciONbeikework, management of a housenbld and4;ne4 eown.

basic liVlng needs such as mobility,
communication, etc.

Ous.iocieties presently
rve many DD persons, mainly

4.76
those with cerebral palsy. . H wevet, we do not believe that

..11.

.4*

0
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definition should be by disuse as it is nojit but rather by

a functional description: of disability. As a result, we do no

lsupport Continuing.the present definition. Nor can we support

the MIT-Report minority opinion hecau4e, regardless of.the

motivatiodof,.thendnority oPinion, it simply. restates the

present law -in effect. The only difference between prefet law

. and the minority repOrt is the inclusion of cerebral

, epilepsy and autism.with mental
retardation as diseases WhAph,

if iMisability is similar to them ln-effectand Services.

needed, It too is a de'veloPmental. disability. Under.present

law, the 'similarity test",is exactly the same,bUt the simily-

ity is only to mental retardation. That approach has not

resulted in a broadening of the program. There is no proof

that other severe disabilities
are more likely to be similar '4

to..the other threesince
all Your are basically conceived of

g.

as being similar to each other. Also, it is terribly diffi

.culit to determine when-one
disability is 'similar to anoth

Ite5dparticularly.when esch'disease-has.a
broad range of differ-

.

ent populations within it.
'If the test were just the functional

one!'Of an impai,Fment of
"intellectual functioning and adaptive

behavior" suggested in the minority report, and if adaptive

behavior meant.ability
toadapt to.major social requirments

such as work -or indeplendent livifig, ability, the minority report

would be reasonable.
:Bet it is not sp. structured. The defini-,

tion is really the present law. In addition, adaptive behavior

is a very vague concept as written.

We also'have some
difficulty with the majdrity recommeK

datiOn of the Report
despite,Lts functional focus. It has a

number of elements which are ague and.which wouldtbe difficult

;*,

(.3

4
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Xr'
4

k; to admiLlister. It seems needless And confusing to set forth

a laundry list of'six types of functional'limits of whicholthree

must' be met.4 First, some of the six are very vague an two of

the six are simnel.: self -care and independent living. Second,

three (mobility, language
learning) seem to be apples and

the others oranges.
Finally, there seems to be no need for

the last very general and unclear element: the need for a

sequence(?) of special, interdisciplinary or generic(?), services
, .

of extended duration and
individsally,pienned and coordinated.

All of these words ate not good fora definition which must be

used by administrators of
Program's,. *They are probablyrunneces-

. sary becaUse the remainderoree'definieion clearly implies,

thab subitantial
servi.cesiAtneeded over vlong period.' If

any element is necessary
1[6i:these lines, it should be the

requirement that
"services.ge needed from diverse elements

of the health,, education and dial service. systems ".

We would agree with the requirement that the disability

be chronic and -be manifest early in life (22 maybe as good a

cut -off as any, but it could be earlier). We would suggest,

however, that the disability' be "any impairment resulting in

substantially limited ability to
acquire the skills and know-

ledge necessary to function normally or adapt.tcIrmal sociaSO_

requirements such as work or the independent management of daily

living activity". If thiS is the use of the Lerm,"adaptiVe

behavior" meant by the Minority rePoX and limiti

and somewhat arbitrary requirements. of'similaritytO one f four

diseases were eliminatbd, our
apprpach and the minority are

ir

not far apart. Our definition is very Similar to the'majoricty
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definition, butslore precise and clearer, we believe..

It must be remembered that we'are not creating provisions

of a social insurance system where the categories of-eligi-

bility need to be very narrowly drawn. Some flexibility should"

be allowed to state councils and agencies to target on the

neediest of these vulnerable groups. While targetting of

limited resources can begirgued as a basis for categorizing

the definition as under present law, the targetting clearly

can be done at the state and local level:

III. Conclusion .

The Developmental Disabilities Act is a response to the

rack of programs to manage care for severely disabled people

needing many health, socialand
educational services over a

lifetime. Because of heir severe disabilities and because

of their many and diverse
ih- needs, they are often without a pro-

gramAoassure that their health and social needs are met.

, Many become institutionalized. Yet, a reasonable estimate is

.
thkt there are Obit six million aindividuals in this status.

While major reform of health financing and programs to focus

on organizing,e, meet the needs of these population; would

be more than welcome; H.R. 11764 is an'important, though

limited step to assuring better crit. for these populations.

.We think the substantive changes in H.R. 11764 are selinsible

and are likely to iMprove
theiprogram.OWF thlink:the programa

should!focus on those individuals who meet a,functiO0a1 test,
.4

however, rather than those, who IONS& esablishrsimilarity 4

to a digease as under current law. Our suggested definition
4-

has been discubsed and is attached.

0
.

e..

.5
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Think 1,9u .for this
opportunity to testify rggarding the

needs of severely handl...Capped
We urge you to keep

their needs
&instantly in mind as ybu carry out youF enormous

responsibilities of overseeing
and'legislating the nation's

major health programs:
Medicaid, health insurance; health

planning, and health manpower.

p
0

i t 0
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..- 'ATTACHMENT A.

f 1 '

NATIONAL EASTER SEAL SOCZEI' ftifiCRXPPLED CHILDREN & ADULTS

DEFINITION APPROVED IN 1073: r',

"A deVelOpmentally disabled persoruis one with a

physical Or mental condition, originating before"

age 1W which' is not. to treatment,- which
: .

stheFefoie can be expected to exist dUring the life

,the:indil?idual; and which leads (or has led) .

z ' . NttirCtionat `deficits Which- substantially interfere

'wi,p,.1-kethe s ability t ® :acquire normal-

-;-,4)4.14.1s: and knovIedge; to engage in competitive,

t.
e44yrrIplit, ors to. manage his giwn affairs without

41
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4 , From:
M.D.

',;;OUiERt1.4422a2vIRLIOolsAistnn oh CHRONICALLY ILL'
. .

:;''

.140e15 hav Iditi:onally. not hpd adequate accems.

,

o..bewnh.4.0A*Arhis oehtr3',. *.Private insurance may excludc

7i4411C*isq10oX iting.conditlons ormpt have coverage

adeqUe014412.P.JO0eACeaVmphiO.expenses. ofteri..involved.

koareA# dee the (*fabled alitAle for Disability InsUrance,

"b4i rAgliirei 9 Montktiting period. 'Both private insUr-

ende and iWd; hoercoVer some of those healthprograMs,

400tIletlde0bY t leabled: medical rebabilitation,and
;.3

.;41edAcaid picks' up the disabled who'spend down

" ut inpatient care is limited to about 20 -30

tieKt.,care is very liMited. This paper explores

124a1.01. ria programs for the disabled -- medical rebatpi-
,

some depth in order to adequately

their inclusion, as well as cover-

0.6neand h: *Er; care -- in

e'li4111 h to justify

t, .ge fo eikisable in a-national health insurance program.

Mediae' Rehabilitation 'Program! and Their Difference

r Nursing Home Care, Home Health, or Other Forms

fl-Long-Term care.
, a ..

Aipet!fedical rehabilitation is a medical progess which involves

mi44disciplinary team approach to care and a broad range. of

`per04bet for a defired group of individuals having or facing

4.011ility. The care is a total program for the patient. A

4ician is always involved and directs a elan of careestab-

.:71F:lihbed **the rehabilitation -team, The team and the services

prOvides include 'the participation of a rehabilitation

cl
2:1I
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physician, a rehimbilitation nurse, physical therapists,

..iaccmpational therapists, medical, social workers,taudiolo-

gists and speech pathologists, psychologists, and Other pro-

fetsional technical persons_ including vocational counselors,

educitors, etc. In addition to these services, other parts

ofthe'program include the fitting'and'provision of braces,

otthotic devices, or prosthetic devices (artificial limbs) and

'the usage of'special assistiye'eguipment for daily living.

The plan of care is a, written one and establishes specific

goals related to expected functional improvement In perfor-
.

mance of daily living activity. Medical rehabilitation. may

assist the disabled or potentlally disabled person of any

age (children, adolescents,' working age adults,.and the el-

derly). Medical rehabilitation takes place in both an in-

patient setting in a hospital. (either a specialized rehabili-

tation hospital or, less often, in a rehabilitation bed unit

in a general hospital), or in an outpatient setting in Ar

outpatient department of a hospital or a rehabilitation

.1
facility which provides only outfr patient services and is not

Part of a hospital though accredited as a rehabilitation

facility. An example of the'latter would be a free - standing

rehabilitation facility sponsored by the National Easter

Seal Society'for Crippled Children & Adults. There are

eight such centers in the State of Connebticut alone, and

"they form a networkof comprehensive rehabilitation care on

an ambulatory basis.

In an inpatient setting, rehabilitation is an intensive

!type of:program aillpgous to other forms of specialized

<
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intensive care such Alf kidney dialysis units, cardiac care

units, etc It is intensive' because of the extensive and

continuous physician involvement and the active program of.
-

services- provided by rehabilitation nurses, physical and

occupational therapisti, ,speech patholpgistr,apd 'audiologists.

medical social workers and psychologists under the direction

of a physician. y

Outpatient rehabilitation takes place in a hospital

outpatient department or
a,facilityi, which is not a hospital but,

is lipfnsed tp provide outpatient rehabilitation Aervices'and

is generallyaccredited'by
the Commission do the Accrfdita-

tion ot Rehabilitation Facilities. The services are not

isolated.pr discrete as would' be the common case in a follow-. t

up clii4C visit for a.special medical evaluation or a sP ch

.06 ,

therapV Service, folifrexample.
Rather, a physician know dge:

able in rehabilitatidil directs the program and it is multi-

.

eervice in character including physical andOccupatiohal

theOpy, speech patholdgy and audiology, - medical. social work

and psychological services.
The program is less intensive

than for those requiring
',inpatient care, because there is

need for less continuous
physician involvement during any

24 hour period and fewer. Service hours per day. Yet, the

program is goal-oriented
.9S7;ti intended to achieve active andi

major changes and gains'ite patient with regard to

.

function and performance in daily living. It generally

offers a range of services that are at a much higher level

of care and more active than
found in nursing home care or

(home health visits. this activity is far from the level .
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, .

and 1.14tensity of care provided to, the resident. in An extended

care cility, a nursing home, or an intermediate care

facility ("ICF")', or evert a chronic disease hospital. In

these fatter settings, a physician is not continuously in-

votued in the case and supervising and managing the care'

program and the services provided are generally only single

domponents of the above or include no rehabilitation care

at all. Thete is some utiliXation of:general,pursing and '

physical therapy services for particular.care needs in most

skilled nursing facilities,. but 4ere is not an active indi-

vidualized and integrated program in nursing homes or ICFs.
. ,

As the study cited on page 6 of'the attiched testimony,

Document A, shows, inpatient hospital care will generally

'improve functional ability. Very substantially from 35% of

normal, at admission, to 75% at'discharge- Nursing home or

related care is generally used to maintain the level of func-

tion found at admission or't9 make minor' improvement relative

to a medical rehabilitation program
through the use of/ ronly

one additional modality or part of rehabilitative servir''

such as therapy for physical7reconditiOning, limitation of

deformities, etc.

The,previous'points are not'intended as arguments for

the exclusion of programs from National Health Insurance

coverage such as home health care or for single service

clinics providing components of rehabilitation like speech

clinics or physical therapy clinics. What is intended is

an articulation bf differences belween types and levels of

care in the healthcare system by disabled people.
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All types of care mentioned should be covered but their util

ization should be managed to assure use for purposes to

which they are relevant or designed to serve.

A'distinction between health care including medical

rehabilitation and long-term care including nursing home

care and community care should rest on the diffekence between,

an active medically-directed program with comprehensive

serviced offered which makes substantial SCtive/changes'in

the functional ability of the patient, and those prograis of

supportive services which are directed to maintaining func-

tional ability and assisting:the disabled in'dealing with

environmental problems.
Continuous supportive systems of

care are indeed necessary for some severely disabled persons

who have residual impairments in bodily form or functiori

who cannot
necessarily perform all daily living functions

unassisted. Medical rehabilitation,
on"the other hand,

.

improves the ability of the disabled person, to increase

physical or mental functional capacity by reducing the im-

pairments, improving the physical condition, improving,

endurance for activity, strengthening physical capabilities,
A

and substituting
for missing parts or functions, etc2

f

Supportive systems such as 'home care programs of.health 1.

and socialservibes which follow such active medical

rehabilitation enable a functi al status to be maintained
,

4

and may also provide foe furthe per onal independence

through the use of external stipp rts such as attendant

care, reVisior?s of the home set ing; ttie maintenance and

repair of assi- ive de uch as wheelchairs, and even
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vocational training and placement services. These systeibs

of medical rehabilltation
e-and home care and assistance area.
10

essential to achieve the goals of rehabilitation. Both

systems,should be supported and the'two systems should be

Integrated resulting in a dontinuoUs program of care. TO

assure this, medical rehabilitation hospitdis and fadilfties.

should be encouraged as sponsors and managers.of home care

j e

piograds.

C. Inpatient. Medical
Rehabilitation -- (L) Number of

.

Facilities; (2) Ave}age Length of Stay;' (3)

Cost; (4) 2roblems with Present Third 'Party Pay -

.

ments; and (5) Benefits.

, 1. Number of Facilities

It has been estimated by-an analysis of the American

Hospital Association, 1975-1976 listing of hospitals' %hat

there are only approximately 430 rehabilitation hospitals

and rehabilitation units in general hospitals. This listing

is basedon self-identification
and no objective criteria

. were used to determine if the activities were truly compre-

hensive medical rehdbilitation programs. Most of these in-

patient programs are accredited by the Joint Commission on

Accreditation of Hospitals ("JCAH")., Of this group, those

that are aceredited by both the JCAH and the Commission on

'the'AccreditatinAltof Rehabilitation
Facilities (°ARF'")

%
incItide 100. Of this group of 10,0 facilities, 45 are free-

standingrehaiiiIrtation hospitals With inpatient beds and

55 are upits'within
regalar Acute general hospitals. There

are approximately 5000 beds in these accredited facilities

if-

fir

.

4
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0

with a capicity,of approximately, 60,000 patients pet year ft,

z one assumes that,Vhe average stag is about 30 days. The

programs which are sCcredited by both the JCAH and CARF fill-

-- ,

fill reguirementsof
conventiOnelhospitalizationT in addition,

they meet theCARF criteria for an organized ,- complete medical'

rehebilitation.program.
The criteria of CARP include the

speci'ficAtioh by each,faoility of expected g oal's or benefits
, 4

of Can f6r;e'ach patient and the designation of a comprehen-

-!

rive-and an 'integrated ogram of melti-professional services.

under physkcian directi to achieve such goals. Presently,

JCAH accreditatEion (put not CARF) is necessary for reimburse-

.
mentStty Medicare in many facilities and is Used Similarly w

some state agencies.

2,, Average Length of Stay

The average length of sta ("!Ups".) for these hospital

programs is between about 30,to 40 days. It is longer than

the ALOS in the general hospital because 1.ai.ients have more
. ,

complex and intensive caie:needs. Thisgegical rehabtalitation

0

hospital stay generally includes a-10 day
49
sub-acute care phAse.

in which some rehabilitatioh designed to minimize disabling

conditions is utiiied. The disabilities most freguentix

treated includethq.gpinal cord
injured persOn with,guad

plpgia or paraplegia; stroke,; individuals with aMpUtations

resulting from disease like diabetes Or cahcer, or-resulting

from trauma; persons with impairments particularly those,

associated with severe ..at..hritis or fibrositis; cerebral

palsy and other birth defects in cheldren; muscle disorders

/'

including muscular dystrophyand gthermovement disorders '

*

4 4

O
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resulting.:from nerVous eyfitem disease such as multiple

'...

sclerosis, Parkipsonitm in, older persons., eteaplindness,:

...i.-,' ' -i . 4 "..

and-deafnesn.artrAnOXUded in :special programs fOr such
. ...,

.
.

.
. 1

, .

persons.. Medical rehibilitatiOn-of the spinal cord injured

involves an aVerageOf 10 to 12 days of sub -acute pare, and

90..daysofmedicalrehabilitati.ve care_for the paraplegic;.:',.'

120 days for theloW quadriplegic and as much as 250 to 270

days for high quadriplegics with breathing impairment (only
1-41i 4

A sdall!Sercentage).' All of:the.othernedical conditioni

leading. o severe disability generally involve an average

Of only 30 to 40 days of care including a limited sub -`a Cute

.t

-Aase. Some Anyalveiewer than 30 days such as the low back
,

impairments that are unrelated to'iny.spisnal,cord injury -.

!This' infofmation,comes from prOfessionalstandards developed-

.

by-tHe American Academy of Physical MediCine 6, Rehabilitation

. .

..for the AMA ,aild DHEW.,-;10Las'.been corroborated b'y the Assoc-,

, a r.

iation of Retalitaticin-Facilities in recent surveys." "The
.

PSRO material supplied upon request.

1. Cost. T
ft

The cost Parldayofan inpatant' medical'rehabilitation.

,'
program tnalu4kgrontine and ancillary services .is n4t.

Very, dissimilar -from general/Fate nopsital daily coati:.

.
Someadditionalscoste in medical rehabllita-tion.hospital's

".

not included in general acute, care daily costs are the

". !

Substantial
.

'number of ancillary and allied thealth professional

.services and sometimes iurgical. costs. The cost data are . ,

Irod dati4dveloped at: the Micas InstituteIor'RehabilitatiAn
. .

Research.elitUnt4 in 'a cost sUrveS, based'on.standard 'cost
/

F
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accounting, see Document B. The Texas Institute is a Special

rehabilitationhospital and rehabilitation research facility.

to other facilities

Ark anti hile they are

similar institutions, this

These cost data .have:been compared

including those in Chicago and New
to, o"

somewhat lower than those in other

'is because of differences in lahor, time of admission in-:-

respect to .onset of illness and, injury and other factors.

They are nonetheleie representative of the costs

ofoare'in.wcompreheeivemedical rehabilitation first-

admission inpatient programs. The average cost per patient

per stay treated in 1976. was approximately $8000. Wife'
.

aver-
.

age cast range is from $10,800 for quadriplegics and $14200 for

paraplegics to $7504 forstroke victims, $6000 for arthritics

with extensive skeletal deformities, and $5000 for amputees.

Maximum costs for the most severely disabled persons inc uding

those with many complications and need for extensive re ns-

tructive andepairative surgery for bed sores, kidney stones,
.

etc. may be .6 times these numbers. The stays are longest
_

,.....-

for high quadriplegi d- , least with children for muscle

disorders. Obviously, as one can 'see from the column"Other"

in ent B, a'significantnumber of cases are of a variety

of other conditions such as Parkinsonisetc. which are. '°

not indicated.

With a erage length of stay. of 40 days and' with a-

mix of-patients'perhaps'more characteristic of the average

inpatient rehabilitation facility (fewer quadriplegics,

!4",particularly high quadriplegics); using the average cost of

.41976'oe$8000 per stay, the average per diem would be in the

-
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range of $200. This cost inclbdes All ancillary professional

and t.pchnical services, medications, surgery, besides routine

hospital bed, board, and nursing costs. This estimate of
-

course is highly biased depending upon.the mix of disabled

Ajtients according to their severity, complications, age

before admission to a rehabilitation facility which accounts.

for differences among facilities.

4. Problems Under Present Third Party Payment ,P,rograms

Attached is Document C which is a document submitted to
.

the Civil Service,Commission detailing problems with rehab-

ilitation hospital reimbursement under a iitiMter of private

plans offered to.Federal,emOloyeee. Some,polifies define
'

hospital as an institution providing-medical and,surgical care

including emergejcy rooms. This excludes most. rehabilitation
.

h6spitals'since- surgical services are not offered inmost and

none have accident,emergehcy rooms. Other insurance policies

specifically. exclude rehabilitation care from their hospital

benefits which have been negotiated.in ord'et to achieve cost
I

premiums Competitive iiith Other plans not offering..such ser-

/ices or benefits. *Medicare4specifically includes rehabili-

tation hospitals in its definition of a hospital.. In

Medicare, however, there was originally a failure to recog-
(a

nize rehabilitative services as 1}51iPetal treatment prdgram

despXte the inclusion of the term rehabilitation hospital in

definition ofc"hospital".. The confusion existed because,

no finitiOn of rehabilitation care or services' existed
4,

.ia.the Medicare statute. To a large extent, this problem

was solved through intermediar4 guidelines defining medicel

1 f

41.
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rehabilitation in'1973.
The definition is similar to that

adopted-by the AMA and recommended }i4 the American Academy

OfjPihysical Medicine i Rehabilitation.
See DocuMent D for

-

theAMA.',American Academy
definition and tfie,Medicare giide-

lines.
Theseguideline;should be part of a.statUtorY

.

definition, however,-since
they hay* not been enforced

.
evenly byinteemediaries;-

« ,
The basic problems Medicare in 1977 are:;

29 month waiting period before the disabled ire eligible

fpr services of any kind resulting in Utilization at inappro-

=
prAte times after the dtsabilicr has

readied a fixed stage

(1) its

or many preventable
complications have, developed (also, the

G

person has to be SSDI eligible); (2) the 60-90 Nilimit on..

Inpatient care which is too short for the severe disabilities. .

such-as quadriplegia and paraplegia, multiple amputees, etc;.

and (3) the failure of fiscal-intermediaries. to f011ow the °

1973 guidelines defining,rehabilitation,
resulting'ih enAls

..«

of reimbursement for typical rehabilitation
services s ch -

as occupational therapy, 'psycSological and sdcial cervices,

special erpment and prosthetic devices.

. .
The basic problem with Medicaid is the very short day

limits on inpatient
hospital care in most states -A- 20 to 30

'days' maximum. This period'is farN.400
short to cover most

inpatient Medical'rehahiltiotion cases.

The Cost Benefit Value of'Lnpatient Medica

ation
,

.4«

The document attached as Document A cites a .number of

studies dealing with the benefits orcomprehensive medical

a
v 4

0'
ti

ae,



srehabilitation'programs,'inliolving,ispatientcate aeWellees

outpatien4follOW-Up. Work done is/part of the "CoMprefieneive

Needs Study"dealing with adiseredisability,..and cited on page,
, ; , ,

6,, of Document A.indiCatesthat.for the major disabilities

treated in medicalrehabilitation/hOsPital prOgraMs-(Sttoke;

spinal cord:infory;atthritis Anti ampUtitionsfandtional
. 7

increases .from.35% of normal at admissionto-7n of
. .

normal at'disbharge.. After a 2/73 year follow.,.up, 'this imprOve7

ment has increased.to7SS. Document A at.page b'alao notes
. .

that 70% of allYpatlente eerved,in comprehensive medical..

.rehabfiitatipn inpatient prograMs.return to work. (Studies..

from Mt. Sinai and the Rehabilitation Institute,of.Chicago,

and the TeZas 2patitute for Reeearoh & Rehabil.iorieupport

,this-7.7 see page 11:ofo,Document D for citations.) These, same

studies show lifetleeeavings of $60,600 per spinal cord

injury patient treated 4n, theee.pro'grams. In those case's,'

the, cost benefit ratio is an the order of about using lir

.he Texas average Cost p.gures for care.

I

D. Outpatient Rehabilitation Care "'(1) Facilities

Providing.lt; (2) geivices Covered: (3) Costs;

4 ,

14) Problems with Third:Party,Payments; (5) 14

. .- .

/ °Benefits.
0,c

I

.1'7, Facilities .
.

Most all of the..100 CARF7accredited inpatiehe hoepital"

$

proarams providingmediCal rehabilitation services also °
.

OrovidersuCh coMpreheneiye programs of care on7an.outpatient!/

baSis. Oubpatient Care.islmloortant in pedSal rehabilitation
, .

since early return to the home is a necessary
,.. ..

infiatient-programs

4. ) 4 1

44c, 1

J
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part of a medical .rebabill§ation)pigoram. In%AdditioWto

1ó0 hospital outpatient pro4raMs, there are 110..,rehabilitation

facilities which are accreplited.by-CARF wtioh,are 7free-,

standing".outPatient rehabilitation facilities nOt:fn,110SPit,ais

or having inpatients:. 'Thus,' 210-Odtpatient faciliies are

accred. by CARP wit the .100 ,hospital prograMS alsq

d
bean edited.

, .

There are -ome -100"hospieals wh'ioh.the Amarrtan
r

Hos'Ital AssociatioeHeal Care Guide for-1976"'Jists as.

aving outpatient rehabilitation'depariments. ."These programs,

are not CARP accredited 4 but are 3CAU accredited

prorams; however, .St can be 'expected thati,CARF :accreditation,

1
. I

could eventually be met cy most of these programs it' it were

required. Thus, another 100 programs might Wadded eothe-

210 ioresentiyCARF-accreditedi:

The estimate§ in this section are drawnifrom the AHA-.

"Guide ea Health Care fOr l9751176'";.the Americaa:RehabilYr

tation Facilities -coded membership fist and the CARF stings

-5

of'accreditations.-.

2. Services_

An odtpatient rehabilitation) PrOgramain a.hospital or

other facility'iA 4iffernt from a Speech patholCgy

for example, because,.)ilke the inpatlent,,retiabilitatiorr.ptol-

gram, 'it has a'comprehensive,and integrated7program of services

provided, under a physician, - directed -plate and including

physical.th4rapi, occopational therapy, medical and social

4.services, psychologj.cal services, 'speech and Audiology services.

Otber_therapies are also offered such as, inhalation therapy.

0
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Obviousik, each patient may not need all services. _gib sei-

vice needs depend on his didability status Arid physical .

Condition and complications., However, each needs physician

evej.nation 'and manageM:nt ancl'udnally several-,other'profes-
, %.

sional services ordinarily directed by a physiClan.

3. Costs
4.

The casts of 'these programs are generally determined by e
,

the costs of each unit of service, , Physictl therapy- costs

per urlit ofservi.ce in 1975 were about .$1f-and speech patholo-

gy services slightlyhigher. Skilled nursing services are

somewhat lower than the therapies." (See Document,D,, page 101..
qr

which includes 1973 data which has been increased for reasons'

of inflation.) (Whose "figures arecorroborated by data from
0

8 rehabilitation facilities in Connecticut.)

. 4. Third Party raymeni_problems

Under "private itarence, ON the hospita1 odtpatlent

programs are generally recognized ag providers of a limited

number.
.

of specific servicen. Speech"pathology, occupational.

lit
,

therapy and psychological services are not recognized in
0 .04

many
* private insurance programs including Blue Cross%-Blue

i

Shield policies.. Such services are specifically exclsded

o 4
'181,,,.

a ,

from both inpatient and outpatient programs..

It
*Ai!

Under Medicare, both the hospitals .and other

-tation facilities are recognized providers of outpatient
A 6

rehabilitation care under Part B. The facilitesopust meet .

*Medicare conditions of participatiOn including recordkeeping,

reporting andr professional staff requirements.

hospitals a

However, Awhile

reimbursed for the entire rehabilitation program,

. .4

a

4 '
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the other rehabilitation facilities get reimbursed for only-
;

physical therapy and speech therapy as Well as for physician
3

services. 'Nursing services, occupational therapy, medical

social services and psychological Services awe not covered

despite their inclusion (with the exception of p chological

services) as home health and-nursing home llanefits.

5. Benefits

Comprehensive outpatient rehaSilitation care is a
ks.

necessary adjunct' to the inpatient program and both are neces-

sary to achieve the improved functional ability Cogosing

the benefits of rehabilitation, vocational success,.and cost

savings of the care cited previously under B 5 in this paper.

E. Community-Based Don4-Term-Care Seillaces

Attached as Document E is a very gogd, brief paper

documenting the need for community-based healthrand social

services to e ple disabled individuals to function more

independently in their own homes-rather than in institu-

.0

tions). The patient population analyzed were discharged

from an organized medical rehabilitation program and were
J

determined to be most at risk.of institutionalization. Two-

thirds of the patients surveyed were returned hoe and one-

.

third institutionalized in long-term care facilities --

nursing homes or c oni disease hospitals.

Major variables affecting. whether community care or

long-term care facility care were utilized were a family's

willingness to care for the person at home'and the progress

in terms of s'lf -care which the patient made prior to discharge.

Ob.v,iously,, the factors serve to limit home care costs, i.e.,
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thrilmily:would provide attendant type care at no dollar

cost. The average,dost over 6 months for home care services,

for the population returned home was $72 per week in.1973,-

dollars, or AbOut $14 a day. This is substantially less'.

than the cost of any level of nursing home care -- $30 to $50 a

day in 1946 dollars. Tile-services provided were personal
- .

care services ($4 per hour); homemaker -and housekeeper

($3 per hour); "escort - service; and physical'therapy and

- "
nursing care at $12.58 and'$10.86 per visit. All figures

/are T973 dollars and therefore. have ter be irkreased by.

.about a third to make the dollars equil to 1977 dollars.

Still, the cost per lit would,he about $95 or about$14
4

Per day. See Pages 9 and 10 of Docupent E for details.
-,,

Some of the crvices provided, are traditional,
,

:,care covered, h k?.r;. s r

Care and ther .
Howev r, sther services such as attendantOr

or personalcsre, homem er services'and transportation are
*. .

1'not. Added to these services might be nutrition and home

"7 I.

.

,meal programs. A home care program'of this nature, while

,;',

1
J.

, .

. it c
might well be treated es long-term care and not part of a

,

ialth care program'incldding medical rehabilitation, should

....,,.,

be integrated with medical rehabilitation care. To achieve

'this goal' /
Ntical rehabilitation providers should be author-

ized to manage hdme care programs.

F. The Total Universe of Meed.for Medical- Rehabilitation

Care. and Some Rough Cost Estimates of Including It r

As a Benefit

Present estimates ofthose with severe disability. who

ices such as home health nursing

(
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could utilize medical 'rehabilitation care are 2.5% of the

population or approximately 6 million people. Paper by

W. Spencer, p. Stock and J. Cole, "Medical Rehabilitation of

the Chronically Ill", 1976, for HEW (ASPF.,. This is consistent

with estimates of .the 'Comprehensive Needs Study". Spencer

estimates new cases each year at 10% of the total or-about

600,000 camels:. This is consistent with general healkh sta-

tistics on new cases amc with a study byKottke evaluating

those in acute hospitals of'the University of Minnesota for

rehabilitation services needs. Kottke found 20% of the acute

hospitalized population to need component medical rehabilitation

services and 2% to need comprehensive rehabilitation programs.

The existing capacity of comprehensive medical rehabili-

tation programsjpy be equal to servinjabou't L0 -20% of the

600,00R newly disabled every year, or about 60,000-120,000 per year

now.. Thy figure comports with recent spinal cord injury data ,

showing a total of about 10,000 new cases each year, but

showing existing spinitl injurly programs and facilities

having the capacity to provide coinpreilnsive care fin- only

about 10% of this number based on estimates of the profes-

sional membership in the American Spinal Intkiry Association

and Health Insuraice Association data regarding the

American Institute ofHighwaySifety. "The Costs of Spinal

Cord Injuries", December ks 1976, Vol. II, *20. If 60,000-120,000

people were served, at an aferage of approximately $8000 per

case, the total cost of medical
iehabilitaiion'would be about

$500 mil. to $1 bal. per year.
Outpatient costs at a maximum of $750

per year for 120,000 persdns w011d add up to $90 million per
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Inpatient Medical Rehabilitation for the
Severely Dishbled at $8,000 per case
for 60,000 - 120,000 persons

eo

Outpatidht Followalat 5750 per year
for 120,000 peedelli

Total

5500 million - $1 billion

590 million

Total 5190 million 4 $1.1 billion

. Referral ,po an inpatient rehabilitation program would

be initiated by the first utilization review in hospitaliza-

tion at 15 days as a,reguirement of reimbursement for services
A

to the-severely physically handicapped facing or having a

disability. This control mightincrease demand for services

but'would clearly save long-term costs of extensive general

hospitalization or long-term care institutionalization.

since Medicare. Medicaid, Vocational Rehabilitation and

the Crippled Children's program sponsor some o' this care now,

the 5590 + million estimate is not a net figure. The net"

increase over existing Federal commitments would be much less

than.5590 million. If the Texas Institute of Rehabilitation

Research experience cited in Document B is reoresentative,

the net additidhal Federal cost might he only OA of the total'

costs since 40% of revenue is now federal outlays, 60* of $5.40

million to $1.1 billion is $360 million to*700 milliou..

Costs of the home 'ctre program are not shown.here.. Ob-

viously, they might reach 55000 per case per year Li,

utilization for a full, year were as indicated by Document r.

40 9 . 40.
Thoydommente referred to In this qtatement maybe found in the subcom-

mittee

.11#

O
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National Easter Seal Satiety for Crippled Childnyn & Adults

2023 West Ogden Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60612

Child - Male - 23 yrs.
Diagnosis - Spina Bifida
History - Referred from Children's

Memorial Hospital where surgical procedure for

spinal closure and- for a shunt were performed.

Typical length of stay, 3 yrs. (This report is of the first year),

e Physical therapy
es 150 Units* 8 $20 per - $3,000

occupational therapy 100
15 per Ad500

Speech therapy
. 15 pee' 750

Audiological EvaluatiOn
2 40 per 80

Psychological Evaluation
1 75 per. - 75

Medical Evaluation and Management 17 40 per," - 680

Transportation
150 5 per . 750

Rouni Trip

Length of treatment
1 year Total Cost t $6,835

*Unit 1 hour
.

-1;

Tradewinds Rehabilitation Center

Gary, Indiana
frank Rosenbaum, Executive Director
219/949-4000

Child - Female -.31 yrs.
Diigifosis - CP

History - Referred from Children's
Memorial May, 1976

Started at Easter Seal July, 1976,
Discharged January, 1978.

Speech therapy
51 Units* 8 $17 per - $. 867

Occupational therapy
52 17 per 884

Group therapy
86 4 per -344

Mother's group
6

%Standing Table
200

Swimming
20 2 per . 40

Length of treatment 18 mos. Total Cost $2%934

',Units - per visit of 1/2-3/4 hr.-

Willett Rehabilitation Center
Betty. Johnson, Program DirectOr

312/287-0222

Child, Female, 1 yr. 8 mos.

Diagnosis - Meningocele, hydrocephalifs, post-op
History - Hospitalized intermittentlegor 3 months. Referred to Easter Seals

Rehabilitation problems of lower extremity
paralysis, developmental delay and

and language deficit.

0-3 Intervention 22 Units* 8 $20 per - $ 440

(multidisciplinary)
Occupational therapy 22 Units** i 15 per ..4 330

Physical therapy 78 15 per 1,170

Speech therapy 22 s 15 per
e

330

Length of treatment 1 year Total Cost 2,270

with
speech

*Unit - 23 hours
**Unit 41..r/hour

Easter Seal Treatment Center

Elgin, I 11 inois'l

Peggy Muefterties.
312/742-3264

2 9L



Child - Hal* - 3 yrs
Diagnosis - Cerebral Palsy - Blind .

History - Previous 'Hospital Treatment - Ft. Worth Children's Orth8pedic Clinic

First seen 12-9-76 - No hospitalization to date

services started at Easter Smalr 12-29-76
Out-patient

....
-

Physical therapy 172 Units* ,

Occupational therapy 186

Speech evaluations 3

Speeth therapy 186

AUdio Scrbening 1

. _

Length of treatment to date 15 mos.

*Unit * 15 minutes

Tarrant Corti Rehabilitation Center

. Fort Worth, Texas
Robert Scott. Executive Director
817/336,8693

P 6.50 per * $ 881.70

6.50 per . 1.812.30A

.

22.50

6.50 pet . 1,812.30

.
10.60

. .

Cost to We- .$'4.539.40

Child - Hale - 4 yrs.
Diagnosis - Spina Bifida
History - Surgery for closurp of th* back and a shunt in 1973. Bilatikal h p snrgery In

March of '76, sub-trochanteric osteotomy, illiopsoas tenoto'ny and adduateienotomy.
Referred to Easter Seals_for evaluation in Oct. '75 and referred again for treatment In

January, 1976.

Re- evaluation 3 Units* e $132.00 per

Physical therapy/ 86.Uniti** 8.50 per

Occupational therapy 97 9.00 per

Speech therapy (group) 357 .51 per

A
Length of Treatment 1 year Total Cost ,* $2,182.07

%
... . 1....

*Evaluations - psychology - 654, physical therapy - $17, Occupational therapy S18,

Speech therapy - $24, social service $19, (if audiology added it would be an additonal
$27.) . . .

**Unit i hour

$ 396
731

873
182.07

Dallas Society for Crippled Children
Dallas, Texas
Loyd Martin, Executive Director
211.1358-5261

Child - Male - 3 yrs. 4 ems.
Diagnosis - Spastic double hemiplegia

r'' ...._.,

P

History - Initial evaluation at 6 mos. in an evaluation center.
to Easter Seal for comprehensive evaluation and therapy.

The program described below is for '76-'77 only.

,

At 12 mos. referred
1

Re- evaluations 2 Units* p $132 per $ 164.0o
Physical therapy 99 "" 8.50 per 841.50
Occupational therapy 155 9.00 per 1.395.00
Speech therapy (group) 351 - .51 per 178.05
Speech therapy (feeding) 26 8.25 per 214.50

Length of Treatment 1 year Total Cost ,... $2,Z93.05

*Evaluations --Psychology $54, PT - $17. OT - $18, ST -124, Social Services -119
(If audiology added it would be an A(ditibnal $27)

**Unit * i hour

Dallas Society for Crirled Children
Dallas, Texas

.--Loyd Martin, ExecutilleDirector
214/358-5261
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- Mit ROGERS. Thank you very nuAr-TC .hat was aNvery helpful state-
!tient. -

Ms:Cauffield, we are pl'ased to have you with. us.'

STAMM/TT. OF MARGARET CAUFFIELDL

Ms. CAUFFIELD. I am Margaret.Cauffield -and I live at 1311 Dela-
ware ..venue SW, Washington, D.C. I have osteogenesis imperfecta;
commonly k!iQwn as the .brittle bone disease,. which'originate,d 'long
before I was 18 years of age and which will continiie indefinitely and.
has constituted a substantial handicap. ,

With the exception a impaired ,intellect, tha definition used by
the .Developsnenfat. Disabilities Office in its brOcliiire, "Mac' Are
Developmental descri6ft me'hand other with Osteogenesisf
iin ta..

nt6a gioup of f 4liesand individuals in the District of .

Column r , Mdryland, and Virginia who are also affected by ostebgene-
a imp fecta and, in a larger sense, all' tllo.se .this comntry whoa.
I've this disorder.

I came tb`dity to prge the broadening olthe defrn4ion of develop-
mental disability to include all disakility categories l the individual
ineets the criteri.k recommended by the majority report of the Na-
tional Task Force on the Definition of Developmental Disabilities,
a task force mandated by Congress:October 4, 1975. Members of tho-:-

.taslforce voted for this broadened d .finition at the rate of nfore.thap.
two to one. ,

The task force was directed to c millet an independent objectiYe'
study to (a) DeteruNine if the basis, f thedefinition.of the develop,
mental disabilities, with respect to ti 1101 ,assistance is authorized, is

-appropriate and to the exteitt that i is not, to dete'mine an appro-
priate basis for determining which disabilities should be included and"
which disabilities should be excluded from the definition; and (b) the
nature and adequacy. of services provided under other federal pro-
grams for persons with disabilities not includ.ec in such definition.

Try as. I have, I cannot find evidence that thetasli-force addressed
part't ibf that mandate. We insist, therefore, that the task force did
not complete its job and should be reconstituted in order to conduct
the investigation into the adequacy of services for those who are now
excluded by present DD legislation. Parents of children affected by
osteogenesis-imperfeeta could testify to the discrepancy in the ade-
quacy of programs for their children compared to those who are
served under the DD programs*.

To be specific in just one instance, mothers have told me how their
osteogentsis imperfetta children have been turnecr'away from swim-
ming programs reserved for those who are developmentally disabled._
Swimming is the best and perhaps the only means of exercise for the
child affected by osteogenesis imperfecta.

It is especially important for a child's recovery after weeks, per-
haps' months, in traction and casts. Many can 'walk in the buoyancy
of a pool who could not otherwise bear weight on their fragile limbs.
Denial of such beneficial programs to these handicapped children is

. not acceptable.
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Our mothers are Conti y searching for schools; physiotherapy,
swimming pools. fo d capped. How often I have heard,. "There
are ,many services .av able" for -handicapped 'Children but
not for my OI-affec child." Parents of OI children dq not have
access to the directionkaild adelocaey bt the Dasprograms, and their, T
queries about what is availele under -she DD programs are often
brushed aside. Separate is not equal in our oxperienee.

The child with oste esis imperfeeta is often above average in.,
-intelligence and does..n nee.1 sp.ereinl school curricula. The 0I-_
directed child needs earl ' physical intervention-and access to educa-
Eionto reach eptimt in e -elopment of his dr her assets. DD services
for these children wourd avert the lengthy delay many of us eNperi.-

..
enced before .vocational rehabili , tion services were provided. III my
own case, that was at age 34. .

Again, I urge adoption into, LH. 117(14 of the broadened definition
of developmental - disability as recounended by the majority report

'of the de-firriti4i k foce.
I have two articles and a brochure on osteogenesisimperfecta which

I wordd like to insert into today's record.
Mr. Rootas. Without objecsidn, it as so ordered.

fMs. CAUFFIEL). I thank you for the opportunity to make,this pres-
entation. I do .admire your- ability to pity attention for these many
hours. Thank you. '

Mr. ROGERS.- Thank you so much. We appreciate your bt-ing here
and your waling the effort to give us the benefit oLyour thinking
and it is'helpful to the committee. - y .

' :Its. CAUFFIELD. I have copies for all the member of the committee
too.

Mr. Roc:Eris. That will be fine. Thank you so much.
Now, 'A s. Connors.
Tesfi ony resumes on p. 320. j.

[Ana liments to Ms. Caufliehre preparedstatement follow :1

ti
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Children with
teogenesis Imperfecta'

Nik

bit;FRANCS..N1. DUB0-WSKI, ;NI.*

44-1

--.
Because there have been no guidelines for nurses in the care of os-

teogenesiMperfecta children, thereis a profound need for bringing
., to light the errors and ignorance in the care of these intelligent. fragile

individuals. Awarencssof this cipPling..iiisease was created in 19(38 by
a magatine article.in which a mother wrote of.,her anguish and inability
to con with a child so helpless arid totally dependent upon her. As an
outgrowth ofthis article tlie first clinic for the care of these children
was organi?cd.

I.-had InyOrst encounter with an 1. hilt during my nurses' train-
ing at Cook County llosiii,, Chicag . 's birth created an aura of
fear, clamped mouths. and'averted e0s. ifi'eryoneakoidecl the mother.
The deliering.physician was curt, spoke in short quick sentence's. and
left her room immediately. She lift the hospital without seeing her

. baby. The infant. remained in our hospital for ii ie tear's becabse no
one knew that he could live in the outside wt .id. 'His record read
forty-three fractures (plus) of the upper and leer etrenlities and
ribs." ,. .

. .
Many years later I came to work. in an' orthopedic liottal. for

crippled children where, on my lirstclay, my first bath assignmen't was
that of a 9year-uid, 23 pound, I lr/2 inch youngster with, an adult voice.
Ilk record reacl "fractures at birth 200 plus. um inimeions to count:"
On this mot ning lie had already been propped tip in a cal vier seat, had
had his breakfast., and was stitching on a piece of embroidery:- .

'Nut 4.011111.011 l" lopct 1'16 110.1111.11

10i C. pilled

.rilur3ing (lido 11' N.; th .1.1, rine Vol. II; No, 4, D1-1(.:1:NIIIFRA, 1976 709-

1.
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As '1 Appvoa
"Nurse. don't lift

FRANCES 1)U13),1141 v. 7

'

Ett:ext: 1. Thiriccncit)11.
child wkfi ostcugclivsil
recta'.

-hed with the bath water, I heard the instructions,
c or touch inc tilt I tell you how." You can be sure I

listened, If after reading this article you will remember only this. theni
Will feel that this article has been worth niv efforts. Along with the need

. to respell the Mild's ,insirt«liuns. a close observation of the parents and

their handling of ihc child upon admissit'm is of great value. ParentS

live 'with tliis disease 21 hours a day and have develord.sPecial skill
d with their child's needs. OrtV,,heard snap of a feniur whelp a Co.

Worlier.changed a diaper. T 'An have heard a snap when blood was

drawn from a child with 0.1. it was the fracture of a humerus.
"

NATURE OF THE DISEASE

Osteogenesis imperfecta is a hereditary disease involving generalized

connective tissue. It is thought to occur in two forms. congenita 'and

tarda. In our clinic at ..;hriners Flospitallor Crippled Children we ob-
served many variations and for this reason chose to classify our
children as severely affected, mode! ately affected, and mild. The ours-

ing,circ^ for each of these categories calls for gentleness and centers orr

safety and prevention of` h olives and deforninies. I shall conhite lily

-,uritingtnainly to the care or the severely and moderateb affected since.

these Iwo groups are so frequently hospitalized.
0.1. is charactetizesl by thin broken bones.,blue sclera. poor teeth.

.
short stature, and scoliOsis in 70 per rem of all affected children. Other .

signs in the %clew fiom are triangular lacieHgenera119. hypeipyrexia,
'excessive diaphinesis, easy bruising. recurrent epistaxis. add constipa

lion.

.3,
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. .C1411.DREN WITII OSTEOGENESIS INIPERFECTA . . , 711
...

Temperatu'res taken nairning and-evening for V-day periods show
that the temperature of the child with severe 0.1. ;iemains. jto 2 degrees

,abovemori?^.-This is demonstrated by his 'iced for less clothing. few or
no covers when sleeping, and a greater fluid intake than other children.. 4,

1.

, CARE MEASURES -
t . "1/4 ..,'

.0 .0Tiinvc. This.sbould be lightweight, noncoostricting.and Void of
rik ns, buttons, pockets, or ruffles. Zippers should iv: kovided rather

:than buttoany fractures hate occurred from catching an arm or ..

eg betweerkihe crib tails. A padding to keep the extremities within thel must.pPERING:a
.. 00

In changing the child's diaper, of must lift the child
' /byhis,buttocksand, in a sweeping !notion with the u per arm, support
4 and cradle the Ids while placing the diaptir')

Never lift the legs'';at the ii-
A, \-...7,

ankle.area, since this can cause fracture of long bonecand the rect.
Heavy, thick diapers can constrict, so use of these should be avoided.

BATHING. It is beneficial to allow the child to be bathed in a small
rub or basin lined with a heavy towel. except where casting prohibits.
An open-mesh. plastic clothes basket can beset into a larger tub, to give
seatrity to the child. The basket can be lifted in and out with the child -
in it. .

FEEDING. At feeding time the nurse can cradle an infant on a
pillow, with a comfortable amount.of pressure.. The older child can be
placed in a pot-table seat-carrier,- the type used for toting front place to
place, with a soft strap across his middle, since any chest constriction
could fracture the ribs. For a child in a spicy cast, the uppor portion of
the body should be slightly elevated, of preferably the child can staid
in a table-type walker. '... ,

.

The preschooler or school-age child would prefer to sit in a small
wheel chair and feed himself. . pillow to sit On can prevent traunta ,
and skin breakdown. The legs 11111st not he allowed to Jiang overthe
edge of the wheel chair.as IF:mule of the femur is most common. The
legs should be supported in flexion by a padded board. .

The susceptibility ol.these children to U.R.I2s, then' chest deformity,
and their poor teeth requite an upright position at [ceding time. They
are Usually picks and slow eatersold since dick stoma( lis are crowded
tip itho iii.. chest i tsitrt small I iequent teeth ., ale el uraged.

'Hie occurrence of excessive diaphoresis sho "I . it almormiliiv in
.

ellelp: illeLlho!islil liliDires Argil:Du dr DICII-.1Ncd (.11eDic and ID ()Will
DU:lee. The,C l 1111(1101 .11C .11%%.1% 11111,rt .11411 11.711111 ht. .1117Mrd !O

drink as taut Ii as this %%,m. I he% need olds mu mal liaoinns 01 1 alci-,

um, but generally dislike milk. Adding flavoring [twill:. giving in
. A

.7

.

to.
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cream ansI .puddings. and the use of cooking can Itt-lp supply
the amount requited. There are no hard and 1..tsifules ahoot diet. but

. one ;honkd make an extea eltort' to tempt the appetite.
USE OF THE lirorAx. These children have ati,extretne lar of being

Ira died and may not ask for the use of the hedpan. Sipce they do not
teal their weak buttock and leg muscles cannotstIpport them %%bile on
the bedpan. The should be lifted genth.by the buttocks, with the legs
supported b illow. If 1>edwetting occurs, skin, care, using water and
a mild soap aft each episode, can- help in pr=eventing rash and irrita-

. tiOn to the skin.
.

1,
,

l#1977.°I.FRANCE.SanitAIOWSKI

Fracture of Upper Extremity.

4411t(7.:Fte

Many fractures in .these chilch I are cared for at home by the
parent. Yhere is a snap, a Cry. an the child exhibits pain. The parents
wrap the exttemity with am elan c bandage, soothe the child, aTt lay
or may not make a trip to the h spital. 1

When a fracture ()Fan tipper extrentity occurs, Ole child will most
often prefer to, hold that arm firmly against himself, with the (Apposite
arm. Callus formation takes place in a few das. A trian 3u . andage or
stockinette sling can" be applied. flat a long arpy cast should I) avoided.
Thd ti'eight and pressure of the cast would (slily serve to cause a frac-

.° lure abotr the cast. and possibly fracture of he ribs. All fractures
ashould ,checked frequently for colo,L sensitivity, and

moveinent. Apply soft padding to the aalary region to absorb exces-
sive perspiration.

Fracture ofitAigr.Exiremiiies.0 .
.

In these cases the child is delivered to the hospital. usually with an
elastic. 1401dage type of wrapping to ease 'transportation. X-rays are
taken, and a longieg cast applied in the older. moderately or mildly af-
fected 0.1. child. If ,a long leg cast is applied to the- extremity-of the
severely affected child. there is a so ()fig po.sibilitt: of a fracture jitst

attoT the cast. TherelOre a hip spica is necessary to insure complete
st rt to the entire leg.

.
.

The cast should he tn.ativ trimmed and should not nib it :i-gainst the
protutling thest. .11n; edges should be, ft et. .oi l' use plaster. covered
with a flannel-type tape. to wilcou escot iation of the skin. The edges
Around the pubes ant-, rectal attiphould hue taped and then covered

/Vat plastic wrap to keep moisture out Some physicians have applied a'
. , <, ,

28.068 1; - 78 - 20
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double spica or casts to both legs. eyen i(cMly one is fractured. 1. fa-

cilitates the child standing in a kw-days and decreases the cljatices
trauma, to t le uninjured kg by the weight of the cast..
;Our phys iatis' do not apply short leg casts, hut 'if this is done, the

parenvor nu se must use exutente care in handling the child since the
weight of the cast tould cause Catture of tibia and fibula at .the prox-
iinal end.

' 713

Children in casts of the lower extremity should have aregular. check
of the covering on the fet. Sheeesand spreads should not be tucked 41i

tightly under the mattress, Which mould cause prtssure on the toes.

CARE OF CM6*. One cannot emphasize strongly enough the impor-
tance of good cast care.eThis elimthates the removal of the cast before
healing, is accomplished. Although {5.1. bone develops -callus more
quickly than novinal hone; the bone remains subject to fracture j4,st at

'it was before the initial break. A clean, well cared for cast can be kept
on for the full time required. eliminating the anxiety and fear ofun-
necessariy removal..

The importance of a dry cast is, undoubted) the one greatest factor
irr Cot care. To avoid giving enemas, nurse and parent, should persist
in' having the child eat fruit and'dynik fruit juices,th is-almosr
ble to keep a cast dry during an enema procedure. For boss Pliepents
can be directed into a tube or urin4. padding Ncit diiposablc diapers
beneath the:perineal area m.catc.lfany additional moisture. For. girls
the right size diaper shoutd be used. pulling hack about a squat ter
length of the plastic liner , folding the ahsorbC;tir portion under the but-
tock, while taping the plastic pi» Lion to theilack of her cast. The front
of the diaper is tucked into the flout cast opening. This can be

reversed when the child sleeps on her tumult'. gising the back a chance
to dry, if necessary'. One satiriars' napkin. or mote. dependin;g on the
sue of the child, can be inserted into the front opening to :distal) the,
flow of urinf.t. Anant:6, diaper. without hoer. or a cloth diaper or
receiving blanket, can be placed beneath the goat( ks to chug whatever

moisture might seep through. .

Children can be position,1 ai a slight incline io encourage dowmvard
flow. lit the end the cast oral) be damp. and for this we has c used a

hair dryer, tinder close supervision, since the skin Can be extremely

sensitive. to heat.
Various solutions !lase heel) tried to wash casts but tunic., has c 'been

a any salute.
Scolu."is. thc Nlik.1111..cc

tire. The brace js worn :21 bouts of due day
anil/or hydrotherapy. It has been the ptarticc
the vhild lot a muck to .1,10.1110 thc Judd and

Ihiling this pn'tnul the hi.isc is IiiVEI-Al

Is t' 1).1111,111\ 1111',I

5%1111 an 110111 rut bath

11.1;e111 %%A,

111,,lutighl) Ltoi ItLatItl
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possible pressure ari -as. :,17,liese."childremaie checked regtvlinly every
ihrec motiths.for brace adjtistment and skacondition, and bi,.111.e den-
tal clinic' for lower jaw protrusion lind interference inirrihtli forma:
lion. .

. FRAGNIUS-1.010X AND. RODIMC. . The challent, this .disease is die
, control of fractures. The fracoired bones in both t )o,Lancl lower ex

tretnities canturve rather dreadfully. Rodding is r &lie solely, for
cosmosis, since in ,spite of sonic severe curvatures these children can
.perform%iriotts tasks other than walking.

Surgery'has.heWirtirrantrolling fractures and correcting the de -t.
formitv. It is impcirtant that these children be standiirg in their casts the
day after sUrgetI. StressAaf the bone will increase bone growth. Rod
dingding is most'frequentiv done in the femur ancl/MV. ;1"he humerus is
rodded oily When it interferes, with self feejolitivor hen clothing can-
not be found to fit..and the radius is done rarely becau of its thinness
in size. I have not known of a fibula being rodded.
. LONG LEG BRACES. Once the bone is solid enough. to remov the'
cast, sonic children are protected by long leg braccStreks on the
bones, use of the muscles, and implrntt cirt of utmost in.
portance, e child is never allowed to .did alone, but will have the
immediate su ervioion.of one or. two hospital personnel and is snit
ported and 1. "ted a neceSsary. These children may never walk, but
braces serve as st sp

SmAt. FLS1ON. This surgical procedure recently done. on two of
our children carts fqg positioning the child flat and using log-rolling
technique as With tits- nsual spinal fusion patient.No metal equipment
was used. but soft traction has been applied.

Preopeiatively these children w!to have increasmetabolism often
run an elevated temperature, but when surgery is cancelled for that
day, the temperature returns to' the child's normal value:, Postopera-
tiVely, nausea and vomiti,pg not hem a problem, except in one
case of spinal fusion. -rite most frequent comilications base dysp--
nca and nocturnal orthopnea. Osv gen and :action equipment antrou;
tinelv ordered to be available at the bedside.

Vital signs for an-se children ale varied. l'ufsf and respiration ate
more rapid, but blood pressuic remains the same as tin .odic1 -1Itildren.
A lightweight pediatricculf should In, used tit measui einem to-vprevent
trill1111.1 :111t1 Ii.ccturc.

NItint:A-ricis:. Aspirin has been contraindicated. 14vlenol has been
administered as a 1(phi-einem.

adi postopetative injection sin, .11i nsualli the .lc itoid inns. le,.
but though these children ate 'nand. stnets, 16." hit e 11.1(1 it) 11:',01 t to
the htattwi.s. the tieshict site. loA any llet-CSSary daily injection.

v.'

.3 !
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PSYCIldLOGICAL NEEDS -

4 o'r
These .children remain in the hospital. for a longer period than the

usual fracture patient? This gives the nurse more time to observe acid
assess the level oli the child's acid parents' understanding of this chronic
debilitating; disease. They need help in developing a realistic attitude
toward theirige and plans for the,future. *lime should be provided For
the child and prent to discuss-their feelings openly, but epcourag -
TIMilt must be coupled with honesty in filcing the future. Many of thes

° ,chiI4err have rodreas of becoming doctors, nurses, or pilots, and on
. mustleditect such dreams into the- ore' practical vocations.

A recent survey of the -adults once in cwt care as children reveals
these positions h'eld: secretary. editor of a newspaper. hank auditor,

cs elchronic *air man:.constiltantito-handicapped college students, tele-
phone sales, person, and hand craft worker.

We eitcOurage these childien to attend a regular sclfool whenever the
school is on one floor or is equipped with cevatp.s. Their active ex-
cellent minds should be developed. It has, been proved that they are
and can be SelfAsopporting citizens.

\ .,

715

4

408 hosscr Street
Sihei Y1170
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PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS
IN LOW-INCIDENCE
GENETIC DISEASE:

CASE OF OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFCTA

.e!

'4.
t

Lynn Kiely, MSW
Richard Sterne, DSW
Carl J. Witkop, Jr., DDS

r.
ABSTRACT. Osteogenesis *im fecta (01), a clominshit- ge-

Aetie disorder, was exvined in on expl o case udy of psychosocial implies-
lions. The crosisectidnal survey s iod o 13 Ohaffected adults and 21
families with an 01-cffected child w o terviewed. gindings revealed numer
ous psychosocial concerns and problems in addition to their complex and lifelong
medical problems. Specific problem areas differed according to the severity of the
disease, type. and e of genetic inheritance. The results in ate the need for
local as well se national policy changes thrqugh legislation and extensions of
existing selvicas Par lowincidence disease groups such as 1affected persons.
Implicatiorts for social worhpractice interventions call for grca er involvement with
genetic diseases, more aggressive appioaches in case identification and service
coordination, and performing lOngerrange monitoring functions than is usually the
case.

ExCept in the case of popularized genetic diseases,
social workers in particular and society in general have not developed
much documented understanding of the' often unique psychosocial
problems that are inherited concomitantly withithe physical liabilities
of many genetic disease'''. For many familieS with genetic disorders
there are multiple lifelong medical, emotional, social, and financial
difficulties. that pervade their everyday existence and demand. societal
support systems that are not now available. The lack of these socioemo-
tional and financial support systems is bleak testimony to the disenfran-
chisement of countless tens of thousands afflicted with relatively rare
genetic diseases.

Among the almost 2,000 different genetic defects catalogued; the

Ms. Kiely is currently a social worker for the Hopkins School
District in Minneapolis. Dr. Sterne is Professor, University of Minnesota School of
Social Work. Requests for reprihts should be directed to Ms. Kelly, go Dr. Sterne,
School of Social Work, University of Minnesota, Mitineaolis, Minnesota 55456.
Dr, Witkop is Professor and Chairman, Division of Hufruni sad OtileGenetics,
University of Minnesota. This project was supported in part by NIH, NIDR Re-
search Grant DE AM 03686. Ms. Kiely conducted the interviews during the data
collection period,

Social Work in Helth Care Vol. 1(4), Summer 1976 909
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dominantly inherited Eilrders include'Some of the most debilitating
anti, incapacitating diseases.* One of these is osteogenesis imperfecta

(0i), which is -a tragielly severe disorder typical of many of the
low-incidence, low- visibility dominantly inherited diseases that occur 1
in 20,000- 50,000 in the, general population. These diseases are not,

considered major enough to command much in the way -of research
money, social recognition, or societal concern and, consequently, lack

effective "lobbies and public support for special legislative and aid
progrems. In contrast are 'Widely publicized diseases such as cystic
fibrosis, hemophilia,-and sickle cell disease which occur 1 in 500-3;500.

The purpg,s, of this study-is-to-elucidate the contributory psycho-
social proklemX -inespecial needs of 01 patients, which are seen as
prototypical:oecith'erseverely debilitating dominant genetic disorders.
These needs aie'.ielattd to social work and societal responses in the

areas of polici';levelopment, financial support, and programmatic ef-

forts that are required to cope effectively with the problems geneiated

by these diseasts.
Samilial cases of osteogenesis perfecta occur by inheritance from an

affected pare,Sit. Affected parents are very likely to have affected

children, since the known transmission risk is 50% for each child. A
person may have CH, however, without having an affected parent or
relative. These cases are termed "sporadic" and represent a phenome-
non consistent with the occurrence of new ,mutations in dominant?
diseases) These affected individuals may then pass the disease on to
their offspring following the pattern of familfal cases.

Osteogenesis imperfecta is manifested in two forms: Osteogenesis
imperfecta congenita (OIC) is a more severe form of the' disease which

is characterized by fractures at birth and extreme fragility of the bones,

which sometimes fracture hundreds of times. Marked skeletal defor-
mity, shortn in stature, brittle, soft teeth, and, frequently, progressive

hearing loss-We typical consequences of the disease. In contrast, osteo-
enesis imperfeCta tarda (OIT) is characterized by onset in infancy and

wer bone abnormalities than in OIC cases. 'Ne OIT-affected person is
ually able to ambulate without the aid of crutches or wheelchairs in

ontrast to many OIC cases. In both instances intellectual functioning
remains unimpaired despite the disease.

The fact that 01 begins at such an early age and is frequently marked

by severely deforming, incapacitating, and untreatable skeletal abnor-
malities underlies the lifelong medical and psychosocial problems that

*Advances in genetic research have twin limited primarily to
chromosomal and recessively inherited disorders. The vast group of genetic diseases

with an autosomal dominant mode of inheritance, such as 01, cannot be diagnosed
prenatally, and only limited physical treatment, if any, is available.
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plague these individuals and that. fpnilies. The high risk of transmission
to children underscores 'the fact that the problems created bythe
ditease are likely to be continuous across generationkkif the same
famq. f

1
METHODOLOGY

With few exceptions, the total available patient population in
the seven-county, Twffi Cities metropglitan arr.was.inclucicditi his 1-year cross-sec-
tional survey. The patiehts were selected from the medical rec f t e University
of Minnesota Rospitals; Gillette Crippled Children's Hospital, and the esota

Ostedgenesis Imperfecta Society. Thirteen 01 adults (7 males and 6 females) a

mean a0 of 36 years (ranging 'front 21 to 62 years) were Interviewed as were 21
lama( parents of 01affected.children.

Home visits were made to each family. Genetic and medical histories of each
affected individual were obtained prior to conducting the psychcisocial interview in
order to establish rapport. Personal interviews with 01 ackts were structured,
following an open- and closed-ended questionnaire guide.,The questionnaire in-
cluded 21 items 'designed to assess general problem areas associated with 01,
including intrafamilial and extrafamilial relationships, level of education, occupa-
tional status and limitations, medical needs, financial problems, and further need
for social services. Subjective judgments were also made about each respondent's

psychosocial functioning by the professionally trained interviewer.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION'

Responses of Or AclitiOr
Of 13 responden , 11 stated that their disease af-

fected then family relationships. Nine of the individuals spontaneously
reported overprotection by their parents, which often caused friction
and intensified familial anxiety. However, a third of the respondents
claimed that these tendencies, .together with the limitations of their
disease, fostered a closer relationship with their parents. Severely af-
fected OIC adults who underwent long periods of hospitalization during
their childhood harbored feelings of rejection toward their parents.
Relationships with siblings were characterized at times by embarriss-
ment and rejection due to the affected individual's deformities and
inability to participate in usual, childhood activities. These occurrences
frequently caused estrangement among family members. Despite these
problems, half of the respondents described the effects of their disease
limitation as contributing to family unity!

On dating and courtship patterns, adults with OIC frequently re-
ported difficulties. One 24-year-old man expressed disappointment at
finding his girlfriend married to a normal male following a 6-week

"
,
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.hospitalization -far a fracture. 'A 40-yer-old woman felt that the major
tragedy of her diseate was the lessening prospects for a husband and
family as the yaps progreisea. All the obseritattatis were not negative:
A 23-year-Old man commented that while his physical deformities

-teemed td alienate some womeh!, others were intrigued with his ability
to overcome his handicaps.and dated him.

All OI adults were interested in companionship End marriage. Only
half of the women merited, all past the age of 30, and they married
handicapped Men. iIn marked contrast, the three 61T males were
married at an average age .of 25, and theyall married physically normal
women. . . , .

All marriages involvinr1001-affected spouse produced offspring
with one exception: An OIC woman separated from her husband
because he wanted children and she did not want to risls having an
affected child. Despite the 1 in 2 risk for each child born to be affected
with OI, the IPmarried individuals had 9 out of 11 affected children.
After the birth of 1 affected child all OIC parents had no further
children, whereas the 3 OIT adults had more children. It- is al.o
noteworthy that 14 out of 21 sporadic families produced no furthei
offspring after having an affected child.

Educational careers were slowed due to repeated fractures and hospi-
talizations.,Their commitment was high, however, since all OI adults
achieved aiigh school degree; with some finishing through GED exam-
ination. Six attended .college and three graduated. .

Employment opportunities and occupational security were major
problems for all OI adults inteiviewied. Most OIC individuals found that
their physical di,sabilities required them to undertake modest home-
based occupations such as telephone answer* 'services, dressmaking,
and home sales. Other, more ambitious persons developed their own
businesses in their homes: One woman provided secretarial skills for the
small community where she lived; another young ,mancomputer.did computer
programming. Those more mobile adults employed within the commu-
nity tended toemaln intheir jobs for most of their 'IN

Limited occupational opportunities, absenteeism due
medical problems, and the hereditary nature of th ease
to the Jextensive financial problems of almost

eriurrent
'buted

01 adults and their
families. Expenditures for special ambulatory uipment such as wheel-
chairs and braces, continued medical and hospital costs, and special
transportation expenses 'Created major and unrelenting financial bur-
dens. Family financial stress was compounded by multiple occurrence
of 01 in a family. Even though 11 out of 13 respondents indicated that
they received social services as a result of their OI, they almost always
needed additional services including liettei vocational and educational
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counseling, special. transpbrtatiott services, as well as continuing finan-

cial assistance. .
>7

Families gieh 01 Sporadic Cases
- Those parents who produced a sporkelic OIC child

were overwhelmed at the birth of their sonetimes severely deforrne'd
babies, many describing theit reactions as ones of shodlc and _o

.lizatfon. Some initial reactions included linger that theft had been no. '

one knowledgeable to counsel them abdittAthe diagnosis or prognosis,
for their child. Depressionnd feelings of guile at having produced a'
tiudformefl child were frequently iresent, and fearSthat they would not .

be able to provide adequate care for their- child,wee sometimes over-
whelming. These reactions occasionally impaired appropriate parental
funclioning: One set of normal parents who produced an affected first
child cut themselves off from friends and activities and coricentratect
their time and energy on this child; another first-time mother became'so
depressed and frustrated at the extra care required by her affected child
that she had to turn most caretaking duties over to her own mother.

OIT families with affected spbradic children differed in their initial
reactions. Since with OIT bone deformities and fractures usu;llydo not
occur until 1 or 2 years of age, the newborn appears perfectly normal.
Theseryarents have a more gradual introduction to the disease, making
it somewhat easier to acept. '

When a sporadic case of OIT occurs, the diagnoiis is, made, and the
natura;,of the inheritance explained to the parents, several stfkss-prodUc-

ing actions generally follow. A parent may inappropriately assume
full responsibility for the defective gene and become totally incapaci-
tated with guilt and fear. Or, as in other cases, one sp so may blame
the disorders on a defect in the other spouse' . While genetic

disorders often incur such severe marl tresynd frequently later
result in separation or divorce, this did not4occur among sporadic

families.2
Extended family members frequently were noted as impeding normal

family interaction and overall acceptance of the affected child: One-
third of the families reported denial of the disease in the family, and, at
times, even rejection of the child by grandparents, aunts, and uncles.
Another one-third of these sporadic families mentioned that extended
family members overreacted and became overconcemed, almost -ob-

sessed with the affected child.
In contrast, one upper-middle-income family destad their sporadic

child's birth and familial acceptance as beneficial for the family in thaN
it slowed down their hectic life pace and unified them to give support.

.to the affected child as well as to each other.

3
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Sporadic and Familial Comparisons
Problems and'fieeds frequently differed according to

the mode of inheritance of the disease. In familial cases of 01, knowl-
edge lof the; disease and its risks provides a more secure, seasoned
environMentfor the newbopi 01 child. Affected parents whotave lived
with the disease correctly assume that they can prepare their affected
child for ensuing diseasd-related problems; however, this is not always
the case. One mother attempted to compensate for the loss she experi-
enced:as s child by overprotecting and overindulging her own OIC-af-
fected child,.which is a familiar parental response.

In sporadic cases of 01. somewhat different kinds of problems and
-concerns are faced. Giving birth to a child with OI is initially devastat-
ing for parents who have no prior knowledge of the disease. Their fears,
guilt, and anticipations are limitless. Frequently, they are overwhelmed
by feelings of burden and discouragement that interfere with accepting
the affected child. Schild's3 contention that the fear that one possesses
a defective gene causes a momentous insultito :the ego and fosters
inadequate parental functioning was true initially for many parents of ,
sporadic OI cases. There evolves a gradual acceptance,and tendency
among sporadic familik to focus on the affected child as unique and
special, setting the child\apart 'and creating a family imbalance. In
contrast, an affected child born to an affected parent is much more
readily accepted into the family.

The ability of 01 families to.cope effectively with the consequences
of the disease is, however, severely stressed as the number of affected
family members increases. Familial imbalances again. occur when more
than one member is affected, with OI becoming the center of familial
concern and -activity. Those avho are physically normal may feel es-
tranged and develop psychological problems1 In one family with three .

severely handicapped members, one physically normal giil had to as-
sume, heavy household responsibilities and faced critical identification
problems that were Potyresent among the affected siblings...

Comparisons of OIC and OIT Cases
OIC individuals face an enormous onslaught of prob-

lems consequential to their disease that are often less severe and
complex among OIT cases. They must contend not only with the
recurring fractures and resulting physical deformities of their disease
but also with the social problems linked to their dwarfism and sNnted
growth!' As '-is often the case with a handicapping disea.6;""ajor
psychological difficulties, calpemerge, especially in terms of establishing
a positive self-concept and self-acceptance. Physical disease and dis-
ability may also induce individuals to respond with, an emotional

V
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reaction that may be more incapacitating than the disability itself.'
Most 01 adults, howevep, appeared self-accepting and comfortable with
themselves and their deformities. The theory that physical disabilities
have special and usualli negative symbolic meaning was not evident in
most'OI individuals.'

Ambulatory problems also plague OIC individuals more than CIITs

since most are limited to using crutches or are confined to wheelchairs.
Without a sp equipped car, OIC .adults are severely restricted.
Inaccessible peNtransportation Sand architeCtural barriers occasion-
ally create a situation of almost total isolation. Metropolitan area
transportation facilities- for the handicapped are virtually nonexistent,
and, like their small-town counterparts; individuals with ambulatory
problems must depend on family, friends, or neighbors for mobility.
Ironically, this dependence fosters a reluctance on the part of some
potential helpers, who fear that bodily movement of an affected person
may well induce fractures,

Mobility is a major consideration determining ultimate educational
and occupational statics and achievement. Several OIC individuals were
discouraged . by the inaccessibility of potential resources, and financial
and architectural barriers as well led them to disContinue their formal
education. This, in turn, limited their potential occupational oppor-
Unities along with the constraints associated with their mobility level.
Furthermore, nearly all respondents reported being victims of discrim-
ination as they sought employment.

The kinds, of employmen,l, more easily accessible to OICIONS
provide for bare subsistence income only. These earnings
enough to cover the unrelenting stream qf 'medical expenses. Complicat-
ing their financial situation is the fact that individuals with inherited
congenital disorders are not eligible for medical insurance.

Those individuals eligible for Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
benefits can receive a maximum of less than $170 per month, which is
barely adequate 'for subsistence. This situation creates a double bind:
In order to survive, one must supplement theseSSI benefits; yet if one
works, those benefits are either proportionately decreased or com-
pletely cut off. A young OIC woman presents a typical dilemma: She
would like to.gain employment in order to become eligible for federal
Social Security benefits. However, if she works, her elurent source o
income and medical coverage (a state-funded prograM) will be discon-
tinued. Due' to her disease, she cannot ,afford to be without medical
coverage' for even a brief period of time. She is, therefore, forced to
remain unemployed and dependent on her parents. An onerous feeling
remains for many OIC individuals, one of being an immense burden to
their families because they are thwarted by an unaccommodating sys-
tem in their effOrts to become independent.
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In many ways OR individuals confront more anxiety in their lives
than do OIC individuals because of their. relatively normal ap arance.
OIT sufficiently complicates affected individuals' lives with ated
fractures, hospitalizations, and ensuint losses from work and s hool;
yet' they may appear physically normal and must compete with phys-
ically healthy individuals in school and for jobs. This competition
intensifies already high anxiety levels for these persons. The tarda form
of the disease does not inflict enough of a handicap on many of these
individuals to warrant welfare support or special aid programs. They,
nevertheless, face discrimination in trying to secure and maintain em-
ployment and 'in obtaining medical insurance because of their'disease.

P.

Additional Findings
Questionnaire and interview responses document jhe

impact that a physically 'debilitating genetic disease has on family
dynamics, social relationships, educational achievement, employment
possibilities, and family finances. In 'contrast to another study that
concluded that "OI adults ... think alike, feel alike and sound off ...
in the same way,i4 this survey reveals a variety of responses obtained
from 0I-affected adulth. One might expect that such a disabling disease
as OI would precipitate severe personality dysfunctiOn among affected
individuals. Instead, a varying range of reasonably good adaptations and
compensatory measures were-found. Most OI adults were raLedmoder-
ate to high in their levels of ambition and anxiety. Hoillity
among OI adults 'were judged to be quite low. They gave a general
impression of some social alientation and high dependency levels, but
this is consistent with the physical limitations of their disease.

Perhaps being physically handicapped, or restricted from normal
activity, allOws more time for self-evaluation and self-knowledge, and a
comfortable acceptance of self is eventually attained. This might ac-
count for the high levels of expressivity and moderate to high self-cOn-
cept ratings of most observed 01 adults.

Despite physical disability and disease-related f
lerns, it is aiinificant that half of the 01 adults ch

0'.
and social prob-

to ngarry and to
have children. This may well indicate a quest for normalcy in a' life
plagued with exception. Motivation for having children varied as well.
Some parents hacyaeen unaware of the high risk of having an affected
child. Those w b were-ccogni7<tof the risks involved gave no explaga-
tion for their motivation other than their extreme desire to have
children. Sch` tz's6 proposition that having a defective child intensifies
parental desire't.for normal childrgn was not supported in this study;
quite to the cantrary, the majority of sporadic families and all OIC
adults had no further children after one affected child was born.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORK

6 I There is indeed ample opportunity for social workers

to become increasingly involved in the field of genetics. Schild s7

statement that geneticists and physicianstraditionally trained as aca-
demicians end researchershave had little experience or training in
dealing' iph personal and interpersonal relationships of their patients is

a fitting all for -contributions from the social work profession. As

4 genetic services expand, it will be the social workers' responsibility not
only to provide improved services Put to conceptualize and identify the

nature and kinds of psychosocial problems that occur as a concomitant

of inherited diseases.'
The unmet needs. of various diseases, especially those with low social

visibility, should be further investigated, differentiated, and made gen-

erally known. Taken separately, low-incidence diseases such 'ag;01

represent a small population; however, in combination with the many
other uncommon disorders, such as achondroplasia, Marfan's gyndrOme,

and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, the number, represented' by these low-
incidence diseases grows to sizable proportions.

. Social workers who become involved with genetically inherited, low-
priority disease groups such as OI must assume an advocacy role and

help to initiate policy and program formulations with which to' assist
these groups, whose unmet needs are considerable. The provision of
nonptinitive, facilitative, and continuing financial assistance is a fore-

most priority for these families, who are denied medical insurance,
excluded from most catastrophic illness coverage, and who now receive

only subsistence support from public funds. A chronic disease such as
OI takes a severe toll on even upper-middle-class family resources. Only

generous governmental sponsorship, through direct and indirect pay-
ments, can alleviate the financial stress placed on families affected by
such debilitating diseases as (H. Such public sponsorship could easily, be

sachieved through a revised concept of need that includes as bene-
ficiaries thoswho are permanently afflicted but not totally disables}.

and those who are financially desperate bat not destitute: While the
need for suit, a support system should be applicable to all persons
affected by incapacitating disease, the need is greater for low-visibility

genetic diseases such as 01 because there are no sizable private founda-
tions that can underwrite some of the special costs of treatment. If ,
programs are available to help such individuals, they are usually piece-

meal and lack comprehensive coverage.
Since most genetic diseases such as OI imply chronicity, affected

individuals and their families require a life span approach to interven-

tion rather than the more traditional time-limited approach to provid-
i4 social- services. In many 'cases, the life span approach could be

j1 E
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elaborated into an intergenerational approach to intervention because

of the high probability of recurrence in subsequent generations. Except

for some: hospitals and rehabilitation centers, the social work profession

is neither conceptually nor practically equipped for dealing with such

long-range considerations. A concept of monitoring -in- anticipation

needs to complement the reactive concept of crisis,intervention that so

'heavily perrheates social work practice today. One prime avenue to gain

access to this, population of interest would be through.. greater social

work involvement as- part of a genetic team.. Early, consistent support

for the family could be provided as well as continuity of service as long

as need exists. Such social workers can also serve to facilitate communi-

cation with !medical and research personnel about the psychosocial
consequences of inherited diseases.

In the case of OI patients, in particular, the psychosocial con-
sequences of the disease were marked by more variability and positive

effects tha rte would have expected on the basis of theory or
common mitectlItion. The predictors of such variability are largely

unitnosixi, ituation that is probably true for most other handicapping

diseases at is time. The observed cases of 01 were characterized by

many of e individual traits-.typical of other handicapping diseases

such as rtness in stature and deformity, and thus shared similar,

psychosoci --consequences with them. Yet, it would be te mistake to

generalize t is similarity without further knowledge of the configura-

tional aspec of inherited diseases. Although this study was not com-

parative, it eems safe to assume that the combination of factors in

0Istun wth, normal intellectual functioning, bodily deformity,

rePege0 fra ures, and severe dental problems, among othersprovides
a confiurati n of consequences that differs significantly from most*

other disease; entities. Only further comparativeresearch can begin to

make determinations of different configurations of-complex psycho-

social responses to inherited disease,
Within the classes and types of OI disease itself there are a number of

differentiating psychosocial factors that warrant the utilization of dif-

ferent social work practice interventions. For example, in familial cases

of physically' debilitating genetic disease it would be important for the
worker to learn what meaning the disability has for the affected
Individuals. Focus should revolve around an acceptance of limitations

and concentration on realistic goals. Family planning and premarital
explorations should include concrete genetic infOrmation about the

disease. In sporadic cases, genetic diagnosis precipitates a crisis situa-

tion, and immediate interaction and contact is often crucial.
Social workers should remain cognizant of specific familial dynamics

and potential problem areas that frequently occur within families with

genetic diseases. These include parental feelings of guilt and inade-
)

3 1 (
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quacy, the.tendency to overfocus on and overprotect the affected child,
the propensity for malital discord and stress, and the sometimes dys-
functional involvement of extended family members: It is frequently
useful, to involve extended family members in genetic counseling and in
promoting the acceptance of the child and his disease Tiffs helps to
establish a groundwork for continual support and encouragement for
overwhelmed parents and their affected child.

Although the precise psychosocial effects were unclear, She pervasive,
interlocking themes of relative immobility and continuing dependence
at 'east have limiting effects on life satisfactidns and achievements.
Although the adaptations of 0I-affected persons Are sometimes re-
markable, the constraints on their lives were evident irWeducational
attainment, jOb finding, and' job retention. A better developed and
coordinated vocational rehabilitation service that calf effectively cope
with job training, job location, job retention, as well as increasing job
opportunities while minimizing discriminatory rpractices is evidently
needed. ,

The key 'to increased opportunities for 01-affected persons lies, in
part, with solving the mobility problem: If physical access is impossible,
then other program efforts are doomed to failur Although there are
often existing community transportation o they are frequently
piec:emeal. inadequate, sporadic, and oriented ore to meeting recrea-
tional needs than those related to employment. With so many frag-
mented programs in existence, it is perhaps time to develop city- or
area-wide coordioated,transportation services that can be more respon-
sive to a brciader spectrum of public need. It would have to.be guided
by a new philosophy-in-practicethat goes beyond promoting life satis-
faction through planned events and activities and aims toward promot-
ing independence and self-sufficiency by bringing together the im-
mobile with their opportunities for achievement.

The often unpredictable and far-rariging psychosocial consequences
and the continual drain of financial resources that sire associated with
most debilitating genetic diseases create a challenging opportunity for
the profession of social work to find new ways to help these socially
neglected families.
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-STATEKEr OF LINDA tt. CONNORS

Mrs. Coiv Notts. My name is Linda Conhors. I am from Rockalnd,
Mass. I am- here today in three capacities.. I am representing the
Tuberous Sclerosis Association of Anierica, the Federation for
Children with'Special Needs of which I am the President, and I am
representing Mr. Eli Tash who is immediate past president of the
Association for Children with Learning Disabilities. Mr. Tash also
served on the task force for thg definition of developmental disabil-
ities. [ABT report, November, 19771 . --

All of the above-hamed entities support the majority report found
on page 9 of .the ABT report, November 1977. As I understand it,
this is the final re of the special study on the definition of devel-
op/nen/al disabilities which was conducted in accordance with section
301(b) of Public Law 94-103. Mr. Tash",s statement supporting the
majority report is attached to my testacy and I think speaks for
itself.

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. I,t mill be_made a part of the record.
.111 Mrs. CONNORS. As president of the board of directors of the Federa-
l"' tion for Children 'Special Needs, located at 120 Boylston Street,

Bostbn, Mass.,kha been asked by the board of directors to testify
at these hwiii as to the Federation's stand o_ n. the definition of
developmental isabilities.

the Federation for Children with Special Needs is a coalition of.--
the statewide parent organizations in Massachusetts that repre-

% sent- citizens with disabilities. Together these organilations have
approximately 26,000 members.

They are: Association for Mentally Ill Children (AMIC) (Autistic
and SeVerely Disturbed Children) ; Children in Hospitals, Inc.,
parents and health_ care professionals concerned with the- needs and
rights of hospitalized children and adults; Massachusetts Association
for Children with Learning Disabilities (MACLD) ; Massachusetts
Association for Retarded Citizens (MARC) ; Massachusetts Spina
Bifida Association, Inc. (MSI3A) ; Massachusetts Parents Association
for Deaf and Hard of Hearing; New England Parents Association
for Visually Handicapped Children and Adults; Parents and Chil-
dren Together (PACT); Parents and Friends of Cerebral Palsy and
Multi-Handicapped; P-'rescription Parents. Inc.; Massachusetts Chap-
ter of the Tuberous Sclerosis Association of America. See the Federa-
tion brochure.

It was unanimously voted by the Federation hoard of directors on
February 28, 1078, to support the majority report revisinn, the defini-
tion of .developmental disabilities as defined on page 9 of the A13T
report. November 1977. .

Finally, I am here representing the TuberouS Sclerosis Association
ofrAmerica (TSAA) of which I am a founding director and myself
as a parent of a 14-year-old child severely afflicted with tuberous
sclerosis. TSAA supports. the majority report as indicated in the
ABT report, November 1977, page 9, and seeks recognition by the
Federal Government of tuberous sclerosis as a developmental dis-
ability.

3



The Tuberous Sclerosis Association of America is a legal nonprofit-4-
tax exempt national organization incorporated ilhder the laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, with chapters in Massachusetts and* 4*
New Hampshire. The association's headquarters is in Rockland,
Mass.

TSAA was formed to combat the disease tuberous scle4is (TS}.-
The Association was founded out of frustration because of the lack
of information and services available to parents and victims of this
disease. =

Tuberous .sclerosis was once consideL'ecrto be a rare disease. Now,.,
with new and better diagnostic methods and increased physician
awareness, more and more cases are being uncovered. Estimates of
incidence are variable but probably range from one in 5,000 to one
in 10,000 of the general population.

I have some medical support letters attached to the testimony and
6 I hope the committee will examine them.

Mr. ROGERli. Yes, we will.
. Mrs. Cox/goes. I think they are very important.

Tuberous sclerosis is a genetic disorder. Individuals afflicted' with
ithe diseage are born with it. Tuberous sclerosis is characterized by one

or more of the following conditions. Any one or all Of these condi-
tions may range from very mild to extremely severe. See the TSAA
brochure.

First, 90 percent of the patients bye convulsive seizures at some-
time in-their life. ,

Second, mental retardation is prominent in this disorder.
Third, tumors, which may occur in the brain, heart, kidney, viscera,

and/or any vital organ.
Fourth, physical handicaps N.VIlich may restrict the patient to a

wheelchair and/or being completely bedridden.
Tuberous sclerosis is no known cause or cure and there is no cur-

rent medication to combat the disease. At the present time only the
symptonis of the disease such as seizures and hyperactivity and the
affect 'of the tumors can be treated. The underlying disorder, however,
is currently untreatable since we do not understand the basic mecha-
nisms of the disease.

Tuber us sclerosis affects both males and females and may occur in
all races? in its severe form, tuberous sclerosis can be very devastat-
ing, making the victim completely helpless and dependent. .

Tuberous sclerosis causes developmental , delay. Many tuberous
sclerosis victims are substantially and chronically disabled early in
life, before age 22, and are decided:ty in the target population as
described on page 34 of the ABT report.

Tuberous sclerosis should be considered a developmental disability
because it is a disease which is already present in the unhorn child
and continues to be present in the individual for the remainder of his
life manifesting the symptoms outlined above.

Persons and families with tuberous sclerosis suffer from. a lack of
meaningful human services. Integration with existing local, State,
and Federal service programs is essential: l'uherous sclerogis victims
and their families require a wide variety of services, including phys-
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ical, occupational and .speech therapy, home and institutional care/
behavipr modification, genetic counseling, and many others. .

Tuberous' sclerosis has such a wide spectrum. programs have to be`
modified. for each individual patient. Often a tuberous sclerosis child .

has multiple problems and parents do note. know what ,services are
available: .

For example, seizures with,mental retardatiOn with kidney prob-
lems, partial or total loss of speech with physical handicaps and/or
seizures and/or mental retardation, et cetera. The severe tuberons
sclerosis child places a heavy burden on the family who cares for
him/her, physically, emotionally, and financially. .

Early developmental intervention is important in order to pro-
vide the child with the best possible opportunities to achieve his
maximum potential. '

The Tuberous Sclerosis Assodiation of America has never been
funded by any State or Federal agency. Only very limited research
is being carried out in tuberous sclerosis. Since tubermis sclerosis is a
serious cause of mental and physical- disability in a signifiCant num-
ber of Americans and may constitute as much as 5 percett of the
developmentally disabled population, 'we feel that basic research
should be of highest priority.

In conjunction with this research an intensive campaign of public
education and physician awareness is necessary since this is a poten- .

tially preventable disease. TSAA feels that under ,Public Law 94-
103. section 109, part D, "special projects grants," that it could be
and should be funded.

The Tuberous Sclerosis Association pf America feels strongly that
the majority report be accepted because this recommendation does
not favor any of the existing consumer organizations and/or -their
local affiliates. By accepting the minority recommendation, Congress
would actually be favoring four or more national consumer organiza-
tions that presently exist in this Nation. We feel this would not be in
compliance with the full intent of the law.

Specific reference is here made to IIF,W publication'No. OHT) 76-
29002. entitled "What are Developmental Disabilities?" In this book-
let the following are listed : National Association for Rkarded Citi--
zens, 1Thited Cerebral Palsy Associates. Epilepsy Fdmidation of
America. and the National Society for Alit ist ierChildren.

By holding to the minority definition. these groups benefit from
federally funded literature such as this booklet while TSAA and
other groups do not. Further, in applying for funding finder DD
these consumer groups also benefit. since the the conditions they rep-
resent. as in the past. are clearly stated in the minority definition,
section 2.5. page 25. ABT report.

. We are aware of H.R. 11764. the "DeYelopmental Disabilities Act
',Amendments of 197g." under the rapt ion "definitions." "Sec. 102: For

purposes of,thiS title: . . . (ei) 'the term `dCrelopmental disability'
means a disability of a person which (A) (i) is attributable to mental
retardation. cerebral palsy. epilepsy. or autism."

The above-named,entities tha4 T .represent do not support this defi-
nition of developmental disabilities. For reasons already stated we
cannot support. H.R. 11764.
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We do not support Senate bill 2600 beeause. we feel it to be too
.nclusive and would dilute the benefits for children and citizens that
eve represent.

In closing, speaking only for the Tuberous Sclerogis Association of
America, we wotild like the record to show that should the minority
report; as stated on page 26 of the ABT report; November 1977, be
accepted by Congress in ,lieu of the majority report, as stated on
page 9 of the .AWE report, that part No. 1.of the minority report be
amended to include the words "tuberous sclerosis."

Speaking on behalf of all those I represent, I would like to thank
this committee for allowing me to present our position and some of
our views on developmentardisabilities. .

[Attachments Afrs..Connor's prepared statement follow :1
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EDITOR fOR CIER[11 11E11 [BRIM OISRILITE
4156 LIBRARY ROAD PITTSBURGH. PA. 15234 412/341.1515

Officm of Immediate Past President
6700 Borth Port Washington Road
Milvankmm, WI 53217

March 28, 1978

PeMr. Rammmd A. Connors,. sident

Tuberous Sclerosis Assn.
e
f America

P. O. Box 44
Rockland, Mess. 02370 )

.
.

Dear Mt. Connors:

:

I understand that you and Linda G. Connors, President of
the Federation for Children with Speoial 14ede,.will appear
before the Douse Committee on Health and the Environment on
April 4th and 5th, during its hearing on the. Definition of
DevelOpmental Disabilities. I served on theltak Force for
the Definition of Developiental Disabilities and support the,
majority report of the Task Force.

It is most important that vu recognise the specific needs of
all children with developmental disabilities regardless of t
thScategory of their disability. I hereby authorise you
and/or Linda G. Connors to present'sy point of view-to the

, Committee hearing.

As a matter of recoid, I reside in Milwaukee Wisconsin
and I as sently the Immediate flat President of the
-Aasoci en r Children with Learning Disabilities and
a member of t Board of Directors of the Wisconsin Association
for Children h Learning Disabilities.

Juan Petersen
medseelseem**11 ACID knecutivs Committee
amereterp Jack Westerlund
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Mr. Rooms. Thank you for being here and giving us the benefit of
your thinking. I think the points made are quite clear. We will take'
into consideration all of the suggestions you have given. We appre-.
date your being here.

That concludes the hearing for today.. The committee will adjourn
until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in 2218. Thank you for being here.

The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the committee adjourned at 5 p.11. to reconvene at 10,

a.m.f Wednesday, April 5,1978.]
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DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ACT AMENDMENTS
OF 1978

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES)
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMEN1,

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee metpursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m. in room
2218, Rayburn House OlkNe Building,'Hon. Paul G. Rogers, chair-
man presiding.

Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
I might say that we do have quite a number of witnesses. What we

would like to do, if we can, is ask that individual witnesses try to hold
their remarks to about 10 minutes. We have a little timer here to try
to remind you. Panelists can take, about 5 minutes each,' since the
panel is presenting the same ovvall viewpoint. Ms. Nelson will be
our reminder.

We welcome you here. We are 'delighted to have you and appreciate
your presence.

R. e Heaney; director of the project to Assess the Development
of State Developmental Disabilities Plans, EMC Institute, Inc.,
Philadelphia, is here; and Dr. Ronald Wiegerink, director of the
Developmental Disabilities Technical Assistance System, Frank Por-
ter Graham Child Development Center, University of North Caro-
lina, accompanied by Ms. Paula Hammer. We welcome you.

'Mr. Henney, you are accompanied by whom ?
Mr. lizziNEr. Mr. Irwin L. Schpok.
Mr. ROGERS. Your statements will be made a part of the record in

full.
You may proceed, Doctor.

STATEMENTS OF R. LEE HENNEY, Ph. D., AND IRWIN L. SCHPOK,
DIRECTORS, EMC INSTITUTE, INC.; RON WIEGERINK, Ph. B.,
AND PAULA BREEN HAMMER, DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SYSTEM

Dr. HENNEY. Mr. Rogers, we are pleased to be able ii:f'provide this
testimony on the Developmental Disabilities Act Amendments of
1978 [see p. 336]. The substantive information of this discussion repre-
sents the effort of the developmental disabilities planning councils of
the 54 States and territories currently participating in the program
as well as our own accumulitted experience over the last 4 years. The

(329)
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quOtions concerning the vvaluation and the activity of the program
are contained_in-our report and our statistical evidence of that hctiv-
ity

I. n our estimate, the developmendl -disabilities program is a pro-
gram which is having an impact of increased services for its target
population through comprehensive planning, influencing in accessing
funds from many -generic services and gig) filing. EMC Institute
has been-involved over the last. 1,, years with the developmental dis-
ability program, in the creation and implementation of the Develop-
mental Disabilities Evaluation and Information Services, DDEIS.'
Mr. Schpok, on my left, who will discuss the results of the analysis of
the fiscal year 1978 plans in a few minutes, has been the principal
architect of DDEIS. My involvement with' the developmental disabil-
ities program over the 4 years has p-timarily been in the area
of field activity and training, bringing a.background of management
training in the industrial world to the developmental disabilities com-
muniey.-

EMC staff.members have worked in every State in tlip Union and
the territories in implementing the comprehensive planning system
and providing management training for professional staff persons of
DD planning councils.

The testimony yesterday told us about the program, about the com-
plexity of the service network and the agencies, and I will not take
our precious time today, since that has been thoroughly put in the
record and our statement is for the record.

To continue, if you will turn to page 4; the present DD legislation
provides, in the mandated State Planning Council, -for a partnership
of consumers and public and private service providers to-deliberate
and act. on the service needs of persons with developmental dis-
abilities at the state and national level. The program uses as its major
method of action the coordination.and utilization of categorical serv-
ice programs and the authority of collective knowledge and experi-
ence for the benefit of the individuals with developmental disabilities.

The developmental disabilities program, during its relatively short
history, 7 years, has ,demonstrated, as the State plan analysis shows,
its .ability to access categorical services and obtain coordinated efforts
for individuals with developmental disabilities among and between
service providers. The program also has demonstrated its ability to
access fiscal resources from a variety of categorical programs for its
target population. The dedication, commitment and individual au-
thority of State and national council members, staff pro-feSsionals, and
administrating Agency Personnel has been and continues to-be felt
t hteughokt thr, AO*,

.The-4Aiamias.:oPtlie .4(.414.inental disabilities program will be
further demonstrated as the4v,flitliiings eontinne this day. There has
been an observable itirpa4t. on thirdoiceil.:..available, both in quantity
and qual44 for. indivi .ntal disabilities because
of the imploneritation oftTie. D prOe.

The cornerstones''.of t devo program'
are the comprehensive :icy and service gap

Publi-e;,Litstir;'4 .-onld recommend that
these, riasii*sAtot be lost 11764. We will

. ,.



review each of these missions the status of state efforts based on the
analysis of fiscal year 1978 State plans and the projected impact pf
the relevant provisions of H.R. 11764.

Two major concerns which we have are that comprehensive plan-
ning remaina cornerstone of any new legislative enactment and that
States retain the right for program priority selection and program
determination. We feel that the commiftee, through the introduction
of H.R. 11764, has made significant improvements in the current
developmental disabilities program.

We believe comprehensive planning has become an integral part of
the DD program in achieving its primary mission, and this tool
should remain in place in any new legislative directive. The States
now have in place a con*rehensive planning system which permits
the _councils and adminihfrative agencies to respond to gaps in the
service network in relation, to realities of the political and service
activities at the State and local level. Even though the four priorities
identified in H.R. 11764 are the priorities of over 50 percent of the
States in fiscal year 1978 State plans, it would be unfortunate to as-
mine that all States and territories have the same service priorities.
It would also impede the development of a continuum of services
through strategic gap filling if the DD Act required specific priori-.
ties for all State service networks. The mandating of priorities would
also dilute the dynamics of consumer/agency analysis at the council
level.

Therefore, we would ask the committee to carefully examine any
priorities which it would mandate for the totality o£ the service net-
work, insuring that these were the total need and not average need,
as is shown in the State plan analysis.

The second concern which we have,is the 70-30 percent, distribution
of formula grant mo.neys. Our concern is that if 70 percent of the
moneys are requiredior gap filling, it might, as historical evidence
indicaW, providtlie replacement for categoric service dollars
which can be accused from existing programs for the benefit of
individuals with developmental disabilities:

Analysis of State plans shows that councils and administrative
agencies have been able to tap other fiscal resources for every mission
area. At present, only 42 cents of every dollar spent for the DD pro-
gram missions is formula grant dollars.

In our opinion, the prorated distribution called for in H.R. 11764
would decrease the emphasis on accessing other categorical service
programs for the needs of the substantially handicapped develop-
mentally disabled, thereby setting up parallel services and denying
the severely handicapped: access to existing programs for the total
population.

We do not want this population to be considered out of the total
population, but all services accessible for our population. We believe
that the use of DD funds for identified gap filling is a correct one,
but we believe this to be the domain of the State and local councils
and administrative agencies.

Mr. Schpok will now briefly discuss the present state of the Devel-
opmental Disabilities Program as a result of the analysis o the
stated plans, if you please.

Mr. RooEns. Mr. Schpok.

2a-Snfi - 22 j
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STATEMENT OP nom' L. SCHPOIC

r. 8CHPOIE. Mr. 'Chairman, I would like-to cover thee things in
thi three major mission areas of the program. I would like to recap
the intent of the DD program, provide a status report of what the
States are now doing against each of those missions, and our opinions
of the effects of H.R. 11764 on the current Developmental Disabilities
Program. I will cover the three missions in the following order:
comprehensive planning, systems advocacy, and the service gap fi,lt
ing mission.

The comprehensive planning mission in the current Developmental
Disabilities Program is quite clear. 5tate. Planning Councils are to
have a continuous and comprehensive plan for providing services to
persons with developmental disabilities. Indeed, that whole plan,
which covers about six areas that Mr. Humphries referred to yester-
day, is a cornerstone for the actions of the council. It is meant to be a
key function of the council. It is meant to be a blueprint for coordi-
nation of categorical service programs. It is meant to be a guide to
the systems advocacy Mission, from principle to'action, in each pro-
gram.year.

In about 1974, a GAO repbrt on several State DD programs con-
cluded that comprehensive planning wasn't' done. Based on a GAO
recommendation the Developmental Disabilities Office started a long-
range program to improve the council capability to meet the com-
prehensive program. planning mission. The improvement program
started out with a feasibility study as to whether comprehensive
planning could be done at all within the framework of the program.
Next a nationwide test of the comprehensive planning system was
conducted culminating in the issuance of program guidelines in fiscal
year 1977 relevant for the fiscal year 1978 State plan.

. I think you ought to know what the States were asked to do in
the fiscal year 1978 State plan. Each State was asked to provide some
275 information elements related to each of the six areas in the plan.

The National Advisory Council report is correct to say that the
implementation of those guidelines was somewhat controversial. For
the .10 or 12 States that were critical of guidelines, they con-
cerned about the amount of informalion or scope of information
.required. The 6 to 10 States that were in favor of the guidelines,
were impressed by the consistency of format and indicated flexi-
bility of use at the State level.

Despite the early controversy. the results of the effort of all,States
to fill their comprehensive planning mission are impressive. First,
the State planning management has improved considerably over the
last 3 years. This year. 70 percent of the State-plans were in by the
submission.deadline, while in 1975, only 23 percent of the plan were
in by that deadline.

This year, 95, percent, all but three State plan were submitted by
the funding deadline of October 1; in 1975, only about 53 percent of
the plans were submitted by that time. .

The State plan analysis has nearly totally dispelled the claim that
the information is not .available..On a nationwide basis over 60
percent of all the information requested was provided in'this year's

`)
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State plan. Seventy eight percent of the States were able to provide
more than 50 percent of the information.

There were several exemplary plans. Among them were 16 States
that submitted over 70 percent of all the information requested and
promised to get the rest of it this next year.

These results of comprehensive planning, are the result of an inte-
grated planning process in the councils. In one State in which the
process required negotiation among generic service agencies and the
council prior to the submission of the plan what was agreed upon
and put into each agency plan was the commitment for over $70
million of Vervices to thesdevelopmentally disabled.

In many States, the council members themselves have helped
gather the information. Council members have been involved in key
decisions on the needs assessment, identifying gaps and barriers to
services, and setting up goals and objectives for this year's effort. .

The planning intent of H.R. 11764 is really not clear. There are
references to appropriate planning in section 101 and further refer-

,ences to the plan in section 133; but comprehensive planning never
quite reaches the mission status it now enjoys in Public Law 94-103.
If the committee wishes to capitalize on the current capability of
the States to utilize a planning mission, it can do so by legitimatiz-
ing the function of the State plans and, the Council's planning
processes.

In otkLopinion, all that needs to be done is to reinstate the firm
planning mission in section 101 and add language to section 133
similar to the listing of the six areas that you have heard before.
Such a commitment would not require a loosening of the mandatory
priorities and service funding provisions you have in H.R. 11764
your current bill, even though we believe those provisions to be un-
necessarily restrictive.

In section 137, the council should have authority to review and
comment on all state plans referring to persons -Affected by DD
without lteservation.

The plans themselves, because they are. indeed coming across with
so much information, provide us with a, picture in two other mis-
sion areas of the current law: systems advocacy and the service gap
filling mission.

Under system advocacy in the current law, states may respond in
five areas. First, they are to protect the legal and human rights of
persons with developmental disabilities, including maintenance of
the protection and advocacy system; they are to insure appropriate
services to persons with developmental disabilities through indi-
vidualized' habilitation planning and public awareness and educa-
tion action; they are to promote and effect the coordination of exist-
ing services and programs; they are to ptomote improvement of the
quality of service; and they are to monitor and evaluate the services
network fete services that are related to persons with develop-
inentaldisithi ies.

The ansWsis of the State plansand I am excluding the protec-
tion and advocacy system in this analysisshows that State plan-
ning councils will be addressing themselves to all the mandated and
optional advocacy functions in the current law. There are 500 activi-
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ties reported. About 50. percent of those a0-,,dedicated to coordi-
tion -\. about 23 percent .to promoting 'apprpriate services throug
public awareness and -habilitation planning; another 20 percent pro-
moting improvement- of the service quality. The councils are still
lagging on the issues of monitoring and evaluation, in part waiting
for the evaluation System of the _current office: Only about percent
of. the advocacy activities are relatet1 to evaluation.

Although systems advocacy activities make up 60 percent of all
reported activities, they account for only 27 percent of total dollar
expenditures for the activities.

However, there is so e really 'interesting evidence about the
coordination mandate. very DD program dollar that is being
spent in coordination act vitiesand we are now talking about legis-
lative. and administrative policy coordinatiquas well as the actual
service deliveryis attracting about 30 coiRs from generic agency
funds. Moreover, of the 153 coordination activities, about 36 percent
are being implemented by the generic agencies themselves. That iA. -
the agencies are taking the responsibility to see that services and
program policies are coordinated.

The simple conclusion that is indicated by these plans ,is that the
DD program is gaining financial and implementation support in the
area of its coordination mandate. A similar thread runs through the
other systems advocacy activities, particularly for implementation
responsibilities. Nearly half of all the systems advocacy activities
are the responsibility of the service agencies themselves.

If you. want to think of this in another way. you can think of it
in terms of the director of RSA, CSA and a few of the other major
programs at the national levels sittinn. in. one room saving to each
other. "I .will. provide you 30 cents of my program dollar to insure
that we have coordination for developmentally .disabled persons."
Further, the agency directors volunteer for the responsibility of im-
plementing that coordination.

H.R. 11764 pulls together the various aspects of systems advocacy
missions and does a very good job of organizing those activities in
the bill. It is clear that protection and advocacy systems. promotion
of legal and human rights. individualized habilitation planning,
coordination and program monitoring' and evaluation are central
purposes of this bill.

However, it appears, from .the features of section 133 and 137.
that the mandated and optional methods currently available fe-
achieving systems advocacy missions will be narrowly focused oz
one or two service areas. along with the dollans that will be com-
mitted to those areas.

If the committee wishes to maintain the flexible and apparently
fruitful response of state planning councils to the bill's system
advocacy intent. serious consideration should be given to removing
the mandated. choice of a service focus and program fund distribu-
tion. Section 136 might also reiterate the purpose of the bill as a
State planning council responsibility. . .

In the current DD program the gap filling mission is handled in
four ways, developing .community alternatives and sponsoring in-'
stitutional reforth; developing prevention and early intervention

, 3
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-Rrograms; expanding the existing services; and demonstrating new
se vice techniques.

The State plans show about 300 activities for the gap filling mis-
sion. The councils are accessing a considerable dmount of ,generic
service funds for these activities. In the area of prevention $13 of
generiy service money is being attracted by every DD program &L-
iar. Institutional reform activities draw up to $14 for every DD
program dollar. For the total set .of gap filling mission activities,
about 69 cents is being tapped from generic service agencies by each
DD program dollar spent.

The effects of H.R. 11764 mandated service priorities and fund
distribution on current gap filling activities is really not that clear.

,The current plan data seems to indicate less financial commitment
. from generic resources for existing service expansion: We can prob-
ably anticipate that a greater dedicated coninntment of DD program
dollars to services will be followed by a fcduction of generic service
dollarA in the chosen area. Other programs are experiencing that
san phenomenon. But the central problem posed by H.R. 11764, to
the DD program results indicated in the plans, is the one of poten-
tial loss of flexibility of response for the DD program. The ga
filling mission of the current program tends to confirm the priontie
of your bill, but the activities individually and byeach state are
considerably more variable than the national averages indicate and
that H.R. 11764 would appear to allow.

When loss of flexibility in the gap filling mission is coupled with
the apparent loss of systems advocacy options, the potential impact..
of the mandated services priorities and service funding:.distrihution
is severe. There is a real trade-off that can be made betWevn the

, service-oriented approach of H.R. 11764 and the planning ittlibCaey
approach of the current program.

Perhaps that difference is really lost-when the appropriations meet
the authorizations. But in my opinion, the scale seems tipped enough
on behalf of the current, DD program concept to warrant continued
support. The program will.be.a "buy" at twice the cost if it imple-
ments its-stated

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 360.]
Dr Henny's and Mr. Schpok's prepared statements follow :]

3 4 1
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STATEMENT

Mr.'Rogers and meegtrs of the Subcommittee, we are

pleased to be:able to provide you with information which

we believe to be highly relevant to Your deliberations on

. H.R. 11764, The Developmental Ctsabilities Act Amendments'

'of 1978."

The substantiveWormation.of this disassion repre-

sentsthe,effort of th$ Developmentalftisabilities Planning

Councils of the 54 states and territories currently partici-
.,

pating in the prO;am as well as our own accumulationof

program and field experience in the past four years. It is

our hope that this discussion and the.written counterpart
/

providedto you and your Codnittee members will enhance the.'
4

development of renewed authority for what we have observed as

a progressive, fruitful and unique demonstration in public

social policy and program implementation under the present

Developmental Disabilities Adt.

40,
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.

In our estimate, the Developmental Disabilities PrOgram

is a*Prograni which" is haVinjt an impact of increased sigrVices fog ....x

. 11 . t
its tarqe. population thriingi* abmprehensive pianning, ',influencing

9 a -,,,
in accessing funds,frtsm many generic servirs- add gap ailing.

, , . A

X 4111:

DE 'Xnatitpte has been involvsd, crier the last four years, :
,, x .4044,

11)::.

iiith the.edevelopritent .awl implementation ofhe coMprOensive
, .

planking syistem
it which .is Seferred to as the-DrelCIpmental Ditga-

0

biiities EvalnatiOri ancl'informatign Syste3. ( DDEIS).. t4r4. Schpok, ii
,

e, . 41 'M 4. -
who willAisc st th.e !r 'snits of the ana'Al lysis of the FY '78 9talte

41 g E.,. *
,Plans in a few minutes,. has ;been the principle arAtect of DDEIS,41

. .

,,its construction. arrimplementation.. evolvement with *.he
.a . * -

.'; Developmental Disabilities 'Program over the pbsfou'r years hat liV
,. .. . , tr:. . .., s

been Tpribari,ly
q in the area of ,fieVtftivity and training, bring-

':Y.Ii.'

'.1.chg 4gbackground Ofmanagement training its the indust4ial letting
4i,

*to..the developmental disabilities commbnity. ,The EMC Institute
, ., . .

staff members have worked:in every'stete in .the Union and partici--
f-5., .

. V.. 9

patingl territories implementing-; the Comprehensive Planning
,System kid also in providing management training for professional

t

tiitaff persons, of DD State Planning Councils.. TherefOre, we feel.

.'.. that becauEi'cif recent and continuing interface with the 4Develop-
' .

1-

mental Disabilities PrograM we can present meaningful testimony
cc-

,.

for your deliberation.
When speaking about the Developmental Disabilities Act, it

is very ,important to focus on the needs of the individuals With

developmental disabilities. The Developmental Disabilities Act

is unique legislationin that it provides,,legistotion for an
tot

0.
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specially-vulnerable. populaticalp our country. The develop-

efitally disabled population is composed of individuals who.aze .

a flied of a coraplex(number of services, provided by a variety

If service agencies,-and these services are ,expected to be needed

hrougheut. the lifetime of the individuals-

. The overall purpose of any legislative effort for the in-

lividuals with developmental disabilities should be to insure

:hat these individuals have the services availab

).

e when they are

wielded, have the continuum of services necessh rS for the enjoy-
AI

oat and realization of life goals, and are able to access the

iervices at the time of need. The DevelopMental Disabilities

>rogram as flow impleMented attempts to insure a complete service

letwork for a continuum of lifetime of service and a strategy for

Ldiantifying and rectifying deficits in the service network..
The present Developmental Disabilities Program provides for

three promises to individuals with~ developmental disabilities.

these three promises are: ,

The needs of individuals with substantially handicapping

developmental disabilities will be addressed by state

service programs in a coordinated manner providing ser-

vices in respect to the functional needs of the indi-

viduals.

coniumers and service prOvidersfwill meet and evaluate

the 'servic\ntwork, identifying service gaps and es-

tablishing priorities and strategies forlfilling the

service gaps.

r

ti .
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The Developmental Disabilities Program contains,

significant dynamics in that it can influence service

provider agencies to provide categOrical service re-

sources to bear on the lifelong needs of persons with

.developmintal disabilities.

The present DD legislation
provides,' in the mandated etate

Planning Council, for a partnership of consumers and public and

private service providers to
deliberate. and Act on the service

needs of persons with developmental disabilities.at the state and

.

national level. The program uses, as iti'major method of action,
- .

the coordination and utjlization of categorical service programs

and the authority of collective knowledge and experience for the

benefit of the individuals with developmental disabilities.

The Developmental
Disabilities Program, during its rela-

tively short history, has
demonstfated, as the State Plan analysis

shows, its abi4ty to access categorical services and obtain coor-

dinated efforts for individuals with developmental disabilities

among and between service providers. The program also has demon-

t

strated its ability to access
fiscal resources from a variety of

categorical programs for t_ts target population.,. The dedication,

A
commitment and individual' authortty of State and National Council.

Members, staff professional:and
administrating agency personnel

hai been and continues to be felt throughout the nation. The

dynamics of the Developmental
Disabilities Program will be further

demonstrated as these hearings continue this day. There-has been

an observable impact on the services available, both in quantity
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Ind quality, for individuals with developm6tal disabilities,

*cause of the implementation of the DD Program.

The cornerstones of the current Developmental Disabilities

ftvgram are the comprehensive planning, systems advocacy and

service gap fillingrmissions off' PL 94-103. We would recommend

that these missions not be lost with the enactment of H.R. 11764%

fie will review each of these missions, the status of state efforts

cased on the analysis of FY '78 State Plans and the projected imr

?act of the relevant provisions of H.R. 11764.

"TWo major concerns which we have are that comprehensive

planning /emain a cornerstone of any new legislative enactment

and that states retain the right for program priority selection

and program determination We feel that the Committee, through

the introduction of-H.R. 11764, has made signifiCant improvements

in the current Developmental Disabilities Program.

We believe comprehenaive planning has become an integral

part of-the DD Program in achieving its prima -mission and this

tool should remain in place in any new legisla ive directive.

States how have in place a comprehensive plann ,system which

permits the Councils-and administrative agencies to respond to

gaps in the service network in relation to realities .of the poli-

tical and service activities at the state and local level. Even

though the foul priorities identified in H.R. 117464 are the

priorities of over 50 percent of the states in FY '78 State Plans,

it would be unfortunate to assume that all states and territories

bay the same service priorities. It, would also impede the de-

velopment of a continuum of services through strategic gap filling

. 4

;34
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if the DD Act required' specific priorities fOr all state service

networks.' The. mandating of priorities would also dilute the

dynamic& of consumer/agency analysis at the Council level.

a

Therefore, we would ask the Committee to carefully examine any

priorities which it wouldmandate for the totality of the service

network insuring that these were the total need and not average

need as is shown in the State Plan analysis. h
The second concern which we have is the 70/30' percent

distribution of formula grant monies. Our concern is that if

70 percent of the monies are required for gap filling, it might,

as historical evidence indicates,iprovide the replacement for

categorical servicCdollars which can be accessed from. existing
1

programs for the benefit of individuals with developmental disa-

bilities. Analysis of State Plans shows that Councils and admin-
.

istrative agencies have been able to tap other fiscal resources

for every mission area. At present only 42 cents of'eyery dollar

spent for the DD Program missions is formula grant dollars. In..,

our opinion the prorated . distribution called for in H.RI 11764'.

would decrease the emphasis on acssing other categorical. service

programs for the needs of the substantially handicapped develop-

mentally disabled,-thereby setting up parallel services and

denying the severely handicapped access to existing programs fqr-

the total population. We believe that the use of DD funds for

identified gap filling is a correct one, but believe this to be

the domain of the state and local Councils and administrative

agency.
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I now present Mr. Schpok who will briefly discuss the

resent state of the Developmental Disabilities Program as a

moult of an analysis of the State. Plans and projected impact

,f H.R. 11764 in each of the program mission areas.

-
t I

Mir: Chairman and members of the Committee, in my part of

this presentation I wish to draw your attention to the missions

of the current Developmental Disabilities Program, the planned

activities of the states to fulfill these missions, and our
.°0

opinion of the effects of H.R. 11764 on-the State Developmental

Disabilities Program. In these brief moments I will attempt to

cover the three major operational missions of the DD Program:

compfehensive planning, systems advocacy and service gap filling.

Phe4Comprehensive Planning Mission

The comprehensive planning mandate and intent in P.L. 91-517

and amendments of P.L. 94-103 is clear: State Planning Councils

are to develop and maintain a continuing and comprehensive plan..

for services to persons with developmental disabilities. he

comprehensive Htate Plan is to include:
; ,

.

1. An assessment of the serviceneeds- of the dvelop

mental disibllities population.

2. A comprehensive review of the scope , extent an

.quality of current programs and vservices,

4144t
.

6. '' a '

to persons with developmental disabilities .

P s'

1 ql



3. Identification of the gaps and barriers to providing

needed services to persons with developmental dine,

bilitier.

4. Established goals, objectives and service and program

strategies (design for ismplea station, funded or

unfunded) to be addressed by service agencies and

the State Planning Council.

5. Provision for proper and appropriate administrative

strUcture'for the DD Program including:.State Planning

Council and designated agency organization, respon-

sibilities and staffing.

6. A review of the DD State Planning Council activities

.
and accomplishments.

Comprehensive planning in the current DD Program is in-

tended to be a key Council function. It is no less than the

State Planning Council's
public stand on how the service programs,

of-the state are and should be addressing the service needs of

the persons with developmental disabilities. It is intended to

be the blueprint for coordination of categ9rical service programs.
A

and the strategies by which the
COuncil will aid in filling gaps

in services. It is to be a guide to the systems advocacy role

of the State DD Program from principle t6 actual steps'to be

taken in each year of program operation.
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Following the recommendation of a GAO report in FY 1974.

:le Developmental Disabilities Office (DDO) set in motion a long-

Inge program to improve the capability and results of the planning

ctivities of the Councils and simultaneously meet the national

nformation needs for impact assessment of the program. (See

able 1). Basically, the three years of this DDO.initiative be-
.

inning in FY 1975 included a feasibility test of the comprehen-

ive planning system, followed by a nationwide voluntary test and

hen final modification and implementation:of the planning guide-

ines.

To assess the results of the investment in the comprehensive

aanning system, it is important to know what the State Planning

:ouncile were asked to do in FY 1977 planning guidelines. In

Lccordance with the planning requirements of P.L. 91-517 and the

amendments of P.L: 94-103, State Plans were to address a total

)f 275 information elements covering the six areas of comprehensive

>lain requirements I previously described. (See Table 2 below).

As the National Advisory Council Annual Evaluation Report

(December 1977) states, the early response to the planning guide-

Lines was mixed. At issue for the 10-12 states which were

critical of the guidelines was the amount and scope of information

being requested. For the 6-10 states which wrote in favor of the

guidelines, the consistency of format and the-flexibility allowed

in the planning process were important factors. al
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TABLE 1
THE COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING MISSION

HISTORY

FY 1975 - DDO STRATEGY FOR PROGRAM'IMPACT EVALUATION 6 ENHANCING PLANNING
CAPACITY OP THE COUNCILS (3 years)

PRASE I - FEASIBILITY/EVALUATION STUDY

PHASE II - NATIONWIDE TEST OF PLANNING MODEL

PHASE III - IMPLEMENTATION OF PLANNING GUIDELINES AND
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

FY 1975 - FEASIBILITY TEST RESULTS

EVENT
RESEARCH MODEL OF SATE PLANNING PROCESS/GUIDE TESTED

RESULTS
COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING POSSIBLE WITHIN PFXERAM ENVIRONMENT

, & RESOURCES

PROGRAM IMPACT EVALUATION POSSIBLE USING TREND DATA FROM
STATE PLANS

FY 1976 - NATIONWIDE TEST RESULTS A

EVENTS
REVISED MODEL STATE PLAN DEVELOPMENT GUIDE PREPARED

;FEDERAL GUIDE FOR IMPACT ASSESSMENT USING STATE PLAN
INFORMATION DESIGNED'

ALL STATES TRAINED TO USE THE PLANNING MODEL

PILOT TEST OF THE REVISED MODEL IN 4tSTATES

RESULTS
30-STATES INDICATE USE OF MODEL FOR FY 1977 IF IN GUIDELINES
FORM & ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

PT 1977 - IMPLEMENTATION & TEC6aCAL ASSISTANCE

4EVEIFS
MODEL CONVERTED TO FEDERICI GUIDELINES

INTRODUCED IN FEBRUARY 19.77 THROUGH 10 REGIONAL MEETINGS

ON SITE ASSISTANCE TO 44 STATES & TERRITORIES

ALL STATES SUBMIT FY 1978 STATE PLANS IN FORMAT

j52
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TABLE 2
THE COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING MISSION

RESULTS PY 1978

WHAT STATES WERE ASKED TO DO: *INFORMATION ELEMENTS

SPECIFY SERVICE NEEDS OP.DD 46

POPULATION

ASSESS_SCOPE, EXTENT, QUALITY 56

OP CURRENT SERVICE RESOURCES

DETERM/NE GAPS & BARRIERS 53

SPECIFY GOALS, OBJECTIVES, 36

PRIORITIES & DESIGNS FOR
IMPLEMENTATION

REVIEW COUNCIL OPERATIONS 28

GIVE ADMIN TR4TIVE'ASSURANCES - 41

& D;SCRIBE_ PERAITIONAL PROCEDURES

.EUMMARIZE
15

Despite early controversy, the results of the effOrt of

all states to fulfill their comprehensive planning mission are

impressive (See Tables 3 and 41. First state planning management

improved consi4erably"over the three years; 70% of.the State

Plans for FY 1978 were submitted on or before the submission

deadline as compared to 23% for FY 1975: and virtually all

plans (95%), were submitted by the funding deadline for FY 1978

as compared to 53% for FY 1975.

Analysis of the FY 1978 State Plans completely dispels.

the claim that information is not available. Nationwide, the

28-588 O- 78 - 23 35 r. 3
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TABLE 3 .,7

TAE WE PLANNING MISSION
1978 RESULTS

WHAT THE STATES ACHIEVED

PLANNING MANAGEMENT
se FOR FY 1975 23% OF THE-PLANTS WERELIN
° BY THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE

es FOR FY 1978 70% OF THE PLANS, WERE IN
BY THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE (AUG." 1, 1978)

ArUND
w Y 1975 $3% OF THE PLANS WERE IN BYW

ING DEADLINE

se FOR Ft 1978 95% OF THE PLANS WERE la BY
THE FUNDING DEADLINE (OCT. 1, 1978)

RESPONSE TO REQUESTED INFORMATION
. es 30% (16) OF THE STATES REPORTED 70% (AMORE

OF REQUESTED INFORMATION

se 78% (42) OF THE STATES REPORTED 50% OR MORE
OF REQUESTED INFORMATION

se NATIONWIDE 61% OF THE REQUESTED INFORMATION.
WAS REPORTED

se 48% (26) STATES SUBMITTED PLANS OF ADEQUATE
AND OR BETTER QUALITY (EMCI SCALE)

se 42% (23)STATES REPORTED 50% OR MORE OF THE
INFORMATION AND WER F ADEQUATE OR BETTER
QUALITY FOR THE ENT PLAN

se 79% (43) STATES OBTAINED /a% OR MORE OF THE
INFORMATION am WERE OF ADEQUATE OR BETTER
QUALITY IN ONE OR MORE PARTS OF THE'PLAN

54. State Plans contain 61% (168 of the 275 information elements)

of the inforMition requested. Sixteen (30%) states were able to

obtain 70% or more of the information and.42 (78%) states reported

c.)
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50% or more of the information requested. AdditionaLly, almost

every state prepared some exemplary part of the plan. Forty-three

(nearly 80%) states had 7'0% or more of the information requested

lit met the analysis objectives in at least one of the six areas

s
ofthe State Plah. 4

From our experience, it is clear that the results of the

comprehenilve planning mission are based on'the inte4iatign of

the planning process into Council operations. In one state.-the

,eProcess resulted in the state agencies making a commigment to

a
Z2

e provide over 70 million,dollars of generic, service resources

toward services for persons with developmentaa disabilities. .'These

4

commitments (over twice the current national-formula grant author-

.

. ization) were made part of the generic service agency plans. In

nearly all of the states Council members were'involved in 'key

planning decision processes including needs assessments, gap iden-.

tification, and goal and objestive development% ..In many ttates, .

Council members themselves were instrumental in the gatheringof

needed information. In our opinion, the comprehensive planning

mission is being fulfilled.

The planning intent of H.R. 11764 is not clear. While

there ate references to "appropriate%planning" in Sec. 101(6)

(1) and ,2)'and further:references in Sec, 133, Fomprehensive

planning never'quite seiiches the mission status tt now enjoys in

P.L. 94-103. If the Committee wishes to capitalize on the current

4 '
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e *
cappbility of *states to utilize the alanning.mission it. can

do'so by legitimifing the functions of the State Plan and the.

Council's pkenning processes. In our opinion all that neles to

be done is to reinstate the current planning mission in Sec. 101

(6) (1) and f2) qc) and add language to Sec. 133 (b) (2) similar '

to that listingethe six areas of the State Plan we discussed

eaclier. Such a commitment would not require a loosening of

tle Mandatory. priorities and service fundiA distribution In your
0

Bill although we believe such Provisions to be unnecessarily

restrictive3 In Sec. 13:7(63(3) the Council should have aethority
r.

te'review and comment on ell State Plans affecting persons with

developmental disabilities without qualification.

Mr. Chairman, the FY 1978 DD State Plans contain an

abunda;ce of information on the DD population characteristics and

service needs, gaps to service provision and, most important,

the actions of State DD Programs to be implemented in this year.

Analysis of the planned.actix;ities has been organized into two

other operational mission areas of the. DD Program: .systems advocacy
11,1,

and service gap fillihg.

, The Systems Advocacy 'Mission

, In the, current DD 1:4ogram, staEes'addiess their systems

advocacy missions through activities in five'areas:.

1.. Protecting the legal and human rights of persons
I

with developmehtal disabilities involving the

Operation of 'a Protection and Advocacy System.

t

NOS:

1.4
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2. 6114ring appropriate services to perions with develif:' lt.

opmental disabilities through individpalized habilitation

100,-

plagi4and public awareness And edujgio*action.

i

C .
.

3. Pia oting and effecting coordination of existing
/

services andirograms. 0
4

41promotiffg improvtielent in ciiiality'of sertilltes*

5. Monitoring ltevaluating developmental disabilities

service related programs of the state.-

4; 4 1 ..'

Analysis'Of the State Plans A.exclucWig the Protection,And

rp

p.

?'Advocacy System) shows that State
Plann.ing'touncils will be ad-

X
dressina themselyes to all systeMitAvogncy mandatessiand options

.
of the current law. Nearly 500 activities are planned, nationwide

i to fulfill this mission of Which e% are dedicated tefthe coor-it

'

dinition mandate, 23% to the Aomoting of4rapPropriate stFvfoes

through public awareness aed habilitation pianning,.sar4 20% to

'X

promoting improvement of service quality. MghitoAnp and eva14

uation activities ar0 stil lagging' accounting fAlr 7% of the

planned activities for the syStems advoC'acy mtesio#WSee Table
a ii,

Albiough.he sAtems advocacy activities'make up 00% of

all reported activities (including
service exparmion activities)

4 m.

theraccountilor-only'llIkof the costs reported for 41 activities.

As might'be expected the cost fSr systeMs advocacy actkvities will.

be bqfne by:Stiate 15D Piograms. However, there is evidence that lt.,!

other generic agenciiellt1 be payngmore for the cos of

A '4E:.

$4=

.
0

*9

571.!

.T

at

4
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Arei of SystIsms
Advocacy

b.

TABLE 5
THE SYSTEMS ADVOCACY MISSION (EXCLUDING'P&A SYSTEM)

ANALYSIS OF PLANNED ACTIVIT4S
FY 1978

(42 STATES R6ORTING)

Total
No:of.

Activities No.of Total
Reported Activities

ACTIVITIES WITH COST DATA

Ensuring,appropriate
41ervice to persons

ith DD

Promo ing & Effective
Coordi ion of exist-
ing service programs

Promotinv improvement
of quality' services

Monitoring & Evaluation
of DD related service
programs

ti

116

248

74 $1,173071

226 $2,367,392

1'
99 59 $ 891,674

33 22 $1,563,307
4

Ma areas 496 381
C.

$.5,995,444

DDSA DDSA
Average
Cost/

Activity,

$
Expansion
Ratio

$, 949;242 81 $15,852 1:0.93

$4628,389 69 7'$10,475 . 1:0.9

4 602,086 68 $15,113

$1,529,448 98 $71,059 1:0.8

$4,7.09,165 79 $15,736 1:0.95
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coordination activities than expected; every dollar.ofDD Proram

funds will bring nearly 30"cents of generic agencyagency funds. More-

over, of 151 planned coordination activities 36960(55) are the

responsibility of ty generic service agencies themselves. The

simple conclusion indicated is that the DD Program is gaining

financial and implementation stipporOin the. area of its cOordina-

': tion mandate. A similar thread runs through the othelt systems 1\o'

t "?",

advocacy activities particularly for bmplementWion

Ne ly 50% of all activities planned for the systems advocacy

sion are assigned to generic perviclagencies,for,implementat'on.

Lest we make too 1 rof this apparent aehiePemeAt o the
J

1

State DD Progrims, think of it in this way. The national officials

of vocatiofialrehabiliytion,secial services, office,of long-term

care, Matirrnal and child health ervices and education for the

handicapped are sitting togeth r, each pledging to the other

30 cents of their program dollar to ensure coordination of policy

and service deli!very in bedalf of the DD population. Further,

envision each agency director assuming the responsibility to

implement this coordination.

H.R. 11764 pulls together the various aspects of the

systems advocacy mission of the current DD Program through an

exemplary job of orgaly_zation. It is clear that the Protection

and Advocacy System, promotion of,Jegal and human rights, in-

,,aividualized habilitation planning, coordination and program

fP

e ,
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monitoring and evaluation are central Purposes of the bill.

However, -it appears from the features of Sec. 133 and 137 that the

mandated and optional methods of achieving the systems advocacy

missions will be narrowly.focused on one or two service areas

,

along with the program resources. If the Committee wishes to

maintain the flexible and apparently fruitful response of the

State Planning, Councils. to the bill's systems advocacy intent,

serious consideration should be given to removing the mandated

choice of 0service-focus and.program fund distribution. Sec. 137

should also.reiter&te the purposes of the bill as State Planning

Council responsibilities.

THE SERVICE GAP FILLING MISSION

Mr. Chaipsan, the service gap filling mission of the

current DD Program is addressed by the State Planning Councils

and administering agencies in four ways:

1. Developing community alternatives and sp onsoring

institutibnal reform (deipstitutionalization).

2. Developing prevention and early intervention programs.

3.- Elpanding existing services.

4. Demonstrating new service technii6es.

Over 325 activities (see Table 6) in these four areas

are described in FY 1978 State Plans. Most of the planned service

gap filling activities are dedicated to expanding existing services

(54%) and. developing community alternatives and institutional

reforM (26%). Service gap filling activities of the DD Program



TABLE 6

THE SERVICE GAP FILLING MISSION

ANALYSIS OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

F/ 1978

(42 STATES REPORTING)

TOTAL

NO,OF ".)ticTIVITY

1,REA OF SERVICE ACTIVITIES N0, OF TOTAL DDSA DDSA4,COST

EXPANSION REPdRTED ACTIVITIES

84 79 $7,150,475 $3,77814,78 53:49(0,12:

A

/ f

ACTIVITIES WITH COST DATE
P

1
,

AVETIG.;'

DEVELOPING COIUNITY

ALTERNATIVES g SPON-

SORING INSTITUTIONAL

REFORM(DEINSTITUTION-

ALIZATION)

UFANSION;

RATI

4

DEVELOPING PREVENTION 36

& EARLY INTERVENTI00,1

PROGRAMS

EXPANDING EXISTING

SERVICES

DEMONSTRATING NEV

SERVICE TECHNIQUES

ALL AREAS OF SERVICE 327

EXPANSION

30

178 160

29 28

;

ti

1.42

$4,867,400 278,000

$2,611,449 $1,879,34,,5

$1,593,679 $1(k.20,193'

6 416446,, 1i13.1 7.

*

$16,321

80 $ 54,'91'7

i 'I

297 $16,22t,003 $7,206;1'016 44 $ 54 623

p,

1:1'113
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will account for .73% of all'reporEed activity costs. Our beat

estimate (based on very limited data in the State Plans) is that

'between 80 and 100 thousand persons with developmental Aisibili-

ties will be served by these activities (see table 7). The

average cost per person (again, biased on limited data) estimated

,at AboOtip'617 nationwide.

DD Prigrams are demonstrating that they can access signi-

ficant generic service resources in the service gap filling

frithe areas of deinstitutionalizetion:andprevention each

VA.:qgram dollar is.:bringing 42 cents and 13dbllars,respectiveky,'

:froalLgenerioiervise resources: In'etitUtional.refonn:attrYities;
,

,

yalopS sil?.oWeretgin.14doltar; to eaoh DD

;Pending exis4nkserVloeS iSr.demcihaeraionrtif new -'t chnigUes,ai

expec'tedid,hi)tf."paY ofTF seohlihdsamely,

....Againythe'cOhc11.04on.seiams.evid7ht The pD Program iS

Addressihg iti'Mandate doilg:s.respeci'able job nationwide of

influendirigittie generic 'te.:-addreeithe'needs of pers,

with deVelopmenial,diastalities,,. : _

The:effects .:44,AJI., A764 n3apoAtdssorvice pri.044,0%

fund AistriteUtiOp ohoUrreptgap.fillingactivitiee are, net

, so evideht dgte,SieMel to indicateless Pero .p

Tr
IlLamitmentfroM geoierres*rdei fOr7iistimgfervte'lcpan ons y.

iota Can probably ant4dipate'ttia.t2egi'eater dedipaied .comma e of di, \

DD Program dollerWtb deVANce..Wil4Hbfolleowe!).tly a re#uct.bh.'of..

t.

1/4

..

:4:41'
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TABLE,7

NATIONAL PROJECTIONS OF THE*'
TOTAL NUMBER OF DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

TO BE SERVED FOR FY 1978

PROJECTED NUMBER OF
DD TO BE SERVED BY THE

AREA OF SERVICE GAP 54 STATES AND

FILLING RESPONSIBILITY TERRITORIES

COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES 23,478

INSTITUTIONAL REFORM 5,932

PREVENTION 39,811

EXPANSION OF EXISTING 8,933

SERVICES

DEVELOPMENT/DEMONSTRATION
OF NEW SERVICE TECHNIQUES

TOTAL ALL PROGRAM AREAS 87,292

* Based on FY 1978 Design for Implementation data.

9,138

r.
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generic service dollars to the chosen areas. Other programs such

is revenue sharing
are.demonstratingthat federal dollars tend

divert, if not outright
supplant, state and local commitments to

_other pressing6areas.

But, the central problem
posed by the current DD Program

opefation to the provisions of H:R. 11764 is the potential loss

of flexibility of response for the pp. Program. Th6 gap filling

mission of the current program
tends to confirm,the priorities of

your bill, but the activities individually and by state are consider-

j

ably more variable than
national averages indicafe and than

H.R. 11764 would appear to allow. When loss of flexibility in

the gip filling mission
is coupled with the apparent loss of system

advocacy options the potential impact of mandated service priori-

ties and service funding
distribution is severe, indeel.

There is a real trade-off between the service 'oriented

approach of H.R. 11764 and the planning
/advocacy approach of the

current DD0Program. The difference may be ultimately between

authorization and'appropriation.
But, in my opinion, the scale

seems tipped enough in behalf of the current concept to warrant

.1%

continued support.
The program will be a "buy" at twice the cost

if it implements its stated activities.

Data and observations
contributed by EMCI staff members:

Janet Elfring
Joan Geller
Sarah Grannis
Mary Rita Hanley
Lee Koenigsberg
Joy Ann Perisho
Marion Walsh

Typed by Phyllis BerLin
41,

-a
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Mr. CARTER [presiding]. Mr. Wiegerink, it was the, feeling of thechairman that I ask you to highligI4 your estimony, because wehave a number of witnesses to appear lief re the committee. If youwill highlight your presentation, we would a preciate it.

:STATEMENT OF RONALD WIEOER

Dr. WIEGERINK. Basically in my written testimony, I cover who
are and the overview that we have of the country and essentially our-work with DD councils [see p. ].

The DD councils and the staff across the Nation .have accomplishedmuch. In our -estimation, they have been notably productive in-fiveareas.
Nq. 1. Councils haVe been active in advocacy' activities in behalfOf 'persons with developmental disabilities and had been before tahedevelbpment of the protection and advocacy system. In fact, in irestates,'DD councils had statewide P. & A. activities as early as 1974.Councils provide a unique system advocacy approach to services forthe developmentally disabled which coMplement the individual ad-vocacy of P. & A. programs.
Point No. . Councils provide -a forum for interagency planning

and cooperation and override barriers imposed by agency competi-.
tion. Councils have been active in developing interagency agreeinentsand activities.

Point. No. 3. DI) councils have played a significani role in provid-
ing public awareness and public education. In addition to conductingpublic awareness campaigns, DD councils have brought hundreds
of well trained specialists in the field of services for the develop-
s ntally disabled. These are individuals trained in planning, legala airs, . engineering, itccunt Mg, public relations, et cetera,' who,through the program, have become involved and are key i'nemberS
iri impacting our generic. services on behalf of persons With develop-
mental disabilities.

Point No. 4. 1)1) councils have provided a base for developing:
quality assurance nwehanisms. They have established grant. review
and audit. systems; have evaluated .planning and service operations;\chave, developed ease finding and case i anagement operation; and
have, from their overview of State act ivir s. advocated the develop-.

. merit of. statew.de client tracking and follow-along. programs.
Finally and n . importantly, from our point of view, DD coun-

t..
i 1

cilf; hax9e prove ed an access point. for consumers awl consumer rep-
. resentatives,. With their one-third or more representation councils

and their growing numbers among. the staff to couneils, consumers
have been provided with access not only to informatiorion the inner
workings of Inunan services, but also access to planning, monitoring
°Ad System advocacy. Consumer members are not passive partici-
pants. Most of the leadership positions are filled by consumer niem-
bers. An example-is Judy Brown, from your own State of Kentucky,
We strongly recommend .that 1)1) councils he included in the exten-
sion of the DD program.

.I notice that DD councils are specifically mentioned in H.R. 11764;
we are Concerned about the fact that they are not-included in the
Senate bill 2600. Paula will comment specificially on 11.R..11Z.64.

f.; c
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STATEMENT OF PAULA BREEN HAMMER.

AmmEn. Dr. Carter, you and the members of the subcommit-
tee ave.a positive track record of responding to the developmentally
disabled and to the DD program generally. We thank you and the
subcOmmittq for holding extension hearings on this topic and for
being so openand your staffto accessibility. We support the essen-
tial elements of H.R. 11764 in continuing the DD program and main -
taining a role and function for stated councils and also by increasing
the alohorizatiqn for the state .councils and the protection and ad-
vocafy systeins.1

There are some chinges contained in H.R. 11764 .which are vari-
ously perceived by those of us in the field as either focusing a diffu:
sive and elusive program concept. or as narrowing and confining

k._State strategy to comprehensivg planning and coordinating the broad
7*.0 nge of services required by the, developmentally disabled persop.s,

I would like to review several of the changes and focus on some key
concerns that we have.

,First of all, we are concerned about the 70/30 pert ot ratio of ex-
enditures for services as opposed to the planning and advocacy

. This really goes to the head of the DD program concept,
T stion here is, is it in the interests of the bill to tove the DD
pr. a into the business of providing direct services at the expense
of /4 1 anning, coordination; Monitoring and influencing fuctions
t ncils have performed?

commendation on this point is that states would he allowed to
c have the flexibility to spend the formula ;rant filtids on
services or on planning or on advocacy as they are necessary. I refer
to the data that Dr. Boggs presented yesterday, which shows there is

' 'a wide range in how the states allocate their budgets. I think there
. is a need for flexibility in the States' determination of this issue,

Many states spend 100 percent of their-allocation in tke influencing,
planning and coordination function. It is important to retain the flexi-
bility for those States to be able to do that.

We would recommend the deletion of the 70/30 ratio to allow maxi-
mum flexibility to the' states. In fact. I would probably go so far as
to say. that any incentive or encouragement that might be given to
councils to more more in the direction of planning'and coordination
and systems advocacy sholLid be encouraged.

A second major point"Wth regard to the legislation is the role of
the state planning council, in generating the State- plan. We feel
there is a need to clarify this language. The language in the current
bill and in-11764 refers to the council s function to supervise the
development of the state plan. Although that appears to be very
clear language, by the time that gets through the HEW regulation
process: there is considerable ambiguity about what that mei*. We
woulki like to see that language clarified.

Ara Minimum, the council shofircl. establish the priorities for the
4plair'arlk the council should have an 4(;.tive, not a, passive, role in the
planning process and should have final appoval and disapproval.

IL would like to see, also,. some Of the. language in the findings and
purposes section of the legrslation:We are very comfortable with that

. portion-of the finding language which states that the overall purpose
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of the bill is to assist states to serve developmentally disabled indi-
viduals through a system which coordinates, monitors and evaluates
services.

We would suggest that the planning function be added to this por-
tion as well. However, in section 101(2) (a), there is a call for a
priority focue to the developmentally diSabled person because his
needs cannot be comprehensively covered or otherwise met in the
education for all handicapped children art, the Rehabilitation Ant
of 1973 or other education and welfare programS.:

The implications here are that there are Many DD individuals
whose needs are comprehensively met by such. programs. We would
like to make two points...

One, none of the.categorical programs named serve comprehensive
needs. A low - income disabled child may be enlitled to health care
under early period S'eteening diagnosis and treatment ; income
assistance .under the supplemental income program: social Services
under title XX and special vatient ion under Public Law 94-142.

Each program would require* a,- separate individualized written
prescriptive program. Unfortunately, there is little chance that the
title XX social service worker will talk to t he . special education
teacher, and there is the chance that the benefit. packages really will
be coordinated at the leyel of the individual child or developmentally
disabled personn. There is even less chance for a smooth transition
for that person when eligibility status.changes or wIrn a child grows
to the age when vocational rehabilitation pr'vocational education
becomes a program option.

We feel veyy strongly that the. crosscutting mechanism that the DD :
,council andi he proteetion and advocacy system present, State. pro-
Ngram alternative', is extremely important in putting together a com-
prehensive- benefit package: for the individual whose needsare met
and served,JA a number of catgorical.service providers.

The second point yelated. to this is that many disabled individuals
who are eligible for and entitled to benefits. under tip categorical
servie.e program n-ever make successful .entry to the service delivery'
system. For example, we know that the participation rate of eligible
disabled children in the income assistance program under SS is ex-
ceedingly loiy. There are many eligible children who are not receiving
benefits under that. prograni. In formation barriers and the coin-

, plexit v. of the process to even apply for those benefits is keeping
manv.ilisabled individuals from receiving the proper entitlement- un-
der that program.

Having:these statutes in the legislation in place is not sufficient, At
the State- ,level, -some accessing of the facilitating mechanism is nec-
essary. DD _councils. and the protection and advocacy systems fill
this need.

Id other instances, transportation barriers may be ia problem-. to
the-adequate delivernol,atktvices. it is the DD council's gap filling

(missions that alloWtttelikWation that we-have on the books t4 be
actually implemented '',4,tEctitte lei 1 in a war that is beneficial
to developmentatlY ittdividuals. Enaetingthe legislation-that
we have, the civil4ig *led individufds under section 504,
94-142, is the firAt...steft.ii z ing rights. But implementation at

3 (5
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the State and local level requires the dogged persiStence of advocacy
organizationslsubh as DD councils:

There are outreach functions to be performed. There is informa
tion funCtion to be performed in making disabled individuals aware
of .whati their rights are and how they can access their rights under
the pOgram. 4n many cases, individuals need specific help in making
aRplieation for these benefits. State councils have made' significant
contribution in helping, programs to bettee'reach DD` persons. It is
very important that we retain. this aspect of the DD prograrn.

We tarn to the issue of setting priority areas. The priority.
areas highlighted in H.R. 11764 are important. In 'our view, every
State will need some activity in theselrreas.,whether planning, moni-
toiing; system advocacy, or model. programming.

'.Most.;DD couhls have signinant activities Which could be clari-
fied currently and 4 these broad priority groups. Two points should
be made.

First, therg is an issue of what is the tole of the DD council with
regard to these priority areas. Is it a unction of orchestrating exist-
Ing servicesor a function of providing services under this categorical
.heading? Most of the priority services areas are the legitiniate
domains of existing servicc-areas. These priority .activities do not
exist' in a vacuum. State council responsibility should be viewed as
that of orchestrating existing providers, not as setting up competing
service programs. Councils shoul&be encouraged. to focus activities
on priority areas but should be free to determioe,how best to impact
these areas; whether that be through planning, influencing, advocacy,
or model programing. We would argue for maximum flexibility at
the State level.

Fitrally, I would like to call to the attention of the subcommittee
the very real parallels between the. struggle in the DD program as a
comprehensive planning program with strong citizen participation
to the struggles that this committee has observed over time with the
health planning legislation.

I think many of the criticisms that have been brought forth with
regard to the .DD .program are things that we have heard in the
past. about Comprehensive health planning Itutl about the new-health
services agency.-We really look to this committee and the historical
support of the comprehensive planning mission and the involvement
of citizen participation to retain those issued in the DD program.

I will be happy to answer_ any' questions you may have.
[Testing resumes on p. 376.1
[Dpr.,Wiegerink's and Ms. Hammer's prepared statement follows:]

.

t se: *.
4

4, ,
28-588.4 - 78
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Mr.:hairman and narbert of the Committee -- Paula Hammer and I are,

pleased to be able to testi,in support of the continuation of the

,

Devninpoental Disabilities irograo and the continuation of the Developmental

.Disabilities Councils and their significiant role in improving IslmOttrisstyices

/'
for. persons with deftlopmanzal disabilities. '

Mi. Manner and : e from the Developmental .Disabilities Technical'
. f

Assistance Sytten, a progrkb

Developmental Disabil

liaroina at. Chapel

tional significance funded by the

orated at theUniversity of North

Adliechnical assistance and

training to our nation's omen'tal Disabilities Councils since 1972 and
2,

10is firrently in its sixth and final year. During this time, 6

'
4 acted with Council =embers and nersonnel from every state and territory and

cerschalfy provided on -Ate assistance in 40 states and two territories.'

We have condUcted 1D9 orieirazdion session's for over 2,000-6D Council mem1rs

. .
, . 9, Nr .

and szafi and s'.47pLied c:ns:Iltation in Ehepreas of onganizationai

.N.46
tevetcpment, pr.c7ran'planndnc and evaluation, public awareness, resource

feeirmen:: aic-cacy, ieinscatctionalization:Planning'and other areas of

/
.

--- a7. developrett. :This
'_.:zrs-,:tio; has provided us with a unique overview

tt,
,"
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dl

of the.fumctioningOf our Councils across the naiiion over time. We,have

witnes01.13D Councils' struggle to establish identity, organization, commit-

sent, and to impact on: the human service delivery systetron behalf of the ,

dnelommentelly disabled. ,Despite the fact that DD Councils have had tc conl

ao

te40.mitially with being foreign bodies to state government,..to operate

with ever-thihging rules, regulations,
and repOrting formats, and to operate

4

'.with yearly iroyer of staff and membership, they'have remained viable and

f4tictional. DC ,Councils in ef6'ry 'state and territory can point to specific

A I.

accrimplishments'Unique to their state's human services. The fact thaM.they

aftgperate_as outlined 4glirderal law aril regulations is alone a

notable accOmplishmenti,tte fact that y are often at the heart of plan-

43114',-;

ring, advocate g, any:monitoring services for the developmentally disabled '

vit

is a significant f4.a.tt a

.° e.

We tp comment briefly on 23 functioning and th-an.

I.:trent soeci,fically on Rouse Hill HR

bun 'Is are :-/My diverse in nature, ln.Size, they have varied from'

six to c7 in n nbershir with staffs from one 23. Sone meet monthly,

,s7a twice a year; =St meet for tines a ye..1-:

Ilt

a

-.7he'v4placen*nt in adminisi,
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3

trative agencies varies from lowly subdivisioned status. in mental retardation

0 and mental health to highly visible status in humanikesodrces and

0

Gcniernor's planning agencies. To speak of Counbils is to, speak of the

variety in states and territories, themselves.

Their singularity derives from their process of development 'from foreign

4

objects'thrust into ongoing state agencies to partners for.change. Slowly

they are achieving ri match between their structure and function and the

needs of their states in serving deirelopmentally disabled persons. By last rr
. -

count, 20 Colinclts. are operating under state legislative authority; the

others by executive orders and budgttary action. Despite the constraints

'
Unloosed by ever-grbwing state human service agencies,. DD Councils are playing
,

unique and needed in It e gov4rnmeht.

DD Councils and their staff 'acigps the nat'iO'hgve accomplished much.--

in our estimation they have been notably proCu=tive in the following areas:

(1)
Ccuncilshave been-active in ad-:c:a:v activities on behalf of

persons with developmental disabilies and had been before the

development of Protection. and 57-;t7ts (P s A). In fact,

five states' DDCouncilsfunded state.:iie P, activities as

early as 1974. Councils oroide a 'ini:rue sisee:ns agvOCacy.

4

°
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approach to developing services for the developmentally

disabled which complioents the individual advocacy of the

P L A Program.

C2)
Councils have provided a forum for interagency planning and

Ar
ccoperation that cverrides barrier imposed by agency compe-

tition. Councils have been active in developing interagency`

agreements and activities.

(3) DD Councils have played a significant role in providing public

awareness and public education. In addition to conducting

public awareness campaigns, DD Councils have brought literally

hundreds of well,trained specialists into the field of service*

for persons with developmental disabilities. These are in

dividuali trained -in planning, legal affairs, engineering,

accounting, public relations, etc. who though the DD

have bemoa, involved and are key figures in impacting on generic

services on behalftf persons with developmental disabilities.

(4) DD Councils have provided a base for developing quality assur-

ance mechanisms. They rave established grant review and audit

systems; have evalUated planning and service operations; have

*eloped case finding and mdse management operations, and from

their cvervieW of state activities, have allocated the develop-

rent of statewide cLient tra:h.ing and follow-along programs.

and, __.hats most importantly, from our vie.poiro-1 CD

Counalls have trovtded an access point for consumers and ctnsumer

a

representatives. with their pre -third -or more representation one

IL
.
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4.

Councils and their growing numbers among the staff to Councils,

consumers have been provided aceess not only to informat;On

the inner workings of human services but also with access to

pLannlogy monitoring, and within systems advocacy. Consumer

members are not passive participants; in fact, most of the

leadershIP positions on DD Councils are filled by consumer

memles.'

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of HR 11764: Paula

V
5

amper will now specifically address our reaction to ,the bill as it stands.

Ati

0A.

*,



Mr. Chairman', you and the -member's of V'is- sull?comfriit,tee have a lcIng.
. 7 , . r

and positive track record of responding to the needs 'of developmentally

disatiled people and supPoriing.the.00:,Diroart121, '..1e;Su'000rt the essential

Iererts of HR 11764 whichs.contfnues ,the'DV-.7...ra-i and maintains the.'

role 'and fUnCti on of -stzke rroiCOurcil s -:ircreases duthoriiation. '

levels fitt the State touncilsand. the sPrEiteetisri 4ind..Advticdcy. Systems..'
a , v + i.t) S' '

. ' . , . ,

Changes .comtained 'in HR 11764:.a.re. variousleperteived as either
-7. .A$ ... . , ....

ilVfUse .and proar,pn corjc6otpor..a'S narx.owing';lanci 7i '" 1.", .41 .=

*'fate -stratai'es..o4t comoreheasive planning and!cterdinatfmg...
.-

P 4 .

of ser4;t-es r:cuoi red CY: cfevelopwItal I; di Sabld .`

sit = ),%! , .7!

. ; 14)
.0 ir

1 4heselctiancies as th4Y:4-e1;3tw..to the:State 00.Co4incit,

atftl function. fr
o.

have two major .concer62!in reVteqi;;.0 1

.

1

" 1 .

... ....Section 1.33 {b)4. The 70 -fpg ra:t.igiA` s?r,4:es: Plaing and Actiidcatv.
4 . #''

'101v.
. . , .
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Council Rohl in Generating tne Plan (Section 137b).

'Aith strengthened Council staffing required by PL 94-103 and

increased competence of Council- members, most Councils are totally .

caoable of developing the'State Plan.

A source of continuing confusion..and some conflict is the.am-
.

biguity'of the present statute regarding who writes the plan, whq

determines priorities:and who calls the shots.

A real administrative dilemma over division of responsibility

and, authority,pas aOisen from the term 'supervise the development of

he State Plan." This language should be clarified. At'the minimum

the Council should establish the prioritiesfor the Plan. The Council

li

should have an active, not passive role, in the plinninT process and
A

should have final approval - disapl7roval authority.

nNDINGS AND PURPOSES'

We are very comfortable with that portion of the Findiris and

Purposes ( Section 101(b)(1)] 44hich.itates that the overall Ouroose

the bill is to assitrstates to serve develo=7entally disabled

ndividuals "through a system which coorclirates, monitors, and

A
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eva%ates" services. We-would suggest that t^e. plannikg function

uld be:,added, however.

Section 101(2)tAfocalls for priority focus to personi, "whose

.reeds cannot be comprehe2sirly;covered or otnemwise met, under the

. T , /

Nandicapped.Cptldren Act, the P0abilitation Act
'

of 1973, or other health,- -education 'or melfare programs. The impli-
.-

cation here is that there are many DD individualswhote needs 2re

,f

J..

comprehensively met by such programs, ;We would. make two points hire:
0

(1) None of the. categorical programs 4erves comprehensive needs.

A low, income disabled child may be entitled to 'health care under EPSDT,

income assistance under SSI, social services under.Title XX, and special

education under PL 94-142. Rich program requires a separate

dualized written prescriptive program. Unfortunately, there is little

chance that the Title Xlitisocial worker talks to the. classroom teacher or

that the package of benefits is truly coordinated. There is even 2ss

charce for smooth transition as eligibility status changes: for exOmble,

when thd child reaches the age at which vocaticnal rehabilitation or

vocational education becomes a Program option.
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(2) M3ny disabled individualii i'dnO are sIi;ible for and entitled

to benefits undei' the categorical servic042Moora:rs never make success-

ful'entry to service delivery systems: Forexanle, information barriers

and the complexity, of the eligibility process may account for the low

enrollment of disabled children for SSI cash assistance. Transportation

. '

barriers may prevent those eligible for certain health services from ever

benefitting.

,

Councils have made significant contributions to help generic pro=

"
oraTs better reach eligible OD persons: Massachusetts S51 Advocacy Center.

PRIORITY AREAS

The priority areas highlighted are important. In our view, every

state would need some.activity-in these areas ,hether planning; monitoring,

system advocacy or model programming. Most state DD Councils have signi-

.
..

.
.

ficant activities which 'cog:II:Hoe classified under -here broad priority
..,

a

;rouoinos.

Two points should be made:"

(1) prchestrate vs. Procgdure Service

Most priority service areas are tne dotains of

service agencies. These p ,ority ittivYi=s do not exist in a vacJ'..m.

'a ,

State council responsibil. ties should be .ewe:i,a4;:r7,:hestration of
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of existing service proveders not as setting up competing service

;-:3rarrs..

(2 State Option

V 'The, ?reposed HR 11764 appears to give sufficient flexi.7

b!lity to states in selecting one or more "priority areas" for

attention. Maximum flexibility should be maintained. In addition,

Slates should be free to choose. how to impact these service areas

whether through planning, evaluating, coordinating, advocacy, model

program support or a combination of strategies.

4

'4

a
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Mr. CAirrrm. I am very much interested in the success of programs
for which these funds'are intended. Of course. I want the planning.
that is necessary and the coordination that is necessary.

Yet, it does not amount to anything unless we have service to the
people who have the disabilities.

- I notice with interest that you just mentioned thellexibility at the
State level. Just this morning I had a lady, physician in my office
who had been with the State department of health in Kentucky. She
said.as'a result of this flexibility, the funds for epilepsy were off the
track and lost their intended purpose. ,

I realize that different areas have different problems. I hope in all
the planning you do, that instead of weaving a network of conflict-
ing plans you could coordinate and streamline them, to use funds to
train people, not just statisticians who know how to handle the
mentally retarded.

I have seen some of those people: I have lsited these Maces. Not
as riniCh as I should. but as much as I can. It is impossible to do all
the thingsyou want to. Co-:see, how these programs work, but I am
going to devote all the time I can to this task.

As fiti as. this funding is concernedhrul.it is not too much, I be-
liege it was $30 million last yearI Would agree, that very little of it
should be ilvd for providipg direct services. In fact. we have other
methods of funding such Is the "Little Schools of Hope" that we
have for miu 'retarded children. We need 'planning, but for
goodness sake, don't the 'us up in a tangle of planning so that We
can't get services to the people who nee4 them.

Mr. I 1EN NEI% I think I)r. Boggs' presentation yesterday, which
had the chart on how moneys were spent, showed that an average of
30 percent of the $30 :inilliOn spent by the councils over last year or
planned this year was for planning, and 70 percent) was for services
and administration.

However, the problem is -that there is no one State; and we come,
again to legislative mandate by averages.'Let me assure you that all°
of the councils are interested in..,t,,be coordination of services, but in
our categorization of social programing that we do by legislation
and our pope hition which is vulnerable and- ne Ils a continuum of
life services, if we do not have the coordination which you speak
and if we donot liavesomebody looking at and interfacing with the
various agencies. in some directed wayi these 'Traps cannot be filled
and we get people served Vel y well at one age and not at all.at another

. .

age. .. L

. . Mr. CikTrt. Still we don't want,themenntitin to labor and bring
forth a mouse:

Dr. IIENNFIT. Thai is quite tr016.
Mr. CAIrrEn: I., think I have made my point, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RocEurs. Thank you, I)r. Carter.
Of course, all of us recognize the importance of planning, but

once a comprehensive plan has- been formulated, do v.e need to do
that every year'? .c

I)r. HENNEY. It Would- :Wm a 'simple u )(late. As you were saying
yesterday, a- 3-year plac ning.cycle might be sufficient.

i . 4 /
(

.
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Mr. Roo Ens. Of.course if something comesup, it could. be brOtight
into a plan. .

HE1CNEY. Absolutely: Thr councils are to the place now where
data haire,becarrie significant in their utilization and preparation for
not only services bit influencing, impacting on the; service agency
ad alsOtimpaciv oil%signifiCan't legislation. Ciiiincils are no* being
able to use the comprehensive Rhin.

ComprehenSive planning is only a tool, and the tao.1,:is.only as good
as it is honed and sharpdned. So consequently, a 3fyear'cycle, as y6ii
suggested 'yesterday.

Dr. WIEGERINK. There are many other important activities besides
the comprehensive plan that councils are engaged in ;. the 'advocacy
activities, influencing activities developing flew- systems, and so on.

'Mr. CARTER. That is one ofillte things he has said.. But a3 I inter-
preted what he has said about advocacy, he really didn't get down
to its root purpose which is protection of the rights of these people.

Now he -went on about teaching them. You shouldn't teach these
teople too much about legalistics and things like that, but you shOuld
protect them; .if you are to be an effective advocate or them.

Mr. WEIGERINK. The DD councils can seve as a sy'3tems jadvocacy
program to influence other generic programs and other categorical
programs in terms of the developmentally disabled. That is a unique

'function they have that no other organization .plays at this point. I
am concerned that the bill as stated.nOW, because of the emphasis on
priorities and on the 70-40, will at some point produce another cate-
gorical DD program, service progtam.

While there is..a tremendous need for services for the, develop-
mentally disabled. I think that the primary role that councils can
play is one. o accessing other generic services and other categorical,

'services on beh If of the developthentally disabled. That is why the
planning, Coon ating, influencing, impacting role of councils is
veil: important a d that a 70-30 distribution for some States is hot

"- adequate to do th
Mr. CAnTEri. Mr. hairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Mr. CARTEM That akes; very good listening, bilt.it was the ery

way that funds, for epi epsy, lost, their way to th epileptic an n't
get there.

Ms. IIAMNIER, Mr. Cheman, the next panel that is-coming will
able to give you some ve .y specific examples of action-oriented ad:
vocacy activities thatiliale helped individuals get services from
generic programs at the :tat

'Ona example from Massac usetts. In 1976. Massacluisetts set up a
program to alert the families of disabled individuals to their eligi-
bility..for services tinder social .'ecur-ity supplemental income. income
assistance and automatic medica co%:erage that accompanies that in
the Stateof Massachusetts. , .

The DD 'council in Massdehusetts.Sponsored'-n group to do an out-
reach, blitz campaign; 2 sseeks,heavy.siiedin coverage. In 2 weekS,
300 families in the Boston arek were .eprolleikTin the program; 300
families of severely disaIJ.ed indiVidunh; wh6 said they.did not know
about the SSI program ior tO that media campaign.

a . L.:
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The SSI program- is 4 yearS old. .It hacHaesn. in Operation for 2'
yearS. The. Social Security Administratidn .had net done good.,iut- ...
reach forehildren under SSI. The. DD-program. recognized that need
and tlid, the outreach that was necessary ana got those individuals .

enrolled in this program. .:. . - .
. .

These are the kinds of things we are talking about th Iat, n the
abstract, sounds very.bureaucratic ;plans and coordination..

Ajr. CARTER. Absolutely, You'have the ''bureaficratese".dO,tvn pat.
I never heard so much in all my life alkOltitely,. .

. %.

Mr. II:04M ER. I think the next par W will be able,to give ybuthat
kind of action example. ,., .. . ,.

Mr. CARTER. I would like to 4fe that.' ' ' -. , .

.

_ Mr. SCIIPOK. Mr. Chairman, I 'wonder if I could respond to 3.pur .

queStion about yearly- Owning; .

Mr. TiOGERS. Yes. .

.- _

Mr. .SIIPOK. If there is a :service orientation of the _bill. then a ,

AI year -cycle cfearly Villild. be fedegnate for setting the goals in, th
.\ service. area. However; all tho other pograins wkich the DD "council

has a mandate, to look at have -oneyearylanning cycles:. . ,...

. If indeed th are shifting allay ifrom their previous commitments.
tel this population, if their planning cycle for UD 'rei4.0-amsis not

' :covering, lookintr a? those ',fart; and'seeing,tfre shifts 411(0'i:here they -.
s r',' .

should be influencing: they will- be bellifitliii -inffirrnuitionon tlAe
...major ,categorical plans. . ..?: '4 .

So, the tradeoff r see,. if it is influencing that the-conneil has to do, ,.
'then. these is indeed-a need for updating a gooa 'teal ofinlirmatioA
about what -is going on 'ill the generic. services. .. `':

,ti. , ..-0

_ For.lhe service part. of the...plan, itJnay be well j il .A :to hold-1'601'.
cycliz44o 3 yNrs .

Mr. Rocut-ti. I' would think any spectIS' heel:4'611h1' be litIndlecl on
a yearly basis and still hal'ii a 3-year ryt'ile .61-he overall compre-
herisive plan. . . . . : 40 '

.

Mr. Sr:nem:. Provided the proCesS- i.1 in relalx for the conncils.:to.'
make year k:, review andmiudate where the),' see cr.it ical areas. ..

Afr..ROOPas..Isn't that pario,ftheir funifidir?
.r 4

"*Mt...Scriroli.: Yes. .. - . ..
Mr. RooEtrs: bo von Ilk -the Council should have a liiajor role

,. .
in planning. rather than the State agency? .

Mr. SCIIPOlir Yes. ..
Dr. 1 I ENNEY: Yes.
Mi. Roorias All of you agree withaltar)r, ' , . e

... ,
.Dr. 'Wim EH INK: Yes.. . Mr. Rounts. Thank you very inuch.'IVe appreciate yO,nr testimony

today. i am grateful for your presentation". ". . .

The next panel'will lk Dr.-James Watson. president .of the Na -

tional Conferenctt..ohDeveloimient:-il.DisahilticA. foliet rshairmari of
tlie Oregon Deveroinnental Dtsabilties.Coithril ; ..Nr..-11637. Bruning -44,
Turns. ditector of the State Council on Developtuent ..'t . iiiiiitieS; .INIr..-

.fA"rtis A.. %.ods, chairman of the lIontami State D ;it. wil : 1Ir...
CrirdelI Usgrewn: chairman of ..i lie .Ohio DevercipMen 1 Disability,
Corincil.I. , Ilni .Z CliMs.ehe esnur. executive direetqr iii...the Getaria

' _Council on Devdopmentai DisahiLities.
, -. . 7.,'T',.t ,. , , , . "I ; -,

. . . ; ."' a
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Mr. ROGERS. We are pleased to'have you here.
_Mr. Preyer wishes me to state, he is sorry he cannot be here to

.greet you. He is on official bUsiness. So we welcome each of you. If
, you would help the committee on, the time element, it will be appre-
ciated. Your statement will be made part of the record in full.

You .mily proceed.

STATEMENTS OF 7A.MEllfACDOSALD WATSON, M.D.; PRESIDENT,
'NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES; D.

CORD4L BROWN, CHAIR.PERSON, OHIO DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-

ABILITIES COUNCIL; ;ODY, C34AIRMAN, MONTANA

STATE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES PLANNING., AND' AD-

VISORY COUNCIL; ZEBE 'CHESNUT, FJEECuw0.6 DIRECTOR,
GEORGIA STATE PLANING. *MOIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-

ABILITIES; AND ROY V. BM:MINI:MAUS, EXECUTTGE DIRECTOR,

NORTH CAROLINA COUNCIL ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES,

ACCOMPANIED BY JAN! SMITH, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Iv

Dr. WATSON. I am Dr. Watson. I ai. also 'a physician, Dr. Carter. v.

I also happen to be president-elect of the Epilepsy Foundation, and
I would like to talk to you about Kentucky's problem. Maybe we can
do something about, it.

Lcarry a clipping wh me which I must read to you, sir. It comes
from a recent issue of Science. It sayk:

It is not much of an. exaggeration to suggest that had the present bureabcra-
tic structure for control of research by legislation and regulation be, in opera.-
tion when polio research was in its hey-4y, we might poday have a compact,

r efficient, computer-operated portable iron lung rather than two vaccines.

I am on your side when it comes to the _bureaucracy:This group
is, in fact, a consume group. The State coSuncils which you have
hard described to you are in fact the primary consumers of Federal
policy. They then are those 'who attempt to deliver at State levels the
developmental disabilities policies.

We happen to have a national organization, a "national confer-
ence", which. is generated out of the, obvious need foi to get our
act togetiler, it it is possible, in response to that an enable us to
disperse our ,views 56 different ways in some rational fashion.

It happens, coincident nough,' otir national meeting has pro-
ceeded for the past 2 do s in the city. Yesterday, we were privileged
to have Miss Nelson come and talk to us about what your committee .
.atia its philosophies were curtenfly at that time. She was equally
gracious in offeTing us an opportunity appear *before you. We
would hafe bent every effort to do so, anyway, but we are in town, so
here we ait.,

As a molter ,of fiict,I have a panel whose p6seretations represent
one large State with lots of "dough," in my sense; one state with lots
of geography. and very little money; one State in the middle; and
then Mr. Wu inghaus at the end. North CaeMina, I am notsure how'

s" to typify. wil t him typify it for us.
Mr. BAIINTNGHA We have the bagketball teams.

28-588 0 - 78 - 25

4.

0 p4.

Se'
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Mr. CANTER. I thought Kentucky had the basketball team.
Is

Mr. ROGERS.Today they do. -
Mr. CerrrEi. N6. 1.. .

Dr. WATSON. I would like to Apologize kir Mr. Bruninghaus' ill-
timed remarks. t .

, Dr. WATSON. koliever, if you can give us that fellow Givens, the
Trail Blazers would like,to have him. -,

Mi-CARTER. We are going to.keep the `Goose".. He graduates this
year. - .

Dr. WATSON. I would like to introduce to you the chairman of the.
Ohio Developmental Disabilities Council, who is himself a consumer
in the trte sense. He also is the newly elected vice Oesident of our

- national organization, Mr. Cordell Brown. ,

[Dr. Watson's prepared statement follows :] .

4

4

.4 ,
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Introductory remarksi James NadkOnald NatSon,-President.
National Conference on Developmental Disabilities,

April 5,, 1978 .

The organization of,the State Councifs..the Nati &nal Conference on

Developmental Disabilities (NCDO)' has.beenTesimnsible fore good portion of
'.the overall progress made in the flea of-"DD" In the'pa3t'several years::

progress not at-ell uniform and not at all to the liking-of ourmore severe

'.. critdcs. Presently someTS% of the cduncili'ar actively participating in'the
organization Which has developed from the insights of a few strong council
loop], who recognized thit.a-multi -s ate, emlti-regional situation existed
whith the legiSlition did not addres-"and determined that a coherent and

.
unified approach to various problems could come from.a National group omly.

kCDO'is non-statutory, of course, and. is comprised Of three delegates
from each.state or territorial council. It his"had one if not two Nationil. .

" meetings each year since itt inception, and with the guidance of'a thoughtfully .

;,chosen eiecutive committee has produced effective contributions in regOlation

.. development and clarification, renewal legislation, mininelly-funted and/or"
rural state problems!, and coordination of an overwhelminrighealt,o of1"technical

state councils:4v ekecutive committee has mairitained a-very
clo e liaison Vith!She. national Advisory Council, and we have represented the,

councils as members f.the Task Force on Definition,Ad in the advisory

\.council. of the Federal l'Irbgrams Information and Assistance Project (FIPIAP),

a national significant project.
The present mission for the Conference is to shepherd closely the, new

legislation that must develop, with plans for a winter meeting to look at

"evaluation".
NCDO is supported entirely t'y voluntary support from its individual-councils, -.

but recently incorporated in the District to allow it to seek grants and
contracts for specific functiOns, being scrupulous to avoid using state

fbreula grant monies for "lobbying". Ne are attempting to establish a formal '',,

.,membership "does" protocol with pro-rated levieS for each council, but thisis

,not.yit developed.
am happy to introduce -to you four' panelists, representing all of our - .

1,..
"classes" of meibership: chair, staff, and consumer. l,Shank you and .your,

'
Staff for your solicitation of our views,-and assure you that we and the

' crmi$tee share a single goal. --,

....4

4

,
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STATE ENT OF B.:, CORD= BROWN

Mr. BROW4,4171a4kyolb Mr. Clutirmatr, , .

. .

Mr. Rogers and fellow members, instead of reading my testimony
t: tsee 383 ,'which' might be tedundant, I think one :of concerns

/114 Jr. Carter has, r:can acicliess myself- directly to: That is, the
.impact that the:Councils have bad on service oyer the past several

,

.j..,. years: .,
I am- not only acting chairperson of the Ohio council; they no

- longer.allow me. Wipe flossed as a Consumer because I also am director
of an agency.that provides three major services. One is residential
facilities for the severely physically handjcapped person; basically

-.- cerebral palsy: . ., : ' /
Secohd, We Operate a recreational progam for A' whole sPectra of

.developmentally :disabled...`
. Third, we doprnvide, a travel program.-i,

.. .. .

Remise of.this;. I arn no longer a consumer. I only shake like one..
Dr. WATSON. I.wishI could shake like that.

.. Mr. BROWS; 10.1971 and .1.972, when the DD-Act was basically
getting its cOuncil:together and were more into theNirect, service pro-
viding program of.giving grants, our organizatiafi saw the tremen-.
&us need to provide'residential alternatives. At that point in time,
knowing nothing Of DD or even the term, one of my staff members
came back from a trip in Southern Ohio and said "Hey, Cordell:here
is a .way we might get sOine seed money to start our residential,pw-
grain," where subsequently we. did. :Iir

T strongly support reenactment and extending Public Law,94-103,
based on three reasons.

No. 1; in my estiMatiori, it is the only mechanism now iri existence
where I. as a consumer, also.a developmentally disabled person and
a service provider, can walk up to an agency representative such as
a director oi mental* retardation in. Ohio` and, on an equal basic sit.

, ' down and talk about the prolilems,Of .m), people. This is what the
councils airO, abte to achieve on au tqualiiation and not la role-playing
bureaucratic basis. There'is no other"mechanism YOr that., ;.

'InNo. 2, lie is the pilot program that has t tax.. dollars into the
three areas. Prior to, Public Law 94=103, there were no tax dollars

.
, virtually' being tapped. CP, epilePsy, and autism; of courseowe had a

- good'moVement prior to the enactment for the mentally,retarded, but
I think it has been enhanced, and one of the enhane4mentS is! now
known as the deinstItutionalization. and 6ve co,9d spencLall morning

I
on that program. i . C

No 3, I feel that a lot of the council concepts would give parents
,an4 consumers a very detrimental setback. The W)'.. legislation is.

jtist now getting its total act together. Exteiision of the bill for '2
..

.vearS will'give everyone in our population more hope, and I am sure
the concerned. citizens and

our
professionals scan bring to a

. very special and forgotten popuhttio,hope for the future. ,,

'-Thank you. iii 3'
,,

.

[Mr. Brown'sfrepaced tatement follows;1
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itev. D. Coreell Br-own, Chairperson., 4 '
,

Ohio Deirelo;.ment):1 :aanninc,Counsel-

InArOdUction

1.r. R a'..d ...mb is of the

iavironment.

d
;;u1s-committee n.id the

, - r
.

:411ame is Rev. ell 2rown, .acting CEa rperpon of the ...Int&

Developr..ento: sabillties 11,noig Ccune.1.1%alao dirROtar cf-

ft community' esidentia,i fedilyy!for the,s.everely hancitaped
in ';;areal, Chio. '4 7 4

rrthe.Ohio DevelopMental.:DiLbiliti s CoUnOil'feels thatT71,94-103
..:.1

:lire excellent piece "of legislation anA:slIould eextended tr'o
.

.

more years. The present,lictproVitles, for.Unique '..'or change
0

with one thirdflof its membererepresentihestete encies, one

third ConsuMer representation and one third corrp,i ng of aer-

vice.providers. There'are tuentOne',m.4mberS On t's Council.
i,

4

..one of theprograFs for wi ica tx.e Chio :evel6E.:.ental

Council has been primarily responcible are:
... " ,('

.;-e.N.;,TI: LliL _71 - LonincleffislatiOn to encearat:ethe d,r.(c,:::-

Lent of group homes in arT.
.;

1.,i,-..Y Ii.T..P.V.-.LTIC:.
'PR.GRA.....6.=--;fhree.i.rogra....s,%re j,recent..;.

in operation # ..:hio. She4e.lrocrelos to,.(.,

o Ilarents halvto-prol.erly care for 14.eir 1:%r.

dicawed child. .4-iso proviON; intmatior.
or. aliailablervices. ..' ';,

. .. ,

. .4..,

. ,

:,E1,TAL 'AEThRD.TIQ:: :1--REVI7ITICJI-.r.CGWAY
-.-Under the provad,

0
Oeach child will.bc cilietri,a

blood. testiLt biltn tq try to detemine
the presence.of a condition which could

res..:lt in mental retardation or-p4Oker

deveaol.mental lisabilities.

'3.
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,LE-INaTITUTI31,k1,1)ATIL.:1 .:';:0-2,CTO -, ?ased crc cttn.unit:,: ar-
rancetehts-- puch as aparttent.tPayinc,for clients'

. released,frod the institutions into the con,nunity.
J

- ' TLD'.i.:.T.PLB:LIO'A - These prograr.s provide. training
end ecucation)-OSto to -chers as ve11 asst.loenta ft. 1.:.e,
causes of, disabilites. Our fe,e2cuc is that we car
develgp phitive attituttesat-a y,ouhar.age.

:he list. 'is approximate fy 21 ;)ro,7;e?ts,lonc,.Lc14d1h8 .,ro:e..ts of
. . .

t,
1..,:tiOnal eicnificance at (Leisoner ,:ehter). ,, ''Univ&rsity
.ffili-ted iteir.ity" in ....olubut,.Ohio. Further informttion on
other proje,_is are available ul,od requitst.

. ,

, ,

/ The ',4io Leveloptentn: ;...isabilities .jahnint%C?..4.Cil c:,.oell any
effort ,to cott'olidcte recional,discretiunry :.Dales under this

tu zLe.15evelormental rdsnuililiet Office. It hoe,n't allow
for' local ana rmrional input into- the ezrendetUres of thoare funds.
The HE'di fierier. V office hnsefficientlyand effectively utilid
'these funds over ...he pr.:it-ye-1-s -;,o c.erve hecion V :;talles :i.th a 4.
°.,L....1)::" of St;-te input.

... .

,
.

..e also support hit 11764 with tinor. chatres. :
.

1. Grant funJt ch6..16 not,, t. .11titecd Z? teciliu ITisri..:ie..

as it limitu the flexilility of Ccupil':s to,;.lanifor. `heir -i.aicur
LeedS. . ° ,

.

a . )
2. hliainate 1,he'70 hale: It, :.:'. 1 dilute our effehtu , ' . .

%articu:nrily in si.a.11-._ allogatica states to develop a ,te".te I1 r.' 'At-

which wil: do ::ore .ha., hoz:enet "wh.:, '1;" in n et- to tut which
will also.a,iequafely aL.J.tgrecott._ i "i..t ct.....i.an shdul
.snd;which (.i.:-.. a11ow the c.O.td the ol.,crt:aity to t.-fx:aLne tai
effective al:octitior. of re_turce..,for aeildoc.. tt TtA.:_:on., ...Lo Av..

develulutentnlly C.ivabled.
,.,

? -
-

Jae thincithz.t I feel 1.e ehoY =e rrLer..,er i that 4,:t Cot.nc4.14
.

unique orcanization provide.: a aect.nai.aa b which cons-..t:.ers, ton.

iiofit providert, and :tatelszcies can w rk tojetherIto rovide
the qu.lty ervice th/t Fel tao rare ,.veloctuf.e.a1-_:. cisablo4m.

deselive.' t .

t:
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Mr. e Thank you, Mr. Brown, for an excellent statement and
for a v helpful one. We are grateful for your being here.

Dr. l'Avrsori. I-wonder if I can call on Mr. Zody, former State
senator from Montana. He represents their council as its chairman.
He also represents 'what we really have not talked too much abont
in council 'membership, and that is most of us are in fac volunteers.
That can't be stressed enough. Artis drives 425 miles fro is home
tO his office. About all he sees are jackrabbits, and I donit kno what
else. But tell us about it from Montana.

Mr. RociEns. Big sky, anyhow.

STATEMENT OF ABTIS A. ZODY

Mr. Zony. First, let me say I am pleased to have a chance to appear
before you. I am not going to take too much of your time, and I am
not going to go into my written testimony [see p. 3871. Yoy, hwe it
before you. Let me bring you a bit of background; if I mighV,

When you say a person is a professional,-you immediately assume
that he has a number of degrees. That seems to be the riormalizalion.
I don't have any degrees in that sense,but I do co ider myself It
professional. The reason I consider myself a profess al is because
22 years ago tonight, I became the parent of a retarded-c ild. Twenty-
three years, of dealing with retardation in its many aspects a- think
does entitle me to say I have some professionalism. I think I have a
certain degree, if tenure eans anything, a certain degree of pro-
fessionalism from the sta dpoint of council membership because I
started serving on the council when they first came into being in
1971. I have served continuously since then and been chairman for
a number of years.

i

.

I have seen our council, gentlemen, grow from a strictly grant giv-
. ng council who took the dollars they hadMeager as they are be-

cause we are a minimal allotment Stateand set aside more of that
into a granting; area. I have seen us grow from thit to a council that
is really after~ planning in a total aspect and our primary concern,
the very premise from which eve yth" g springs, is the fact that the
end result of that is service to tha son of mine, that daughter of
yours with cerebral palsy or who it may be.

I have seen those councils grow. I have seen them become sophis-
ticated. - .

There has been a tremendous turnover in council membership. As
has been said, we are volunteer people. We don't do it for the money
because there is no moneyAn it. We do it because we have a concern.
We are strictly volunteers.

As ,Tim says, eI just happened to be a bit further away from my
staff office, by 475 miles, then perhaps some of the others are, because
there are some who are relatively close. Nevertheless, it means, when
I go to the council meeting, a. day on the Toad and a day back. No
one twisted my arm to become involved. I recognize that. I am in-
volve.d d-I will probablystay involved as long as I can because I
hay() p concern.

I would like very much to touch briefly on the roles of the council's
influence, impacting, monitoring,' and evaluation. If I may, I Would
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like tto dwell specifically on impact. I's think that is where the ball
game is. .

I think impacting, causing things ,to happen, getting people in-
volved, changing attitudes and minds, getting agencies to coordinate
and cooperate, is not enough. That is the ball game. That is the thing
that generates dollars and generates services. That Uses agencies ajid
and bucks that are already there in the best use of those bucks.

Let me give you a good example, anddet you use your imagination.
In a minimum.allotment State. $150.000 is such,a minimum amount
that if you were.to.put it all into services it still would'not eFottl-T
job. I think at this point I need to make one comment. I knpvv.2.dolt...
lars are irripotrarft ..IN`itliout. dollars we cant accomplish tliiiiYgg:
You know that; I know that. ;We also have to remember and not fall
into the trap of thinking if we had all the money in the world it
would solve all the problems. It never will. and it can't.1 think you
recognize that as well. .

Imagine for a moment you are standing on a rather steep hillside,
a rock-streWn hillside. As you are standing there surveying the scene,
you happen to look down and yoit see before you al very small branch
of ri tree. You take that and you wy a rock loose at your feet. As
that rock,goes down tbe..hillsid . it hits some more. andtley in turn
hit some more. Finally, the dtist is settled an the air has
cleared, you have changed the landscape.

Batically , that is exactly, what the councils are doing: They areb.
changing the landscape. They have changed the landscape. They will
continue tq change the landscape. If you put us in a bind. in a situa-

, ..' tio.INrt we cannot use those dollars we have fot just exactly those
kin.ds of things and tie us down too stringently in the service area-

4. an I?. understand, Mr. Carter, where you are coming from that is/. thy$ 'ultimate resultbut if WI` can impact on people and if we can
1:4.oy.cliangethoe so that people in turn can talk to (Ober people, you get

-.6etter cooperation., and. that in the end will result in better services........ . ..j..ihat.is basically my concern.
.- am very thankful that &institutionalization is here. By the way,

1 would like tot speak to that for a moment. I know how it work§.
My son was Avian institution 475 miles from home.*He- is now in a

community group 50,miles from home: He is happy, "and'we are
happy. The.deinstitutionalization we have to be careful of ; that it
does not become a numbers game. and instead' .61 creating "better
arrangements. we merely set up rn: ry institutions across the 'Stales.

I have been on the VOlillei 1. for; all t se years. I have seen the council
membership. Let me remind you again that one-third of that member-
ship- is made up of people who are eitherconsuivors or parents of
consumer's. The dnd result of that concern is sery4i6 to those people
that they are representing. s ...

Thank you. .1

[Mr. Zody's prepared statement follows:]

" 4
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Ch:.ircam, neLthere of the subcommittee, ny n:tue ..rt.:

SI.air7.an of the Lontarit :,tats ilevelorm,ntal 7:

l'IaLLir4 ekivisnr:7 CounCil. 1 nave ..:ervcd cf

"cam.
.ourc1: sinct197i and am one of the tee L.eu.betz Of the Counni:

wAo have serve4 since 19iig,

. Lr. Chairman, and olitors of the subcommittee, I am pleased

to have Ihis oi.po:tunit to tentifY on ili,!1,1764.

I r the father of a developmentally dinnbled con, who is .T.rLf.ntly

residing in a croup hbne for cievelo;men;ally disabled kerucne.

owl is 50 miles away fro:. his home, where-as, he was previao:-.1y in a

...mite Institution-loosted 475 miles away.. Le4dleps to En.y, hr.

happy Icing corer tohome, and sp are Lis parents.

purpose in :.roviLing thin backrround to to rive ;io. %f,

insight into why_ .accoLpliched *hrcuch deirztltL;t1_17:%lin.

;il.:-Qc/Vr,:deiLLtiV..tiOnaaiZati011 ..Des not har.;en ov

in our cane ;..to.,.t -.:.rou?;h the co: t:nent of Gov, r, or

Judge ne.O a reoult of the-cdvu'co;: r'71,

oth,rr;

oitlzenL.

r7:t ?z

leEtc:a::h r,t',:ntd in LI1 11764 to o::e of

imprIct.! non1turL4:, anf: evalatinr.

no rx(.,L,.c for hz..ring an7 o:.

is not n:_:5.%ittr-d in 'total to nerving the Develop:

a way creates: 7-JaGiLlt acct' .:; to a:.

;'.7.,u1t of L-T;ine:-.,s fl...fil7r:J.nt

arm u: ;
Ntion.

I
1:764 dc's provide the

thie opporLunity.
%nd :_embers' of the s:ubcoc.mitt,Tc, you

Th.ei

are in.,1,;....nt:.tled to opcm%n arms that'

:;Late can have a ptrore voice.

leavf'3%t,,e Lr.lihairman, of '.!%e.

J
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suLooLlsitteelthat Le/elopmental Zdtabilities _Late CouhL1,;are

not prone to Lietales of judgment, sometimes critically short of-

adequate fore-right and sub.iect to all of the rhorto:7.in,

Lflict toot of us, let no assure you, they are! retains

the Council structure and that in one of its good features.

"Therd 12 however, contained in HE 11764, a feature which does

concern me if state Councils are to be effective in their advocacy,

p:anning, impacting, ant:
influencing role, and that iL the 70 per rent,

requirement into the "priority service::".

In a minixtas allotment :.Late ouch es
::ontana, even ff the

entire .150,CCO were put into services, it wou.la'really have very

little il.pact on serviced to Develoksentally Dioabled

cannot be called ufon to provide continuing funding, even if

three to ft.,,r ti!Les this aLount. The ihpact woLild b'r :.;n1;w1

in terms of need.

Cne of the that I have observed over the ;e:tra

Council LAntLer, it the tendency of_grnnt nJt to

eideluate-nter:s to a,sre that having once eotabli:.,hed a hervIce

fundir.6%i.1 .C.low and the service Will continur,. 'what

many tires. is that the grant recipients will ret.rn ac.in

for further greato.

The Lehi on in my opinion is for the ::tote be very

actively invaked in essistinr tho,.,e.relueatin: .77r%nt in

the following:

a. Is the project or :rocmar... one that is a new service h:To

dcea nut dar.licate an existinr 'service.

b. has every effort Feet: Lade
todett-rLine whether...h. :ot on

agency or agencies should be providing thi: or ;nocr;:7,.

as mandated by State or Feacral Lew.

c. hau'ever;,' effort Leen Lade to assure that Lft-r hvg

Initiated the service or 1.rogram; via :h( grant, that

there will be funding to a,.o'...re its continuati.,n.

'we have er.ougn Lcney, if used this way, to -do the .;oh at 11.1...t

adequately. 3ut the Councils' real in.pact is how it inflt.,hciar the

State and trai:t is hard to Leasure. aeo

There is no way you car. L,ea,..ure
in dollars ,:nd cent:_ or otherwise,

what io the value, or what the iapact will be of hav:he changed a
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Lk(iclator'a roint of view, or of convincinc a :..!rrt:ent

or k Ih:T.eau Chief thict the clientwill be better Lerved-in

ac Lea.ure the effect of.ht.I.:nc

under one roof t'ne ;eoplf. _L,:encic. to tY:k n!cx..,t

and ;1:m toceiher how to help the devel.c;:ncntally

receive :hoe :Lame State :Jervices t}.at.you Lnb i'en.;cy% e.n.nnt

'when you base yourevilluttigri' on the numbors of

:evelopLrntal The evaluatfAits:ii

Wit. the Lecielative rlandate to plan, influence,

.r. k;hairmnn, Leber.: of t::e subcottee0 i Ln tr,;in,,-

to 7.,oint &ut the nPee..city of Lliocatinc State eLt

flexibility .osuiLle to c: rr c thr. t.Lnuate

U' L174 r_nd Ls a result the beneficinri will be the :e-..elo;t.i.n1slly

;r.rnons nbout w.hich'you and I nre

Io'auld continue on .t.e lencth aL to why I 1.:r.f.-c:.%

ttu:;e. of -tate Courci.ls is an effective 'day to r1:,:

;vntLrycd6 for develornental-y nen,

F.et.,7.ber that of %.:oL.neil

of e

cf to for r kno .. rot,

be:;,ry

Ti. nk you.

39c
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Mr..RooEus. Thank you very much for a excellent statement.
Dr. WATSON. Mr. Chaiman, we have witl us two.representatives of

the planning component of DD, its-membership. They happen bebe

the planners of tpd States who have singularly successful programs,
in our views at-d I would like to introduce to you first Ms. Zebe

Chesnut, director of the Georgia Planning Council.

, ST.ATEXEND OF ZEBE CHESNUT .

.

Ms. CHESNUT. If you allow-me,IWilrforego my written testimony
and attttnipt kr.anSwer some questions you have aged.

The rnerotcel.ship 'of the 'D council inGeorgia, is made up of-'26

people. Ne M'e located in 't e. OfMe of th Commissioner of the

11Npatitnent of Human ResouTees. I want to uild on what Mr. Zody

slit& in using his analtbLof the rock that begins a landslide anct

relate some specific exa les o how DDS.A. Alley in Georgia is.the
,rock that may often cause his landslide.

Eirs14--limpres Fon you the fact that planning in the seise that, '

we us6iitin Geo gia includeS=more than planning. numbers, grid data.

When we say anning=and 33 percenf 9f our hionev and sometime
Mor.e.is .used for planningwe ag. talking about aef.i-vities thae are

not difeet service telated; activities thal are influencing, monitoring,

, resource mobilization, and coordination. So when we F,ay planning in

MOrgia we do notR.11,1 I think many DD councilso not-speak.of
just data and numbetlut of those activities -that are not direct serv-

ice. Now, where does the money go?
In tbe .past year the Georgia council has influenced . the Governor

to require\a, comprehensive master . plan for special,educat\ on' as a'

.c.rtingency for signing the Public Law 94-112 implementation plan

in Georgia.. They have influenced 'the Governor to request a joint
agreeinent betWeen the- Department, of Human Resources and the

Department of Education. This agreement is in writing. The Depart-

ment of .Human Resources and the Department. of E'dncation have

-agreed on who is responsible for what in'. serving the handierepped ,

children under Public Taw 94-142-Thev have influenced the Gov-

ernor's office to establish a .Toint Committee of the Department of
Human Resources and the State Department. of Education so these

two departments could work together in a coordinated approach to

deal with the common problems of .developmentally disabled and
handicapped children as many enter the public schools.

The council has. played a key role in the passage of State legisla-

tion and appropriations affecting the handicapped in Georgia, in-
cluding a fair employmant practicesoct that prohibits hiring diz-
crimination in State -government against handicapped persons and a

mandate that special education training be required for regular

classroom teachers,for-sChool administrators, and for school coun-
selors. .

The Georgia, council has been active in the field of preve,ntion

through endorsement of .State dollars to _support early screening for

genetic disorders. This year we had over 350 new special education ---

teachers funded with State appropriations. along, with additional
transportation to support those, to assist in the irlipledientation of

Public Law- 9-1-142. /"."
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In the area of resource in zation and coordination. the council
provides direct technical ance to-atsist communities in accessing
additional re§ourees. For ample, a $30,000 contract with I)DSA
dollars has assisted in .ge ratingoyer $3.3. million in the area of
HUD funding for the Sta0 of cergia and over '$500,000 in SBA
loans and local moneys to providetter. move appropriate training
facilities for the developriaent ' disabled. To me, that is a little
rotk beginning the landslidf t ended with a rather large moun-
tain. ,

We Lave sponsored limner° demonstrati projects in the area of
direct seNice whin. w ,,proven effecti.vc were transferred for
financial support to a state responsibilit V.

Ir*There are two service programs y might be tremendously inter-
ested. in in terms of specifically doe menting the most effective and
appropriate way to use the DDSA,dollaN for services. States often
cannot afford tt) talje t risk involved in--demonstrating a new idea.

-. State dollars aff.711t1°11 ercsity used on programs t hint have,been proven
effective., I refer tb something in Georgia called the Gleaner project,
in which with $35:000, 10 men. most, out of institutions.. whose IQ's
were b6tween 19' and :i8, the avera-ge IQ being 32.3. were returned to
the eommunity and given jobs in the Gleaners program. Half'the
men hack been inkitutionalized for periods ranging from 10 to 28
years. Mid most had never held a job.

The attempt. was to prove the economic feasibility and appropri-
ateness of farm related labor for thost people with develdpmental
disabilifiv -wrio were from a rural community and wh Wished to
participate in the program.. . .

That is a very diflicit It project for some of the : dm in istra five
agencies to do wcause of the redtape and bookkeeping involved in
paying, partici ants the minimum wage and eStablishing a system
go that these persons with a developmental disability would have
incentives to. ake more money. Sevettl persons-made over $100 a
week: these san le had been costing the state $17.000 per year
In the institurion. Most important these people regainiT1 or in some
instances experienced for the first time a feeliT of ;self worth and
dignity. - . . .

.

As a result of the fact that we ditrfund this as a new demonstra-
tion, the Division of Mental Health and Mental Retardation in
Georgia found this to he a cost-effective program and worthy of
adopting in Other areas of the State. COmmunity program personnel
will be trained to add this component' to already existing programs.

'Cost will be. minimal. , ..
.

Anolh4r example:.The DP_ Council in Georgia felt with the man-
date for deinstitutionalizatiah, that some person needed to be re-
sponsible, in each of the institutions fort the people who were being
returned to communities. Council wantedfo insure thAt the services
they got, were more appropriate than those of the institutions.

"We funded eight pasitions Mid attached if to each of eight insti-
tutions to do a manaiement coordnipion activity for the rrsons
who would be deinstitutionalized. Before a year was over the.-Stafe
legislature in Georgia funded 23 of these positions,, returning the

7

1



D Co il`funds to us and letting us-then use that money to gener-
te additional jnoiley Or activities in other areas.
In terms of theoDD Council and our authority in advocacy, we see

L,..,.our responsibility* a global, statewide systems adVocacy. We sup-
01,7.13bre and' understand the need for individual advocacy and protec-
t lion which we haydiln the prese,nt DD law under the P. & A. system. E.

Georgia gc7t clime to $70,000 to begin their P.'S:, A. system. The
DD Council did not feel that was quite enough, so we awarded the.
P. & A. system .$100,000 of our State grant. We also- gave them

N support in going to. the State legislature and asking the State,. o
supplant those Federal DDSA dollars with State Appropriatio s,,
which they have just done. .,

resultThe State of. Georgia, as a partial result of Council Support, has
put 0.09,000 irppropriatjetis into the P. & A. sAtem. These are the
types of activities that (I think eh very critical, activities that we
need to l'ontinue so desperately. The only way Mt us to do that in
Gedrgia is through the continuation of our Statt DD Council and

dollars congress awards for -these activities., ..
The new bill 1764,should retain the, ceiling on the allowable cost

fot thee administration of this plan. It -has bee brou lit to my atten-
tion thitt this ceiling has been retained and I trong y support that.

The moneys allocated hey this legislation a vc v minimal, and
it is risky to leave it open. that Statts could

you
much of this

money on _administration. I would suggest you look into that and-
` retain this ceiling on administ .ration.

I thank you. .
,

[Ms. Chesnut's prepared statement follows :] \

L.

()"
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Testimony of Zebe Chesnut, Pltrning Director, Georgia

April 5, 1978
**7

4 4nr

0

My\appreciatiog goes to .you and your staff for allowing me to-testify on

behalf of and in the interest of the developmentally disabled in the State sr

of Georgia. It is under the dir Lion of*the S Planning Couniil on Devel-

opmental Disabiliti at I, as he Executi e Director, speak.

The Georgia Co developed a position paper supportidg an extension

of PL 94-103 that. will., ly preserve but strengthen the origiedl_intent of

PL 91-517; legislation, that, ensure the continual on of olanning7toordin-

astion, advocacy, influencing and monitoring dctiviti e paper reflects'

their position; it does not reflect the reasons behind t position or the im

that the progham has had in Georgia, has had in other states, and could have

allstates.
The Georgia progfam is7the only one in the state with a mandate to.en that

#
the State is responsive to the service needs And to.the,rights of all i cit.;

izens with developmental disabilities. The mision tatement of the cou it reads't

"The overall missioi of the Georgia Council is to facilitate a provision

of quality services to persons with developmental disabilities, to
promote the optimal use of federal, state, local and private resources

in meeting the oe of the levelopmentalli disabled; and to advocate 1

for the human right and dignity of the state's divelopmental/y disabled"

h

The mandateof PE 94-103 is clear to.each of you, and combined with that

mission statement, one sees a Intssive responsibility. In the,last three years the

'Georgia Council has become one of the most credible and respected entities-con=

cerned with a specific population in Georgia, spending 13% of its allotment

in planning,influencing,monitoring and general advocacy.' The 36 member group

is located in the office of theCommissioner of the Department of Human Resources

and has Orect access to Governor Busbee. .

t,

In thrpast year the Council hag!
1. Influenced the Governor to reclei a comprehensive Master Plan for

special education as a contingency for signing PL 94-142.
2. Influenced the Governor to get a joint agreement on the severely

handicapped from the State School Superintendent and the.Commissidner
Of the'Department of Human Resources.

3. Influenced through resolutions and monitoring the establishment of a

-joint conmittee of the Departments of Human Resources and Education

for the purpose of working on cannon problems as they relate to im-

plementation of 94.- 142,

A

% .
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4. Played,a key role in passage Of state legislation and appropriation
affecting the handicapped including a FdlrImployment PracticeAct
prohibiting hiring discrimination in state government and a mandate' -

that special education trainingbe reqiired forAchool. administrators ,ef

4110 and counselors. It Pas acp08-10 the field of prevention throughl'early.
screening.lor genetic diforders. Over 530 new special education teachers

r implementation'of 94-142 have been added, as well as transport- . 1

a on units comnensurate with the additional educational units. It , '

hams 1ped obtain $100,000 in.state appropriations for-the state
P and system.

5.)In_the rea of res urcemobilizatiomind coordination the counti..L
0

provide direct t hnical assistance to thOstate and to local ca-
munitlpe acces ing otheefederal, state and local programs, and
as an off al 'p ticipant ift.the.41-95 provides review and comfientfOn all

state plaps and rant applications'that.relate to our target poup. .p

6.ipoosored numeroLs demon tion projects in the area of 'services

hich Maye proven effective transferred financial 5upport to

tatefresponsitility. .. A.
41

I hope this minimal dq ptionof our activities will provide some answers'
to questions that have been asked concerning what happens with state monies in
the formula grant system. , , .

2

. , r ..

We believe that "117,64 ft basically a very good bill, edowholeheartedly
.

lupport:
. il .

) 1

e

1
1). The,retentioq of the current definition.
2) The Acreased dollar support for the P and I4 system.

i' ,r 4) The emphasis on planning, accountability and rights. 1

3) The chadges in membership'requirements for state and National councils.

4) The requirement for state councils to plan for manpower development.

V
.6) The changes in the roles and functions of the University Affiliated

'Pro5rams.'

7) The plan requirement for the National Advisory Council.
8) The elimination of construction activities.

Ve object to the elimination of the ceiling on the allowable costs for the
administration. The monies allocated for this legislation are minimal, and not
sufficient to risk the possibility of large expenditure for administration.-

Vs,
I

Ve

28-568 0 - 78 - 26

I
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Le object to Congre. s requiring
of their allotment to assist in
on planning activities.

.3t.te Council' to sfend -70% 7

f teriiciend.306,the Ilrovis on

4 P

,

Le must firstuAdderstand the basic philosop.hy of IA evelop- *

mental Disabilities Legislation, that is it.is not, a'service

prpgram..Strtes musttetain theO'lexibility to plan for and

provide according to tRe unique needs of that-strte ba_ed

on that st,tes own needs assessment. h tional mandated
percent4ge for any. gien area, whether e:vice or planning

does,not Allow orrecogniza the individual needs.of each

state.

' .

ke.r commena.that the Coumittee'oppOmULa Y reE..g.libn on

1 cation of :state monies as it rela't'es o the ;,real of tt
ices vsiltinping.

OBJECTIOI.

stroney
Litotes.

object to Congress setti.g .1.i.ority services for

O

0

riority service %reas v.ry irom
to year. The ..tftte Co,ncil is in the

that determi'ntion.

IC:Culi.hNDATII:
4 /

I

.

'.e ribomtend thsLt. Concress require. s
their oun'Triority service 'ress'in
Goticentrate,efforts in thesg, desip.

I hope thttyou t.A.11 tl.ke these commets 11d recomLendatiors
conuiuer;,tlig when the draft of 'mh-.11764.

,
'pared, andrexi;fflts to you my ai.T.ruciz.fion for the efforts.you

exrendinc on behnlf cf persons. who :rt. ,,evelopmentally

cisaLled. !

:here is no doubt that we :,ze here fichtiiii: for our .2tate's
richt to continue to work in our state to Lee th;.t the needs of

persons who ure developmentally cisailed are met. Thi-,t'l; wtht

is utmost in our-minds, 1:, we review recommendatisns- for

extension of° developmental-cisbilities.lei4s1:tion.

to to state 7n, -

,est Tositipip to 1..ke

tate C*ci to desigtr,te
the Ulate ;1;n3 cnd
tedare:S.

Gentlemen, this concluLes my testimony.

JY
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ROGERS. Thank ybu for-an excellent statement.
,". Mr. CARTER. I want to compliment the lady,on her statement, par-
, ticuldrly on those people who were taken from the institution and
employed. They madeI have forgotten how much it was.

Ms. CtiEsisrur. It is $100 week.
21711..CAprtra. In contras to that, a lady called me last week, froln

the mental health associat on. Sitesaid That some of their people
have made as much as $11 per Nieee 4. when they were employed, This
is very much in contrast to what 3yofi have reported.

I want to complimentiyou on what you have done, but I bemoan
the fate of those people in my area. I regret it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for your indulgence.
Dr. WATSON: The conferezreahas obviously seen tifie. handwriting,

on the *all of fairly serious divergences of opinion from many
sources .on what ought to happen to developmental disabilities and

, has, oLcourse, therefore been, accused of becoming a vesiteet interest
in itself it dtteinpting to perpetnatelts own activities.

I won't dignify that with any further discussion, except to
sayiwthedid commission the activities of our own task force to co

some recommendations fo? your consideration, looking atriffup
with
rest

,

of the things that we knew to be in existence..
Roy Bruningliadi, Director for the State of North Carolina; will

address himself to that and to those things which only the North
Carolina Dl2 Council wishes to speak to. '

STATEMENT OF ROY V. ?RUNINGHATIS

Mr. BRUNINGIIAIIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to first introduce my right arm, sitting on my right,

my Assistant Director, Jane Smith:
Mr. ROGERS. Mrs. Smith, we welcome yon to the committee.
Mr. BRETNINGHAIIS. In the interest of ticne.1 also will dispense with

the reading of my written testimony and attempt to summarize our
concerns and to address some of the issues which have been raised
here this morning [see p. 401].

As I often do, I would also like to depart a little bit from Dr.
Watson's introduction and suggest ;that I am speaking primarily on
behalf of the council in North Carolina. I think that the work of
the National Conference on Develoginental Disabilities speaks for,
itself, in the fact that we have been inVited to appear in front of you,
and we are extremely grateful for that opportunity to tell our story
as best we can.'

I would"like to respond to the question about what it is that we
actually do with our funds and how we do operate- in the State of
North Carolina.

You have in front of you on page 2 of my testimony a summary
of our most recent accomplishments. You also have-a-two -page docu-
ment which was prepared by my assistant director because her tenure
with the council goes back a long time. It goes back a lot farther

an mini(
I woulff like to summarize what yOu see there. Before I do that, I

would like to indiCate the process which we go throutii North
Carolina to do these kinds of things.

4 a
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First of all, ice tales a look around, in some s 'steinatic fashion,

and I guess that is what you planningand Ave evaluate 'what ise
needed for services to persons-,with-the foar,disabilities which this
act addm.sss, and particularly Tiaying attention to the

imparted.capped. and the multiply impaed. We try to leterirmThat the
' chent needs are at the community level for sery .s and then what

the system needs,are7 and that eventftally gets us i olicy-' analysis
because, as you May know, the many, maziy dollars adyre spent at
the State level andnal he community level are sp it.imarily in
response to those agenc

the
policies. and that is where'we.look when

we want to change things.
Wethen, afterfwe determine what needs tp be done, plRn for and

develop new program approaches. ()ri the two-page sheet which you'
have, you, see the word "demonstrate" many times. We started a lot
of ,things in North Cairolina..and some rather sigyrificant things are
now being paid for by.

'the
State of North Carolina With taxpayers'

dollars on a continuing basis.
In addition to planning for and developiv these approaches. we

then 'demonstrate these approaches. W take the risk with our Fed-
'man Resburces-Or Atheefial money that the Department of

partment of Public Instruction proba ) uldn't beea*e they don't
have t ha . money available and p bly wouldn't because
of the politics invo d. .We demonstrate t lese approaches: to the State, and we involveI
them in asking us, c+rwrQt work ? I low much does y cost ? Does it get,
the job done?

We try to satisfy both he departments and the legislature that,'
in. .in fact. this isa good 'nog!

Then the fourth thinwt nit we do is get the State to implement
these programs with St ate dollars.: i f they prove feasible and cost
beneficial. I sulunit the list to you'. It is a summary/44ft, even at that,
but you can get an idea of the kind of things we are doing.

Basicallswhat we try to do is to cause the State to implement new
' programs, new laws, new polivies and new fuiuling. approbkehes. On

that last, one, that sounds like stime bureacratit jargon, Dr. Carter,
,so I will refer you to the efforts on page 3 that we are talking rillgout
in my written testimony where you see there that we have convened
a special interdepartmental task force on housing to providea.unified

1 State effort in obtaining funds from the Federal programs fOr appro-
i vriate, housing for all of our developmentally disabled. That iff what
,

mean when I saw new funding approaches. \Ve try to pull together
.. -Ithe, agencies that could respond to the linusing nredsmf the handi-

capped to access their funds.
Mr. CAirrEn. I think that is innovative and makes good sense. I

don't think that is bureancratese.
'Mr. Bar NINGHAUS. Thank you.
Now in respect to the bill which has been prepared by your coin-

mittee, first of all, I would like to express our belief that 11.R. 11764
is basically a very good bill. We wholeheartedly support the reten-

,. Lion of the current definition of developmental disabilities. It is hard
enough to explain, I think, what we do in terms of trying to serve
the population outlined in Public Law 94-103 without going into

A,..
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any long definitioh and. eiplanation%ased on some kind of func-
tional approach, although-I suspect somewhere down the line in this
country we are going to a noncategorical hpproach to serving the
Handicapped.

, But I think We need a little bit more time struggling along under
the current definition to make sure this particular population is

..served.
The second point that .'we wholehearledly support is the increased

dollar.. support for the: pcbtecfion and advocacy system which, in
many States an in our Stat, is beginning to make its impact felt
in terms of openg up, most particularly, Dr. Carter, school systems
which are rebelling .agairist implementing 94-142. We aKe using our
proteciion and advOcacy system to bring heator .admini3trative ac-
tivity to open up those yster.us and also engaet in both individual
suits and class-action suits, as appropriate. . -

We had a siniila,r probledin with regard to integration, as you' know,
in North enroll* and of course I guess we still do in terms of out
university{{ system. But die point is that it is even more difficult in
tome of dir 'rural corinties, to get- the handicapped into the school
system; perhaps more so.thin other minorities.

The third point that we would like to support ill H.R. 11764 is
,jibe chringes in the membership requirements for both Ale' National '-

Advisory Council and for the DD councils. We believe that having
handichpped people on the council and also their parents and

o guardians is one of the greatese,'Osets Of,our program.
We also support the emphasiS on the planning and accountability

and rights that is contained in the bill.
We also support the requirement for state. councils tyi plan for

manpower development. It does not do much good to develop a serv-
ice-program if you don't have anybody to run it, to be theiC or quali-
fied .to be here. We try to stress both quantity and quality on that.

We also support the changes in the role's and functions of the uni-
versity affiliated programs, the plan requirement for the National
Advisory Council and the elimination of construction activity.

With regard to the priority service areas, which IS an issue, let me
simply Sy that we believe that, while settinc, priority Services is an
.important thing for a council to do, we would prefer that the States
be required to assess those' four priority areas on their own, if you
will, rather than have Congress; in its infinite, wisdom. suggest what
the priorities should be for the State of North Carolina or for any
other State.

I think that with repird to the 70 percent rule, let me suggest to
you and refer you back to my discussion of how we do things. 'We
need some flexibility to spend our funds to carry out the four activity
areas which I indicated to you at the beginning of my testimony. In
some years we may get heavily involved irf starting up programs such
as the ones listed. In other years, we may get heavily involved in
legislative activity and bureaucratic jawboning. In other years we
may get.heavily involved in evaluation.

Those things will vary from year to year. So we really have a
problem with an arbitrary percentage placed on us to spend our
funds. We think that is a prerogative that we, in fact, should be

4
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allowed to, keep. I think there is enough accountability built into
your bill, and there can be enough accountability built into the reg-
ulations that would come along with new legislation that would
make sure that., we are-not playing fast and loose with the funds.

The final point I would like to maim, is that we are concerned
about a fair and contin g and appropriate evaluation of this pro-
grain. Now I call. your

t
tention to the chart which was, Ilielieve,°.'

submitted yesterday by r. Boggs. -74:,..! cr.

With all due respect, and I think it is an excellent chart.j14 what
this chart doessnot tell you is the fact that There is signigffut Viiia-
tions in the amounts.of money which each of tie,' se States get: if!you.k
have only $150,000 to spend, and man councils Artis here is a- per4:
feet" examplehave that, and when you. recogni that ,our autistic
home for children in Greensboro, N.C., costs $80,000 a year"to op-
erate, you are not going to, get much"back for tl buck if you put 70
percent of that $156,000 into services.

1

Yet, on the other haled, if you 114,1 C ifornia has or what
Ohio has or what Illinois has, or C:irtfaadikt we have,r what Florida
has, you can afford to start some good service progauns and you can
deliver some direct sec-I:keg..

There is a catch in tlhit, too. I think if you are going to provide
direct services, you have an obligation to .your clients to continue
those services. Our money is in jeopardy every 3 years. ,,

I will submit to you and reconnvnd, as I have in my written
testimony, that the, Secretary of HEW be ordered by the Congress
to conduct ,a continuing and fair evaluation of what it is that we
have been mandated to do so that we can justify our existence RI a
much more fashion.

With that, I will close. Again, thank you very much for the op-
portunity to tell our story. I will be happy lo answer any questions
about our program.

[Testimony resumes ony. 412.]
[Mr. Bruninghaus' prepared statement and attachment follow :]
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INTRODUCTION:

"t

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Roy Bruninghaus.

I am the Executive Director of the North Carolina Council on Developmental

Disabilities, and I am also the Vice Chairman of the Legislative Task

Force of theNational,Conference on Developmental Disabilities: I will

speak, however, primarily on behalf of the North ,Carolina DD Council

/
since the President of the National Conferen,:e and the Chairmah of its'

Legislatitie Task Force are accompanying me on this panel.

BACRORTD:

It is the consensus of the orth Carolina Council on'DevelopMental

Disabilities that the Develop ntal Disabilities Act, P.L. 94-103,

should be renewed and that the co tinuation of the DD program should

preierve the original intent of P.L 91-517, as amended by P.L. 94.r103

which emphasizes the planning, influe ing, and accountability roles

of DD Councils. The DD program is the only progra0 in the state of

North Carolina which has a mandate to ensure that the. state is rezponsive

to the service needs and to the rights of all orli4is citizens with

developmental disabilities. It is a very kele, complex task, but we

have adequate st0Ye and federal funds to do this job well and out

Council and staff are making /great progress.
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Because we have been perceivad.by the state as a planning and influencing

'

program, we4are located in the Office of the Secretary of the Depaitment

of Human Resource; where ae are required by our State DD law to advise

.1(
R.

her in all matters related to providing services to persons with develop-

mental disabilities. From this vantage point; we have been able to ..":"4

paybicipate in sibnificant planning anA policy - making activities 4/ith

thelrefartment and to use our funds to take a lead role in developing and

a
demonstrating new ways to solve some of our oldest problems,.

k
411/Wle Council's st recent ac lishMents

(a) the de ign and pass ge of a Limited Guardianship Law,

(t) the establishment of a laboratory to-rserrsi4 the anticonvulsant

, drug levels An the blood of persons with Epilepsy in order to

maintain precise Arug levels,for the control of seizures,

(c) the planning anddevelop4nt of a Case Management System for

stateside application if the demonstration programs meet

their objectives and satisfy the concerns of the Department

and the legislature,

the demonstration of a model progrim for Mentally Retarded

Youthful Offenders in( medium security Hrison in order

to reduce their stay and their rate of return once released,

the establishment of the first Group Home for Autistic Children

(9)

(e)

in the state,
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(f) the establishment of a High_Pisk. Screening Pilot Project

in the newborn nurseries of six countieg which coordinates

the efforts of thepublic addrivate sector and tracks

and Coordinates services to high risk children,'and

'

(g) the provision of Policy Guidance to the Secretary of the

Department of Human'ResouiZes which concentrates on the areas

. (1) primary and secondary' prevention, (2) Itnstitutioltea'

.

Wsug, (3) case management, and (4) the .41r4ne fLion cif s.. '

Section 504of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the

A
Educaticip for All Handicapogd Children Act of 1975, (P.L. 94-142).

The Council is convening aseecial interagency Tas0Orce on"-HOIing

to provide t-unified state effort in obtaining fads from Federal programs

for appropriate housing for all the developmentally disabled. 'The Council

is funding four field staff positions for the DD Protection and Advocacy

System. The Countil is providing staff support to the GoveAor's interagency

Task Force on Transportation which will develop a plan to meet uhetrangr

portation needs of persons who live in rural areas, particularly the

IWO

handicapped. The Council is providing staff to the Secretary of the
",.)

Department of Human Resources tolcoordinate and to develop the, efforts

of volunteer manpower to assist agencies which provide services to the
.07!.

devel4mentalig disabled across the state. The Council this year will

analyze the policies of all state agencies to ascertain their resod sir-

ness to the service needs and to the rights of persons with d Pmental

disabilities.

41t.
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Mr:: Chairman, I review these activities because I :rant to'highlight how

we have- put the focus of the current DD law into action and what we will

1Lo Se 'if Congress changes that focus in .its amendments to the DD law.

POSITION ON:HR 11764: AAreas of Agreement

We believe that HR 11764 irgasically a very good bill. We wholeheartedly

'support:' (1) the retention of the current definition.of DeAlopmentak

Disabilltieri (2) the increased dollar support for the Pcoteftion and
. D

Advocacy SYstemr, (3)the changes in membership requirements for both

theNailonal-Advisory,Council and the DD Councils, .(4) the emphasis on

planning, accountability and rights, (5) the requirement for.state Councils

to plan for manpower development; (6) the changes In the roles and

functions-of the University Affiliated Programs, (7) the plan requirement

of the Njtional Advisory Council,.and (8) the elimination of construction

activities.

POSITION ON HR 11764: Areas of Disagreement

(A) PRIORITY SERVICE AREAS

Objection:

We object to the Congress setting .priority services for states, and we

question on what basis has Congress determined:that the four (4) services

in the bill are the priority .services for North Carolina.

7,

a.
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Rationale:

There are sixteen (16) service areas for persons with developmental

-disabilitfts. Priority service areas vary from state to state. States

should decide what those priority areas are; not Congress.

IP

Reoommendation:

47i

We recommend that Congress requir State Councils to designate four 'priority

service areas in their state plans and concentrate their program planning,

influencing, and evaluating.activities in these areas.

(B) 70% RULE.

Objection

We object to the Congress requiring State.Councils to spend 70% of their

allotment "to assist in the provisiori of serviceeto persons with

develOpmental disabilities.

Rationale:
1

The essence of the4evelopmental disabilities legislation is the planning,

influencing, and evaluating role of State PlAning Councils, the protection

of rights by the Protection and Advocacy Systems, and the training of

manpower by the University Affiliated Programs.

To require a Planning Council to spend 70% of its fdnds in the provision

of direct services is a contradiction of their mandate.

4 1 f.4,
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.

. Councils cannot_Provide direct serviCet pn a continuing bariis and terry

out their mandate -for two reasons;

(Th there is an insign ficant amount of money in the face

of the need, and

(2) there is no permanence to'Serfunding.

Botirreasons place a cebel burden on both those who serve and those who

are served in terms of frustrated expectations and undue hardship.

(
Councils are most effective in influencing the state to develop quality

services when'they:(a) fund pilot or demonstration projects', (b) evaluate

1.the success of such projects, (c) develop strategie& Prior to Initial

funding to insure permanent state funding.when they ate completed and

proven successful, and (d) develop the necessary support and commitments

for statewide application.

This process May require a Council in one year to spend more money on

planning for the dePelopment of such projects than in operating them.

_ In some Years more funds may be allocated by a Council forOperating the
.

projects than for planning them. And in some years additional funds

may be allocated for intense evaluations and the development of replication

strategies for the state.

,4
It is unreasonable for Congress to curtail or restrict this flexibility

by placing any arbitrary per cent on the amount of funds a Council is

required to spend on providing direct services.

41.3

.1,

I
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Recommendation:

We recommend that Epragraphs 4 A, Et, and-V'of Section 133,.*Provision of

PaOrity Services" be stricken from the VI.

Aci EVALUATION

C

Objection:

We object to Otte fact that the Secretary has not conducted a fair,

effective,agd oqntinuing evaluation of the DD program.

Rationale:

We are asked to come before the
Congress and justify our existence every

three years. Yet the Secretary has not assisted us by evaluating the

DO program on the basis.of its mandate.

DO Councils are mandated to plan for, to influence tt4 developMent of,

and to evaluate the quality of services for persons with developmental

disabilities. Yet Critics evaluate Councils on the basis of the direst

services which they provide. This is not only unfair evaluation, but it

is also 4 major contribati2O to the pervasive misunderstanding of what

the focus of the DD program is.

iscommendation:

We recommend that the Congress
require the Secretary to develop a syst7'

to evaluate the impact of State Councils' plannin.g, influencing, and '

evaluating activities.



CONCLUSION;

Mr. Chairman, this. concludes my testimony. Pleas! let me emphasize again

that we support most of HR 11764. It is a good bi,11, and we hope that

you will take our recommendations into consideration when the final
V

draft isprepared.

ti
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE %

NORTH CAROLINA COUNCIL 00'
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

Pioneered the implementation of Statewide Screening for Phenylketonudia.

Supported and assisted in the development of Legislation for Child Abuse

and Neglect Reporting.

Assisted in the development of and supported changei in Legislation to

allow more educational proggams for persons with Developmental Disabilities.

AssW1d in the development of and supported Legislation
granf=in-aid Subsidies to sheltered workshops and day care progr

Pioneered the;development of and assisted in the establishment oi the

first genetics counseling center in North Caroline.

Assisted fn lnd supported the developeent of a specialized fief. Y

Assisted in and supported the establishment of sheltered residentiailii:i".

for persons in the correctipnal system who have developmental

facilities in communities..

Endors4dand supported Legislation for mandatory licensing of day

care centers.
*-

Assisted in and supported the development of day care, research, and

sheltered employment.factlities.

Developed and supported the Special Olympics in North Carolina.

a'
Supported educational efforts to assure that all children r ive

immunizations to prevent diseases that could resul in dmental
disabilities.""

Sponsored 'Careers Days' at colleges and universities across the

state to introduce students td the variety of health related'careers.

Sponsored 'PACE' students to work in commenity programs serving the

developmentally didabled.

Developed local Councils on Developmental Disabilittes to plan services

for the population they represent.

Developed materials and worked with communities in providing religious

programs for developmentally disabled persons in their home churches.

Dew/lisped and influenced the passage of Legislation providing cuardiani,

with powers limits by the ability of the ward, for persons with developmental

disabilities.'
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.Provided training to persons affected by the limited auardianship

legislation.

DemonstAted the impact of screening of infants to detect developmental
disabilities at an early age.

I.

Developed and supported community residential facilities so th persons

with developmental disabilities are able to remain in their communities.

Developed and supported the establishment of a laboratory analyze the

level of anti-convulsant drugs in the blood of persons w seizure

disorder.

28-568 CI - 78 - 27

Ar
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Mr. ROGERS: Thank you, Mr. Bruninghaus.
Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,
I particularly wanted to compliment the gentleman from Ohio, Mr.

Brown, wino gave -grefr-a-nice presentation. I think he is eminently
worthy of being on the board in Ohio.

I have looked over the program here that you have from' North
Carolina and I find, in your infinite wisdom, you have done quite
well.1 am not going to castigate you or flagellate you for something
that is not'done. I think that is pretty well planned.

However, I hope that you would find funds somewhere for that
institution that -you have for the autistic ehildren. I believe you said
it costs you $80,000 a year to run it. I hope you will do that.

Of course, apparently there are many problems. Again, you must
have planning; you must have coordination; you must have funds
for that. The impact of the funds should be to assist those who have
disabilities. Those people who are closer to those who- have the dis-
ability perhaps realize this more than anyone else. Planning is vety
necessary, and I support funds for that. But without training peo-
ple to teach and to help these people, we would certainly be in sad
shape.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Dr. Carter. -

As I, understood it, the council generally supports the minorityview
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS [continuing]. Regarding the definition rather than the

majority.
Dr. WATSON. Yes. Or the current definition.
"Mr. Rooms. Does the law need to be clarified as to who is respon-

sible for planning and establishing the priority ? Is there any confu-
sion there?

Dr. WATSON. There is confusion in the law and there is absolutely
unresolved confusion in the regulations and guidelines. It must be
clarified.

Mr. ROGERS. What should it be ?
Ms. CHESNUT. Can I speak in terms'of this in Georgia? We feel

strongly that because the .administrative agency in Georgia is one
small agency, the DD population in that,plan must reflect the ac-
tivities and gaps in :programing for several, possibly nine, Federal-
State programs. So we see it almost, an impossible task to ask an
agency .to write a comprehensive plan that includes nine different
Federal-State programs.

I think this needs to be clarified definitely in the new legislation
that.the State Development Disabilities Planning Council is respon-
sible for development of the plan.

The same Ching in the establishment of. priorities. I don't think
that one agency, even if it is the human service agency can establish
comprehensive priOritieslabor is a very big part of the need ol
services for the developmentally disabled, so they also must speak
and must also listen. So we feel strongly that the council is best fox
establishing priorities.
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Another advantage of the council is that you have some very real
input in terms of one-third of that coupcil membership being con-
sumers and consumer representatives. You al have providers of
services; those people in the community who r ..ide many miles from
our State capital. They need to be involved in planning as well as
the State agencies. '

We feel that should be cleared, and it would be helpful to us as a
council if it could be cleared in the legislation.

Mr. BROWN. May I'speak to one qualification that I feel needs to
be more defined, and that is what is a consumer. In Ohio, we have
gone through almost total reorganization based on the fact that no
one is quite sure what a consumer is.

For example. I mode reference to the fact that I cannot, in Ohio,
under current law be classed as a consumer becate I am also an
agency representative._I think that. is unfair becairse, as Mr. Carter
has said, I think we need more of our own people serving our own
people, and if they do that, then they cannot, under current law,
participate as consumers.

Mr. ROGERS. May I suggest that you Might want to submit to us
the language that you think would carry out your thinking on the
'definition of 'consumer.

We will be glad to look at that.
Dr. WATSON. We will be very pleased to do so.
[The information requested was notavailable to the subcommittee ,-..---.._

at the time of printing.] 7 . ... ..
Mr. ROGERS. Thank fru so much. The committee is -graterui for

. your presence here today. ....

Dr. WATSON. I have to say..sir, this was very educational for us.
The previous panel said more good Yhngs about the DD Council
system in one place than I have heard in 3 years.

I thank you for the opportunity.
.Mr. ROGERS. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock this

afternoon.
[Whereupon. at 12:15 p.m., the subco?rnittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 2 p.m., the same day.]

AFTER RECESS

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Iloji. Paul 13. Rogers,
chairman, presiding.]

Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order please, con-
tinuing our hearings on Development Disabilities Act Amendments
of 1978. I would like to remind witnesses again that we are under
a time' constraint. If those who give testimony could hold it to 10
minutes and those on .panels to 5 minutes each, it will be helpful, to
the committee.

The first paner this afternoon, Is a panel of State agencies. Mr.
'Gareth Thorne. who is the commissioner of .the Conneeticut Deyart-
meta, of Mental Retardation, Hartford, Conn.. and Dr. LAIRiard
Ganser, who is the administrator of the Division of Connnunity
Services, WisConsin Department of.Ilealth and Social Services, ac-
compained by Mr. Harry Schnibbe and Ms. ,Tayn Wittemnyer, on
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behalf of the National Association of State Mental Health Program I
Directors. -

We welcome each of you to the committee. Your statemrts will
be mo.de a part of the record in full..

Mr. Roomas. You may proceed as you desire.

STATEMENTS OF GARETH THORNE, SECRETARY-TRFASURER,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE ]DENT HEALTH RETARDA-
TION PROGRAMS DIRECTOR,, INC.; AND LEO ARD GANSER, M.D.,
ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE MENTAL
HEALTH PROGRAM DIRECTORS, ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY
SCHNIBBE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AND JAYN WITTENDIYEC
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WISCONSIN DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILI-
TIES COUNCIL

Mr. THORNE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Gareth Thorne. .1 cur-
rently serve as the commissioner of the Connecticut Department of
Mental Retardation. Lam here today repreenting the National As-
sociation of State Mental RetardatiOn Program Directors, which is .
an organization of 6fficials'ln the 50 States who are directly respon-
sible for the provision of today and fesidential services to 'over one-
half million mentally retarded and other developmentally disabled
citizens.

I have a statement that has been submitted and I will takerfrom
the general statement certain fireas that I think plight be of interest
to you [see p. 418].

Mr. ROGERS. That would tie helpful.
Mr. THORNE. Thank you. sir.
For the purpose of today's testiMony. I plan to focus only on the

most fundamental barriers to accomplishing the goals of the devel-
opmental disabilities program: I would like to relate thsse broad
issues to speculative revisions proposed in II.R. 11764.

One of the basic difficulties associated with ate program from its
onset has been the diffuse set of statutory goals.. The gap-filling
philosophy underlying the legislation has proved to be a rather
nebulous' target for many State Councils and agencies. Lacking clear
legislatiye or administrative guidance concerning expenditure pri-.
ority Slates have been faced with the unenviable task of addressing
a seemingly endless need of service needs with woefully inadeqUate
financial resources.

As a -result, even where appropriate, service priorities have been
identified and activities initiated, the impact,- has been Minimal due-
to the massive scope of the problem.

The reasons for the mediocre performance of many States is quite
complex. It seems cleat; that the original planners of the legislation
underestimated the diffieulty of influencing the policiesoand practice
of large human service systems through a gap-filling or tole-model:
ing approach.

H.R. 11764 addresses this probieni by identifying four priority
service areas: Individual client managenient services and infant de-
velopment serviires; alternative community arrangement services,-and

4
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nonvocational development services. The national association en-
dorses the target services approach, incorporated in the Roger bill
for the following reasons.

First, it leaves the individual States some flexibility to choose the
service areas in which Federaldollars are most needed, while at the
same time requiring each jurisdiction to focus its federally supported
activities on clear, attainable service goals.

Second, it establishes 'a viable relationship between the service ob-
jectives of the program and tte Federal aid available to help meet
these objectives.

Third, it permits in orderly expansion of the program as Federal
support increases in further fiscal years.

While the association views the above provisions of Ir.R. 11764 as
a keystone to improving operation of the current development dis-
abilities program, we would like to recommend one relatively minor "\f
change in the bill as introduced. Section 133(b) (4) (B) (i) (I) and
(II) should be revised-to allow a State to choose whether "to focus
on one er two service priorities as long as the tdial section 131 ap-
propriation is below. $60 million and on two or three priority areas
as long as the appropriation is below $90 million. The language of
the current bill is contradictory. --

Section 133(b) (4) (ii) seems to suggest that States would be per-
mitted tp -focus on one area while the other section, 133 (b) (4) (B)
(ii) CU and (II), indicates the States must focus on two or three

.servicnriority areas respectively.
What We are basically saying is that especially minimum allot-

ment States should be given the option of focusing on fewer priority
areas if a council agrees that a greater overall impact would be

Mr. ROGER8.1 think that makes sense.
Mr. TIIORNE. In terms of the general area of clarifying the plan-

ning service advocacy roles of the council, there continues to be some
problem of clarification. While these changes that were made in the
proposed bill were intended to clarify the responsibilities in the
council, in fact, there continues to be a significant State-to-State
variation in the scope and types of planning and direct service ac-
tivity supported.

As a result, it is impossible to pursue national goals under the
current legislation as presently structured. The bill undef consid-
eration, the Rogers billf would attempt to resolve the confusion sur-
rounding the current planning and service advocacy roles of the
council by making it clear at least 70 percent of the State's allotment
must be used for the provision of services in one or more of the pri-
ority areas identified in the bill.

In add ,ition, a stronger emphasis would be placed on development
of operational plans in the service priority area selected by the State.
Our association agrees that increased emphasis should be placed on
operational planning.

To be effective, the plan n, and implementation functions must
be part of the cycle procesE under the current law. However, the
council usually lacks both control over the necessary resources and
the political backing to assure its plans are implemented.

d'; i
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In addition, significant discrepancis often exist between the global,
statewide plans developed by the council and the operational plane
prepared by various State and local agencies engaged in serving de-
velopmentally disabled clients. Hopefully the Rogers bill will mini-
mize such discrepancies by focusing the council's planning efforts on
the selected priority areas and channeling the bulk of the State's
section 132 allotment to carry out the plan once it is developed.

Although. we agree with the primary thrust of the Rogers bill, we
recommend that the subcommittee place some reasonable time limit
on the grandfather clause contained in section 133(b) (4) (B) (iii) of
the bill. Therefore, we suggest that section 133(b) (4) (B) (iii) be
applicable only in the fiscal year 1979 year in order to permit affected
States to make transition to the new requirementS of H.R. 11764.

This is addressing, I think, the problem that Dr. Carter has been
Mentioning this morning, of getting son* money into actual service
provisions and limiting the continuation of putting most of the
money in the planning.

I will skip along here. In terms of definitions, because definitions
have been always a problem and have been addressed in these hear-
ings and in others, I would just like to point out that while we, in
general, favor the approach of the definition proposed by both the
majority and the minority members of the national task force on
theidefinition of developmental disabilities, dearly the criterion for
program eligibility should be based on, the functional service needs
with severe disabilities originating in chlidhood. rather.than upon
diagnostic labels. Such labels provide little practical guidance to the
program administrator charged with the task of designing an effec-
tive service programs.

Basically, on balance the association recommends that the subcom-
miftee proceed with great care before approving any significant ex-
pansion in the current statutory definition. A completely functional
definitiq may be a worthy objective.

119w er, given the existing gaps in services to the disability
groups currently covered and the differences in the service needs, and
delivery systems and groups that would be added under the task
force's major definition, we simply see no practiCal Way to. avoid
drawing some categoric parameterraround program eligibility.

Now as a commission of a large department in the State of Con-
necticut and the developmental disabilities program is lodged in the
department for administrative purposes. I would like to make a
general comment which I think summarizes to some extent what the
State directors are attempting to do. We, certainly have always
strongly advocated planning. .11'.o have been please( certainly in
ConnectiCut with the planning effort that has been ma e by the De-
velopmental Disabilities Council. It has been a very lard working
group, a very highly involved group and has worked very coopera-
tively with all the agencies.

However, there is a point in time when planning has to come to
.Dome specific and end goal, some objectives. In other words, we plan

( to the point of becoming almost an' exercise in futility. It is very
fr istr ng for people to plan and plan and plan and not be ably to
im t planning.

At I
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Money, of course, is a mayor object. 4he developmental disabilities
program has never been funded to the extent that implementation
of planning has-been Carried out as a part of the Federal contribu-
tion. It has always been left up to the States to generafeithe funding.

My personal belief is that when we are looking at planning in the
perspective of coming up with a total, overall comprehensive plan
we end up with something that is not attainable and quickly gets put
on somebody's shelf and gather dust and we go 4 the next set of
plans when we change administrations or Federal laws or whatever
it may be.

In my position my hope would be that our planning be directed to
specific goat, to specific major areas that need attention, that the
fundsThat-come to the States be spent for the .development of pro-
grams, direct service programs, that will meet the needs of people
and also directed to capacity building of in-place agencies.

We believe :Very strongly in a single agency designation for the
DD progrul, particularly an agency that has already within the
State struttute a level of credibility and service provision that cuts
across a lee swath and; that by building capacity in those agencies
or in thatigency and by limiting planning to specific ,priority areas
and by implementfiig plans as aprocess and building as we go, I think
that we would make a lot wdme productive use of Federal dollars
and State dollars rather than trying to take on the world and have
a solution for everything.

[Testimony resumes on p. 428.]
[Mr. Thorne's prepared statement follows :]-
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate this
opportunity teeappear before you to present the 'views of,the Natinnal.Association
of State.Mental Retardation Program Directors on the Developmental Disabilities
Amendments,of 1978 (H.R. 11764).

The membership.of our Association consists of the designated officials in the
fifty states and territories who are directly responsible,for,the provision
of residential and community services to a total of over 11 million mentally
retarded children and adults: Asa result, we have a vital stake in a variety
Of federal health, education and social welfare programs. In,recent years, as
states have begun to emphasize the development of a wide'range of residential
and:daytime alternatives to large, publicly-operated institutions, the number,
scope and Complexity-of federal assistance programs impacting on state mental
retardation agencies has increased tremendously.

This morning I Would like to outline for the SuOmmittee the Association's
view on the, Developmental Disabilities program, one small but important component
of the federal government's array of assistance programs which impact on mentally
retarded citizens. The state mental retardation agency serves as'the designated
unit to administer federal DD formula grant funds in' approximately two-thirds
of the states. In addition,'since an-estimated 65 percent of the 5.4 million
developmentally disabled persons requiring services have a primary Aiagnosis
of mental retardation, even those state MR agencies whichdo not serve as the
designated DD unit, have a vital stake in the success of the Developmental Dis-:
abilities program. For this reason, it seems both timely-and appropriate to
describe our experiences as state officials-who have been intimately involved
in the day-to7day operation of the program since its inception some 61/2 years, ago.

As initially conceptualized, the Developmental Disabilities program was intended
to be a planning, coordinating and gap-filling mechanism'which would help con-
sumer representatives, service providers and responsible state officials to
rationalize the expanding array of federal and State programs aimed at financing
and delivering services to some of our society's more severely disabled citizens.
In practice,-however, the program has not achieved the lofty expectation-which
many consumer advocates and professionals held in 1970. At the same time,
the fundamental goals which the original legislation addressed are, if anything,
even more meaningful' today than they were 611 years ago.

I recognize that this Subcommittee. will receive a wide range of views on the
existing barriers to accomplishing the goals of the Deyelopmental Disabilities
program. Clearly, there are a variety of issues to be considered.v For purposes
Of today's testimony, however, I plan to focus only on those issues which appear
to be most fundamental and farreaching. -In addition, I will attempt to relate'
these broad issues to the specific legislative revisions proposed. in H.R. 11764

(Rogeri).

1.. Need for Statutory Service Priorities

One of the basic difficulties associated with the program from its on-set ha%

been the diffuse set-of statutory goals. Despite glaring deficiencies in the.

range and scope of services available to the developmentally disabled'in all
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states, the .gap-filling philosophy underlyingthe legislation has proven to be
a rather nebulous target for Many state councils and agencies.. Lacking clear

.legislative or administrative guidance concerning expenditure priorities,
states have been faced.with the unenviable task of addressing a seemingly
endless array of servicejieeds with woefully inadequate financial resources.
As a result, even where appropriate service priorities have been identified
and activities initiated, the impact has been minimal due to the massive scope ,

of the problem.

The designers of the DD legislation, however, never anticipated that the program
would furnish basic operating support for a distrete set of services to eligible

recipients. Instead, they'envisioned federal DD service dollars as having a

catalytic impact on the expenditure of funds available through a wide variety
of generic and specialized service systems within each state (e.g., education,
vgcational.rehabilitalgon, health, mental health, mental retardation, crippled
children, etc.).* In other words, when linked with the planning and coordinative
activities of the state council, DO funds were supposed to have An influence
on the activities of the mega-service systems disproportionate to the actual
number of federal DD dollars expended.

In practice, however, federal DD service grants appear to have had only a limited
and sporatic impact on the overall pace and direction of change in many states -
despite the notable accomplishments./filch have occurred in a few jurisdictions.
The reasons for the mediocre performance of many states are quite complex. How-

ever, it seems clear that the original planners of the legislation underestimated
the difficulty of influencing the policies and practices of large human service
systems through.a gip-fill* or role modeling approach.

One lesson,. therefore, whidh can be derived from our initial experience with
the DD program, is that a somewhat more targeted and clearly defined set of
service objectives is essential if the program is to have a meaningful.impact

on expanding and improving services.

H.R. 11764 addresses this,problem by identifying four priority service areas -
individual client management$ervices; infant development servides; alternative
community living arrpngement services; and non-vocational social-developmental
services. Initially, each state would be required, by law, to select two of
those four priority service areas in which to concentrate its efforts. Until

appropriations under Section 131 reached $60 million ahnually, each state would
be required to expend at least $100,000 or 70 percent (whichever was higher.)
of its annual allotment on service activities associated with the two identified
priority areas. Once the annual appropriation was between $60 and $90 million,

a state would be required to expend 70 percent of its funds (or $100,000, if

higher) on three priority service areas. When annual appropriations exceeded

$90 million, a state would have to expend 70 percent of it formula grant

allotment on all four priority service areas.

NASMRPD endorses the target services approach incorporated in the Rovers bill

because: (a) it leaves the individual states some flexibility to choose the
service areas in which federal dollars are most needed while, at the same time,
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requiring eetlf jurisdiction to focus its fedetally supported activities on

clear, attainable service goals; (b) it establishes a viable' relationship

between the service objectives of the program and the federal.aid available

to help meet these objectives; and (c) it permits an orderly expansion of the

program as federal support increases in future fiscal years.

While the Association views the above provisions of H.R. 11764 as the keystone

to improving the operationof the curfent Developmental Disabilities program,

we would like to recomnend one relatively minor change in the bill, as introduced.

Section 133(b)(4)(0)(11 )(I) and (II) should pe revised to allow a. state to choose

whether to focus on one or two service',rioritv areas as lone as the total Sec- f

tion 13T appropriation is below 560 million dollars and on two or three prieritV

areas as len as the appropriation fs below /9n million. The language of the .

currentbill,As contradictory. Section 133011(4)(ii) seems to suggest that

states would be permitted to focus on one area, while SectiOn 133(b)(4)(B)(ii)

(I) and (II) indicates thabstates must focus on two and.three service priority,

respectively. NASMRPD believes that states, especially minimum allotment

states, shdlAd be siven the option of focusing on
fewer,prioritv areas if the

agency and council agree that a greater overall impact can be achieved.

2. Clarifyine the Planning/Service/Advocacy Roles of the Council

.The original Act was'built.upon the assumption that a coalition of consumer

representatives, professionals and state officials - as represented by the state

council - would be in the best position to identify gaps
in services and stimulate

action to fill them. It was argued that the priority needs of the target population

varied significantly from state to state and, therefore, each state should be

given the flexibility to address its needs through a combination of service,

planning and'gap-filling activities.
Some States have found this approach to

be quite workable and, to a greater or lesser extent, the expenditure of federal

DD dollars and the activities of state councils
have had a favohble impact on

the initiation and improvement Qf services. Many other sta,tes, however, have,

achieved little or no progress in striking a balance between their planning,
;

service, and advocacy roles.
'

The Act itself, and related administrative regulation and gwidelires, offers

state councils little in the way of practical advice on how to integrate these

distinct but interactive sets of activities into a total state program, Decisions

on how much time, effort, and money should be devoted to planning, improving

services, and advocacy are left almost entirely to
the discretion of each state.

Despite the provision of an extensive arhy_ef national and regional technical

assistance over.the past five years, many state councils still appear td,be

struggling to sort out their appropriate roles and the best ways of pursuing

them.

In the 1975 amendments to the Act (P.L. 94-1p) Congress placed greater statutory

emphasis on the council's role as a systemic advocate and as a focal point for

comprehensive state-wide planning.
This fact is reflected in the revised name

of,the council-and in the increased statutory emphasis on those aspects of the

council's role. Conversely, the council's responsibility for awarding service

grants was restricted.

-4, ; .
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While these changes were intended to clarity the, responsibilities of the council,
In fact: there continues to be significant state-to-state variations in the
scope and types of planning and direct service activities supported through
DDSA funds. As a result, it is all but impossible to pursue national goals and
objectives through the program as presented structured.

The Rogers bill would attempt to resolve the confusion surrounding the current
planning, service and advocacy roles of the council by making it clear that at
least 70 percent of a state's allotment must be used for the provision of services
in one or more of the priority areas identified in the bill. Theldesignated
state agency, in cooperation with the state council, would continue to be respon-
sible for submitting a state plan and conducting a review of needs in the four
priority service areas each year. However, a stronger emphasis vnuld be placed
on the development of operational plans in the service priority areas selected
by the state.

NASMRPD agrees that increased emphasis should be placed on operational planning.
be effective, the planning and implementation functions must be part of a

cyclical process. Under current law, however, the council usually lacks both
control over the necessary resources and the political backing to assure that
its plans are implemented. In addition, significant discrepancies often exist
between the,global, state-wide Plans developed by the council and the operational
plans prepared by various state and local agencies engaged in serving develop-
mentally disabled clients,: Hopefully, the Rogers bill will minimize such dis-
crepancies by focusing the council's planning efforts on the selected service
priority area(s) and channeling the bulk of the state's Settion 132 allotment
to carrying out the plan once it is developed,

Although we agree with the primary'thrust of the Rogers bill, we recommend
that the Subcommittee place some reasonable time limit on the "grandfather
clause". contained in Section 133(1);(4)(B)(iii) of the bill. While it is true
that some staiiihave devoted a re ativrly large percentage of their DOSA allot-
ments to planning activities and, in such instances, it.mav be disruptive to
require them t9 expend 70 percent on priority service area(s) in FY-1979, we
see little justification for continuing such an arrangement indefinitely.
In fact, such action would undermine the basic intent of the Rogers bill - i.e.,
to place stronger emphasis on the provision of direct services in all states.
For this reason, we suavest that Section 133(b)(4)(E)(iii) he anolicable oily
in FY 1979 in order to permit affected states to rake an crderly transition
to the new requirements of H.R. 11764.

3. Impactinn

One of the basic tenets of
of the scope and longevity
can Te achieved through an
activities of a variety of
agencies which have a role
convincing arguments for t
most states the prOgram h
tires of the federal /stbYe
of the bill.

on Generic Federal Funding Programs

the Developmental Disabilities. Act is that, because
of the target population's needs, maximur progress
inter-agency effort to access and coordinate the
health, education, rehabilitation and social services
to play in serving the developmentally disabled. While

approach have been advanced over the Years,' in
ad little or no influence on the policies and prac-
rvice programprentioned in Section 133(b)(2)(B)

4 9 . GT
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Among the reasons.

,

why most state councils have had only a minimum impact on'

policies and expenditure priorities affecting developmentally disabled persons
under such major federal-state programs are: (a) the broad nature of the
council's mandate and the limited time and money available to pursue this
rea;(b) the complexity of these huge human service programs; (c) the absence

o sp ific legal proviOons for enforcing interagfncy cooperation; (d) the

la .f a planning orientation among most consumer and provider members of

coun difficulty of altering statutory and regulatory'Oblicies which

limi c pation by 00 individuals from a state level; (f) the inadequate

da which to base sound planning strategies; and '(g) the high turnover

ra among agency, consumer and provider representatives on councils.

Under the Rogers bill, the council would retain its systemic advocacy role and
continue to be responsible for reviewing a variety of federal-state plans which.
impact on developmentally.disabled persons.. In addition, the DD state plan

still would have to contain a description of the extent and scope of services
provided to the developmentally disabled under such federally assisted programs

as education for the handicapped,,vocational rehabilitation, public assistance,

medical assistance..social services, maternal and child health, crippled children's
services, comprehensive health and mental health and such other plans as the

Secretary of HEW might specify.

In spite of past problems, we agree that it makes sense to assign theoet<QS1

responsibility for identifying barriers to full participation by the developmentally
disabled in publicly. funded human service programs. Given the diversity of
funding streams and multi- agency involvements in all states, clearly this is

importint council function. Hopefully, by clarifying the role of the council

and targeting 0D expenditures on a limited set of service prloritv areas, councils
will be able to devote increased time to this important role!

The Rogers bill also would require the reorganized National Advisory Council
on Services, Facilities, and Rights of the Developmentally Disabled to prepare,

and up-date annually, a national, five year plan for the target population.
We agree that such a national plan would be most helpful, especially if it
focused on the identification and elimination of existing barriers to the effec-
tive utilization of various federal generic and specialized resources on behalf

of developmentally disabled persOns. However, given the apparent opposition
of the Administration to continuation of the Council and the general antipathy

of OMB to statutory set asides for advisory committee staff (as proposed in
Section 108(d) of the we have serious reservations that the Council can

develop such a national plan. The proposed corposition of the Council and the

fact that it would retain most of its current functions only adds to our. doubt
that the National Council could complete the type bf searching analysis and

foresighted overview of nationwide efforts on behalf of developmentally disabled

persons which is so desperately needed.

One possible aPProoch which the Subcommittee may wish to consider is to require

that a portion of the special project grant funds, appronriated under Section
145, in FY 1977 and subsequent fiscal years, be used to support background studies
and analyses which will assist the National Council in developing such a compre-

liengive live year plan:
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4. Differenciating the
.

Roles. of Council and Administering Agency .

--

The 197Q legislation (P.L. 91-517) made it clear that the council was to play
more than simply an advisory role in the formulation of federal/state spending

6-priorities. Yet, the precise dimension of the council's responsibilities
were not made clear in the legislation. Since the original 'OW regulations

failed to deal with this matter, each state was largely left to its own devices
to determine the working relationship between its council and designated state

agency. As a result, the various states evolved,nuite different patterns of
agency/council interaction - varying from states in which the council was almost
totally independent of the administering state agency to states where the council
served as simply an advisory body to the state agency.

The 1975 amendments to the Act (P.L. 94 -103), attempted to distinguish between

council and agency roles. In essense, the revised Act assigned responsibilities
for day-to-day administration of-the program, including the awarding of grant
funds, to the state agency and focused the council's activities on system-wide
advocacy, comprehensive planning, supervisinn the velopment of the state plan

and evaluating the state's overall efforts on behat' f of the developmentally
disabled.' One of the key elements in this realignm nt of council/acency
responsibilities was the requirement that the agency prepare a "design for
implementation" - Lel, a detajied plan, consonent with council-identified needs
and spending priorities, for using the state's annual allotment under the DOSA

program. .
.

While P.L. 94-103 had succeeded in clarifying some of the most pronounced problems
In council/agency relationships, the goals and activities of many councils '

are still quite different from thnse of the designated state agency and vis-a-versa.
As indicated earlier, the Rogers bill would address, this problem by focusing
a large share of available federal dollars on a limited number of service priority

areas. However. the proPosed language does not include explicit lancuage spelling

out the role relationship of the counci nd thedesianated state aaency. Section

137(b) lists the functions of the State lanning Council. Cut, nowhere in the

bill can we find a parallel list of the functions and responsibilities of the
state agency designated to administer e program. ev inference, it apnears

that the bill's drafters intend that t e desianated state agency: (a) prepare

an0 submit the state plan called fnr under Secticn 133, including the detailed
plan for addressing the state's selected priority service areas (Section 133(h)
(4)(A)(11)); (b) disburse all federal funds allocated to the state under Section
131; and (c) generally assure that the OD formula grant program is efficiently

and effectively managed. .

We recommend that the Subcommittee insert a new section in the Dopers bill spelling
outthe duties and responsibfli-t.ies of,the designated state agency, including

those listed above.
.

In addition, we think the Subcommittee should eliminate Section 133(b) and
'modify Section 133(b)(1)(8) and other relevant subsections of the bill to make
it clear that the Governor must designate a sincle state aoency to administer

DD formula grant funds. This provision, which aflaiTi-Tor the designation of

It"

t f.
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one or more agencies to administer formula grant monies, was included in the
original .1970 Act. TO the best of our knowledge no state or territory has
ever utilized this language as it was originally intended - i.e., to divide
the state's allotment according to the programmatic expertise of the various
state agencies (e.g., mental health/mental retardation; vocational rehabili-
tation, education; transportation, etc.), based on each agency's relative
responsibilities for Sewing the target population. A few states have
divided responsibility along functional lines (e.g., planning, construction .

and service), but, by andlarge, most states (48 in FY 1978) and territories
(all 6 in FY 1978) have elected to designate a single state agency. Given

the-limited amount of funds available, both now and in the foreseeable future,
we believe this is the only practical approach to efficiently and effectively
managing the program.

S.' Evaluating the Impact of the Program

1

The lack of a clear set of national program objectives combined with the strong
focus on state level goal setting has blade it extremely difficult to evaluate

the impact of the Develppmental Disabilities formula grant program. Since, as

indicated earlier, the fundamental purpose of the program is to influence the
quality and scope of services rendered to developmentally disabled perscns
through a variety of human service systems, traditional measures of the effec-
tiveness of grant-in-aid programs (e.g., number of clients served, percentage

Idt,

of estimated needs met, number of individuals cur rehabilitated, graduated,

etc.) are almost meaningless. Now does one objec 1461y measure the effectiveness

of a council's efforts to coordinate the activiti ,f3f-fivo or more major state

agencies or the impact of a comprehensive state pl -dr a series of "seed money"

grants on improving the accessibility of appropriate services to the target

A population. Can we determine if a particular council'is serving as a catalytic
change agent and forceful advocate for the interest of the developmental disabled

within the state overall service network?'

Under the best of circumstances, these and similar ouestions are difficult to

answer. But, given the fact that, within broad statutory parameters, each state
is permitted to establish its own goals and priorities, it becomes almost
impossible to gain any general overall sense of the DO program's mational impact.

We believe the Rogers bill would facilitate efforts to assess the national
impact of the program by establishing specific priority service objectives.
While, at least initially, the states would have flexibility to choose among
the four service priority areas, it should be considerably easier to design a
national strategy for determining the unmet needs of the target population

' and evaluating the impact of the DDSA program in meeting these needs.

6. Revising the Definition of Developmental Disabilities

Since the passage of the Developmental Disabilities Act in 1970, more time
and attention has been devoted to debating which disabling conditions should
and should not be included in the target population than any other single

issue involving the legislation. Considering the fact that the term "develop-

mental disabilities" is a legal/administrative construct rather,than a clinical/
diagnostic label, it is'not surprising that there is considerable diAgreement,
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even among experienced .diagnosticians. concerning whether one etiological
category ogranother meet's the current criteria contained ip'the present low.

When this Subcommittee was considering the 1475 amendments, it inserted an
amendment calling for nn independent, objective study to establish "an
appropriate basis for determining which disabilities should he included and
which disabilities should be excluded from the definition . . (Section 301(h),

"P.L. 94-103). That study has now been completed and the Subcommittee 'will
receive detailed testimony on the recormondatiens developed by the National
Task Force on the Definition of Develepoental Disabilities. Therefore, we
will not review the Task Forte's findings and conclusion's here.

In general, we favor the functional approach to the definition nropdsed by both
the majority and the'minority rembers'of the National Task Force. Clearly,
the criteria for program eligibility should be based on the functicrnal service
needs of individuals with severe disabilities originating In childhdbd, rather,
than upon diagnostic labels. Such labels provide little practical euidance
to the clinician cr program administrator charged with the task of designing
an effective service program.

The Association also' supports the Task.Force.s.caphasis on using NSA resources
to imprevo the lot of individuals with severe, lifelong disabilities. The
original leoislatioa was aimed at focusirn public attention on pprsens considered
too handicapped to benefit from rainsteam huran service nrograms. The proposed
Task Force definition tends to underscore this point by reouirino that the
disabling conditico'significantly intci.ere with.the individual's ability to
engage in Ivo Or more.rajor life functions.

Although w agree that the term developmental disabilities should be defined
functionally, ap also recognize that one rust e:arino the practical ramification
of expanding the number and types of disability uncurls currently eligible to
receive program benefits. It is not simply a euestion of broadening the- target
group without comparable increases in federal authoriaation and appropriations
levels, but whether the services and facilities currently available to rew
disability orcups can and should be a logical extension of the emerging federal/
state developmental disabiltties service delivery system.

Under the proposed majority definition developed by the Task Force our under-
standing is that severely mentally ill children and adolescents would he con-
sidered part of the target population. Vhilo we recooniaed that this is an
underserved croup, it is also true that most states are currently attempting
to address the problems of mentally ill children through their state rental
health system. .In fact, the federally suprorted Cormunitv ?'ental Health Centers
are required by law, to provide a full ranee of diagnostic, evaluation and
treatment services to mentally ill children. although we support the expansion
of federal aid for childhood rental health programs, the Association can see
little rationale for expandieo the'definiticn of a developmental disability
to cover such conditions. Nat only would the already limited federal PD.
dollars.have to be spread even thinner, but the repercussions, both fiscally
and organizationally, at the state level would be difficult to rationalize.
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On Wance, then, the Association recorrends that the Sebrorrittee pierced

with great care before auproviny any sictil9cant cxnansion in the current

statutory defirlTim. A copliFierijle functieniiTrfi61136n rav1e a worthy

objective; however, given the yawning gaps in services to the disability

groups currentlw covered a d the differences in the service needs and delivery

systems of groups who wou d be added under the Task Force's rajpfity definition,

we simply see no practfica tray to avoid drawing some categorical parameters

around program eligibility.t
Y

However, shobld.the Spftorrittee decide to elirinate from the statutory definition

all reference to specs c. diagnostic catecories, then we would r.lf,c,ust that

the age cf onset cf the disahility be levered to 6 or, at eo,t 12, (rather

than 22, as in the currentdrfinitionl, or 22, as in the Tor.k Force's prrrtseci

definition. Such action would: (a) give ereater assur7ten that tlt orteram

would focus on the rest severely hitdicappi.10416-en %tree (!i,tbilities ear

generally' demonstrable at a such earlier af*ipi (b) miniiize the ercwth in

.the target population since cases of childhoodental illirss ottrn do not

occur until the adolescent years.
%

7. Revision the Mandite for Univrrsity nfffliatrd erearc

The Association is generally pleased with the'revised language authorizing

grants for university affiliated nil:rearm (Section 121). Thd rrr:. statutory

definitien.ef a DAP could he a significant icornerrent ovr.' the current definition.

He especially like the clear rece!-nition that inteidiscil.r.i,ry trainiro is a

major mission cf such university centers.

The Association believes, heever, that the statutory culls of the university

affiliated program should be more closely rrlated to thr rrneral airs and

objectives of the basic federal-state forrula nraut r.rrn..J. To achieve this

purpose, NASPRPD reecemends thee. Frction r1(') !-- ri-..1., to rrreir, t6.t,

after Oct-676T-1=IFITTilVFCTIT i71,-7:-1t , ,u1(' i-.Tr7-ei.Cy

liTiactate cooed 1 s r..r?er,-,--ir r,:',7-o7t.:11-r Tr'-iT7(7,-.-cr ..- sr t'-- -1-i-cr:, :v

sery ce objectives estatTisheer uncer S(,ci inn !", C.2; (2 l' ).

In summary, we strongly endorse tIr::OiSIT aphreach of the rierers bill and suggest

that the Supcommittee consider the-rbdillti(ns
discussi dbcAe when it rarks

up the legislation.. Mks state
cfficigi'Vewensitle for the delivery cf services

to this targetrpopulatilar, we are LC4t'ely aisle of the nxi,tinc riot's in services

and recognize that increased federal assistance and leader-.hip Orcuct the

Developmental Disabilities program is ore essential inger6ient in closing these

gaps.

We appreciate this opportunity to shore the Assdeiatinr',. views :ith the

Subcoemittee. Your past effcrts to elirinate harriers 'Ur the full participation

of developmentally disabled citizers in our sGcietv are drplv appreciated by

the Association's reehers. For our part, ve pleOre our fil11 svu'rort and

cooperation as you consider legislation to extend and anion' the I.:eyelet-mental

Disabilities Act.

4
28-568 0 - 78 - 28
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, commissioner, for a most helpful state-
ment. Mr. Carter?

Mr. CARTER. I want to compliment the gentleman on what lie has
said. I know that is the wayb we have proceeded in the past-4.ot: -5
years; plans have been changed each year as'we have gone along.

Mr. Chairman, it was either poor planning
Mr. THORNE. Well, planning for planning's sake means in the

sense that you have to change it very year because you have to come
up with something different if you afire doing your job. As a conse-
quence, what happens is that you change plans but nothing happens
in he meantime because nothing is implemented effectively to change
services.

CARTER. If you sai "plan and then implement it," I would
agree with that. But. I do of think. we need to have a different plan
each year.

Mr. THORNE. I do not think so either, but that is what happens.
Mr. CARTER. We get into the issue of special' planners and I do

not
they

whether it is good to have them or not. I think, perhaps,
they should be in another position.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. 1)r. GIVISer ?

STATEMENT OF LEONARD GANSER, M.D.

Dr. GANSER. Thank you, -Mr. Chairman. I have with me Jayn
Witteninyer who is the executive director of the Wisconsin Develop-
mental Disabilities Councll and Harry Schnibbe, who is the execu-
tive director of the National _Association of Mental Health Directors.

Mr. Rooms.. We are glad to have you, gentlemen.
Dr. GANSER. I am speaking' for the National Association of State

Mental Health Program Director [see p. 4311. Our association was
involved in the initial legislation, in developing the initial legisla-
tion, and with your strong support, strong support of this committee.

\Vi felt that the concept behind that legislation was sound and we
are extremely enthusiastic about it. We do have a substantial interest
in the legislation because in .the majority of states, the implementing
agency is either a mental health agency or a human servire agency
and to a large extent also, the residential beds in most of the States
are the responsibility of mental health programs.

The association endorses the thrust. of ILR. 11764 quite strongly.
We do have some reservations about it and I will mention them
later. We think the strong support is important because there are
parts of it that do continue to reenforce the original concept of the
developmental disabilities bill.

Certainly the strengthening- a Air council's capacity to review
other State plans, the professional assessinent'and evaluation section,
makes it possible for the council and the university affiliated fa-

, cilities to work more closely together and the strengthening of the
protection and advocacy system. is important.

We see these as especially important because they do follow
through on the original objectives which we think are -still sound.
We do believe there are some radical departures that differ from the
original objectives.

4 1,

1 L.)
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The cu rent legislation has been in -effect .now for sacral years. The
original lobjectives are difficult tg,. accomplish. The gap filling, the
coordinating kinds of objectives are very difficult. A-

As a matter of fact, .one of th6 problems,thatthe States have with
those kin0 of objectives is that the Federal agenciei do not follow
through on them very well. There is little coordination at this level
of those kinds of things: Tlierefore, the Onus does fall on the State?
and local apncies to bring that coordination togetNer:

I tiink the DD legislation has been a good example of legislation
that trcourages'support and builds on that. I think the seed has been
sown. I ,think there have been accomplishments. but I think there
needs to Be additional planning for further accomplishments.

The on intent'of the act to provide States the opportunity to
do their sfto planning, to determine their priorities, to determine
allocation'of resources, and to develop options between implementing
gap-filling direct services versus planning, coordinating, influencing
'activities is very important and we believe should be strengthened

rand continued.
The use of -existing services affecting people with developmental

disabilities, the generic services, i$ an extremely imp3rtant concept.
Some people might refer to it as Mainstreaming, keeping them in the
general stream or system of services. If one does not do that and if
one begins-to fund the services to the developmentally disabled as a
separate catworital kind of thing, one develops what -I have often
referred to as the waste basket phenomena.

Everybody .says, "They do not belong to us, they belong over
there." There is a tendency then to begin denial of services because °

there is another source of funding for those services.
We think that the radical departure from that initial ,concept is

involved in the provision in section 133, the provision of priority
services, and*also in the matter of 70 percent and 30 percent split
of money.in services versus planning. ..-

0, So, we would suggest that this provision starting on page 24, line
20, and going through line 16 on page 28, be stricken from the bill.
The states and territories do have very different conditions and needs
for services. Federal legislation that takes away the opportunity for
flexibility does not help them meet those individual kinds of pri-
orities. .

You did hear some testimony yesterday from Representatiye Mary.
Lou . Munts from Wisconsin which defined. I think, some _of the
unique things that have happened in Wisconsin in the gap filling and
the planning and the involvement of other kinds of services and I
want to add to those. il,'

When I am through if Jayn Wittenmyer would like tO add 'a
couple she thinks would be of interest to you, I ,will ask her to do
that

This flexibility that., 7 present in- the present law is -what makes
the small amount of -, that conies into a State for this purpose ik

available kind of' thng rid results in substantial increase in the' .

'utilization of both State money and other Federal money to provide
services to the needs people. - .

4 5
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We think in looking at the current, legislation tliat if one is even
to thinkabout the concept of national priorities, we think that it is
necessary to look at how those priorities were arrived at. I hive a
set of questions in my material and I merely want to say that those
are questions that I think need to be raised as to how Ahose priorities
wer selected.

I think all of them are excellent. They are excellent areas where
service needs to' be improved. But I think it is important to note how
they were selected, as an expression of what the needs are in all of
the states and not necessarily just in a few States but in all of the
States. I think that is a serious inatt6r in trying to define those four
priorities in Federal legislation.

I just want to make one comment about the definition of Devel-
Disab. We feel strongly that the definition should Icrutinue as it is,
that there may be a time when 'it should be chang but atthe pres-
ent, the provision of services to this group still has been identified
as an important matter. It would be unfortunate to dilute that no
and not follow through with the intent.

[Testimony resumes on p. 438.]
[Dr. Ganser's prepared statement follows :]

4

4
, t
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"......W
STATEMENT OF:

LEONARD GANSER, M.D.

ADMINISTRATOR

DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

DEPARTMENT OF4hEALTH g SOCIAL SERVICES

STATE OF WISCONSIN

ON BEHALF OF: NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE MENTAL HEALTH

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
ti

DR, GANSER IS CHAIRMAN OF-THE TASK FORCE ON 4
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES OF THE NASMHPD

AND SERVED AS PAST PRESIDENT

qp OF NASMHPD 1968 - 1969

Mr. ChairmIlts. The State Mental Health Directorss participated in the

first drafting of the concepts that led, with your encouragement and

support, to the original Developmental Disabilities Act in the 91st

Congress.

I have served as a witness before this committee on a

nui.ber of oCT:asicinj on behalf-of the state government mental disabilities

agencies, and I am happy to appear before you once again in support of

extension of the Developmental Disabilities Act.

.0:a The State Mental Health Agencies have a substantial

interest in this legislation, Mr. Chairman, because in 22 states the

"DO" program is located organTzationally in the State Mental Health

Department.
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Also, in 29 states the Mental Health Department has

administrative responsibility for the mental retardation program.

accounting for 51.9 percent of all inpatient MR beds in state government

programs.

Our Association.endorses in general the bill (H.R. 11764)

introduced by you and Mr. Carter.

We do have some reservations 'about some provisions

in the bill which, hopefully, might be
resolved through our discussions

with you this morning

We are inclined toward strong support of H,R. 11764

because,'for the most:pirt, it continues and reinforces the original

intent of the developmental disabilities concept:

An eiample of this reinforcemerit is your new Section

137 (b)(3) on page 29 which strengthen* the

Coun cil's role in prior review of other state

plans that have responsibility'to persons who

are developmentally disabled., .

Another example of your reinforcement of the original

concept is Section 11
amending section 133 of the

Act, paragraph (6) (on page 27 of the bill) relating

to profeesizzal assessment
and evaluation systems.

This will allow the Developmental Disabilities '

,Councils and University Affiliate Prpgrams to

work in real synchrony.

We also see as encouraging your strengthening of the

Protectionand Advocacy system, which establishes

a."Bill of Rights" for Developmental Disabilities

and a mechanism to implement it.
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The7state mental health agencies see H.R. 11764 as

substantially furthering the objectives of the original Developmental

Disabilities concept.

E
There are, however;tome rather radical and surprising

departures from the principles propounded by this pubcommittee'when it

developed,ibe original Act, and we are both concerned abOut how or whylir.

those d4iiitures originated and disturbed over the possibility that.

they will shatter the unique (and largely successful)+ cvrdinating and

influencing' nature of the present program (which is only now beginning

to grow and Capture the imagination of public and'private leadership).

Ca

Before discussing the section'Of H.R. 11764 that46isturbs

>us, let's. review what was the concept behind the original'act that came

out of thisscommittee in the 91st Congress.

A'principle on wtich.the original Developmental Disabilities

Act was structured was confidence that the diversity of the American

system is one of its great strengths.

Thus it was., the assumption of this Commitiiee. and.the

Congress and the many organizations who helped free and...implement the.

Developmental Disabilities Act, that services to the developmentally

disabled rid best flourish through a system that took advantage of

the sense of diversity and encouraged flexibility in

state planning

3. determination of priorities

allocation of resources

options between implementing gap-filling 'Direct

0 services VS planning, coordinating)and influencing

activities.

We are now confronted with what must be considered.a

rather radical departure from the original assumptions of this committee

and the U.S.. Congress. .

O
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A

1,..

The etate.government mental health agencies are

-'- especially corwerned shoats the .change in direction of philbiophy inherent '''

4
in your amendment of Subsection (b) of Section 133, which adds a newt 41

*(4)- Provision ofPmprity Services,' iiiige94; line 20 ofmS.R. 11764): "'. , _.,..

. ,..

, 4. 0 t ,.. 1. f..

. .

,
,ii'

We respectfully 'recommend that4this provision; starting0

on page 24, line 20 and going through-lin:A:6 on pagt1,26; be stricken
:1!t

from the bill. IlkledqO be deleted: the section defining "FIZiAty Services': i*

':!. starting on'1p. 5, line 15 thru line 8 on pj. 7.1
4

startingt IP!

0 ' *The states ilkd territories represent disparate co9ditiOns .
and rneeds for ihrvi4vd.ii

,

4 4
0 i

.

.

.

:,* Federal legieiatiopthat youth impose napional.prioriti2 , ,

..tAplic.nt,91 1.F aulgrpion are:sou:Ices, and mandate iirect'servIces,

- wuuld'aesfroy fIexibility4nd risk binding;theAstates .1nappropriately en
,

:A elikaiel?t-4acket. .

'

I.;

,Ar , !. ..0., Perbaps'I,can beat zumplify.on our position by describing

some OU'iheeicoeisful pioner.efforts6under ilurown;.DD sygetelizi afeconsin
o

which most,Iikefy,wOuldlever have Occurred withoiti*t stimulating impetus

friui: the -federal' Levglepeental Disabilities Act. :-:';'

e `*' 0 ,
,

4.1

In Wisconsin, coordination in Ron-traditional ways has

convinced other public agendies that they should beLaware cl, and involved.

J4101) services within'their own delivery systems. -i., .

--;'

fr,

,,;Through the activities of the Wisconsin DD Council signifi-

tanf progreelzbas been made

'';t (1) in advocating legislative changes'in: zoning; lejs

driving restrictions for persons with-disabilities;

trafsportation: lead content in ceramic glaze and

genetic intervention

(2) in influencing service dollars from H.U.D.; CHIA;

Transportation, etc.

2*.

t

O
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(3) in promoting awareness of Individuals who aie

, developmentally disabled and are caught-up in the

criminalustice system; an impact has been made

.00, the need for knowledge and sensitivity in the .

courts, probation and parole and generic community

services (including in-service-training and protection)

(4) in promoting within the Department of Natural Resources

work sites and accessibility to the park system

(5) in sensitizing the community and professinals around

the specific needs of minority persons'whare

developmentally disabled

Those 5 examples of the types of progress made ti Wisconsin,

Mr. Chairman, are typical of most of the states.
.

.

Those examples are essentially what much of the DD Act ii

about.

It is about flexibility in planning, priority-setting,

resource allocation and options to provide direct services or provide

coordination and influenciug of services.

lei feel that your new Section on page 24: "Provision of

Priority Services", changes the whole nature and thrust of the original

concept,

For this reason we recommend its deletion from H.R. 11764.

In considering our recommendation that the "PFidrity Service!:

section be deleted, the Subcommittee may want to review for,background

purPolles.aeveralguestions that should be satisfactorily allwer-ed before

final judgment on that Section is rende5ed.

4 .1
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,
There are five (5) questions the state governiment mental

health agencies ttelveS do not have satisfactory answers for, and we,

weas much as pre youwill.bo, are concerned about receiving adequate

responses to them.

They areal

(1) On what basis was it determined that there should be

a priority system?

(2) How was it decided that there should be only four

priorities?

(3) How were the four priorities agreed upbn7

'(1) Was a needs assessment conducted?

(5) 'How was the decision arrived et to allocate only to

direct services Aft opposed to using funds to impact

on other resources? For example, Title XX, Title

19, H.U.D., Transportation, etc. /

In regard the "definition" issue, Mr. Chairman, we support

she definition in your bill.

The impact of4change in definition would require massive.

revisions in states' legislation and would further require substantial,

increases in funding to meet the minimum needs of all persons tcilbe included

Ain a new generic definition.

a*
Clarification of other federal legislation would assist

in providing services to other handicapping conditions.' for
eXample, Title

XX, for physically impaired. Many of thother havAcepping condition

would requirespecia1 services which areddifferent/from those rendered to

perAns who are developmentally disabled..
i

R.

4 '4:'Ix 4.
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In summation, Mr. Chariman, the state government mental

health agencies support your efforts to extend and improve the federal

Developmental Disabilities program; and we commend you and Mr. Carter and

this Subcommittee for your extraordinary achievements on behalf of the

mentally disabled.

- We strongly recommend that the section on 'PriiiiiirOn76f

Priority Services' be removed from the bill as destructive of the spirit

and intent of your original legislation.

Otherwise we endorse H.R. 11764.

Thank you Mr. Chariman for your courtesy in hearing us today.
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Mr. Rooms. Thank you, Dr. Ganser, for a helpful statement.
Wrrr EssurEit. I think one of the things that Dr. Ganser sug-

gested is that Wisconsin is one of the States putting 100 percent of
their Federal dollars in planning and coordination activities. Some of
the unique kinds of .things is some dollars that were gotten from the
whole sale tax credit program for people living in group homes,
which is around $100.000 for the first try. -

Another area is in the division tf correction funding positions to
look at the correction system. doing inservice training for the staff,
tryireg to look at the kind of residential facilities for those people,
what kind of protection needed within the correction stem to pro-
tect developmentally disabled from other people in the system. We do
have lots of examples.

Mr.. RooEns. Thank you.
Schnibbe, do you want to make a comment ?

Mr. &TIMBRE. I do not think I have any comment after which I
will proceed to talk for 10 minutes.

No, I think I would want to emphasize to you that Dr. Ganser's
sta4ement is.in the process ofrileing cleared by the Governors. I cannot
say right now that the National Governors Association totally en-
dorses it. but they are in the process of revi-ewing it and I hope in the
course of the next few 'fittys I can say to you it has been cleared by the
Governors. We are speaking for the Governors Association.

We reemphasize the fact that the State mental health agencies, have
administrative responsibilities for !")6 percent of the MR beds; plus
22 of the States have the DI) program lodged.in those agencies.--

So. what you are hearing today is a rather etnphatio statement of a
continuing and there is almost unanimity among the people who hay.e
cooperated in. the development of this statement.' unanimity in sup-
port of maintaining the program the waylou originally. tonceived
it when it first came along.

What you are proposing now in your hily.HOf course, is a radical
change in the nature. The nature of the thing is to generate services
and fund programs through a relatively modest amount of. money.

A number of mental health commissioners have said NS' me maybe
we could buy this priority services thing if Mr. Rogers, Senator
Kennedy, and the .Congress would -increase. the funding about 10
times. Then yon -have money to put into services. But without that
kind of increase in appropriations, which you people are not ready tc
advocate. I suppose. that this kind of program that you originally
came up with. which is to use these resources and develop other re-
sources around the state the way Wisconsin has done. 'the way a
number of states have done. through other Federal programs. other
State programs. is the most effective way to run this program.

So, I think unless there is a _substantial increase in funding for
service, then this program is going to fail. This is the message we

' get from the States.
Mr. RooEns. Thank you.
Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

. I was -particularly impressed. Dy. Ganser. with Your statement
that you have gone into. the prison s.vstem to find what mental dis-
abilities cause people to-be there.
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Dr. GANSER. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. I want to compliment yon on that. Wht did you find?
Dr. GANSER. When we started this the prison system, the correc-

tions system, stated as a matter of fact that they did not have any
developmentally disabled people in their system because they would
have been ruled out atthe tim the court hearing as being noncom-
.petent. I think that was abo he evel of their understanding of
developme,ntal disabilities, th did not reatize that they had
many people within the syste n were developmentally disabled
and were either in local pHs or were receiving services in a State
correctional institution. They have now gone through a process of
identifying the developmentally disabled in the prison system and are
just now at the point of attempting to design specific programs for
them so they can keep those individuals closer together and have
special training prwramsmore suitable to their needs.

Mr. CARTER. There is one portion of the bill with which I believe
you are in disagreement would like us to delete, starting on page 24,
line 20.

Dr. GAssEn. Right.
Mr. CARTER. Why would you want that deleted?
Dr. GANSER. We would like to see that deleted because that is the

part that his to do with the defining of priority services and also that
has to do with the percentages of money designated for service..

We think that those should be left flexible for the States to operate
as they set their priorities.

Mr. CARTER. I think the Chairman will agree that we have tried
it both ways, by the block grant method and by the categorical grant
method. Whichever way we tried, the State people come back and
ask for the other:

Is that correct, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ROGERS. That is right.
Mr. SCIINIBBE. Dr. Carter. what we are asking for is that the pro-

gram be maintained the way it. was originally conceived by your 'coM
niittee because we do not think the program has failed:Vetbinkitis, -'
succeeding all along. Now this is anew switch. -

We are not asking' for anything new. We are not 4king you to
change 'anything. You are the ones who are proposing to change le
We are saving give it a chance beemise it is a good Program. ,

Mr. CARTER. Thank you. I think it is a good program too. I have
strongly supported it. My name is on it with the chairman'?.

Mr. RoA*. I think pn this point. as I undeystand it. r.. danser.
, wants a 10Merc,ent flexibility on spending of funds1T*AANissione'r

Thorne said hPsaw the need for the establishment-of priorities and
maybe the requirement to go beyond planning to services. -

Mr. THORNE. If you will look at what has happened 'tbrOngii9ut
the country there has been great disenchantment with the erei.J6p-
mental disability program from the point of view of.Tnental.retarda-
tion and State people responsible for operating the piograin.

The disenchantment has not cnini at tall from the lack of interest
and lack of involvement of peon le. What it has come from" is the filet..
that you simply cannot approl., a problem from a'shotgun'approaCh
and be able to really solve it You have to try td define what. yoitr .'
goals are:

2 i
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As long as you know you havelimited resources, funds, and as long
as you understand what the political scene is and the whole business
of transition of power from .one administration to the other, you have
to get as much done as yott possibly can within the time you haveand
you should mot plan beyond your capability of seeing it through.

If you can focus on or-put your efforts in thit area and if the
country in terms of this field can select some specific areas to focus
on, I think we can benefit the developmentally disabled much more
by the revelations we will receive from other States looking into the
same set of problems.

Thus, we will really. have something to hang our hat on rather
than a whole.proliferation of suggestions and plans and so forth that
no one can put together into any meaningful continuity,

Mr. ROGERS. Is it time now to begin to think more in terms of
implementing the plan rather. than simply continuing to develop
plans?

Dr. GANSER. I understand very much the kind of observation that
.Mr. Thorne has made. I have a very capable young man who worked
for me, who has direct responsibility for the dCyclopment of direct
service programs for-the developmentally -disabled. He is impatient
with the fact that money is used to get title XX_ money to do other
things because it means that some flexible money that would be...in

his program is not available to him. :

My own responsibilities are such that. J have responsibility for title
XX, SSI outreach for youngsters. a number of other responsibilities.
It seems to me that the real branching out and the growth of pro-
grams for the developmentally disabled need to be in those areas in
addition to the specific services to the developmentally disabled or
mentally retarded.fI think the-payo from the developmental dfsabilitieslegislation
js just coming th ugh there. I think we do need more money for
service. We always. need more money for service: We will never get
enough, .r

In Wisconsin we are usually thinking of between 00. and $4C
.million of direct general purpose revenue 'going into services to the
developmentally disabled, about $35 'million of title TXX money.
$12.5.million of title XX money, and $8 to $10 million of SSI money

-going into services in group homes.
if we were to add this $600.000 of money from this legislation,' it

''',;wotild lose its effectiveness in getting those other services bought in
'.47..kle..;13.octas. Thank you. Now let me ask you this. /

i.;DO you believe that the state councils should have the respor4s1.
bility ki plans and setting priorities or should it be the

...t, Dr. CrA,N.,s. tut,. It is my opinion that State councils should have the
..TrespbnsibilLty for setting the prioritiend should be the major' de.

-:::,-s *ter oPtItkstate plan. .

-' '....Mr.-Rocit.likno,--you share that view. Mr. Thorne ?
*: .-NokA,F,,A..Ayould not share that exactly. I think certain y it

'feftiii.Of Ihe-likoh4sed legislation. that ought to be very defi itell
;i:iiiii;kt;,-CeiSinlyf'..,have more hassle over that..who is what, nd 'l

'...*iti,leHtfiat,A.,.Cittelf5f4he problems that emerged over that que. tion
--s': It..;;eiepertde-.;t11-litik'bit on how broadly you define the prolil m. :

-.).-.. .,-.-,!.,... 7 -pi.. f
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do not believe that planning rests with any specific body in Govern-
ment. Pthink that .planning around some specific areas as outlined
in the proposed legislation could be something that the council could
put its teeth into.

But their finding is not going to stop, for example my agency
from planning because by statute we have responsibility for plan-

. n Nor would it stop the other departments of the State that are
also with the developmentally disabled.

Coordination of planning might be a very important function of
the council whereby those plans that are developed by various agen-
cies, if the council could help pull those together

Mr. Rooms. Should they have approval or disapproval ?
Mr. THORNE. I think they should half signoff, but I do not think

it should be totally with them. It should be a partnership relation.
One of the real things we have to work for is bringing the con-

.sumer and the "bureaueracY" together. Now, if ',we give one full
'option or the other, we are not going to bring theni together that way.
We have to find a way of making a team out of this. I think that is
piety important if the legislation can focus on the team effort, joint
responsibility.

Ms. WrrrEran-En. I concur that is what the council is, that is,
bringing together the agencies and provider, consumer and the parent
and they should be the priority maker because their role is coor-
dination with all the other plans.

Mr. Sciiminm. Isn't that what you do in Wisconsin ? In many of
our States where the mental health department is involved, this is
what happens, what Cominissioner Thorne is saying is what happens.

Mr. -Rooms. Dr. Carter ?
Mr. CANTER. I just want to say this, Mr. Chairman,: Actually, of all

our mental health programs, this is the most effective of all. We have
comprehensive mental health programs of course, for alcoholics, for
the mentally disturbed and for drug abusers. I regret that I do not
see the effectivenesss in those areas, not nearly so as in this program.
It has been extremely helpful.

Mr. SCHNIBBE. Because those other programs are direct services
and you have all kinds of direct service problems in there, unless
Congress is willing to put a half billion dollars in; the sums are
never sufficient.

With this program, with the limited amount of money it is a
coordinating and influencing program. that coordinates other pro-
grams that brings them into the system.

Mr. CARTER. I should say on this that we .do not have nearly as
much funding as we should. In other programs we have a lot mete
money.

Mr. ScHwrang. More headaches.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, I regret to say this.
Mr. ROGERS. Ms. Wittenmyer ?
Ms. WITTENMYER. On the comment about our corrections system,

our preliminary reports are showing about 10 percent of the adults
in the State correctional facilities are developmentally disabled and
between 12 and 15 percent of the juveniles. That is our preliminary
finding at this point. So it is not a large percent, but it is people who
need to have attention,'

'o
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Mr. CARTEL If we could just find those children in our schools
in the primary grades, we would be doing something to prevent all
of this.

Ms. WrrmatTER. It is a very exciting area.
Mr. CARTER. I think it would be helpful.
Mr. GANSER. I will leave a copy of this report.

Mr. ROGERS. That will be helpful. Thank you so mdch.
Our next panel is Mr. Jon Rossman, the Governor's Commission

on Advocacy for Persons With Developmental Disabilities, Depart-
ment of Administration; Mr. Stephen B. Schnorf, director of ad-
vocacy, Governor's Planning Council on Developmental Disabilities,
Springfield, Ill.; Ms. Dayle Bebee,executive director, Advocacy, Inc.,
Austin, Tex.; and Mr. Ethan B. Ellis, assistant project manager,
Office of Advocacy for the Developmentally Disabled, Trenton, N.J.

We welcome each of you to the committee. Your statements will
be made a part of the record in full. We will-ask you to try to observe
as much constraint in your testimony as far as time goes and you
may proceed.

STATEMENTS OF `ETHAN B. ELLIS, ON BFITATY OF STANLEY C.
VAN NESS, PUBLIC ADVOCATE, STATE OF NEW JERSEY; ION
ROSMAN, DIRECTOR, GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON ADVOCACY

FOR PERSONS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES, FLORIDA;

DAYLE BEBEE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ADVOCACY, INC.; AND

STEPHEN B. SCHNORF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS DEVEL-

OPMENTAL DISABILITIES ADVOCACY AUTHORITY

Mr. Ews. It is a pleasure to appear before you on behalf of Stan-

.), "..

ley C. Van Ness, public advocate of the State of New Jersey, to
support H.R. 11764. 'Before I address the bill, let me briefly describe
the history and ,accomplishments of Nev.* Jersey's Protection and
Advocacy SyStem for Developmentally Disable Individuals.

We began our program on December 12,1976. when Governor
Byrne approved our plan. .

Since then, we have handled over 300 cases. 1...s.ss than 10 of these
have required litigation for successful resolution. One, known as "In
the Matter of C.S." is currently befork the New Jersey Supreme
Court. It is the first .right-to-treatment case brotight on behalf of a
mentally, retared citizen in our State. In it. we are asking the court tc
find that individuals residing in institutions for the mentally re
tarded are entitled to a periodic judal review of their status anc
treatment.

We have assisted the parents of 40 neurologically impaired aril
multiply handicapped children in convincing their country govern
ment to 'create a comprehensive special education system for all phy
sically and mentally handicapped students in that country. That sys
tern will serve 150 children this fall ndr500 next year.

We are currently assisting the St te_kivil service commission in- th
revision of its regulations so as to ssure the recruitment and hiring

of more disabled employees. The crirnmission has already created on
special job title for the mentally handicapped and is preparing t
recommend a statute to our State legislature which would allow i
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to create other ) titles for which it could specifically recruit per-
sons with mental tarclation. '1

We received ree additional Federal grants with the generous ..

Support and assistance of our New Jersey congressional delegation.
That has allowed us to .review the State's efforts at deinstitutionaliza-
tion and provide assistance for the clients of the. State's divis'on of
vocational rehabilitation. We are enthusiastic about our program.
We are very proud of its accomplishments, and yet we have a long
way to go. As our efforts become more widely publicized, the number
of referrals we receive increases geometrically.

We served 200 people-in our first year, and have served 100 in the
first 3 mon of this year. We believe that will continue to grow at
that rate. T e legislation you are considering today will help us

tlg rea y. .,

It authorizes funds Which, if appropriated, would assure .an or-
derly expansion of our capabilities to meet an expanding need. This
is important the need exists, and we must, grow to meet it. However,.. ,
it is equally important that our growth be 'orderly and well &in-
sidered. Too often Federal programs, having met with a clearly
defined need, are expanded tto quickly to meet other needs-which are
less clearly perceived. !* --..

L should say parenthetically I was in the 0E0 programs in the-
sixties, and saw what happened on a grand. scale, and I tell you, we
tried to do tot) much too soon with too little, and we were all too
late in the end, I guess, to fill that cliche out.

The legislation that you introduced and Dr. Carter cosponsored
avoids this pitfall: Not only does it provide for an orderly expan-
sion, but also requires an ongoing evaluation of the programs it sup- ,
ports, and of the needs of the people they are designed to serve. The.
legislation does several other things which give vital support to our'
efforts. 1, ..

..

It retains the concept of developmental disabilities as a valid prin-
cipal around which to organize services for a vulnerable population
whose special needs have often been neglected. It extends the life of
the 'State DD planning councils and UAFs. Others who appeal. be-
fore you today and yesterday have explained the value of these pro-
grams far more cogently and in more detail than I can or will. Let '
me say only this. If.comprehensive.coordinated services are to exist,
for developmentally disabled indiMuals and if trained staff are
tinavailable to provide them, advocacy on Irhalf of the people who
need them will be that much more difficult. Except for the provision
increasing the authorization for the advocacy systems, most of the
changes this legislation brings about will have a more direct impact
on the councils and on the UAF's than they will on us.

In these issues, we are merely interested spectators. We are quite
interested, but we have been watching for 2 days now..

.

I for one would prefer to sit in the stands when these issues are ...
debated and root for you to decide them wisely in a manner that is ..
greatest benefit to the developmentally disabled, and I judge by what
you have done so far that you will.

There are two issues ivhicha must address, however, one bec use
ite re directly affects the IITF& A. systems than may be apps nt,
oct e other because the chairman has invited our comments.

411 ':7 4
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The provision which i'estrictS the amount oe4sources a State
council may devote to pla "rig and limits to fouirthe service areas
On Which it may :4Luend its maining funds bothers us. We do not
disagree with' he catept in rifrciple. However, advocacy is not one

,N of the designated .services,. and 35 of the P. & At systems now receive
funds from'these councils. . .

We are not suggesting that this is something that should be man-
dated, but we do suggest that this is an option that, Might" be kept
available to the StateS. They may 'not want tb fund us directly, but
they might want to fund related advocacy prpgrams. When you in-
troduced this bill, Chairman Rogers, you invited, comments on the
review, of the definition authorized in the previous legislation. This
will not affect our progra a New Jersey very directly, so I would
prefer you listen to other fol who do hare an opinion there.

There is, h2wever a relat . ssne' which is nod directly before you,
but which soon will be. Senatbr Jennings Randolph, in 5.0300, is
recommending the repeal of Public Law. 94-103, and would sub-
stitute the severely handicapped for-the developmentally disabled as
the populatio,n we should serve.

I,Afnotv that this concerns most of you. We have had questions

Zeir
from our Coligresspeople back in New Jersey about it. It concerns
us a great deal. Lei me address those concerns now.

First, let me. make it very clear that 4- hppose.the repeal of Pub-
lic Law 94-103. Over the last 7 years. the developmentally disabled
have benefitted greatly from the programs-established in the initial
DD legislation, and contimietk and improved in Puh lic Law 94-103,
Until the unique needs of this vulnerable population are inet,:.,the

2 developmentally disaWedrequire the special attention of this Con-
gress. The issue of exiianding the.constituency of the P. & A: systsons
is more complex. Philosophicallyand politically, we do not oppose
it. IIIIn New Jersey, the Department of the Public Advocate was founded
on the proposition that all citizens may require someone with au-
thority to. speak on their behalf at one time or another. Disabled or
not, we are not competent always to defend ourselves in the face of
the bureaucracy which was created in order to deliver services we all
need.

.
However,, the time for such an expansion hips not yet come. Most

of the P. & A. systems are less than 1 year old. They are just begin-
ning to demonstrate their ability to serve, the developmentally dis
abled. Thirty-fiYe of them are'estahlished as private, nonprofit cor
porations with boards of directors which reflect their, current DE
clientele. To require them to reorganize so abruptly, so early in then
organizational lives will disrupt the orderly delivery theadvocac3
services they are just beginning to provide so effectively, The time
for such an expansion will come, perhaps toward the end of the lift
of this legislation.

'When it does, that expansion should be adequately funded. S. 260(
authorizes no more funds to serve a greatlytexpanded elientele that
H.R. 11764 does for fiscal year 1920. Such an expansion also shouh
be very carefully planned. There are a variety of protection system:
for the disabled now in place, some of them generated by the Rebel

. .
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Act of 1973, and rtliinC in order to develp a system fOr a broader
constituency, that fact should 'be taken into account, and a system
should be designed' that is caordinated with the other efforts gen-'
erated- by Federal legislation to prOtect this expanded clientele. A

Finally,._the needs of the develop. mentally ,disabled for adVocacy
services should be eXplicity recoil-rimed. It has been argued that the
developmentally disabled have this greater need because they cannot
speak on their OW41 behalf. Tbis .is true. 'However, it is an even more
persuasive argument Which is 1e.s commonly in' le, perhaps because
what itssays about the rest of us by implication others us. It is this..
Because there are deficits in intellect or ro ication, it is harder
to represent the developmentally disabled and to advocate op their
behalf.

Lawyers I have talked to,--and I am not an attorney myself-.
complain that you have to make decisions -pboilt pair clients that
make you uncomfortable. in 'that profession, and they suggest that if

.0.1e had a choice between representing a client whO- email make their
needs known easily and representing thigpopnlation, their. tendency
and their desire would be to represent those who were not develop-.
mentally disabled. - . .

In closing, let me commend the sponsors of the legi:dation for in-
troducing it, and the subcomMittee for acting On' it:,s6 roptly..
Thank you.

[Testimon?.resumes oh p. 453.]
1Mr. Ellis prepared statement follows':
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Mr. Chairman and'Members of the'Committee, it.i.s.a pleasure to
r.;

. . .

.;.

Publicappear before you onvBehalf of Stanley C. Van Ness, Plic AdVocate of the

State of New Jersey, to support H.R. 11764. Before I address the bill, let ,

me briefly describe the hlatOry and acComplishmedtff of Neli Jersey's Protection

and Advocacy System for developmentally disabled individuals'.

On the advide of the New Jersey DD Planning Council, Governor

Brendan tyrne ordered that our.program be established in the Department of

the Public Advocate. fThis cabinet-level agency is unique to New ..lersey. It

was created to protect the interests of private citizens in the .face ofpl

,

grOwing bureaucracy. The Public. Advocate is
t

empowered to bring legal action

against other cabinet officers when Lhasa interests are jeopardized or

neglected and no other course of action provos .effective.) The Office of

Advocacy for the Developmentally Disabled was formally opened on December 12,

1976. when the Coernor approved its first State Plan.

Since tben, we have handled over WO cases. Lee, than ten of these

4
41.have required litigation for successful resolution. One: known as In the

Matter of C.S.,-iw;current1v before the New Jersey Supreme Court. It is the

first right-to-treatment case brought on behalf of a mentally retarded citizen

in.our State. In it, We are asking'the Court to find that individuals

residing in institutions for the mentally retarded are entitled to a periodic

judicial review of thir status and treatment.

We have.assisted the parents of forty neurologically ),.paired and

multiply Imndicapped ch.ildren. in convincing their Freeholder ®Le cr.-ate a

comprehensive special education system for all physically and mentally

2 8- Y1R U - - 31,
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/;andiAppeil students in 6114r county. his system will serve 150 children .'?4,.

' '.
4

this fall. That number will exceed 500 next year.
. 4.

We are currently ail Jess. the State Civil Service CoMmis44 in

4'. 4
the revision of its regulations o are to assure the recruitment and hiring'

of more diaabled employees. It pas'alreadytcreated one special job title

for the meekly handicapped. It is Pre0,ring to recommend 41 statute to 4
State

legislatur4whichOld allow it to crriite other :Sob titles for 40kch 4"

ietoule specifically--aeernit persons
with mental retardation.

.

. With the support of three
addi'fonal grants from various Federal

If.

4;
.,.

':
4 4 ,1;.

offices obtained with -the generous help and encouragement of members of the

if

4,

New Jersey
pgressional delegation, our staff has expanded from thrA, to

'pie professional emp
, _s enabled us tq monitor the State's

.,

efforts to seek Tess
restrictivetomiunity placements for individwils currently

&

residing in institutions for Che m ntally retarded. With this additional-,

4.. .

.

sr.

staff, we are also able to assure
clients of Wle Anfe Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation that they receive adequate and appropriate services. ..i.$

We are enthusiastic about our program. We are very proLd oft
44

accompli.shmee,ts.
And yet, We have barely scratched the surfacerg',As &Ito.

efforts become more widely publicized, the dumber ofPrderrals we reri ,

r .

4.

increases geometrically. We re4onded to 200 tes last year; withav eddy
...

.
.

I

4.

'w A.

responded to more than IDO in
firsf., three months of this year.,. 0

The legislation yOu are considering today, H.R. 1176, would help
a 1

us greatly. It authorizes funds
whie*, if%ppropriated, would assure an ,- .4i

?.
AO, .

orderly expansion of our capabilities Aker an expanding need.- This is, Or::
,

,

.

. : *

important. The need exists and we mu?'t gfow to meet it. However', it is '.:,

A.

equally important shat our Xwth is ..elti ly and well considered. Too often,

1,* 4: ....
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Federal Programs, having met a clearly defined need, are expanded too quic40,

to meet other beads. which are less clearly perceived. As a result, their flp

initial benefits are 'diminished or destroyed and clients, service providers,

and legislators alike become disillusioned withithem.

The legislation iniNoduced by Mr. Rogers and cosponsored by

'Mr: Carter avoids this pitfall, Not only does it provide for an orderly

expansion, it also requires angoing evaluation of the programs it supports

and the nee of the people they are designed to serve.

This legislation does severe other things which give vital support

to our efforts. It-ritains the concept of deveTopmental disabilities as a

valid principle around which to.organizeaervices for a vulnerable-population
44

whose spegal needs have often been neglected.

It extends the life of state DD Planning Councils to coordinate

existing services for this population and to plan for ard implement the more
o

comprehensive service network they flied. It continues fUndingfor University

Affiliated PtfigraMs to research the causes of developmental disabilities, to

develop nelstechniques for their treatment, and to provide training to staff

In the use of these treatment techniques.

Others who have appeared before you'yesterday and today have

as,

aide/bed the value of state DD Planning Councils and University Affiliated

14ograms more cbgently and in more detail than I Let me add only this:

If comprehensive, coordinated services do not exist for developmentally disabled

individuals and if trained staff are unavailable, t 'provide them, our advocacy

ion behalf of people who need them will be that-much more difficUlt.

."4xcept for the pi4vision increasing the authOrizatioii.for the

,

4Rotection arld advocacy systeme, most.of the changes this legislatiOn would

9

)

w
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bring about will have a more direct impact on the DD Planning Councils and

.
on UniVersits, Affiliated

Programs than they will on us, On these issues, we

are merely' ihterested
Spectators. . I,' for one, would prefer to sit in the

stands when these issues are
de)ated and root for you to decide them wisely

in a manner which is of greatest
benefit to developmental* disabled persons.

There are two issues which I must, addrev, however: one, because

it more,tdirectly'affects Plat
Systems than may be apparent; the others beiause

0

the Chairman has invited our comments.

The provision which restricts
the amount of resourcv a State,

...

Council may devote to planning
and limits to four the service areas on wh'ith

it may expand its remaining
fuods.bothets..us: !.140'do not disagree with thi4'

conceptoin pi'indiple. However, advoc#' :not On of the designa4 services.

In New Jarsey, wehave
enjoyed the benefit of a sizeable grant from the State

.

Counc/ and have undertaken a
number, of joint projects with it. it is our

understanding thala similar
relationship ex ,ts in most of the other states.

Therefore, we recommend that advocacy be eluded as a.fffth designated

service area so that Councils can
retain their options to support either the

PIA Systems themselves oriother related services.

When he introduced H.R. 11764,
Chairman Rogers invited comments on

theveview of, the definition'of
developmental disability authorized in Public

Law 94-103. While the changes contained in the majority and minority reports

off the ABT Commission will effect the providers of 'generic
services and may

effect the other PIA Systems
they will not have a great impact on us in

New Jersey.
Therefore,,We sugdkt that on this issue'you he guided by the

testimony of ourreolleagues
from Florida, 1111Vois, and Texas, and others who

appear before you.

4 ,7)
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There is, however, a relatedissue which is not directly before

you now but soon will be. Senator Jennings Randolph, in S. 2600, is recom-

mending the repeal of Public Law 94-103 and would substitute the severely

handicapped for the developmentally disabled as the population to be served

by the P&A 'Systems.

I know that this issue concerns most of you. Back home in New

Jersey, Mr. Maguire's staff has begun to ask some insightful questions about

its impact on the disabled Community. 1t concerns us, too. Let me address

those concerns directly.

First, let me take it very clear that we oppose the repeal of

Public Law 94-103. Over the lastrseven years, the developmentally disabled

have benefited greatly from the programs established in the initial develop -

mbntal disabilities legislation and continued and improved by Public Law

94-103. Until the unique needs of this vulnerable population are met, the

developmentally disabled require the special attion of this Congress.

-The issue of e1panding the constituency of the P&A Systems is more

complex. Philosophically and politically, we do not opposeat. In New Jersey

the Department of the Public Advocate was founded on the proposition that

all citizens may require someone' with authority to spealk on their behalf at

one time or another.

However, the time for'such an expansion has not yet come. Most of

the P&A Systems are less than a year,old. They are just beginntng to demon-

strate their ability to the developmentally disabled. Thirty-one of

them are established as private, nonprofit corporations with boards of

diretlors which. reflect their current developmentally disabled clientele.
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To require them to reorganize so abruptly so early in their organizational

1.1Ares will disrupt the orderly delivery of the advocacy services they are

Just beginning- to 00ovide so effectiVely.

The- time for such an expansion will come, perhaps, iowaatd the end.

of the life of the 1ellalation you are considering here today. When it does,

that expansion should be adequately funded. S. 2600 authorizes no more funds

to serve a greatly expanded clientele tlyn H.R. 11764 does for fiscal year
110,

1980. Such an expAtrision should also be planned for carefully.

Finally, the greater need of"the developmentally disabled for

advocacy services should be explicitly recognized. It has been argued that

the developmental4y digabled have-this greater 9 .d because they cannot speak

op.their oini.behalf. This is true. However, there n even more persuasive

argument which is less commonly made, perhaps because of what it says about

the rest of us by implication. It is this. Because of their deficits in

intellect or communication, it harder to represent the developmentally

disabled and'advocate on thei; behalf. As a result, in any expanded P&A System,

theit interests will tencidltorbe neglected. Theretore, one prerequisite for

expanding the current P&A Systems must be the guarantee of -such services to

the devejopmentally disabled.

In closing, let me commend the sponsOrs of this legislation for

introducing it and the subcommittee for acting on it so promptly. Thank you.
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Mi. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. for an excellent statement. We
are very grateful to you for being here.

Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, before I go,: I would conunend the
gentleMan on His statement also.

STATEMENT OF ION ROSSMAN

Mr. ROSS3tA N. My name is Jon 'Rosman. I am the director of the
Governor's ConuniSsion on Advocacy for Persons with Develop-
mental Di'sabilitieSfOr the State of Florida.

Mr.'"Rotiiifs... We are-glad to have you here from Florida.
I dm glad to be with you here. We stand .behind

Ellis's statement.. wholeheartedly, and would like to biiefly.
stribe'critr experienee in implementing. the Protection -advocaey..sys-

;ttud,;'*.tg-e..tnOnitritte to you why 'we are in stipport I-Louse. bill
-betause. "as advocates -for the clevelopinentall dism

'gabled, ify.ci fee! it's. in their. best. intereSt. and then also -with. the
terel,...,tof:.!tlr...prnteCtion advocacySysteins themselves
btllAeateslne'reased,.funding yery- changes, and I ani

tiwe are,tit the fifSt.'peci.pie ttOoniehefore,N* ii0i3ppoxt. of t kind: . ;

of legislation. _- :.- . . .. . . ;

fdrainatiei'..OPPOitunity. for Florida .00
ckpand its ',eOtimilithi0 to 'i,he -Oftlie. .1.1e-eloOnientally dis'-, .:

able& TbeEloridit :3144!of'Rigtlits' ofRetarded.,..t)ersouSMaile
the first State in the,-Nation to affirm the. ...rights:1;0f .r.etardedindivid.z.
tiats, Addressing Widespread., depriarionS that become common..

.pringlice in tliejnst it-al-0ns; thel..Froricla bill of ...rights held 'open tlw4
proinise of aignity- and.aptirOpriate 1.firt, our legislature-,
4.0difiedthe. philo.sophy of.nOtinaliedsserviceS tai be provided.in
leitSt -re'strict ve v iroinnenr, ,and ,exPantled the protection cii"',Ctlie .77

orida bill of rightS ierebral Palsy, atitistiitanct.""
. , v

nice 1975. eiiiien-coininiftges: have been functioning .nnder.legis , :A

ative mandate., throttgli,mit..the.,,State,iiiniiitoring the entire 114trian. V
erviciideliverY systeuy:.. Thlk.-lintrianiiglits ailvoaey;x.oniiiiirkgg.S. .ri.

., -re o first line of .de.fensioigikin:;Cianise,ituil 04.11er t! a.L.tke ii)cal-:. ....A

. level and are sit piitirf.edt at Pie state*Idt`: le..41.t.i',F.:;ii- sflitev,,W..iwitian '..t. '.0.

rights advocacy cothinittie"".:- :. -.. ::-:'.'..._ : '..eM ,tT 2 , 4 !,.

'..... ourcoliiplisjon is,0446:110: of .one!....Atill,th.iiiefribers of.....the4"State-.;. ,ii',.

..-' wide, eoiiiiiiiffe.-1?bis nh 'addition:if iiilitpO.f,inili.1-Atals .4o...ko.re i.'..

sent the fvelolinientil'clisabiRtiFs;:l.RitiMt7iiirt41,tolie.,;Aeation Attie
;. Sf,ate pr,otectiOli:. R.:(1Y oh' Oy .sys,:)0,p!...,13.i*elopuielitAil*.tliS'ahled t '.

tens had. ..araijab to t lie in ..,.r#ieelian not .:ealiab1.. o Virsiling
...,.; ,ininistrative,le and %her iippro.priatd remedies. !-i-- ..'....''. . ,,, .%

Until now, vi ationsof. rights coiihillie'UIent,ifiel:and.P4Inted our-.-.
to responsible it3thrities, bin 'fliers:4 was,no..,Place ..,.go;,to . pursue %:,

remedies if ge:..was not gratuitously ofiliCornin ,litis,,..41.ail-rt7. ,,i,- .

Stilted' in so 1 inovenient toward rgi-ig-,,titttg,e-iinpro-Veutentr,14.. ',.!.,,
...

a reason tal but no relieffor .in, iviiipalS., del-med.:benefits-4C% !,1

! services t -"i..ere.presentl ',entitled 'ii- :,,,-.... .. 4! -1,vo.
When, t .',.cluirg fancy fees :to. parents ...:,

children ire.41 teppa in to -remind. t .- :.- ,

-'



`..t, ..: State of 't5 responsibility to provide free, appropriated education to
all chiWen, including children institutionalized in retardation fa-

,.: Aiilities,',1islien in order to economize on a legislative mandate to pro-
vide inVOluntar admissions to State retardation institutions, the
State d-ge,ite sought to institute mass guardianship proceedings in-
stead of-pursuing the most. costly voluntary procedures. Private law-
yes witli, the support of the P. A. system have filed suit to enjoiii
that. State 'action.

\\'c; have cases now which we are wOrking on. not necessarily 'in
litigation.: involving the use of stxong psychotropic medications
whichtfutv,e been administered to a 1-vear-ohl girl in a State in-

. stitutio"1",.:.for pinching. other institutionalized residents. We have
anot1;ter ..case involving a doctor who simply refused to examine a
seVeielY brain damaged child. and another case of a mother who
efuse, to he forced to institutionalize her son, whom she knows site

cart .are.'for at at home. if only the services which are supposed to,
%, .- be "Yr6vided do Not get fouled up in bureaucratic delay and disin-

'ir- :4erest, ., :

e' have been fortunate to have been'able to mobilize existing- e-
ces: in the State of Florida in addition to the human rights ad-

aey committees to handle many of these cases. Our !-:t rategy has
been.case-by-case referrals and baCkup assistance. We are prepared to
hire,connsel when necessary. Next month we will bring together 'fab-
rie defenders and legal service attorneys from every program
thrOughout the State 1-for a special development al disabilities law
seminar. The Florida ba.'largely through the efforts of the P. & A.
system., has demonstrated a very strong commitment by the establish-
ment, of a bar conunittee on the legal rights of mentally disabled and
byit commitment to continuing legal education programs in this area.

Next year we anticipate to concentrate with equal intensity on
eveloping and training non-lawyer-voluntee advocates. Finally,'
if: financial resonrePS are increased and become available to us, we

,:- '
must, back ill) this entire system with regional centers with full-time

' staff support. The presence of existing statewide groups has allowed '
Florida to mobilize its protection advocacy system very quickly at a:
`verylow cost. We still have not chosen to hire a second professional.
I 41111 the Qffir professional staff on the comlnissionand we have

.' held in .reserve 'a sizable sum for litigation expenses: Iti:fact. we have
_only drawn upon the first iplarter of our Federakappopriation. Yet
this belies on impending confrontation witli our limits. We, have

. - deliberately held back on widespread publicit3v in order not to',raise
:too quickly expectations that we were not prVpared' i ieet roves withi

,a high percentage of cases referred out to other ;igen
ii,

( ...1Veriize find-
: -mug it more and ntOre difficult to follow up with the kind: et'f2 backup
..:support we would like to send-along with a case before we-refer it.

I'here-is such an enormous variety of complex legal. social, med-
ical, and economic problems involved in just.t his DDP-population that

Heath case virtually requires us to start from scratch.-1t, is for that
reason that at this stage we are extremely concerned about expanding
the definition beyond our capabilities. .

.
.

EYery month. we have seen art increased number of cases referred
to us. Even if we could keep up with just the hack-up as 'stance,
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there is a limit td the number of DI): cases outside systems can ab-
Sorb. What we still have no way of knowing is, if our training and *

development of nonlawyer advocates will relieve this burden or
simply increase the number of cases which are identified as requiring
the help of attorneys. .

In addition, we know that there are major systemwide issues that
yve.vill have to address 'directly ourselves. If we began an extensive
,investigation on just one of these issues, we will very quickly exhaust
all our-fiscal resources and leave very little time for anything, else.

H.R. 11764 provides us an opportunity to build on our experiences.
Perhaps our -lag gest source of expertise in dealing with the.problems
of the handicaplied in education, habilitation, and institutions in the .

community i.3 emerging out of the experience of these 'protection and
advocacy systems. at least those systems that have had an oppor-
tunity because of the level of their funding to begin to deal with
individual problems. A vast majority of- the protection advocacy
systems in our region, in Kentucky. Tennessee. Mississippi, Alabama,
South Carolina, simply have not been able to gear up to the kind of
involvement we have done in Florida. We need to bring all States
at least to that level.

In many respects, the P. & A. systems are like the- first airplane.
If everyone who wanted to get a ride climbed on after the first flight,
it would have hewr gotten off the ground again. Today. we have
trans-Atlantic' transports and se, forth. The P. & A. system is a , roto-
type of perhaps the inost innovative concept in Federal legislation.
It provides grassroots accountability for Federal programs and pol-
icies. We are very much in support and very grateful for this com-
mittee's effortsin giving us a change to get off the ground. Thank
you.

Mr. RoGERS. Thank you very much. Mr. Rossman. for an excellent
statement. I

Ms. Bebee? .
STATEMENT OF DAYLE BEBEE

Ms. BERKE. Mr. Chairman. inv name is Deylc lichee.' I am an attor-
ney and the executive director of Advocacy. Inc. It is my pleasure
to speak to you today in support of II.B. 11764.

Advocacy, Inc., is a nonprofit organization that is implementing, a
protection and advocacy system for the levelopmimtally ,disabled in
Texas. Governor Briscoe designated the State Bar of Texas. which
had been the -plannina agency. to he responsible for the protection
and advocacy system. 7I'he State Bar contracted with Ad&Nacy, Inc.,
to 'actually implement the system. The corporation was created and
chartered for the sole purpose of implementing the State P..& A.
system..Thecorporation and the advocacy systelti have been in exist-
ence since October 1, 1977, with a staff of five attorneys and one non
attorney position.

We have an independent. 11-member boanl of directors. with the
members appointed according to our bylaws in this manner: 6 by
the State Bar of Texas.) by each of the four Stateconsumer organi-
zations, and 1 from our State Driplanning council. The board deter-
mines our operating policies and helps us set our goals and priorities

.16
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for the advocacy system-. We are totally funded by HEW funds, with
a total appropriation of $153,000. I belieVe T (an truthfully say that.
we have become the source of technical expernse,in our State
the laws relating to the legal rights of the handicapped. All of the
State agencies providing human services in Texas contact us and
refer persons to us with those kinds of questions.

Our staff of five attorneys deliver direct services to the DD popula-
tion and the service providers in th(*e ways. I would like to mention
to you also that since October 1. 6 months ago. we have, handled
total of 335 contacts in our State. This is approximately five contacts
per working day. and as Ethan mentioned to youlhe number of
contacts is rising geometrically. 'There has been almOst a 300-pereent
increase, between last quarter -and this quarter. The three components
of our protection and advocacy system are...first, education and*train-
big. We are doing the research. and studying all of the new Federal
and State laws. Public Law 01-11....i the RehabilitatiOn Act. and other.
legislation. We are developing NVIittV11 11:111(1011t materials that we can
then use in education and training sessions. Since we began. we have
held over 3S education and training sessions. and we have reached
an audience of over -1,300 people. Our second component is systems
advocacy. In Texas. I served with a conimittee that wrote the Men-
tally Retarded Persons Act, which brow,ht Texas into line with
Florida in recognizing the legal rights of the nient ally retarded..
We have a new limited guardianship statute in Texas for the men-
tall retarded. We have been work in!, very closelr with our State
mental health. mental retardation department in implementing that
new legislation and in doing extensive review and comment and
working on task forces that write the rides and regulations under
both thoacts. . .

We are extensively involved in our State in seeing to the imple-
mentation of Public Law 9-4-142. We are workin!, very closely with
our State education agency in raisin!, issue,,, about our State plan. for
special education. and in seeing to it that handicapped children are
given the education that they deserve. -

.We are also plarmin!, to hold a statewide conference oh hOw to
implement 303 and 304 of the Vocational 'ehabiltatiOn Act by
bringing in experts on how to come into comp mice with those new
provisions'.

Ot.4 third coinpones legal and protective advocacy. We have a
toll-free incbi.ning WAIS line where we take calls: We provide in-
forinati6it :thont,,the laW and legal rights of handicapped persons.
We can make referrals. some referrals to the service delivery system.
and we can 'provide twelmical assistance to developmentally disabled
persons, their attorneys. and other advocates working-on their behalf
in administrative pro eedings and le!,:d proceedings.-A- an absolute
last refit, .-we have the.authorit v to file litigation on behalf of our
own clients. WC have not filed any lawsttits; but we are currently in-.
volved in some negotiations 011 edllent.1011-related. issues, which I
expect probably will have to i.crat ed.

Our priority areas for involvement this first Year were voted on. by
our board in October: and they are, one. the right to education. This
is where we have had the greatest number of contacts in the State of
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Texas. loyment rights. Three, rights of persons in institu-
tions. Foi riers to, programs and services. Five, implementation
of recent T s legiOation. . .

I join *Mr. Ellis .and Mr. Rossman in their support of continuing
the concept of developmental disabilities and increasing the funding
to the P. & A. system. I believe that the populatiOn currently defined
as developmentally disabled have special heeds for the voice.. and
assistance of an advocate oil their behalf, and while I have no philo-
sophical disagreement with expanding services, to other handicapped
persons, I believe the DD population must continue to-be a .focus of
the advocacy services.

I also believe that we must realistically look at the extremely broad
wndate to the P. & A. systems and to the resources which are being

..t6 the States to meet that mandate. As Public Law 94,-103 cur-
rent ates. & A. systems' must haYe the authority to pursue

'legal, a inistrative, and other ,appropriate remedies on behalf of
DD persons. In Texas, we have approximately 200,000 t6 400,000

'developmentally disabled individuals scattered over a state that
enCorkwasset hundreds of thousands of square miles, with 13 State
schools for he mentally retarded,' 1'3 State hospitals, and 2S Corti-
munity me ilth, mental retardation centers. We are attempting
to meet th andate- with a staff of five persons, all located in
Mrstin, and a c get, of $155,000.

I have p II of the other States in my region, Oklahoma, New
° Mexico, and Louisiana, 'and most. of them are attempting

to meet th. ate with a staff of one or two persons und.$20,000
in funding.: ery State desperately needs the ability prot4ided
through adequate funding so that it can eiuly-have statewide impact
and be .able to provide services ,t o- the total ConStituency,bincluding

,minoriy persons and persons in rural areas.
See two basic problems with changing and expanding the poRula-

tion to lie served by the P. & A. systems. First there is the problem
the services that can be realistically rendered' by the P.' & A.

system, and arelated problem of outreach, and the puidHtvrequired
to tell people about the P. &,A. system. I speak for Texas, but we are
not alone, when I say that we have hot dime an extensive outreach
publicity Camphign, because it is painfully obvious to, us that we
simply could not now handle the volume of responses that would be
geneKated. rf The population is to. increased, it is imperative. that
the dollars fow staff and services be increased, or we will only succeed
in raising the reasonable expectations of thousands of persons who
qualify for P. & A. services, only .to- have those expectations dashed
again because there is not enough staff to handle the requests for
assistance.

The second problem we can identify with changing the population
to theseverely handicapped is that it is clear that the majority of
those persons -Who meet that definition wi11.-probably be living in-
institutioms. I talk recognize the significant neriraw of persons in insti-
tutiorts and the need for advocates to Ix; able to1ittentl to those needs.
However, I believe we would have a difficult problem with accessing
those-clientt.' for eample, the Tf'SfiS P. &. A:system is a private.
nonprofit cbrporafh'u, as are 34 other Statq. «"e: -do have the Federal

1 I:-r :)-i
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mandate to advocate and protect the rights of the DD population,
but wp have no greater authority than any other peron in the State
of Texas or any other attorney to go into any institution in Texas.
There is no State law giving, us any additional or special authority
to investigate institutions. Also, with a staff of attorneys, we cannot
go into institutions to look for clients or solicit business, yet these are
the very persons who will not be able to contact us. Without any addi-
tional authority, we will not be able, except in isolated instances
where staff or family members contact us, to provide services to the
institutional population.

Another quick point I would like to make is that the entire struc-
ture of the Texas P. & A. system; including our board of directors
and bylaws, would have to be changed if the definition of our 'popula-
tion were changed to the severely lrnAicapped; since, as I mentioned
to you earlier, our bylaws currently mandate a hoard of directors and
services based on the DI) structure. Most of the P. & A. systems are
Are less than 6 months into operation. Right now the most critical
issue is lack of funding to meet the mandate- of 94-103, It saddens
me to report to you-that a significant amount of staff time that should
go into service delivery is being spent 'by uecessity in seeking other
funding sources to provide a minimum level of services.

In closing, I would like to say that before Congress changes the
program, I believe we must have time for the P. & A. systems to learn
how to deal with their responsibilities under the law Rid to learn.
how to be effective -advocates-for their constituencies. and I hope that
Congress will recognize the tremendous need for additional funding.
I am excited about mylob,and our program and the potential of the
protectiokland advocacy concept, and I appreciate the support of the
subcommittees and the Congress.'

Iiebee's prepanyl statenient follows :I
Testi mouy resumes on p. 466.1

.'

4
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I am Dayle Bebee, Executive Director of Advocacy, Incorporated,
4

It is my pleasure to speak with you today in support of HR 11764.

Advocacy, Inc,. is (11e-1567-loprofit corporation that is implementing

the Protection 6 Advocacy System.forthe'Deveropmentally Disabled, #

created pursuant to P.L. 94-103, in Texas. Governor Briscoe desig-

nated the State Bar of Texas, which had been the planning ageney, to
.

be the responsible agency. The State Bar contracted with Advocacy,'

Inc. to actually implement the .system. The.corpoiation was created

and chartered for the sole, purpose of 'implementing the state P s A .

pystem.

The corporation and the advocacy system have !Seen in existence

since 'OctdberI, 1977, with a staff of five attorneys and one non -

attorney position that is currently vacant. We have tin_independent

9
11-member Board of Directors with the membors appointed according to.

our By-Laws.in,this manner; six -by the..S.tate Bat': 0one:by' each of

the State DD conshmer organizations. and one by the State DD Planning

Council. Thi'g Board dete it s out operating policis and helps us

set,our goals and priorities for thEadvocaby,sytem.

ift,,,ae,tot.411y funded byHEW funds,'with a total appropriatiOn
4

of $155,000 for fiscal year 1978.

I believe I c n.truthfullirstate that we have become the source

of technical'exp rtisei# TexaSwithuresp,pct ,to.the legal rights of
O

the developmen,Cally disabled. ;;Ifnce-otir beginning six months ago,

the staff has responded to a total of 335 conlacts;.which is a$

average pffive'contacts per.woking day, andthe rate Of.the contacts

is fising.dramatically each month.

Our staffdelivers direct services to the DD'population, families,

and service- providers In these ways:
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el) Education & Training - we have been researching all of the

recent federal and state law relaring to the hanncapped, such as P.L.

94-142, The Vocational Rehabilitation Adt of 1973, and a new Mentally

Retarded Persons Act in Texab; we prepare written material's and. hand-
l

oats explaining the laws and, the fequirements for Implementation; and

we provide education. and training by holding workshops, seminarW040;ik.
.46°`'

mdetikle, meetings with service' -providers,iand sessions with

and judges. To datt we have held thirty-eight eduCation and training

sessions, reachinga.total and ence of 4,500 persons..'

(2) Systems Advbcacy we involved in the legislati4e procesSes

in Texa; for example, I assisted t ittees in Texas writing the

Mentally Retarded Persons 'Act and. fed Guardianship statute for

the mentalll retarded; we also 4t. the state agencies

responsible for implementing ..appropriate implementa-

tidan, and we do extensive review .proPosed rules aad resu-
.

latiOns; we serve on task fories t atpEepare drafts cif proposed rules.

We have been 4try, active in our State in4,working with our state edu- 411

cation agency to come into compliance with the provisions of P.L. 94-142,

4
and we are planning a major state =wide conference for service-providers

on how to comply with the Section 503 and 5Q4 Regulations of the Voca-

/1?

tional Rehabilitation Act.
. .

(3) Legal & Protective Advocacy -.we have atoll -free WATS-line;

we Rrovide information and answer direct questiolk we make some refer-
q.

rale for services:`'we provide technical assistance to DD-persons, their

families, and other advocates'in'dministrative procedures..andNa,liti-.

gation; and, as .a last resort, when we have attempted to regoiNie,,a Par-

tiCular problem in every way we think appropriate). we have the authority

to file lawsuits .caa baieh'i of our own clients. This has not been done

'yet, but we are presently.in the process'of negotiating some situations

f
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that'willprobably have to be litigated.

Our priority areas fok involvement for this first year ate: thee
right.to eduglition; employment rights; rights of pel-sons in institu-

tions:zbarriers to programs and services; and iMplementation of .

recen Texas legislation.

join Mr. Ellis in his support: of continuing the concept of de-

41

veloemental disabilitieAnd'of increasing the funding-to the P & A

;$*
systems. I-believe that the popurZtion,ranrently defined as develop-

-mentally disablgt4bave special need for the voice and assistance of

an advocate on their behalf; and while vao not have any philosophi-

4Peal-di,sagreement 141h expanding services to other handicapped.persons:

1,
I believe that the to be a focus-of tie

advocacy services; A I.

that we must realistically look at the extrebely

broad mandate to the P & A.s14111Lan9 to the Tesources which are

being iveh t6410he,state§ to meet Mandate. As P.L. 94-103 cui-

relapy states., 4e P.& A systems must save 'ttlle'Authority to pursue

legal,. 4*Apipistrative arid. other approprianT:Medieeon behalf of
t

developmentally diAbled persons in the state. In Texas we have '

approximately 200,000-.4yAD00 DD individuals scattered oveea state

tb.encompasses-bundreds df thoueands of square miles, with twelve'. .

state scOols'fot thewmeritally tietardedi thirteen state hO4itals',

andlipenty-eighC"community.mental healthmental retardation centers.
't 4.

We are 'attempting to meet that mandate with a:staff of five 1:tors:Dr:et -

all located in Austin, antic:Lai funds of'515$,000. ..ko-st of .the

other states in Re on Ward' attempting to meet their responsibilities

ataff.of one two persons and.$20,000in funding.

Moat eiery state desperately needs the ability, provi ed.through

*

'41
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adequate finding, to be able_to regionalize the P 6 A systemi.so that-

it can truly have statewide' impact and be able to provide services to

the'total0constituency, including minority. persons and nelsons in
.9

rural areas.

t
I see two basicproblems with changing and expanding the popula-

tion to be served by the P 6 A systems, which is a concept that is

being proposed in other legislation: First is the problem of the

services that can realisticiily.be rendered by the P 6 A system and

the related problem of outreach and publicity required to advise

people about the P 6 A system. I speak for Texas, but we are not

alone, when I say that we have snot done an extensive outreach-publicity

campaign because it is painful.ly obvious to.us that we simply could'

trot now handle the volume of responses that would be generated from

persbnItheetinq the cureenfLdefinition of DD. If the population is

to be increased, it is imperative that the dollars for staff and
. .

servicesebe increased, or'we will only succeed in raising the reason-

able expecttions of thousands.of persons who qualify for P& A ser-

vices.onlyto have those expectations ashed again because there is

not enough staff to handle the lquelts for assistance.

A secondproblem that we can identify with chang_ingthp popu-

lation to the "severely handicapped" is that it appears that the ma-.

jority of persons who meet that definition will probably be living

in institutions. I fully recognize the significant needs of persons

in institutions_and of the need for advocates to be able to attend to

those needs. However, .I believe we would have a difficult problem

With accessing those clients. For.example,'the Texas P 6 Asystem

has been created as a non-profit corporation, as have abont'34 other
i

state systems. We have the federal mandate toadvocate and protect.
1

tr - 7A - 31
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the rights of the developmentally diSabled, but we have no greater

authority than any other citizen of Texas or than any other Texas

attorney representing a client to go into any institution in Texas.

is no state law gOing us anytedditional or special authority

to investigate .i5ptitutions, nor is there any in the federal law,

Also4 with a staff of attorneys,we are not able to go into institu-

tions and seek out clients or "solicit business",,as this is in viogi

lation of the Canons of Ethics. Yet, these are the'very persons who

. -

will not be able to take their own action to contact us. Without any

additional 'authority, we will not be able, excelA in 'isolated instances

where staff or family members contact us, to Rrovide services to the

institutional populations that are the. persons who would be

.
as :severely handicapped". I. also believe that there arc many persons..

who are fortunate enough to be able to live in the community but whit

still have substantial heeds for advocacy to assist them to get the

community programs and services they need so that their futures are

not limited to institutional settings.
a

For all of the abo,ye reasons, I.sur.pert the minority ,ileikinition

of developmental disabilities. From my own experience, many. people

, who call us and for Whom we can and do deliver needed ad'\ocacy would
o

not be able to meet the oter proposed definitions, yet they must be

able to access the advocacy syStem. Also I can foresee ludicrous-

situations, an froM my own experience, if we had to "diagnose".

each person who contacts us for services to determirie if that Person

Meets a number of -a given set of criteria in a definition. We have

no way to make that kind of analysis on each person who contacts us

and.asks for advocacy services or assistance with legal problems.

.4?
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Another quick point I would like to make is entire_struc-

ure of the Texas P 6'A System, including our board of di'reCtorS and

y-Laws would have to be changed if the definition of our population

ere changed to the "severely handicapped", since, as I mentiohed to

du earlier, our system currently is based on a developmental disa-

oilities structure. I amipure this applies to other state systems

:hat are non-p it corporations.
'

. Most of P & A systems are.less than six months into,cperatipn.

)
tight now the-most ciitical issue is lack of funding to meet the man-

V

late of P.L. 94-If3. It saddensMe to report to you that significant

mount of Itaff time that should. go into service - delivery, in each

state 'are being spent,,by4heceseity, in seeking other funding sources

to enable each system to provide a minimum leVel of P & A sepices.

In clihing,'I would like to"'say that before COngress changes the

program,erbelieve we must have time for he P & A'systems to.learn

how to deal with their responsibilities under the law and,to learn.11
.

'4

how tobeliefiective advocates for their constituents, and I hope

Congress will recognize the tremendous need for additional funding to.

enable the state P I A systems tomeet those responsibilities. .

I am excited about my jOb'and our program and about the potential

of the protection and advocacyconcept, ar#'I appreciate the support.:

of this Subcommittee and.ol Congress.

q ,
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We in Illinois'.for instance are receiving, $200.000 for fiscal year
1978--for protectidn and advocacy .from our state. DD council. The
recommended authorization level for fiscal year 1979 in the proposed
bill might result in an increase in the .Federal protection and
advocacY..funding to Illinois M.even. slightly in excess of $200.000,
but that Would be the approximate increase. we believe, based on the
formula. If the bill is adopted as citrrently written, with P. & A. not
included as one of four,nat Alai priorities; we would lose our ability
to receive funding from the State DI) planning council, and the net
result would be little, if any, increase in funding for P. & A. services
in Illinois.

We would gain perhaps $200.000 from the .formula. but. lose-
$200,000 from the DI) council, and we think that. Would probably not
reflect the intent of the Itolisor of the legislation. The same situation
could hold true in any State where the DD council has made a sub
stantial commitment, to .funding the P. & A. system.

As Ethan pointed out. nationally approXimatelv 35of the DD
councils are committing some funding to P. & A. systems. I request
thrat the committee look at carious options for dealing with this
poSsible eventuality. including soinething similar to a hold harmless
claust that' would permit DD councils; to continue to fund P. & A.
systems if they havel.done.'so in the past, or including D. & A. as a
national priority -eligible for fundify, by DI) councils, regardless-of-
what otl er priorities are selected and separate from the question off
level of . ppropriatiOns to State DD councils:

I am sore there are other options available to .deal with the con-I
cern. I would. however. hate to see Illinois or 'any other State that
has' made a substantial commitment to protection ,and advocacy
services penalized'in the face of the obvious intent. of the bill and the
sponsor to increase funding for P. &. Al systems.

Second. I would like to request that tjie committee consider incor-
porating into th bill latigugo that would allow P. & A. formula
funds tinder the act to be used as a »rtrOsdi fi. other Federal fonds,
including- title '20 of th`e So(4ial Security Act. State DI) council funds.
and otlibr IiotentialI Hind: there could be a variety of ones where
a variety of Federal funding sources, where it wil lb(' greatly advan-
tageous.to allow Federal P. & A . formula funtk to be used :1:4 Tuatch.

IlkOne of the problems that has prevented: some States .orti using
DI) council funds has been the unavailability of the local natch. even
though. they,a7 receiving the minimum' of $.20.000 tinder P. & A., it
cannot be used to inat(.11 the potential even sinall amounts of fniuls.
that ...they have received from the State.' planning councils.
- I als4), from 111V 01111 1/01":1)(4'i i V(' IWI'S011:111y. insofar :i Illinois is
concerned. -would. like to offer my thought. I, question the priority
decision Chia has been suggested in the bill.° I have seen too many
things happen iii Illinois that over.the past 7 years that have 'been
beneficial. tharetaild not have happened through the DI) c.ouncil, if
these lour national priorities had lft cin effect. j see things that we
are rooking at itrOviii.,, into right now. As an example, we are looking
at, a joint'project .)vith our DD-comicil 16 pirt together an intensive
seminar in Illinoist: for key. leaders and declisionntakers in flip legisla-
ture and the administration on the pote»tial implications of recent
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court decisions one the future of ins' titutional services, that Might or
might not be able to he snuck in under the rubric of community resi-
dential alternatives, but I would hate to foresee a situation where

"positive th" 0-§ could' be .done for relatively minimal amounts of
money, in. case: perhaps $3,000 or $4.000 that might be precluded
by the. perk psPdoretwant to say arbitrary, Ircause I know it has
!Nen well thought out, but the, perhaps unfortunate delineation of
ftkur narrow pruirities for expenditure, of DD council funds.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak to you.
Mr. CARTER.Thaiik you fora very gad& statement. Are them any

protection and advocacy activiiies!.WhicIPare common toinany States
and which gout'!" be wiled out better:4. the Federal level?

Mr. RossStAt. I might speak to. 11.49, from an example.
perhaps the answer is no.

Mr CARTER. That is what I expected:,
Mr ROSSMAN. -Let. me share a lact situation with you we have

recently encountered. which may give yon a good example.-....kn indi-
vidual wasjeferred tons by. a State representative'who had experiz
enced employment discrimination on the basis of his having epilepsy.
When I received the materials on this case, the,firs(thing I did Was
try to find out why various places which he had been referred to
not help him.

First he had,goneto the-local epilepsy foundation. They were able
to identify that he had reasonable cause to .beliek he had:been dis-
criminated. against, and made a few phone ealls-,.tind found out that
indeed they did 'discharge him because of his epilepsy, 'but really it
ended there. There was nothing they could'do; He was employed by
the county in a social services-program as a. social worker, which was
funded under a CETA grant. so they recommended he contact the
contract compliance board of the bepitrtment of Labor in Atlanta,
and he did that.

The Department of Labor determined that since CETA! is a grant
.program and not a contract program, which is a 504 discrimination'
matter and not a 503 discrimination matter, they referred him to the
Office of Civil Rights. The Offise of Civil 'Rights in July 1977,
accepted his case and had it on file, and I called them and said, what
have you done about this. They said,'absolutely nothing: They had
not made the first phone call, the first inquiry, or written the first
letter. Why? Because we are under an extreme backLog, handling not

14504:discrimination cases, but race and sex discrimination cases, which
they have, been .building up over the last several years, and in fact

41).e office in Atlanta is not handling any 504 discrimination cases.
Ale was their' referred to a State agency "which ,was supposed to be

abre.. 6mployment. 'discrimination cases, and they exercised
,option to refer it to the protection and advocacy figency,. and

tl re4on we got the case. Likens.. I3ebee indjcated to you already,
we have no more remedies than any private, attorney: than any of
our client§ brings to us. We have no enforcement powers or investiga-
tory powers of any kind. All we have is whatever \c-ause of action
the individual Would have, and we generally deal NVith it, of
or,iiefer, it, as T mentioned, to a 10/11101egal service program. We have
refitred it 10 a local egal service program.



The Catch-22 in this whole scenario: is that at long as the Office of
Civil Rights in Atlanta. holds onto thi tWainplaint. the_Federal courts
probably will not even allow the case .to survive. and will throw it
out for faihire to exhaust.adntinistrative'remedies. So. all I am sug-
gesting is, we really don't need any inope,Federal administrative
remedies. ...'

Mr.. .CARTER. Thank you.
Mr. ScrixoRY. Dr. Carter ? ,

Mr. CARTER. Excuse me. I would like to ask you .what. happened.
when you took over the case? Did you pursue it successfully? .

Mr..Rogs3tAx. We havejust gotten it. and we put it in the hands
:.'-oftlie.loCal legal services program. '.-,,

-.

:. .7' .Mr. CARTER', All right.
..

..

.

;r. SchsonF. I can give a similar example. I think. tl-tt will indi-.
,Cate, that' sometimes even. Federal mechanism is ounterproduc-
tive..In the case of Illin r fair, eniplo. yment "practice,: COMMIS-

sion has virtually this sam at ion. Because they received funding
federally to purtne civil rights vjolations. sexual and racial discrinr-,
ination issues get a, priority. They have only probably sucessfidlY
completed action on about -2ti percent of the cases that have been
referred to them since their inception. The other 75 percent. are back-.
logs of. It :, years. but because of their priority to race and sex dis,....

crimination cases, they have completed action on zero percent of the
complaints for discrimination because of ,handicaps which have beery
referred to't hem. .

,
. .

They received approximately 500 such complaints in the last 2
years.. and have issued no rulings in 3 years on a case involving

liandieaps. .

Mr. CARTER. I take it that you think P. & A. should be uniquely

a State and local function. -

Mr. RossmAk. Dr. Carter. if I may. there is one possible way of
changing the existing legislation co perhaps malt6 it mork effective,
and that would be for Congivis to say that we have gone beyond the

finding stages in tile developmental disabilities bill of rights. and
create enforceable rights. and perhaps. couple t hat with a private
right, of action which At tornevs- might even be able to receive fees,

and that would astronAlically inerease the effectiveness of our job.

Mr. SCIINORF. [Nods affirmat ively. [
MS. BEREF.. [Nods affirmatively. .1 ..

.
Mr. CAttl-F.R.,: Well. I certainly want you to keep it in State hands.

I think it is a State and local function, Could you. Mr. Schnorf, sub-
.mit those examples for the record so that., the committee can consider

thenras we review the priorit ie.
.

Mr. Scitxmw. Yes, sir. -,
Mr. CARTER. I have one ( ler question I woull l'ike to ask you

gentlemen. Suppose that we lave an invhan meittal retardate who

was left a sum of money. Would it be left up to,the:court to appoint

a guardian for her ? .

,

Mr. RossmA. That would be correct.
Mr. AR. CTER. Voil would n iriot come in as. an advocate in her case

unless,:uou were called in. 'iruesm. . .. .

Mi. Rossm. -. No: in t e State of Florida. at least, a public

-fiefinde '. ointed, to. represent the interests. I believe. °.



Mr. Scam:att. It would be teohnically possible. The court might
appoint an attorney from the proteCtion and advocacy system as
guardian at litem. during the time the hearing was

Mr. CAIITER. This causes a great deal of worry for families who
have Only one child, Wlió happens to be retarded. They worry about
that child after they are gone. That is quite a problem.

Mr. ELIA& Dr.. arter, hi New Jersey,. we are currently reviewing
the guardianship statutes: which are, according to our attorneys, very
antique, and primarily desiomed to deal with property issues rather-
than other decisions that flay be within the capability of the indi-
vidual to make even though his intellectual functioning may be some-
what limited. Issues, for example, of whether or not an individual
hasthe right to determine whether,he wants to live in the community
versus in the institution are, we take it, in some cases dkisions they
.should be able to make, and we should not refer them tp their guard-
ian.

There are sometimes conflicts between the guardian wishes on the
capabilities of the individual, and we have found a great need to
review those statutes, on at least two issues that have recently come
to us contesting those in the courts, so I think this is an issub we have
to look into further. -

Mr. Carrrza. I think tlAtt their rights certainly should be protected.
Thank you so much for your testimony. It has been very helpful.
Dr. Hugo Finarelli ? Doctor, if you will highlight your statement,

it will be greatly appreciated.

STATEMENT OF HUGO FINARELLI, JR., Ph. D.,
GOVERNMENT STUDIES AND SYSTEMS _

Dr. FINARELLI. Thank you, Dr. Carter.
I am very happy to have the opportunity today to describe the

results of a study carried out by Government Studies and Systems on
behalf of the Developmental Disa,bilities Office, the Office of Human
Development. Our project had two goals : first, to design a
set of model- standards for evaluating the quality of services and
programs to persons with developmental. disabilities; .and second, to
devise a quality assurance mechanism which States could use to
implement those standards.

The legislative mandate for the study was section 204 of the Devel-
opmentally- Disabled Assistance and Bill offlights Act. The lan-
guage of section 204 suggests two prime motives for the study. First,
there was apparent concern over the efrectiveness of existing stnd-

_ards and quality fisiirance mechanisms. Second, there was a growing
awareness of the need for outcome standards which directly 8tate-
expeetations regarding, the developmental progress and the overall
well-being of persons with developmental disabilities. .

To datp, mat quality assurance efforts in deve opental .disabil-
itieS, as in other human services fields, have relied a 'lost exclusively
on input and process standards. Input standards sp organiza-
tional, administrative, and physical requirements that service pro-
vitlers must satisfy. Process standards describe the manner in which
servir should be delivered. The warrant for such standards is the
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belief that compliance with input and proFess requirements will con-
tribute to or result in bette'r Outcomes for the persons receiving
services. Y

'Unfortunately. studies to determine' whether or not this is true.
whether compliance with input and process does result in better out-
coines. have been infrequent and inconclusive. In fact, it has been
widely contended that many of the standards currently promulgated
by regulatory agepcies-and.prolessional organizations are of doubtful
validity, being.neither necessary for quality nor predictive of desir-
able outcomes.

A. second concern regarding standards in current use is simply
their recent proliferation. At present. there are so many stazultirdS.

, from so many sources, that service providers are likely to find them-
sehes subject to conflicting requirements. or are likely to face iocon--
sistciciesin the interpretation and use of similar standards issued by,
different jurisdictions. .

..

Our first major project task, therefore, was to collect and classify
.

,,.
hundreds of standards' currently in use. to elimincte duplicates
among them. and then appraise the remainder. to determine which
were valid. reliable, and -practical for use in quality e- issuance. On
the .basis of this extensive review. we were able to develop a set. of
input and process standards which we feel are nearly. free of the
defects found to be so'cozilimin among existing standards. .

The legislation clearly rettpulted, however. that the model standards
go well beyond t he traditional i Null and process requirements. In
section 111, of the act. it is stated that services, treatment. and habil.-
itation must be designed to. "maximize the developmental potential"
of persons with developmental disabilities. In torn. section 204

. requires that 'the standards he "Ascii upon performance criteria for
measuring the developmental progress of persons with developmental
disabilities." Theefoe..a second major project ftisk was to find a
reliable set of measures of the. developmental progress and overall,
*eV-being of persons with developmental disabilities. .

The use of outcome measurement in quality assurance in human
services is so rare, hoWeveri that the feasibility of this outcome-based
approach was not known al. the outset (f the study. There, we
undeffook a critical review of the 'state of the ail of belipaviond
assessment in developmental disabilities and of outcome-based dual -.
it!, assurance in other human service fields.. \V conhukd: that out-
come measurement is, in fact. feasible, and. that outcome st'andards,,
should-play a significant role in (nudity assurance: . . la

Finally, our projialt royfired us to design a, modelquality assur-
ance mec nism which States could use to .implement the proposed'
standards ly this we mean a Set of admiiMstrative procedures which
States cou ise to encourage.. assist, or require.service provi,ders to

-maintain certain leyelsof quality as ,specified in the underlying stand -
ards. ' st. . .

.

Our methods, findings, and recommendations with eApect to both
standards and quality assuraiwe mechanisms, are des ribed in detail
in a series of epots- prepared for the .Deyeloprnen al Disabilities ..
Office.. Al of thein are available far voin A.:unit-in:0i n. My: purpose
in the nex fkv minutes,theefore, is to Simply fur er highlight the

0,resulfs of our study. . . 'r/..-

t),
T
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',As I mentioned before, our first major task .was to review and eval'-
uate' existing standards. In order that this evaluation be .objective,
GSS stag- and a.group of experts in. the field of developmental dis-.
abilities'devised a series, of precise judginent scales addressing such
issues as the reliabilit7 of a .givoiV-standard, the practicality of its
use, and its suscbptibility4o attiOn by the service delivery system,

The most important is;ile. However, was validity. whether or not
the standard was judged to-be a valid indicator of one bt.the three
most desired outcomes: increased skill levels'or the. achievement -of
adaptive behaviors on the part of persons receiving services; more
normalized patterns of daily living; and the protection of individual"
rights, including protection from neglect and abuse.

Nine experts in the field of develoinental, disabilities used this.
detailed evaluation. probicol under thr supervision of GSS staff td,
individually appraise several hundred of the standards in current use.
The ratings of the experts led us to the conclusion that while the vast.
majority# of . existing standards express worthwhile sentiments and
describe useful practices,. they are rnetheless beset by recurring

- defects whiclr render .them of limited use in quality assurance-
These defectslack of measurability; lack of reliability, lack of

relevance, lack of objectivity, and in some cases lack of sensitivity to
current :concepts of human services deliveryrender many of the
existing 'standards ambiguous, dbscure, or simply inappropriate.

Our next project task, then,.was to develop a set of model input
and process standards which maintained the best features of the
existing standards, but eliminated these fundamental weaknesses. We
feel that. we were able to do this, that we were able 'to design a set of

. input and process, sta dards which are' valid, *comprehensive and
reliable for use. .

Despite the fact that t ey are comprehensive, our model standards
it-re, relatively short inle h. Most notably, there are no standards
with res4pect.to staffing le' Is. staff, qualifications or credentials. or
methods of service deliver , all common concerns in existing bodies
Of standaixis. Quite simply, found that there is no consistent war-

. rant, either -professional conse sus or empirical justification; for such
standards. In Met, it is wide held that these standards fend to
encourage overprofessionalizatio , overprotection, and other excesses
that work against the besCinter .ts (If -persons' with developmental
disabilities.

On the other hand, our standard. are quite detailed in some areas',
that we think are critical to theirdes ed outcomes. For example, we
specify in detail the rninimiim'cont Puts of 'individual habilitation
plans, the Core 'of individualized servi delivery, and we specify at
great length administrative procedures or the development of .such
plans. _We also recommend iminerons s nelards regulating- living

, environments and other settings for service delivery. and.'prohihiting
.practices we feel most restrict or deny .the. rights dind .dignity
of persong with developmental disabilities. .

Iii writing inputand process stimgards,*..we hav'e the4fore. had to
walk a ,iniddle ground between the txtremes*overp ection .and
iniderattention. We had to balance. the interecIts of those who need
close, supervision and protection. nd Those who need greater inde-
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pendence and freedom of movement. We think we aiihate. and
middle.- ground. : ,

,.- ...

Olfr approach- to the design of .model 'outcome standards had, to 'he

somewhat differgiit.Aff I mentioned earlier. our review of the liteht- -,

. turn in health, education, and re-habilitatio4.seTvices indicated that- .

.. olitcOitu., .nieasurement- was rarely used far qfmlitv .assurilnue, and

that outcome standards are virtim4 nonexistent. Thus, most quality,

assurance in Wealth and other human' services falls at present in the .

category of "peer review," which is a Congenialma'y Rf saving that

colleagues. and associates. members of the same peFfessignal organiza-

tions, appraise one another's. work. More "often, than not. Yogitely

worded input and process standards, ii:liich dii little to inhibit...the

intuitive conclusions of the ax praisers. are. used in these transactions:

Our study, of the feasibilltii,of anteolne stliglarcls demonstrated. how-

ever. that the; absence of outcome standards -is not duetoony defect
in theAticept. Rather, tve judge-that it is due inainlYto,a small:set,.

.ef teclinial problems. all of which -areSoli.atile. and a: long list of ,

provider' .objectians., inosl cif, which are gromuljeA4..We etineliuled,
thereforefliat there is no formal' barrier to the use of mitcoMe. Stand=

ards fOi quality. assiittincts;of progranisand-seTi-iceS for persons -with

develiajimental disabilities,' prpvideci techniQarly cevnpetenf ..',04'..1,

'... proaches are used: '. , -, .

,, . '" . .0., -tr -
..:-.4

Sprei 'cally. we recominen4 outcome stalidards.in Vilt categor,les,'.7 4

deyefo mental growth and normaliztrtio.n *of livinA.:exgeriences.r(fi

beYelopmental grwvtla is ineasurtd by any of the scores of tested

'behavioral ASSeS4irletit .scales and instrutmlentS,'elirrently In useOf
tixe`andSelf-lietp7independetit living skills. '

.particular c,mujert are motor. col.tiritive..acial. affectite. cOnimunica-

.
Otir- model standards. also include two ,skS ,of rripaliiatiort- !peas'

iires..The first set ,characteriZes- ale, degree to wliich,..gh:Sons' are'

.
integrated into society at large, by measuring the degree'. to which

their social and physical environments, are .asnorrpa) fle,S .WSSible..The 4

second set is tisecltowimpattlie. Luse of time by-persons ni...sumvised

li,in .situations vilItYt hr. use.of tirne,..byperI;ons of the same 'age and

.. sex in the genifiil population.
The problem with using OutcommitTalitlards. of cdtirse'.,is the Ciar:,,-

. rent lack of norms or expectationsiRth 'respect- to outCorne:measnres,

,tvhich.makes it very. difficidt to estimate how much progress or change

peions receiving services should' experience over. :1 gi,ven. PbriOd of

.tune. -'Rut one report ,does suggest several approaches: for creating

-such standards.- including the' use of tithe series iiiAt'ses.:041 attlitii-.'

merit approaches and comparison an:Ases. ' 17 . ,.
thatInsummary: we feel thin the problem of :setting outcome stand-.

ards issolvable" iii,,,a .nunditir of practical and understandable...ways,

and .4,4us . we recommend that . StaNs uSe 'outcome :-stalua rds, in con -.,

° junction with. a concise set .of input, mut. process stodard4#0,thgir
quality astirtince.elfOrts. , . ,- , .

What,,klitn, are the inipheations of our study ? ,..0

6
To begin' 'witlf, ow' recoiiimen chit ions. regardinv.models. sta

and quality.- assurtIlit mechanisms haVe been wellreceiyed .hys... tote

administrators ald by ,sztvire proider4. as well as bY the DO,eliiii,-

mental pisabilities OfffrMii'sonie;instance. Orglitiiiations hays taken

a
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steps to implement the recoin endations 'on their own initiative.
However, in a recent end -of-t e-project workshop there was clear

it for mdre formal follow- p activities.
eatijo key recommendations were the following: first, that the

developmental disabilities lice sponsor a project' to provide tech-
nical assistance .to uz. to fi states that vdlunteer to field test the
model siiiidards., We see the field lest as a key step in refining the
standards -further, in operationtaizing the ipiality assurance ineChan-
ISM, and in identifying and resolving any issues which arise during
implementation. ' . f. i'

Second, it waSsuggested that .

active support of,field test' activities
he sought from other Federal agencies and programs that provide
or fund servic0 to. persons with developmental disabilities, in the
hope that early coordination among these agencies would eventually
facilitate t e consolidation of thq many overlapping review' processes
to Which s rvice providers are now subject.

Tha you.
[Te.st mony resumes on page 487.] P f,[Dr. inarelli's prepared statement follows:]

I
4 8 8
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INTRODUCTION,
. ,

,

Mi..Chaitiadm andialeMbers of the Sfibcommittdev I' am .

pleated tO'have thp opibrtbnity today to deisOrihe,the results

of a study carried out by Goverlbente4udies b. Systems on.

behalf of the Delplopmental DiabilitieS Office, Office of

NumapDevelopments. Our PfojeCt had two primary goals:

'(l/ to develop a .set, of mgdel-standaxdsfer appraising
u- the quality oT serVices/apd'pregrafor persons

with developmental disabilities;'
.

(2) to devise a model, quality assuraUbe.inechaAiSM,:.
which States could use to implemeptthe propO,ised

0 standards.

The legislatiVe mandate for our pojePt. Was§e&tioo"04

of the Developmentally Disabled Assistance Right

Act. The Language of Section 204 suggests two flime motives

for the study. First, there was an apjparenfconcern about.

therfectizveness of existing 'standards and:qualit assurance

MecZaisms. Sedond,.there Was.a grOwin'q awareness of the s4

need i8r outcome stalidleds that directly address both the

de---lopmental gowthand.t1-7eoveiall well-boinT of persons

th.ddvelopmental disabilities. '4111)4,

TO date,, most quality assurance efforts in the, fielrlof
a

developmental dis4bilities, as in other human .ervi4e fields, 4'

have relied almost'exclusively on /input andprocess sandard0.

Input standaids set forth organizational,i administrative and
o

physical requirements to be satisfied, by servfceoprovidg4.

ikrocess standards describe the manner in which services should

IF

a

t.



be delivered.. 'The warrant ?Or such standards is the belief

that adherench by service providers to,ihput and precess.re-

.

rireipents contributes to desirable outcomes for the

i

.peisons receiving. services.
"'7.

.
.

o
Unfortunately,.studies to determine whether compliance

I

'oath input:ead.process standards:results in better outcomes

" haii& beep th infrequ t and inconclusive..In.facrit has

been'.incre ihgly conten d at many of the standards.
-;,-

., .

.

Ydurzently promulgated by regU atory agencieS or professional

organizations are validity, there being li tle

evidence in most,cases that existing standards are either

sential to quality servicesqor prediative 11 desirable out-
,.

coMes.

A second concern regarding standards in current useis

Simply their.recent proliferation. At presentApere are so

.many standards; from so many sources, that-se.loGice providers

are likely to find.themselves subject to conflicting require

ments., or are likely to face inconsistenciesip thie interpreta.t

anduse of Similar' standis.fts issued by different, and

perhaps overlappinj1 jurit sdictions.

Our fitst major task, therefore,. Was.to-collect aAti

classie; hundreds ofthe,,moSt widely used standards, eliminate

duplicates, then appraise the remainder to determine which

..were valid, reliable ;W,practical for Asse in qualityassoranee:-

e A

4

O

4



On the basis of
,/}.at.,e-xtensive..'revie4,-' we later developed a

set

defec

The legis

f model input:and process
standards nearly free of the

A we found'in eici tin standards.
_

ation cle requirede halever, that the '

model standards goebbyond tr
tr ditional inpu'fand process,

z:equitements: An Secti Ill'of-the Act; it sated that `%

treatment',.services and
bilitation should be designedoto

"maximize the dOvelopm tal potential" of the,perdon._ In turn,

Isection 204 'requires that.the,recommended standards he-"based

abOn "performance criteria for
measuring and evaluabng khe .0

developmental- progress of persons with developmental disabilities."

,,/Thus, a;setogd major
project task was to se.ect rliable

measures of.thedevelOpmentel
prtress"And the84verall well- '

;

being Ofpersons with deveZopmtta). disabi ies,,and then to

design model outcome
standards around these measures.

The use of outcome standards for human services quality

assurance is so rare,
howeve0,that'the feasibility of this

outcome-based approach was unknopre aOo the outset of the study.
-

ketitical redd,ew of the sta:tk-ttiftrartlbf outcpme.-baSpd

quality assurance'in other human 'services, and of-beha4ioral.-

%

4ssessmentin the field of developmental disabili,.1;ies, was

therefore undertaken. Our 'conclusion was that outcome meanure-

J
ment is, in fast, feasible, and that

outcome'atandards should

4
Play a signi4cant role in

qu'ality assurance of services and

,;',progums for p rsons with developmental disabilities. Outcome'

0

a

c
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standards for use in oonjuRction With the model input and

process standards werelthuS'also developed.

'Finally..our project required us to detign a model
4quality assurance sechanism.'Sy this we mean a set ot"--

administrative,procedUreS'whia. will.enAble States to require,

enmourage'or assist service providers to maintain (or at least

to 'take steps Howard achieving) certain lJels of. quality as

expressed-1.n a set of preielpblished stand rd;. Our concern

;here w s tq'deatIgn la mechanism that would be e ctive,

effici nt and squitible when°uged w/ah the model standards.

O

0 ,

enethods, our findings.and our endati4s with

refire

.artir
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'both.standards and quality assurance mechanisms

cribed in pOnfiiiierable detai). in a series of ;worts

prepa

avail le for you examination. 'Therefore, my purpPsemi tn

d. ior the Developmental DisabilitieS Office., All aree
..

0. ja

next.' 'w-aWiputes. is simply to furtherilighlight the key
1

l',,-1A'

find; s. and recommendations resulting,fsem our study.
el

.REVIE AND EVALUATION OF kXISTING.ST NDARDS
.

4 .J

order to obtain an objective evaluation ofexis ing
, ., .

stand rds, GSS staff and a group4of experts in the field Of

developmenfal disabilities deviged several. precise judgm nt

files, addressing Such issues.as reliability, practical ty
.

r of use, and susceptability to action,%amonglathers. The os
A 4 ----

important issue, howeveri was validity - whe.ther or,not-t
'1.

I standard in question was a valid predictor'of one or more

o

,"\)
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Of the three most desired outcomes: increased skill.'levels
o.

or the achilvement of adaptive beUviors by the individual(s)

. receiving services; more normalized patterns of daily living;

and enhancement of individuals' basic h man rights, including

protection from neglect and abuse.

Nine experts in the field of devel pmental disabilities -

state program administrators, direct ser4kfe providers, per-
.

- sons on the staffs of-UniverSity Affiliated Facilities and ..

othe5#,, used this detailed evJuation protocol under tha

supervision of GSS 'staff to individually appraise each of

several hundred standards culled from the liter ure. The

experts' ratings led u§ to the conclusiOn tht,whi4m the

vast majority of existing standards exprss worthwhile\.senti-

ments and recommend useful.practices', they are nonetheless

beset by recurring defects that limit their usefulness in

quality assurance activities. These defects - lack of

measurability, lack of relevance, lack of objectivity and lack

of sensitivity to contemporary cogcepy of human services -
.
generally render existing standards ambiguous, otiscure or

simply inappropriate.

MODEL-INPUT AND PROCESS STANDARDS
1

i./"."Our next task, then, was to design a set of input and .
it

_ procefs standards-which incorporated the best feature*s of

ezistingstandards, but also allowed for the acAptation

.1of those - existing standards judged valid but unreliable for

*4 S

e.

Is
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Lj 4

quality assurance. New standgidS were also created where none,

existed. The result is a set Of standards that, -as far as

. we can. now tell, is comprehensive, valid and technically isL

reliable.
' s,,,:.4,-. .., Pk

. ,

, -''Despite its compkehensiveness, our liV!Of model

standard's is short. Most notably, there are no standards with

respect t staffing levels (ratios of staff to population4

(tserved), taff qualifications or credentials, or methods for

service del very. We have found, quite simply,%that there
%,..

is no consistent warrant -"either empirical justification or

prOlt-ssional consensus -"for such standards. Rather, there

is widespread belief that such standards tend to foster over-,

professionalization, overprotectiveness, and other excesses

that can sometimes work against the best interests of persons
s

with developmental disabilities. .

On
i

thp other'hand, our standards are quite etailed in

areas that, as we see it, are'"directly predictive of desired°a .

outcomes. In'particular, we'have specified in detail the
...

minimum contents of, and addressed at length administrative

procedures for the p /eparation of, Individual Habilitation

- the core of-individualized service delivery. We ave

1(61

.. also proposed numerous standards regulating living envi nments

and other settings for service delivery, and prohibiting

practices that seem to'most, restrict or diminish the rights

and dignity of perSons with developmental disabilities.

.4

I
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In-oTi.ting input and process standards,.we have there-'

fore had to-Walk between the extremes of wovcrPr tection and

underattention. We have had to balance
4
betWeen the inteKests ;

7'

of those who 0wed cldse attention and supervision%and thoses,

who need greater indetwndence'and freedom of movement. We
11-

think we have found a valid middle ground.

MODEL OUTCOME STANDARD6

Our review of outcome me4surement in'education, health, P

rehabilitation and other human services showed that outcome

measures are rarely used in quality assurance. In turn!' out- .

come standards are virtually non-exisjent. Thus, most gualit

assurance in health and human services consists of "peer

review," a congenial way of saying that colleagues and
,

0,

associates, persons in the same professional organizati ns, .

appraise one another's work. More.ofteri..than not, va uely

worded input and process.si.arldrds, which do little to inhibit the

. the intuitive conclusions of the appraisers, are used in these

transactions.

Our feasihilitYistudy demonstrated, however"; that the

abSence o outcome standards is not attributable to any defect

in the concept. Rather, we, judged that their absence is due
4

mainly to asmall spt of technical problems (all of which are

'solvable) and a long list of Provider objections (most of which

are groundless). We concluded, therefore, that there is no

formal barrier to the use of outcome standards in appraising

1 ,

C50
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serviies for persons with developmental disabilities, pro-.

&deed technically tompetent approaches are used. (Technical

errors and excesses aid the political resistance forces.)

Specifically, we believe that outcome standards should be .

.
.

de eloped for both developmental growth and normalization of

/ .

living experinces.
( t

The first outcome category, developmental growth, is

measured Oany of the scores of tested behavioral assessment

scales or instruments. Of. particular oncern are motor,
,

cognitive, communicative, social, affective and self -help/

independent living skills.

Our model outcome standards also include two sets of

normalization measures. The first set is used to characterize

the degree to which persons are integrated into society-at-'

.
large by measuring the degree to which their physical and

social environments are as normal as possible.. The secohd

set of measures is -used to-compare the use of time by persons

in supervised living situations with the use of time by per7

...

sons pf the same,,age and Sex in "the general population.

MIThe difficulty of usinnthese.aTasures as standards, of

citirse,:is that we d'P'not Yet have an adequate se't ot nOrms

.

or expectations from which we can estimate how much progrtss

or change anindividual (receiving servicas):should e:verience

given period. -Our repoft contains several recommendations

for creating standards, including the use of time series -

4
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analyses, goal attainment approaches (keyed to objectives set

forth j.n a person's Individual Habilitation Plan),. comparison

group analyses or comparative prOgram analyses.

In summary, we are satisfied that the probleM of setting

outcome stanaardd is solvable in any of several practical And

0
understandable ways. We conclude, therefore., that Statet can

and should use outcome standards in their quality assurance

efforts
AN/

QUALIT. ASSURANCE MECHANISMS

Qua ity assurance mechanisms are diverse, and quality

assurance prg ons have varied purposes. At one extreme,

there are those organs ations that view their mission as

educational,. At the her extreme are those agencies that

license and regtlate, that have the authority to impose

sanctions against poor quality.

Whicheverapproach is adopted - our preference is for a

positive, service-enhancing approach with sanctions reserve&

for only the worst offenders - there are fundamenbiel design

issues that must be addrepedgild 'a minimum set of implementa-
.

*n activities for which administrative procedures must be

developed. The quality assurance mechanism we hav recommeTpd

presents a step-hoptep approach for.tr4 design phase as well

as the implementation phase. Procedures which a quality

assurance aq ncy.could use tarry out a self-evalUation of

the effectiven s, efficiency and equitflaf its quality

assurance activities are also'suggested7

41
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IIRPLICATIONS . .

R\\The aModel,standards aqd quality as urance mechanisms

develOped in4-this Pioject have drawn many avorable'responses

from'State agencies and provideis, as well as from the
. .

. 2

Developmental Disabilities Office. In some instances, organi-
)

rations have already taken steps to implement Our recommanda-*

tijons onqher. own initiative.
0

Nevertheless, a recent end-of-the-project workshop

.generated clear support for more formal follow-up activities.

Two key recommendation)s were the following:

that the-Developmental Disabilities Office proceed

without delay to sponsor a project to provide

technical assistance to five States which volunteer

to field-test the model standards and model quality

assurance Mechanisms; the
field-test ik seen as a

key step in the further r inement of the model

standfrds, the aperati alization or the model q

assurance mechanis and the identification and

',resollition of an implementation problems which ma

arise.; ,

2. that active support of the field -test activities be'

sought from other Federal,agencies and programs which

provide or fund servces to personS with develop-
mental disabilities in the hope that early coordina-

tion among agencies would facilitate the eventual

consolidation of the many overlapping review processes

to which'seryice providers are now subject.

a
7. shall be happy to answer any questions.
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, Mr. RQGERA. Thanryou very mu& Your testimony was interest-
ing, as we have had-n, lot "of 'discussion about the outcome of stand-
ards. Dr. Cartef? .,_ .. .

r. CA,VrEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:- , . '''
. ' - 4 is a very aiffi It task, I would think, to evalnitte theletandards -

of of Itiality asstira e in this particular aria. I don't _think you cans:
roject Just what tie outcome will be on different retlrrdates. Cer--

1.. tainly, lve have had examples of peoplg who had Spastic conditions
)0today. 'who are, certainly affected * noway mentally as far as',Was,

discernible. Measurement m this 4rea is'sery difficult. We can see
-progrets. How you specify it to a- certain4egree, a percentage, would
be, itseerns to me,-V ry di4ult. .

Thank .yol*Mr. Chairman:
Mr. ROG RS. What do you estimate the cost would be in` evaluating

.4
someone on n outcome basis? -.'...e.

'Dr. FINA ELLI. That we have not addressed yet can grte you a.
couple of examples, however. The State that is doing the nidstin this
regard at present is Minnesota. They have developed, at a cost, ac-
cording to the project director, *of .appio,ximately $350,0Q0, Which
seems a modest cost for where they are so far,,a behavioral assess;

.ment instrument called the'MDPS, Or the Minnesota developmental a
programing system, and they have administered that instrument as

-often as three times on an annual basis to the residents of all State
institutions. and many, community, residences in Minnesota, a, so that i

they are beginning to build up 'the limgitudinal data base that is a
prerequisite for setting outcome start s. '

California, on the other hand, has spent an estimated $800,000 to
A. $850,000 designing an evaluation system._ which includes outcome

measures, JCAH -typo facility surveys, and a cost accounting element.-
Their eventual goal is the ability to. perform cost effectiveness anal-
ses and to tie in litensing and quality assurance with evaluation. So'

., there are two fairly wide estimates on the cost of 'developing an
outcome-based system. .

.. Mr. .ROGERS. If we were to authorize five demonstration projects,
as you suggest, what should the funding be for those five projects,
somewhere'between $300,000 and $800,000 each ?

Dr. FINARELLI. I suppose it depends. Both Minnesota and Cali-
,. fornia designed their own instrument for assessing an individ'ual's

skills and 'behaviors. If a State were going todo that, I would think
half a million dollars would probably be a reasonable figure. On the
other hand, if a State were willing to accept an instrument developed
elsewhere, one could be talking -of $1044000 to $200,000, perhaps.

Mr. RooEns. I see. .. .

Dr. FINARELLI. The proposal- that technical assistance 'be provided
was made on the assmnption that States would assume responsibility
for developing this kind of a system on their own, even without Fed-
eral encouragement or requirements, simply because they are spend- .
ing so much money for developmentally disabled services that they
should' want to know .themselves what the most 'effective programs
were. So, at the time the recommendation wag-Made, there was no
discussion of Fedettl appropriations.
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lioo
M ERB. Tank you so much. Have you any mog questions?

. CARTER. Nb. ,

. ROGERS. We are grateful to you for being here.,Thank)youNfor

,-.
giving us the results of your study. .

D,.. FINAR LI. You are welcome. , /
Mr. Roa . That conclusles our list of witnesses toda . The own=

mittee stau s adjourned.
? [The following statement was received for the record :]

-ip ,
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National Association of Privates Residential Facilities.
for the Modally Retarded
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The Nqtional Ass iatjon of Private PeO'denti.

4Mentally Retard d (NAPRFMR) is composed of
lyr

c e

f

air huhdre'

private programs 'which servo vont:ally retarded on .,ther Je.1.,p-
. 4 .. . N .

'..i'*mentally disabled indilltduals. Members rd :e from fo

? care tacijitie serving one ort o d)poplia
iicr

1

programs ser41mg a hundred di- mor-.

The NAPRFMR would like to take this Olaportunify t'drfarin. .

°
rtrodt',:;n1 N. I C',4 ; ..:Reprikentatives Rogers and Carter for

provide' continuing support for the only .derdl pr..etram whi*.n 5por it-
.

ically aloressos the needs.of America'', mo.:;t vulnerable citizen.
.

a..
These people who are severely hdndi._apped der;,.re.theY de nne ,hddlfs

Y are deprived in special ways a d. an wafodnointed out in tme.te,tii:

mOpy of Mr. Ethan E.Ills;from t w Jersey, are not ,rly unable fir t

speak for themselves', but suffer fr,,im

Us to adeqddlpa.10. Mepre'sent their need

- Definition of i-aveloft

the'inabil ty the Tes-t

-

of

NAPRFMR Members who ser70 a'au.a.a ,Iflt. .erve a few indivalealn
,.. .

who are intellectual by r,,719,irc:,1 tut wh..- ndur fit 1,( definitiQn of

"developmejatadly disabled."' The,e nesrl, h,v .1,,ter. ,r,unly bra; r\;:,,

damaged in idudt life. Their peels ere, inloed,,ery m--h Inc name
1

. I .
.

..

as people. whose disabili'ty-,:rTgindle., rr idr t,..11eicalahteen,

required under the current :.e'finili ,n.

8

.need exhibited ol.

10
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negas of people who are disabled beforethe learning process' iv
.

comprlete., Our Members tdvol. the adopl.on 04 1,111e definition devel-

oped in the majoritqYeport f?om Abt AsloCiates. We feel that this

funct al appreiCh without specific Meritidt:f any special 'se-grnent
.

of t is population writ result In grea'ter assurances that all

or people who become ieriousitodiSibled during their youth will be
..

' Set*vea by the Developmental pisabilit:les pkogram. We fear ttla*a
..

listing of Irspecifi,c dlsorers tenft'to eliminate sorpeoPle'who
i # .

.e._.....p.tiould 'rightfully be serk,ed.

V--

-:Priorktiz4tion off Services -

In Its capacity as.a member of1the Consortium Concerned With
ry t

. '

the Developmentally Dis bled (CCDDV.uthe NAMRFMR has been concerned

/1with the need to demo strata the effectiveness, of the Developmental

Disabilities Act more clearly. rt was with this'Ir mind and inliVe

belief 1st the priority Areas of cummuniti, living arrangements;

nonvocation'al, social developmfantal servii011Lindividual c-fienta

management ':1.:nvices; and infant developmenhil services represent

those areas, In which develo.pmerally diosabled ',Orson-, experience the

greatest, red for Federal assistance. It is our belief that q.ther

needs are More -readily addressed by Jthiln Federally supported

programs. We''are strongly supportive of the prioritipation of

services presented in H.A,II76 We feel that although there is

a need for ongoing. review and evision of Planning for ..thif, PoPul.n=

flop, the major planning has been mpleted in tW) -states and it I

time to direct more attention to the delivery of servces.

14



- Employment of HapdicatIped Individuals.'-

Our ,Members are most syp pgrrtive of

action In hiring and eromoti df peo$le who are

continuing re4n*Ments for

handicapped.

'Th.

the developmer

and AlclOrse

- Protecipn and Advocacy Systems

encouraged by the proOks that 9s being'made in

Protection and Advocacy Systems within the States

eases In authorization to fund these programs.

ate Formula Grants - I

Wealso support the amt orition level lltilroviced for. the State

1

Formula Grant program. Tlie'Increas In mlnlmq afici,cat.ions foNtMle

n
StlliOes Is particularly Important.

The4urrent level :of $150,000

provides for very little In the 1tirteen states that are currently

at that kayo':
Additional. funding will'be needed so that more

'support can be provided t6 fill the gaps In service delivery to this

popuYarion, '

- State Planning Council -

.
40PMFMR. also supports the revisions proposed for State Planning

Counoil's. The reVised composition would provide for greater consumer

involvemenk which we feel will Increase the likelihood thab the

Developmental Disabilities program
Will address the greatest needs In

Jj
4the field- We Ain,,,fhe National Association for Retarded Citizens

in, regue47Ing that serious consideration be given to Addirig tilaS

reourrementthat one of. the representatives of mentally impaired,

developmentally insetted individuals be a relative or quarloan of

peron who is,institutionalized. We find that it is TIfficult for

4P
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thibe who do not have close Involvellalet with thespecial consider-

ations
pp

12.014.utj...Ona) placement to adequately address the issues.

*e'belliVe that it is Important for a person famill itv

to be Involved each State Council.

e NAPRMR would like to thank altrimembersof the SubcoMMtteb

on He th and the Environment, fbr their expressions

/this -4 Inerable populatio'n. We encourage yox,f...01 s t,port for

H.R.I1 64 to assure that Orogramstor people who are developmentally

abi d wIljAmprove in thein)abllity to serve those in need.
. '

of,conceri7 for

- ,.._

Vbereupon. at 4:10 p.m., the subcommittee wad adjourned
pet to the.eall of the Chaic.)
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